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Abstract

Phosphatidylinositol phospholipase Cγ (PLCγ) is an intracellular membrane-

associated second messenger signalling protein, which is activated by tyrosine
kinases such as fibroblast growth factor receptor 1 (FGFR1). PLCγ contains the

pseudocyclic γ-specific array (γSA), in which a SH2 domain pair (tandem-SH2), a
SH3 domain, and a split-PH domain are connected by linker segments, effectively
within a loop that is an insert in the catalytic domain. Activated FGFR1 binding to the

nSH2 domain leads to phosphorylation of Y783, a residue in the γSA cSH2-SH3
linker. This modification terminates PLCγ autoinhibition by the cSH2 domain and

reduces nSH2 affinity to FGFR1. This work has focused on the effect of Y783
phosphorylation on the tandem-SH2 solution structure and on PLCγ-FGFR

dissociation. This work also aims to shed light on the mechanistic basis of activating
mutations in PLCγ relevant for cancer and autoimmune disease.

Molecular dynamics simulations followed by principal component analysis and

contact analysis suggest a substantial solution structure difference between
phospho- and non-phospho-tandem-SH2, the crystal structures of which are similar.

After NMR backbone resonance assignment for both forms of tandem-SH2, chemical

shift perturbation analyses, relaxation data analysis, residual dipolar coupling and

SAXS experiments suggest that phosphorylation reduces the inter-SH2-domain

flexibility, but does not lead to a change of relative SH2 domain orientation. The
cSH2-Y783 linker is mechanistically important for allosterically communicating Y783

phosphorylation to the nSH2-cSH2 junction, which had been predicted by MD

simulations. The C-terminus, along with the cSH2-Y783 linker, might thereby play an
important role in an allosteric mechanism leading to FGFR1 kinase release.

Activating PLCγ mutations were characterized in terms of their effects on

autoinhibition, on the ability of Y783 to be phosphorylated, on and protein stability
and on relative SH2 domain orientation. The PLCγ1 mutation R707Q was found to
act by destabilizing the cSH2 domain and thereby promote release of PLCγ

autoinhibition. The PLCγ1 mutation R687W leads to a complex modulation of the
allosteric pathways in cSH2; it was also observed to be phosphorylated faster in a

custom-made real-time in-NMR-tube FGFR kinase assay. An NMR analysis in the
context of the γSA became feasible after transfer of backbone resonance
assignments from the individual domains.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Phosphoinositide-specific Phospholipase C (PLC) and PLCγ
1.1.1. PLC isoforms
Phosphoinositide phospholipases C (PLC) are intracellular eukaryotic enzymes (Suh

et al., 2008). There exist six different PLC families in mammals: β,γ,δ,ε,η and ζ. The
distributions of the different isoforms, of which these families are formed, has been
characterized for different types of human tissue (Suh et al., 2008).

PLCγ activation usually implies an increase in its catalytic function as a
phospholipase C (Figure 1.1A); this function is executed by the PLC-core which is
common to all phospholipase C isoforms. Because PLCγ is a mostly cytosolic

protein, it must be recruited to the membrane and access its lipid-substrate to be
catalytically active. PLCγ catalyses the hydrolysis of phosphatidylinositol 4,5-

bisphosphate to inositol triphosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG) (Bunney and
Katan, 2011). IP3 triggers the release of Calcium from the endoplasmic reticulum,
while DAG remains in the membrane to activate protein kinase C and other DAG

targets. PLCγ therefore has an impact on a large variety of cellular functions

including cell growth, differentiation, migration and secretion (Suh et al., 2008)

(Figure 1.1A). However, not all functions of PLCγ are PLC-dependent. The SH3
domain plays an important role in this context, as it mediates these functions (more
on SH3: section 1.1.3).

There exist two PLCγ isoforms which differ in tissue distribution; PLCγ1 is found in
most tissues, while PLCγ2 is expressed mainly in cells of the immune system and

platelets (Everett et al., 2009; Suh et al., 2008). This expression pattern is also

reflected in the biological effects resulting from deletions and mutations of these

proteins. PLCγ1-null mice only survive until embryonic day 9 (Ji et al., 1997); in
PLCγ2-null mice, the function of platelets, mast cells, natural killer cells and B cells is
affected (Wang et al., 2000).

Most phospholipase C enzymes from different families can be activated by G-protein
coupled receptors (GPCRs) via G-proteins or small GTPases from the Ras

superfamily. However, PLCγ isoforms (PLCγ1 and 2) are commonly activated by
11

tyrosine kinases including receptor (RTKs) and non-receptor tyrosine kinases (Figure
1.1A).

1.1.2. Activators and modulators of PLCγ activity
Figure 1.1A and Figure 1.5 illustrate one of the best-documented signalling
connectivities for PLCγ enzymes: activation of PLCγ1 by RTKs. Activation of PLCγ

by tyrosine kinases is possible because it contains the γ-specific array (γSA), which
is a unique structural feature of PLCγ (Figure 1.1B). The pseudocircular array (≈ 50
kDa) consists of a “split” PH domain (spPH), two src-homology two (SH2) domains

(nSH2 and cSH2) and one src-homology three (SH3) domain (Figure 1.1B). SH2

domains provide a link to phosphotyrosine-mediated signalling cascades. PLCγ1

itself is commonly activated by tyrosine kinase binding to the N-terminal SH2 domain
(nSH2) in the γSA, followed by phosphorylation of residue Y783 in the C-terminal
extension of the C-terminal SH2 domain (cSH2).
The most investigated activators of

PLCγ are receptor tyrosine kinases

(RTKs)(Kamat and Carpenter, 1997): Specific binding of fibroblast growth factor

receptor (FGFR) (Bae et al., 2009; Mohammadi et al., 1992), platelet-derived growth
factor receptor (PDGFR) (Ji et al., 1999; Kamat and Carpenter, 1997; Sekiya et al.,

2004; Valius et al., 1993) and nerve growth factor receptor (NGFR)(Middlemas et al.,
1994). They activate the lipase function of PLCγ by binding to the nSH2 domain of
the γ-specific array.

The activation by non-receptor tyrosine kinases such as Interleukin-2 tyrosine kinase

(Itk2), Src family kinase, spleen tyrosine kinase (Syk) and Tec kinase allows indirect
PLCγ activation by other receptors via adapter proteins including LAT, SLP-76/BLNK

and Grb2/Gads (Rhee, 2001; Wilde and Watson, 2001). The set of relevant

receptors, adapter proteins and kinases is highly cell-dependent (Wilde and Watson,
2001). Receptors known to activate PLCγ via this mechanism include T Cell and B
cell

receptors,

GPCRs

(angiotensin

II,

bradykinin),

cytokine

receptors,

immunoreceptors and integrins (Suh et al., 2008). For example, PLCγ1 can be
activated by Src 1 in conjunction with the adaptor kinase-interacting protein-1 (GIT1)

and thus be coupled to a variety of receptors and regulate motility in tumor cells

(Haendeler et al., 2003; Jones and Katan, 2007; Jones et al., 2005). Most of these
12

kinases and the adaptors contain multiple SH2 and/or SH3 units, which are also
found in the g-specific array (γSA).

The multi-domain architecture of PLCγ permits a variety of molecules to activate or
modulate it; this is particularly true for the SH3, the spPH and the PH domain of

PLCγ. Proteins which activate PLCγ via these domains will be discussed in
Section 1.2. PLCγ can also be activated or modulated by small molecules (Rhee,

2001). One of these molecules is phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-triphosphate (PI3,4,5P),

the product of phosphoinositide 3-kinase, which might bind to the cSH2 domain

(Rameh et al., 1998). PI3,4,5P could thereby, in addition to its role in membrane
recruitment of PLCγ, (co-)activate PLCγ or modulate release of a kinase which binds

to the cSH2 domain of PLCγ. Actin-binding proteins (ABP) such as profilin are also
known to negatively modulate PLCγ activity (Rebecchi and Pentyala, 2000).

13

Figure 1.1. Overview of phospholipase C (PLC) structure and function.

A: Role of PLCγ in cell signalling via activation of PLCγ 1 by RTKs. The γ-specific array
(γSA) permits PLCγ to be activated by receptor tyrosine kinases. A receptor tyrosine kinase
gets activated by phosphorylation and dimerization. The phosphorylated receptor can then

bind to the γSA and phosphorylate Y783, triggering PLCγ's catalytic function. The products
of PIP2 cleavage then influence a number of downstream cellular functions. The
pseudocircular character of the γSA is sketched in a schematic manner.

B: Domain arrangement in Phospholipase C enzymes: comparison of PLCγ with PLCδ
and PLCβ isoforms. All PLC isoenzyme have a common core comprising an N-terminal
pleckstrin homology (PH) domain, EF-hands (EF), triosephosphate isomerase (TIM)-barrel
like fold and C2 domains. Only PLCγ features the γ-specific array (γSA), which is a large
pseudocircular regulatory multidomain extension of the TIM barrel linker. More or less

flexibly linked domains in the SA are the “split” PH domain (spPH), two src-homology two
(SH2) domains (nSH2 and cSH2) and one src-homology three (SH3) domain. Receptor

tyrosine kinases such as FGFR1 bind predominantly to the nSH2 domain, leading to
phosphorylation in the C-terminal extension of the cSH2 domain. Phosphotyrosine residue
Y783 is located between SH2 and SH3 and marked with "Y". This array leads to
pseudocircular structures in the γ-specific array, which put conformational restraints on the
individual domains.

C: Structure of PLCβ2 (PDB ID: 2FJU). All PLC isoforms are thought to share this common
core structure except for the PH domain position, which appears to be vary between the
different enzymes. Domain name abbreviations and colour coding as Panel B.
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1.2. Domain organisation of PLC enzymes and function of
individual domains

1.2.1. Phospholipase C core
PLC core comprises the domains which are common to all PLC enzymes: pleckstrin

homology (PH) domain, EF-hands (EF), triosephosphate isomerase (TIM)-barrel like
fold and C2 domains (Figure 1.1.B).

The core alone is catalytically active. The

structure of PLC-core is mostly known as crystal structures for PLC-core are
available (Figure 1.1C).

Catalytic domain: TIM barrel

All of the PLCγ isoenzymes contain a catalytic (αβ)8-barrel (TIM-barrel) (Wierenga,

2001) domain with a unique arrangement of amino acids around the active centre,

which permit Ca2+-dependent catalysis by mostly electrostatic interactions with the
substrate; the active centre is stabilized by hydrogen bonds and electrostatic

interactions (Bunney and Katan, 2011). The TIM-barrel is split in two halves and

forms part of a catalytic core, which is common to all isoforms of phosphoinositide-

specific PLC (Figure 1.1B). The linker between the two halves of the TIM-barrel is
extended only in PLCγ isoforms, forming the γSA (Figure 1.1B).
The PH, C2, EF-hands and their roles

Given that most PLC isoforms, including PLCγ, are located in the cytosol, it does not

surprise that enzyme translocation to the membrane could be an important factor for
PLC activation (Todderud et al., 1990). Consequently, functions of the core domains,

in particular of PH domains, were considered within this concept of membrane
translocation.

Both Pleckstrin Homology (PH) and C2 domains have a conserved structure despite

limited sequence conservation (Katan and Allen, 1999). They can mediate
conditional protein recruitment to lipid membranes. PH domains are known to bind to
a variety of phosphoinositol lipids, while C2 domains can bind up to four calcium ions

(Katan and Allen, 1999; Lemmon, 2008; Rizo and Sudhof, 1998). In both cases, the
16

β-strand connecting loop regions form the interaction, while β-sheets provide a
stable scaffold for the appropriate loop arrangements (PDB IDs: 1DJX, 2ISD) (Essen
et al., 1997).

The PH domain in PLCγ1 can bind to phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-triphosphate, which
is the product of the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) (Falasca et al., 1998); PI3K

can thereby recruit PLCγ1 to the membrane, which is a condition for in vivo growthfactor activation of PLCγ1 (Falasca et al., 1998). PLCδ1 was shown to bind to
phosphatidylinositol 4,5-biphosphate (PDB ID: 2ISD) (Essen et al., 1996). The N-

terminal PH domain in PLCδ1 appears to be connected flexibly to the rest of the

protein (PDB ID: 2ISD)(Essen et al., 1996), this seems not to be the case in PLCβ2
(PDB IDs: 2FJU)(Essen et al., 1996; Jezyk et al., 2006), where the PH domain is in
close contact to both the EF-hands and TIM barrel (Bunney and Katan, 2011). The
PLCβ2 PH domain (PDB ID: 2FJU) (Illenberger et al., 2000; Jezyk et al., 2006) was

found to establish membrane interactions via other membrane-binding proteins

including Rac and Cdc42. The PH binding partners map to various binding sites on
the PH domain (Bunney and Katan, 2011), illustrating the crucial role of this domain
as a versatile regulation hub of PLCγ1.

In PLCδ1, calcium binding to C2 reduces loop flexibility, but does not appear to

change the overall C2 domain structure (PDB ID: 1DJX) (Essen et al., 1997; Rizo
and Sudhof, 1998). The C2 domain of PLCδ1 can bind at least three calcium ions,

which were suggested to directly bind to phospholipid molecules (Essen et al.,

1997). The C2 domain is not essential for PLC activation; it might stabilise the
orientation of the TIM barrel towards the membrane rather than have a regulatory
function (Bunney and Katan, 2011; Essen et al., 1997).

Inter-domain interactions between the C2 domain, EF-hands and the TIM barrel
appear to be rather conserved in various PLC enzymes (Bunney and Katan, 2011;

Jezyk et al., 2006). This structural conservation suggests that the main role of the C2
domain and EF-hands might not be regulation (Rebecchi and Pentyala, 2000), but
rather establishment of the correct orientation of the TIM barrel towards the
membrane, while the main role of PH is regulation of recruitment to the membrane.

The recruitment of many PLC forms (except PLCγ) as a multidomain complex with a
very defined orientation can be sufficient for PLC activation because activation of
17

these enzymes only requires the movement of an autoinhibitory loop, induced by the
oriented presence of the membrane (Hicks et al., 2008).

1.2.2. γ-specific array (γSA)
The γ-specific array (γSA) is a pseudocircular array of a “split” PH domain (spPH),

two src-homology two (SH2) domains (nSH2 and cSH2) and one src-homology three

(SH3) domain (Figure 1.1B). The γSA is well characterized in terms of the structure

of their individual domains (Table 1.1), but linkers of varying length prevent

crystallisation or suggest a more dynamic domain arrangement. A recent study gave
insight to the solution structure properties of the γSA (Bunney et al., 2012). No or

little flexibility between the SH2 domains was suggested. NMR Titration experiments

revealed transient interactions between the spPH and the cSH2 domain. The SH3
domain appears to be linked flexibly to the adjacent spPH and cSH2 domains.
The SH3 domain

SH3 domains can be found in many proteins and have mostly mediate protein

interactions and assembly. They have a β-barrel fold and are known to recognize the
proline-rich motif -x-P-p-x-P- (P: has to be proline; p: can be proline). Due to their
small size, they were classical targets for NMR spectroscopists.

In PLCγ1, the SH3 domain can mediate lipase-independent functions (Suh et al.,

2008). One of its interaction partners is the Ras exchange factor SOS1 (Kim et al.,

2000). This is one way to explain the observation that SH3 can mediate the
mitogenic function of PLCγ (Huang et al., 1995), which is however not required for
growth-factor mediated proliferation in the cellular context (Mohammadi et al., 1992).

The SH3 domain can also bind to dynamin (Choi et al., 2004) or to the PI3K

enhancer (PIKE) (Ye et al., 2002), for which PLCγ is known to be a guanine
nucleotide exchange factor (GEF), possibly explaining PLCγ's role in cellular

proliferation (Ye and Snyder, 2004) and survival (Ye, 2005); the involvement of both
the SH2 domain and the SH3 domain of PLCγ in controlling apoptosis underline that

a detailed molecular understanding of the γSA would be of substantial medical

relevance. The involvement of various γSA domains was also demonstrated for the
18

interaction between PLCγ and the Na+/H+-Exchanger 3, which binds to the Cterminal part of the spPH domain and is regulated by SH2 domains (Zachos et al.,
2009).

The spPH domain

The spPH domain plays a special role in the γSA because it is formed by spPH

fragments which are flanking the SH3 and the SH2 domains in the primary
sequence. For this reason, the γSA is a pseudocircular construct, which might make

it more accessible to structural studies due to the great reduction of conformational

space the γSA can theoretically explore. spPH is also involved in an alternative

pathway of activation of PLCγ2 by Rac2 (PDB ID: 2W2X)(Bunney et al., 2009;
Walliser et al., 2008). This will not be discussed in more detail as this thesis focuses
on PLCγ1.

The nSH2 and cSH2 domain

Two SH2 domains form part of the γ-specific array. Their function appears to be
rather distinct despite structural similarities. It transpired that these SH2 domains

have key roles in auto-inhibition and activation of PLCγ enzymes (Bunney et al.,
2012) as well as in regulation of a number of other signalling proteins and will be
therefore discussed in depth in Sections 1.2 and 1.3.
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Table 1.1: Sequence, domains and secondary structure elements of the γ-specific

array of human Phospholipase Cγ1. Secondary structure elements and domain names
have been coloured (α-helices red, β-sheets orange).
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Figure 1.2: SH2 domain structure and nomenclature. The nSH2 of PLCγ1 (PDB ID:
3GQI) is shown to illustrate the SH2 nomenclature. Not all loops and strands are labelled.
Some SH2 domains contain an additional β-sheet; this nomenclature can then be extended

accordingly. For example, the loop between the 6th β strand in the domain, βF, and the
second α helix in the domain, αB, would be called FB.

22

1.3. SH2 domains
1.3.1. Structure and roles in signalling connectivity
In 1986, SH2 domains were first recognized as a noncatalytic protein module
(Sadowski et al., 1986), which was subsequently found in an enormous number of

proteins, taking part in signalling transduction pathways (Koch et al., 1991). They are
characterized by the presence of a β-sheet, flanked by two α-helices; these

secondary structure elements are the basis for a nomenclature which has been
established for these domains (Figure 1.2) (Eck et al., 1996). They are most known

to couple active tyrosine kinases to other cellular processes by binding to a
phosphorylated protein or peptide (Anderson et al., 1990) and thereby often making
another catalytic or signalling domains accessible (Pawson et al., 2001; Reebye et

al., 2012). SH2 domains bind with different affinities to different peptides; extensive

studies have been performed to characterize the specifity and mechanism of these
interactions (Deng and Roux, 2009; Fowler et al., 2007; Songyang et al., 1993;
Waksman et al., 1992).

1.3.2. SH2 domains as versatile parts of modular signal integration
complexes

SH2 domains usually occur in combination with other modular protein domains such

as PH, SH3 and further SH2 domains (Cohen et al., 1995). The variety of SH2
subunit arrangements in the context of those multimodular proteins and sequence
similarity between different SH2 subunits is high (Liu et al., 2006).

Those multidomain arrangements are thought to function as a platform to integrate
multiple input signals and give an appropriate downstream output (Pawson et al.,

2001; Simister and Feller, 2012). Their modular nature and their ubiquitous presence
suggest that a detailed understanding of some of those platforms can help to predict

the properties of others, ultimately offering a way to engineer cell signalling (Lim,
2002, 2010). Disordered or unfolded regions within or outside the modular domains,
in a fine-tuned balance with appropriate static or dynamic structural constraints,

could help to sample a large conformational space in a short time, permitting a
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specific balance between different conformations within a conformational ensemble
(Simister and Feller, 2012; Stein et al., 2009).

In a number of signalling proteins, the regulatory roles of SH2 domains have been
described in molecular detail, in particular with respect to the link between SH2-

ligand engagement and changes in enzymatic function of a given protein. Several
examples described below (sph2, PI3K, ZAP70 and RasGAP) have been selected

for the presence of a tandem SH2 as found in PLCγ. In addition, a wellcharacterized, mechanistically distinct SH2 domain from Fes is also described.

Further comparison of these systems and the tandem SH2 in the γSA is described in
this section.
Shp2

The ubiquitously expressed Src homology-2 (SH2) domain-containing phosphatase
Shp2 (SH-PTP2, Syp, PTP2C, PTP1D, SHP-2), involved in various signalling

processes (Feng, 1999), consists of a tandem-SH2 unit, followed by a catalytic

phosphotyrosine phosphatase (PTP) domain. The nSH2 unit binds and thereby

inhibits the PTP. Specific phosphoproteins or phosphopeptides can bind to the nSH2
domain and induce a subtle conformational change in nSH2 (Figure 1.3A). This

conformational change reduces the binding to PTP and thus activates it (PDB IDs:
1AYD, 2SHP) (Hof et al., 1998). The SH2 domains in Shp2 exhibit distinct binding
affinities to various phosphopeptides and phosphoproteins, which led to the

suggestion that both SH2 domains interact with the bound phosphoproteins, based

on a cooperative mechanism (Neel et al., 2003). It is however not entirely clear how
binding of phosphoproteins to the cSH2 domain in Shp2 can modulate the interaction

of nSH2 with the catalytic centre, especially because the two domains are flexibly
linked (Hof et al., 1998), which was not properly described previously (Eck et al.,
1996).

A great number of mutations in Shp2 SH2 domains relevant for human disease are
known. They cause
myelodysplastic

Noonan syndrome, a rare severe variation thereof,

syndrome and juvenile

myelomonocytic leukaemia (JMML)

(Lappalainen et al., 2008). Noonan syndrome is a relatively frequent (1:1000 -

1:2500) autosomal dominant congenital disorder which leads, in varying severity, to
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heart defects, short stature, developmental problems and other symptoms affecting

almost all organ systems (Lappalainen et al., 2008; Tartaglia and Gelb, 2005). The
term "syndrome" implies that this disease is defined by a set of symptoms rather
than by a specific underlying cause; even though mutations in the PTPN11 gene

leading to this disease are the most common cause, other mutations and other
unknown causes can also lead to this syndrome (Tartaglia and Gelb, 2005).

The vast majority of mutations affect the well-characterized SH2/PTP binding
interface, affecting the autoinhibition mechanism (Tartaglia and Gelb, 2005; Tartaglia
et al., 2002). Four mutations are known to affect the phosphopeptide binding site on

nSH2, the flexible linker between nSH2 and or a residue in cSH2 (Tartaglia and
Gelb, 2005; Tartaglia et al., 2002). The fact that the patients carrying those

mutations also have the Noonan syndrome supports the notion that the flexibly
linked cSH2 domain is indeed relevant for PTP activation, although its static and

dynamic structural impact on Shp2 function might be difficult to study by X-Ray
crystallography alone.

Phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)

Phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) is known to catalyse the synthesis of 3-

phosphorylated phosphoinositides; one of its substrates is PIP 2, which is also the
substrate of phospholipase C (Figure 1.3B). It is activated by a large number of

proteins such as tyrosine kinases or G proteins; thereby these proteins are linked to
a number of intracellular function including protein synthesis, cell cycle, metabolism,
cell growth, tumorigenesis and cell survival (Shepherd et al., 1998; Vanhaesebroeck

et al., 1997). Class 1a PI3Ks are heterodimeric proteins, composed of a catalytic
subunit and a regulatory subunit. There exist several variations of both subunits. The
regulatory subunits (p85α, p85β, p55α, p55γ, p50α) all contain two SH2 domains,

connected by a coiled-coiled domain (iSH2), which can bind to the catalytic subunit
(p110) binding site (Shepherd et al., 1998; Vadas et al., 2011).

As in many other multidomain proteins, many structures of individual PI3K domains

have been published (some examples for SH2 domain with these PDB IDs: 2IUI,

1H90, 1PIC, 2IUG, 2IUH, 1FU5, 1OO3); multidomain structures are more difficult to
characterize. A crystal structure complex of nSH2-iSH2 complexed with the catalytic
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unit helped to understand functional features of PI3K (PDB ID: 2RD0) (Huang et al.,
2007). Both SH2 domains can bind phosphoproteins and are both thought to rather

independently inhibit PI3K partially unless they are released by binding to the

respective phosphoproteins. Cancer-related mutations are often located in the
catalytic domain; they decrease its affinity to nSH2 and thereby disable PI3K
activation by phosphoproteins (Vadas et al., 2011). A related engineered mutation
K379E in nSH2 also turns out to be cancerogenic (Sun et al., 2010).

The mutation R409Q (nSH2) was found to cause severe insulin resistance (Baynes
et al., 2000) along with acanthosis nigricans (partial brown to black skin
pigmentation)

and

hyperandrogenism

(Figure

1.3B).

The

insulin

receptor

phosphorylates insulin receptor substrates, which can bind SH2 domains, and thus

activates class 1a PI3K via P85α. The PI3K product, phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-

triphosphate (PIP3), can then activate PIP3-dependent kinase 1 (PDK-1), ultimately

leading to cellular uptake of glucose via higher membrane concentrations of the
GLUT 4 transporter and higher glycogen synthesis via inhibition of the glycogen

synthase kinase-3 (Shepherd et al., 1998). The mutation does not affect
phosphopeptide binding or direct interaction with p110α; it was therefore speculated
that a conformational change in the SH2 subunits could be communicated to the
catalytic subunit via the iSH2 domain (PDB ID: 2IUD) (Baynes et al., 2000).

The experimental mutation P395S (nSH2) led to a diminished binding affinity to

polyomavirus middle T antigen but did not affect binding to a PDGFR peptide, which
was initially surprising because the bound peptides were identical at the mutated

position of the protein. A NMR study revealed structural changes within the nSH2
domain, which explained this observation (PDB IDs: 1FU5, 1OO3) (Gunther et al.,
2003).

Once again, conformational changes within SH2 seem to deliver answers for
explaining clinical relevant signalling processes in a structural detail which would not
be considered when viewing SH2 as static docking units.
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ZAP-70

Zeta-chain-associated protein of 70 kDa (ZAP-70) is recruited by activated T cell

antigen receptors (TCRs) by immune-receptor tyrosine-based activation motifs
(ITAMs), paired tyrosine residues on the TCR which are phosphorylated by Src

family kinases upon TCR activation (Deindl et al., 2007). ZAP-70 consists of a

tandem-SH2 unit and a kinase domain. The relative orientation of the two SH2
domains changes rather drastically upon ITAM binding (Figure 1.4A, PDB IDs: 1A81,
1M61) (Folmer et al., 2002). ITAMs which bind to both SH2 domains lead to

conformational changes in the SH2 domains which are communicated to the cSH2kinase linker, thus activating the protein (PDB ID: 2OZO) (Deindl et al., 2007).

The ZAP-70 mutation P80Q (nSH2) is linked to the autosomal recessive disorder
severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID), which is a serious condition, as the
recessive nature of the disorder suggests. The proline residue is located in the β-

sheet region of the protein and is therefore thought to disrupt the structural integrity
of the protein (Lappalainen et al., 2008). The complete absence of ZAP-70 occurs in

certain variations of this syndrome (Chan et al., 1994); it appears likely that the
P80Q mutation leads to reduced availability of functional ZAP-70.

It remains to mention that the affinity of the SH2 domains to phosphopeptides varies

greatly (Folmer et al., 2002). The crystal structure illustrates how ITAM bridges the

SH2 domains. It would be interesting to study whether peptide binding to the nSH2

can structurally modulate the cSH2 domain or whether conformational changes are
only induced within the individual SH2 units.
RasGAP

A tandem-SH2 construct in conjunction with a SH3 domain is found in RasGAP

(GTPase-activating) protein, whose SH2 domains can bind to phosphorylated sites

in RhoGAP (Hu and Settleman, 1997). Different from the situation in the γ-specific
array in PLCγ, the two SH2 domains in RasGAP are separated by a SH3 unit. A
phosphorylation site is located within the SH2-SH3 linker. It was suggested that

binding of doubly phosphorylated p190 RhoGAP, the major RasGAP-associated

protein, can bind to both SH2 domains of RasGAP, thereby induce a conformational
changes which exposes its SH3 to its target (Hu and Settleman, 1997).
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Figure 1.3: SH2 domains in SHP-2 and PI3 kinase.

A: Conformational change in the SHP-2 nSH2 domain upon phosphopeptide binding.
The structure of the nSH2 domain (red) with a phosphopeptide (orange) (PDB ID: 1AYA) is

overlaid with the structure of the apo-nSH2 domain (blue) (PDB ID: 2SHP). Apo-nSH2 is
able to bind with the catalytic subunit. Subtle conformational changes (BG, EF, αB) are
sufficient to disrupt the interaction surface with the catalytic domain sufficiently upon
phosphorylation (βE, βF not visible as sheet in this model).

B: PI3 kinase activation and mutations. Only SH2 related activation components are
illustrated. In the inactivated state, cSH2, nSH2 and iSH2 block p110 activity. Receptor

tyrosine kinases or adaptor proteins can bind the SH2 domains and thereby terminate
autoinhibition partially. Mutations in the nSH2 / p110 interface can therefore lead to a

pathologically high enzyme activity. The autoinhibition by iSH2 is released by various
mechanisms, thereby yielding the fully activated PI3K. nSH2 also seems to contribute to the

release of iSH2 inhibition via inter-domain communication, as the activating R409Q
simulation suggests (severe insulin resistance).
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Figure 1.4: SH2 domains in ZAP-70 and in Fes kinase.

A: Conformational change in ZAP-70 tandem-SH2 upon ITAM peptide binding.

The inter-SH2 linker is rather complex and was therefore labelled iSH2. The structure

undergoes a major conformational change from the apo state (blue, PDB ID: 1M61) to the
ITAM-bound state (red, peptide: orange, PDB ID: 1A81).

B: Positive activation mechanism of Fes kinase. The SH2 unit displays some degree of
disorder unless a phosphopeptide binds to it. This stabilizes the SH2 position relative to the

kinase, inducing a conformational change of the αC helix. Kinase activity leads to
phosphorylation (flash symbol), which in turn leads to substrate binding and stabilization of
the activation loop (act), which leads to the stably activated (= phosphorylated) state.
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Three sporadically occurring RasGAP missense mutations, all located in the β-sheet

of its cSH2 domain, have been identified to cause basal cell carcinoma (Friedman et

al., 1993). This location could affect both the interaction properties and stability of
this domain (Lappalainen et al., 2008). It was stated that disease causing mutations

do not seem to occur in nSH2 (Friedman, 1995), suggesting that the role of the two
SH2 domains in RasGAP is less equivalent than suggested by the previously
described mechanism.
Fes

Fes tyrosine kinase is regulated by a SH2 domain which is directly linked to its
catalytic domain (Figure 1.4B). The SH2 domain of the cytoplasmic Fes tyrosine

kinase displays some degree of disorder and undergoes a stabilizing conformational
change upon ligand binding. The SH2 domain activates the kinase by interacting
with the αC helix of the kinase, which is an example for positive regulation (PDB IDs:
3BKB, 3CBL, 3CD3) (Filippakopoulos et al., 2008).
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1.4. Current models for autoinhibition of PLCγ and activation of
PLCγ1 by FGFR1 kinase

Specific binding of the FGF (Bae et al., 2009; Mohammadi et al., 1992), PDG (Ji et

al., 1999; Valius et al., 1993) and NGF (Middlemas et al., 1994) receptors to nSH2 is

mediated via one particular phosphotyrosine of each kinase despite multiple kinase
phosphorylation site. In contrast, EGFR has various sites which are prone to mediate

binding (Soler et al., 1994). EGFR is also known to have a significant binding affinity
to cSH2, although nSH2 is the primary binding partner (Chattopadhyay et al., 1999).

Itk2 binds to a distinct and well defined surface on the cSH2 domain (PDB ID: 2PLD)
(Min et al., 2009).

It was previously assumed that at least the cSH2 domain must bind to tyrosine

kinases. Commonly higher affinities of many tyrosine kinases for nSH2 did not
change the assumption that cSH2 must also be involved in tyrosine kinase binding

(Carpenter and Ji, 1999; Ji et al., 1999). This was supported by evidence that cSH2
enhances affinity of PLCγ1 to activated PDGFR (Ji et al., 1999). However, FGFR1

was more recently found to have two binding interfaces with the nSH2 domain of
PLCγ1, while the binding affinity to cSH2 is negligible (PDB ID: 3GQI) (Bae et al.,
2009; Bunney et al., 2012).

In the context of PLCγ activation (Figure 1.5), tyrosine kinase receptors directly
phosphorylate of two or three PLCγ tyrosines: Y783, Y771 and Y1254 (Y1254 not in
PLCγ2) (Carpenter and Ji, 1999; Nishibe et al., 1990). Only Y783 phosphorylation is

essential and sufficient for PLCγ activation (Bunney et al., 2012). The activation of

PLCγ by FGFR1 kinase has been studied in detail (Bunney et al., 2012). In the
inactive, nonphosphorylated state, the cSH2 domain inhibits the catalytic PLC

function by binding to the core. Y783 is at the C-terminus of the cSH2 domain. Upon
phosphorylation, Y783 binds to the cSH2 domain, displacing the catalytic core

(Poulin et al., 2005). The Y783 peptide and the autoinhibitory interface overlap only
partially (Bunney et al., 2012); peptide and core are thought to compete for the
interaction with the cSH2 domain.
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Figure 1.5: Structural insights in PLC regulation and activation.
A. Structural interfaces in PLC which are relevant for its activation. The autoinhibitory
interface and regions shown to be involved in binding activators are indicated. Left: This
figure is based on a structural model exemplifying a potentially relevant dynamically

averaged conformation of the SA in the nonphosphorylated state. Each domain is shown in

a different colour; the cSH2 domain is also illustrated as a ribbon representation. Right: A
model of the core domains (excluding the PH domain, based on PDB: 2ZKM) is shown, with

the TIM-like barrel also represented by a ribbon. The position of IP 3 – representing the head
group of the PIP2 substrate- is modelled into the TIM-like barrel (based on crystal structure
of another isozyme; PDB: 1DJX), showing the site of catalysis (Figure mostly created by
Tom Bunney.).

B. Molecular basis of PLC autoinhibition and activation. Colours as in Panel A. Left: In
the autoinhibited (inactive) PLC molecule the TIM-like barrel and cSH2 are juxtaposed.
Phosphorylation by tyrosine kinases on Y783 leads to interruption of the autoinhibitory
interface through binding of the pY783-peptide, which is located between the cSH2 and the

SH3 domain. The γSA is thereby displaced with respect to the PLC core; the catalytic site is
therefore accessible and PLC can exercise its function (Figure mostly created by Tom
Bunney.).

C. Negative activation mechanism of PLCγ1 and release of FGFR1 kinase. PLCγ1 can
be activated by dimerized and phosphorylated tyrosine kinase receptors. It binds to the

tyrosine kinase with its nSH2 domain. Y783 in the C-terminal extension of the cSH2 domain
gets phosphorylated subsequently. This terminates the autoinhibition of the catalytic center

by cSH2. The enzyme activity persists also after dissociation from the receptor (Figure
obtained from Acely Garza and Paul Driscoll).
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Intriguingly, the affinity of FGFR1 kinase to tandem-SH2 drops upon Y783
phosphorylation, which effectively leads to release of the kinase (Figure 1.5C). This

mechanism was found to hold up also in the context of binding the entire γSA

(Bunney et al., 2012) and is biologically relevant as it might enhance the overall
turnover of PLCγ phosphorylation. As the FGFR1 kinase binding sites on the nSH2
domain are spatially far away from the Y783 phosphorylation site, an allosteric

mechanism leading to FGFR1 kinase release upon Y783 phosphorylation appears
possible. Structural changes within the cSH2 domain of PLCγ1 have been reported

for the non-classical Itk1 binding to the cSH2 domain, which leads to chemical shift
changes in the internal β-sheet regions of the domain (Min et al., 2009). It is of

interest to investigate whether Y783 phosphorylation could bring about structural
changes which lead to FGFR1 kinase release.

1.5. Structural and mechanistic aspects of PLCγ dysfunction
1.5.1. Mutations in PLCγ enzymes and disease development
The discovery of putative disease-causing mutations in PLCγ enzymes (Tables 1
and 2) reflects a surge in genetic and genomic investigations that has been

facilitated by the development of massively parallel, high-throughput, next-generation
sequencing (Lander, 2011; Ombrello et al., 2014). Germline mutations in PLCγ have

emerged as the cause of certain immune disorders, and somatic mutations have
been identified as drivers of some types of cancer.
PLCγ mutations in immune diseases

The first link between PLCγ2 and immune diseases was established in the context of

a large-scale ENU (N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea) mutagenesis screen, in which gain-offunction mutations were identified (Table 1.2). Two mouse strains with limb defects,

abnormal limb 5 and 14 (Ali5 and Ali14) were found to harbour single amino acid
replacements in PLCγ2, leading to severe autoinflammatory disease (Abe et al.,
2011; Everett et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2005).
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Table 1.2: PLCγ mutations related to autoimmune disease.
P rote in
Muta tion
na me s

PLCγ2

D993G

O c c urre nc e
S ubje c ts
of muta tion

TIM barrel

murine
mutation from
ENU
mutagenesis
("ALI5")

a utoinfla mma tion: inflammatory
skin lesions (with inflammatory
infiltrate), arthritis, keratitis,
mouse line
glomerulonephritis (ICECPGN),
autoantibodies; other: growth
retardation.

↑, ↑, o

IgM↑,
some
IgG↑

T cells↑,
B cells↓

[1,5]

murine
mutation from
ENU
mutagenesis
("ALI14")

mouse line

a utoinfla mma tion: inflammatory
skin lesions (with inflammatory
infiltrate), arthritis; other: metabolic
defects, reduced male fertility.

↑, ↑, o

IgM↑,
some
IgG↑

T cells↑,
B cells↓

[2,5]

↑, ↑, ↓

IgM↓,
IgA↓,
IgE↑

c lassswitched
memory
B cells↓

[3]

IgM↓,
IgA↓

NK Tc ells↓,
c lassswitched
memory
B cells↓

[4]

PLCγ2

Y495C

spPH

PLCγ2

Δ(646685)

cSH2

Δ(686806)

cSH2 /
SH3

PLCγ2

PLCγ2

S707Y

Ac tivity a :
IP 3 , Ca 2 + ,

Doma in

cSH2

inherited
mutation

de novo and
inherited
mutation

Clinic a l ma nife sta tions

P LAID. a utoinfla mma tion: c oldinduc ed urticaria, granulomatous
skin disease, autoimmune disease,
27 patients
allergic disease; autoantibodies;
(3 families)
immune de fic ie nc y: recurrent
sinopulmonary infec tion, common
variable immunodeficienc y.

2 patients
(1 family)

AP LAID. a utoinfla mma tion:
inflammatory skin lesions (with
inflammatory infiltrate), arthralgia,
keratitis, enterocolitis, interstitial
pneumonia; immune
de fic ie nc y: rec urrent
sinopulmonary infec tion, cellulitis

dista l

↑, ↑, ↑

a

Anti- T a nd B
Re f.
bodie s
c e lls

Activity of PLCγ variants was assessed either in cells harboring the mutation or in transfected cells; accumulation of IP 3 or of Ca2+ were used as a direct readout
of PLC activity and further downstream events referred as "distal"; up and down arrows indicate increase or decrease. o: no data available.

a

[1] Abe, K., Fuchs, H., Boersma, A., Hans, W., Yu, P., Kalaydjiev, S., Klaften, M., Adler, T., CalzadaWack, J., Mossbrugger, I., et al. (2011). Arthritis Rheum 63, 1301-1311.
[2] Yu, P., Constien, R., Dear, N., Katan, M., Hanke, P., Bunney, T.D., Kunder, S., QuintanillaMartinez, L., Huffstadt, U., Schroder, A., et al. (2005). Immunity 22, 451-465.

[3] Ombrello, M.J., Remmers, E.F., Sun, G., Freeman, A.F., Datta, S., Torabi-Parizi, P., Subramanian,
N., Bunney, T.D., Baxendale, R.W., Martins, M.S., et al. (2012). N Engl J Med 366, 330-338.
[4] Zhou, Q., Lee, G.S., Brady, J., Datta, S., Katan, M., Sheikh, A., Martins, M.S., Bunney, T.D.,
Santich, B.H., Moir, S., et al. (2012). Am J Hum Genet 91, 713-720.
[5] Everett, K.L., Bunney, T.D., Yoon, Y., Rodrigues-Lima, F., Harris, R., Driscoll, P.C., Abe, K.,
Fuchs, H., de Angelis, M.H., Yu, P., et al. (2009). J Biol Chem 284, 23083-23093.
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More recently, genetic analyses revealed the role of PLCγ2 in dominantly inherited
human immune disorders (Table 1.2). Germline deletion mutations were identified in

three families with multiple cases of complex immune disease, designated as PLAID

(PLCΓ2-associated antibody deficiency and immune dysregulation) (Ombrello et al.,
2012). These mutations, resulting in constitutive PLC activation, diminished

downstream signalling. Both Ca2+ flux and extracellular signal-regulated kinase

(ERK) phosphorylation were reduced in B cells. NK cells showed reduced Ca2+ flux
and reduced degranulation, while Ca2+ flux in T-cells was normal. These

downstream effects were unexpected given the gain of enzymatic function; however,

they might be the result of local PIP2 depletion or of feedback inhibition leading to
down-regulation of distal signalling pathways. This complex downstream signalling

output is also reflected in the presence of both autoimmune disorder and immune
dysfunctions in patients with these mutations. Moreover, reduced temperatures alter

the signalling downstream of PLCγ2 at the cellular level in these patients, triggering

degranulation of mast cells; this results in the condition known as cold-induced
urticaria.

Another genetic study of an inherited immune disease identified S707Y substitution

in PLCγ2; the associated disease was designated as APLAID (autoinflammatory
PLAID) (Zhou et al., 2012). Discovery of the causal mutation was not amenable to

linkage analysis and required whole exome sequencing of the germline of individuals
from the affected family (Table 1.2). APLAID patients do not suffer from cold-induced

urticaria, and autoinflammatory disease is more pronounced than immune
dysfunction. In contrast to cells with PLCγ2 deletions, the S707Y substitution not

only leads to a gain of enzymatic function but also to increased downstream

signalling, specifically Ca2+ flux and ERK phosphorylation in B cells (Zhou et al.,
2012). Possibly, the smaller increase in PLCγ2 activity, relative to the PLAID-causing

deletion, that is caused by the point mutation might not be sufficient to trigger a
negative feedback mechanism. One common manifestation for both disorders is the
absence of class-switched memory B-cells; however, this is probably the result of
distinct downstream signalling effects.
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Table 1.2: PLCγ mutations related to autoimmune disease.
P rote in
na me s

Muta tion

PLCγ2

R665W

PLCγ1

R707Q

PLCγ1
PLCγ1

Doma in
cSH2

o, ↑, ↑

secondary angiosarcoma

o, o, o

S520F

spPH

cutaneous T- cell lymphoma

o, o, ↑

Ibrutinib resistance in CLL

o, ↑, ↑

cSH2

spPH

PLCγ1

S345F

TIM barrel

PLCγ1

S345F

TIM barrel

S345F

PLCγ1

D342G

PLCγ1

R48W

PLCγ1

IP 3 , Ca 2 + , dista l

cSH2

L845F

PLCγ1

Ibrutinib resistance in CLL

Ac tivity a :

R707Q

PLCγ2
PLCγ1

O c c urre nc e of muta tion

D342N

E1163K

TIM barrel
TIM barrel
TIM barrel
nPH
C2

primary angiosarcoma

cutaneous T- cell lymphoma

↑, ↑, ↑

o, o, ↑

nodal peripheral T- c ell lymphomas

o, o, o

cutaneous T- cell lymphoma

↑, o, o

angioimmunoblastic T- cell lymphoma

a

Co - muta tions

Re f.
[6,7]

PTPRB

R665W, S707Y,
BTK: C481S

o, o, o

[1]

[2]
[3]
[6]
[3] [8,9]
[4]

[5]

[8] [10]

cutaneous T- cell lymphoma

↑, o, o

[8,9,10]

cutaneous T- cell lymphoma

o, o, o

[9]

cutaneous T- cell lymphoma

o, o, o

[9]

Activity of PLCγ variants was assessed either in cells harboring the mutation or in transfected cells; accumulation of IP 3 or of Ca2+ were used as a direct readout
of PLC activity and further downstream events referred as "distal"; up and down arrows indicate increase or decrease. o: no data available.

a
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PLCγ mutations in cancer

PLCγ enzymes contribute to some oncogenic signalling pathways through signal

transduction downstream of receptor and non-receptor tyrosine kinases. It is
therefore conceivable that aberrant PLCγ activity may contribute to tumour

development. Initial studies indicated that higher expression levels of PLCγ1
occurred in a variety of malignancies such as breast or colon cancer (Bunney and
Katan, 2010; Lattanzio et al., 2013). More recently, acquired (somatic), driver

mutations in the PLCγ genes have been identified by massively parallel sequencing
in angiosarcoma, cutaneous T-cell lymphoma (CTCL), and in chronic lymphocytic

leukaemia (CLL) (Table 1.3). Within each tumour type, recurrent missense mutations

of a specific residue were found, which is the hallmark of activating mutations

leading to tumor progression (Behjati et al., 2014; Vaque et al., 2014; Woyach et al.,
2014). Thus, PLCγ1/2 mutations are likely to activate the respective enzymes,
although the distal downstream functional consequences of specific mutations
probably vary. Initial data also suggest that calcium responses and downstream

signalling (such as phosphorylation of a subset of intracellular targets) could also be
commonly up-regulated (Vaque et al., 2014; Woyach et al., 2014). In angiosarcoma,

a vascular tumour with endothelial differentiation, activating PLCγ1 mutations are
likely to result in overactive angiogenesis growth factor signalling. In CTCL and CLL
activation of PLCγ enzymes would be predicted to enhance T-cell receptor and B-

cell receptor signalling, respectively, thereby promoting tumour growth. An important

clinical implication of PLCγ1/2 mutations is that they may represent a resistance
mechanism to inhibitors of tyrosine kinases. This is exemplified by the case of

PLCγ2 mutations in CLL, which were found in patients who developed resistance to
the tyrosine kinase inhibitor, ibrutinib (Woyach et al., 2014). An interesting detail of

the mutational data on PLCγ1 in human tumours is that the mutations may show
tumour type specificity. Although the overall number of cases that have been studied

to date are low, for PLCγ1 it appears that R707 is mutated in both primary and
secondary angiosarcoma whereas R48, D342, S345, S520 and E1163 are mutated
in T-cell lymphomas (Behjati et al., 2014; Caumont et al., 2015; Choi et al., 2015;

Kunze et al., 2014; Manso et al., 2015; Vaque et al., 2014). If confirmed in larger
studies, such tumour type specificity would indicate that despite both occurring in the
same gene and being activating, these mutations are non-interchangeable and
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modulate the function of the PLC1 enzyme in different ways. Ongoing efforts to
characterize cancer genomes will define the extent to which PLCγ1/2 mutations
contribute to different types of human cancer, beyond angiosarcoma, CTCL, and

CLL. At the same time, mechanistic studies into PLCγ are required to elucidate
changes in enzyme function in the context of specific diseases.

1.5.2. Structural basis of dysfunction
The structural basis of auto-inhibition and activation provides a useful framework for
interpretation of the effects of various mutations and brings together observations

from mouse models and human diseases, including immune disorders and cancer

(Figure 1.6). Given that the cSH2 domain was found to form an autoinhibitory

interface with the catalytic domain, it is not surprising that the partial or complete
deletion of this domain, as it is the case in PLAID patients, leads to a constitutively
active PLCγ2 enzyme (Figure 1.5). The mechanism of auto-inhibition also explains

some of the more subtle disease-associated mutations; for instance the S707Y

substitution found in APLAID patients, disturbs the autoinhibitory interface between
cSH2 and the catalytic domain (Figure 1.6C), which was confirmed by NMR and ITC
studies (Bunney et al., 2012). The effect of this mutation on the enzymatic activity is

less pronounced than for cSH2 deletions. This S707Y mutation is also an example of

a point mutation that was found in both immune disease and cancer; recently, some
patients with ibrutinib-resistant CLL were found to harbour this mutation, either in
isolation or in combination with other PLCγ2 mutations and/or a C481S mutation in
Bruton's tyrosine kinase, the target of ibrutinib (Woyach et al., 2014). Our

understanding of the functional effect of these mutations can also be transferred to a

recently discovered PLCγ1 point mutation that results in the substitution R707Q in
angiosarcoma. R707Q (not to be confused with S707Y in PLCγ2) is located within

the β-sheet of the cSH2 domain. A destabilization of cSH2 structure, leading to a
gain of enzymatic function by a similar mechanism, seems likely (Behjati et al.,

2014). The PLCγ2 substitution R665W, found in ibrutinib-resistant CLL samples, is

also located in the cSH2 domain (Woyach et al., 2014). Residue R665 in PLCγ2
(equivalent to PLCγ1 R687) is spatially close to PLCγ1 residue R707, which is

mutated in angiosarcoma. However, it is more surface-exposed than the latter;
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therefore, it is not yet clear how its activating effect occurs (Liu et al., 2015; Woyach
et al., 2014).

Other mutations directly affecting PLCγ autoinhibition affect the ridge region of the
catalytic domain (Figure 1.6D). For instance, mice with the ALI5 phenotype harbour
the substitution D993L in PLCγ2, which leads to only a small increase in basal PLCγ

activity; however, the activity following stimulation is greatly enhanced compared to

the wild type (Everett et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2005). ITC, NMR and surface plasmon

resonance experiments suggest that the reason for the higher activity in cells is the
disruption of the autoinhibitory interface between the catalytic domain and the cSH2

domain, combined with enhanced membrane recruitment (Bunney et al., 2012;

Everett et al., 2009). The PLCγ1 S345F substitution, found in CTCL samples, is also
located in the ridge region of the catalytic domain. Furthermore, based on a previous

structural study, it was predicted that the specific region around this residue forms
the autoinhibitory interface between cSH2 and the catalytic domain (Bunney et al.,

2012). It can be inferred that the PLCγ1 S345F substitution is likely to disrupt the

autoinhibitory interface in a similar fashion to the immune disease-causing PLCγ2
D993L substitution in ALI5 mice. The recently discovered PLCγ1 substitutions

D342G and D342N were found to be linked to cutaneous T-cell lymphoma
(Caumont et al., 2015; Choi et al., 2015). Prior to this discovery, this residue was

experimentally confirmed to be part of the autoinhibitory interface (Bunney et al.,
2012; Everett et al., 2009).

Only recently it The Y495C substitution in PLCγ2, which is found in mice with the
ALI14 phenotype, leads to symptoms similar to those observed for ALI5 mice (Abe et

al., 2011; Everett et al., 2009). Y495 is located in the β-sheet within the spPH

domain, which in the context of PLC2 binds Rac (Figure 1.6). In cells expressing the
Y495C variant, basal and stimulated PLCγ2 activity was increased. This observation,

in combination with NMR and ITC studies, illustrates that this substitution does not

change the interaction between spPH and Rac, but rather destabilizes the γSA and
thereby contributes to overcome auto-inhibition and facilitate activation (Bunney et

al., 2006). It is possible that other cSH2-spPH interaction contacts could have a role

in this context (Bunney et al., 2012). The PLCγ1 S520F substitution in CTCL and to
some extent also the PLCγ2 L845F substitution in ibrutinib-resistant CLL are
spatially close to the ALI14 substitution, Y495C (Figure 1.6).
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This suggests that these cancer-associated substitutions could both be activating

PLCγ1 and PLCγ2 by destabilizing γSA, and consequently relieving auto-inhibition,
as was found to be the case for the Y495C substitution.

Deletions and single amino acid substitutions in PLCγ1 and PLCγ2 identified so far

directly affect enzyme activity as a common functional outcome, further supporting
genetic evidence for the link between these mutations and disease development.

Based on these findings, PLCγ enzymes should be further considered as a potential
therapeutic target.
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Figure 1.6. Molecular mechanisms of PLCγ deregulation.

A: Location of disease relevant PLCγ1 and PLCγ2 mutations (red arrowheads), which

are all activating mutations. Surface areas (marked by a red line) of the TIM barrel
(catalytic domain) and cSH2 form the autoinhibitory interface. Two mutations in the catalytic

domain destabilize autoinhibition by disrupting this interface. The S707Y mutation in cSH2
and deletion of the cSH2 domain have the same effect, while the situation in R707Q and

R665W is not entirely clear. Mutations located in or close to the spPH domain are not
located at the spPH/Rac2 interface, but might affect spPH/cSH2 interface and/or influence
the stability of the specific array.

B: Mutations in the spPH domain. PLCγ2 mutations are projected on the homologous
PLCγ1 structure. All mutations are located at the cSH2/spPH interaction interface or
destabilize the specific array; they are not located at the interface between spPH and Rac2,
an activator of PLCγ. This structural model has been created from a combination of spPH

structures (PDB: 2FJL and 2W2X) and the specific array model by aligning the spPH
domains of these models.

C: Mutations in the cSH2 domain. PLCγ2 mutations are projected on the homologous
PLCγ1 structure. The mutation S707Y is activating by disrupting the autoinhibitory interface

with cSH2. R707Q is not located at the interface, but within the beta sheet. It might lead to
disruption of the structure and thereby also release autoinhibition. E665W is spatially close

to R707Q and part of the protein surface, but not of the autoinhibition interface. Other

residues which are thought to be part of the autoinhibitory interface between cSH2 and the
catalytic domain are shown.

D: Mutations in the catalytic domain. The PLCγ2 mutation is projected on the homologous
PLCγ1 structure. The mutations are located at the autoinhibitory interface. It was

demonstrated for D993G that this interface is disrupted as a consequence of this mutation
and that they are therefore likely to activate PLCγ by disrupting autoinhibition.
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1.6. Aims
Relevance of research on phospholipase Cγ1

The structural and dynamic properties of phospholipase Cγ1 (PLCγ1) are not well
understood. The reason for this is probably the high interdomain flexibility in this

protein which possibly prevents PLCγ1 from crystallizing and might also lead to
structural heterogeneity.

Several disease-relevant amino acid substitutions have been reported to be
activating in terms of PLC function, in particular the tyrosine kinase - dependent

function. The activation of PLCγ1 by tyrosine kinases is therefore of particular
interest. Furthermore, it is mechanistically not understood why FGFR1 kinase is

released from the nSH2 domain upon phosphorylation of Y783 in the C-terminus of

the cSH2 domain. Previous research showed that tandem-SH2 (nSH2-cSH2) as a
PLCγ1 subconstruct is suited to investigate structural and dynamic details of FGFR1mediated PLCγ1 activation and subsequent FGFR1 release.

Understanding the molecular details of the structural and functional consequences of

Y783 phosphorylation can help to classify amino acid substitutions in PLCγ which

are relevant for autoimmune disease and cancer. This classification can help to
explore new therapies, either by targeting activators of PLCγ, or PLCγ itself.

The unique structural, functional and dynamic features of PLCγ also make it an
interesting model system for general structural biology. Many basic aspects of the
solution structure of the γ-specific array (γSA) are known, so that the more complex

aspects of γSA dynamics and function can now be targeted using novel structure
biological methods, especially NMR. Understanding the dynamics and function of

semi-flexible linkers and deciphering the potentially allosteric mechanism leading to

FGFR1 kinase release upon Y783 phosphorylation could serve as a demonstration
how biologically relevant multidomain proteins can be studied.
Specific aims

It is important to establish a set of techniques in order to study tandem-SH2 (nSH2cSH2) in appropriate ways. Molecular dynamics simulations can be used to predict

structural properties of nonphosphorylated and phosphorylated tandem-SH2
constructs. Various NMR experiments (residual dipolar coupling, relaxation times,
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chemical shift perturbation) and small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments of

the nonphosphorylated and the phosphorylated constructs will be performed to

describe the tandem-SH2 wild type in terms of static and dynamics solution structure
properties. Depending on the outcome of molecular dynamics simulations and
structural studies, specific hypotheses addressing solution structure properties as

well as FGFR1 kinase release from activated nSH2-cSH2 could be tested using
custom-made mutants.

The tandem-SH2 unit is a part of the γ-specific array (γSA), which is a circular array
composed of two SH2 domains, an SH3 domain and a split-PH domain. It contains

particularly large linkers. This flexibility is probably crucial for signal integration and
communication in γSA. Established methods could be applied to study this construct.

Another aim of this work is to investigate the possibility to describe solution structure
properties of full-length PLCγ1 or PLCγ1/FGFR complexes by means of

computational methods, small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and single particle
electron microscopy. The solution structure also ought to be described in complex
with FGFR1 kinase, which is one of the activating proteins of PLCγ1.

Many disease-relevant amino acid substitutions have surfaced in the last few years.

The aims of this work were therefore adjusted over time. The structural and

functional consequences of γSA mutations ought to be investigated, in particular of

the tandem-SH2 region. This is also an opportunity to demonstrate that advanced
integrative structural biological methods can be readily applied to investigate mutant
constructs once they are established for the WT case.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. DNA production and manipulation
Media and buffer recipes (with abbreviations explained) can be found in Appendix A.
plasmids and basic constructs

All non-full-length PLCγ1 constructs were expressed from pOPINS (Oxford Protein

Production Facility) plasmids. The ORF of all constructs encodes an N-terminal
Hisx6-SUMO tag which is cleaved during purification,

PLCγ1-full length (FL) and PLCγ2-FL were not overexpressed as they are to be used
in cell-based experiments. They are harboured by pTriEx4 plasmids. The ORF of all

PLCγ1-FL constructs includes a Hisx10-S-tag, followed by PLCγ1-FL (13-1301). The
ORF of all PLCγ2-FL constructs includes a Hisx10-S-tag, followed by PLCγ2-FL (1-

1265). All PLCγ2 full length constructs are based on the Uniprot sequence P16885.

PLCγ1 constructs used in this work are all human and generally based on the NCBI
sequence NP_002651.2. PLCγ1-FL includes additional modifications: I813T
mutation, extension of the C-terminus by the following residues: EQKLISEEDL.

FGFR1 kinase was expressed from a pTriEx6 plasmid. FGFR1 kinase is based on
UNIPROT sequence P11362. The ORF contains the following elements: 2 x SrpII

tags, Sumo Star domain, FGFR1(464-774) and 10 x His-tag, carrying the mutations
C488A, Y583F, C584S, Y585F.

The plasmids for basic WT constructs and FGFR1 kinase were available from the lab
inventory.

Transformations

1 or 2 μl DNA was mixed with 50 μl E. coli C41 (DE3) competent cells on ice. After

30 minutes on ice, the mixture was heated to 42 °C for 1 minute and then put on ice
for another minute. After addition of 250 μl SOC medium, the sample was kept at 37
°C for 1-2 hours. 50-250 μl of this sample was spread on 2xYT/Kanamycin plates
and incubated overnight at 37 °C.
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Mutagenesis experiments

The following site-directed mutagenesis reaction mix was prepared:
ddH2O

10x Pfu buffer

12.5 μl

2.5 μl

dNTP mix

2.5 μl

Oligo fwd

2.5 μl

of 25 ng/μl primer working solution

0.5-1 μl

of 10 ng/μl plasmid solution

DMSO

Oligo fwd
template

1.5 μl

2.5 μl

of 25 ng/μl primer working solution

0.5 Pfu μl Polymerase (Thermo Scientific) was added just before of the mutagenesis
reaction. A thermocycler was programmed to perform the following reaction:
lid: 110 ˚C

95 ˚C 50 seconds
18-22x:

95 ˚C - 50 seconds

60 ˚C* - 50 seconds

68 ˚C - 10 min (for full-length PLCγ constructs)

then 12 ˚C

The temperature which is marked with "*" has to be adjusted to the primer used in

the reaction. This temperature (salt-adjusted) was calculated using the Promega
BioMath TM calculator and then subtracting 5 ˚C from the TM temperature.

After the end of the reaction, 0.25 μl DpnI were added and it was incubated for 60
minutes.

The product was transformed into XL10 cells and subsequently grown in liquid LB.

Quiagen Miniprep kits were used for plasmid preparation. A sequencing service
(Eurofins) was used.

Oligonucleotides for mutagenesis were ordered from Invitrogen. For sequencing of

PLCγ constructs, a T7 forward primer, a set of internal forward primers (lab
inventory) and a SUMO-tag primer were used.
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2.2. Protein and peptide constructs
Overview of overexpressed proteins

Table 2.1 lists the proteins which have been expressed as part of this thesis (not

mentioning isotope labelling). PLCγ full length constructs are not listed because the
respective plasmids were created for cellular experiments (see Section 2.1).
phosphorylation and Y771,775F mutations

Y783-phosphorylated forms of all tandem-long-constructs and γ-specific array
constructs were expressed alongside nonphosphorylated versions. Phosphorylated
versions always required the presence of additional Y771,775F mutations. For

comparability, nonphosphorylated construct always include Y771,775F mutations
unless as well stated otherwise.

mutations which are thought to be activating in the context of disease

The following potentially disease-relevant mutations were created for most basic
constructs (also PLCγ1 and PLCγ2 full length constructs):

S520F, E650Q, R687W, R707Q, S729Y, L868F and L871P
mutations for spin-labelling

The following proteins were expressed (without and with Y771,775F mutations, also
phosphorylated) for spin-labelling experiments:
C573,646,715A-nonphospho-long-tandem
C573,606,715A-nonphospho-long-tandem
C606,646,715A-nonphospho-long-tandem
C573,606,646A-nonphospho-long-tandem
pY783-peptide

The pY783-peptide with the sequence NPGFpYVEANPMP (PLCγ 779-790) was

obtained from the lab inventory. The same peptide was used by other lab members
in the context of a previous publication (Bunney et al., 2012).
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Table 2.1: List of protein constructs which have been expressed as part of this work.
Extinction coefficients were calculated with the ExPASy ProtParam tool. Information about
tags and plasmid design can be found in Section 2.1.
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2.3. Protein expression and purification

Liquid cultures were generally shaken at 200 rpm. Media and buffer recipes (with
abbreviations explained) can be found in Appendix A.
Original protocol (for

15N-labelled

constructs)

The pOPINS vector harbouring the construct was transformed into E. coli strain C41
(DE3). A single colony was picked and incubated for 3 hours in 1.5 ml 2xYT/Kana.

MM/Kana agar plates were coated with 50 μl medium and grown at 37 °C for 20
hours. Colonies of 3 plates were then scraped into a 2 l flask with 500 ml MM
medium, incubated for 1 hour at 37 °C, then cooled to 20 °C for one hour. Protein

expression was induced with 100 μM IPTG and expressed at 20 °C for 20 hours.
Bacteria were pelleted and kept frozen at -80 °C.

High-density protocol (for 15N-labelled constructs)(Murray et al., 2012)

The pOPINS vector harbouring the construct was transformed into E. coli strain C41
(DE3). Eight colonies were picked and incubated to 37 °C for 9 hours in a 2 l flask

with 500 ml 2xYT/Kana, then pelleted and resuspended in a 2l flask with 500 ml

MMM medium [ Murray/high density composition(Murray et al., 2012) ]. The flask
was kept at 37 °C for one hour and then cooled to 20 °C for one hour. Protein
expression was induced with 100 μM IPTG and expressed at 20 °C for 10 hours.
Bacteria were pelleted and kept frozen at -80 °C.
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Notes on expressing
γSA)

N,13C-labelled or 2H,15N,13C-labelled constructs (tandem,

15

The expression protocol for
protocol established for

15N,13C-labelled

15N-labelled

proteins is virtually identical with the

protein, but less glucose will be used (see

media recipes). For expression in 100% D2O, the culture can be pre-grown in a small
volume of 100% D2O prior to expression, expression time was 20 hours. Full

perdeuteration is not achieved, as some of the used solutions (trace metal mix) still
contain H2O; non-deuterated glucose was used.
Unlabelled tandem-SH2 or γSA constructs

The pOPINS vector harbouring construct was transformed into E. coli strain C41

(DE3). Eight colonies were picked and incubated to 37 °C for 6 hours in 500 ml
2xYT/Kana., then cooled to 20 °C for one hour. It was induced with 100 μM IPTG
and expressed at 20 °C for 14 hours.

Purification of tandem SH2 or γSA constructs

For purification either done with frozen pellets from a 500 ml culture or pellets from a
pooled 1000 ml culture were used. All steps were performed at 4 °C or on ice. 15 ml
(1000 ml culture: 30 ml) lysis buffer was added to frozen pellets in large-diameter

centrifugation vessels (500 ml or 1000 ml culture). The vessels were placed on a
shaker (200 rpm) for 30 minutes to 1 hour. 3.5 ml (1000 ml culture: 7.5 ml) 10% (v/v)

Triton X-100 (needs about one hour to dissolve) and 75 μl (1000 ml culture: 150 µl)

Dnase I (bovine pancrease) from glycerated solution were added. The vessels were
shaken for another hour and then centrifuged for one hour (Beckmann Coulter Avanti

K-20XP, JS-25.50 rotor, 12000 rpm). The supernatant was used for further

purification using the AKTA Explorer or Purifier system (GE Healthcare). A HisTrap

(GE Healthcare, individual columns for distinct proteins) column and His buffers A
and B were used for the first purification step (10 column volumes of His buffer A,
then 5 column volumes linear gradient to His buffer B). The His-SUMO tag of

collected sample was then cleaved by adding 100 μl of 5 mg/ml Ulp1 protease and

dialysing (MW 10 kDa tubing) against His Chelating Buffer overnight (at least 14
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hours). For the second purification step a HisTrap Chelating column (GE Healthcare,

the same column for all proteins) was used (same conditions as for the first
purification step, but use filtered Chelating buffer instead of His buffer A). The
collected sample was dialysed (MW 10 kDa tubing) against Low Salt buffer for at

least 4 hours. A HiTrap Q column (GE Healthcare) and Q buffers A and B were used
for the third purification step (first Q buffer A, then linear gradient to 50% Q buffer B

over 25 column volumes). In the protocol variation without gel filtration, the buffer
was exchanged by spin-concentrating (Vivascience; tandem-SH2: 10 kDa filters;

γSA: 30 kDa filters) the sample was diluted thrice with 20 ml gel filtration buffer (the
first two runs 500 μl; the last run 200-300 μl, if possible). In the protocol variation with

gel filtration, a gel filtration using a Superdex 75 26/60 column and gel filtration buffer
was performed prior to the final spin concentration step. After protein concentration
determination, NaN3 (as a 1:100 solution; e.c. 0.04% w/v) and Roche protease

inhibitor (end concentration according to the definition by Roche: 2x) was added to

turn the gel filtration buffer into the NMR buffer. The sample was snap-frozen and
stored at -80 °C (and always re-frozen after use).

Expression and purification of FGFR1 kinase for tandem-SH2 phosphorylation

A FGFR1 kinase construct with 2 x SrpII tags, Sumo Star domain, FGFR1(464-774)

and 10 x His-tag, carrying the mutations C488A, Y583F, C584S, Y585F, was

obtained from Tom Bunney in a pTriEx6 vector (Ampicillin resistance). Protein

expression was similar to unlabelled tandem-WT, however, expression was induced

at OD 0.4. Lysis and the first His trap purification step was done as described for
nonphospho-tandem SH2. The protein was applied to a 5 ml Streptactin column (GE
Healthcare), with the tags left intact. Streptactin Buffer A was used for washing,

Streptactin Buffer B for elution. Gel filtration was performed using Tris Gel filtration
buffer.

Production of phospho-tandem SH2
15N-

or

13C,15N-labelled

tandem-SH2 with Y771F and Y775F mutations was

subjected to gel filtration prior to phosphorylation. 200 μl Strepactin Macroprep

beads (IBA) were washed three times with Phosphorylation Buffer A and incubated
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for 5 minutes with 0.4 mg FGFR1 kinase. Phosphorylation Buffer B was added, and
the solution was kept at room temperature for 10 minutes. 10 mg tandem-SH2 was

then added. The sample was left at room temperature for 3 hours or for 48 hours in

the cold (for sensitive samples like R707Q-tandem). After centrifugation at low speed
the supernatant was applied to a gel filtration procedure equivalent to the procedure
described

for

nonphospho-tandem

SH2.

Alternatively,

phosphorylated in real time in the NMR spectrometer.

the

sample

was

General comments on practical aspects of expression and purification of
proteins in this project

It often appears inconvenient to perform expression tests using large cultures,

especially because the pooled proteins cannot be pooled too early in the process, as

yields have to be estimated. After analysing the yields of multiple samples it was

found that the final yield of a tandem-SH2 will correlate highly with the height of the
collected peak in the first His-tag purification step. Therefore, the yield for samples

expressed under different conditions can be estimated at this step and the samples
can be pooled.

It is also possible to re-use D2O from D2O-based media by using a distillation device.
Usually, 3 x distillation with subsequent charcoal treatment was performed. A
balance can be used to determine the amount of D2O after distillation.

The expression of the FGFR1-1p construct (Bunney et al., 2012) was pursued as
well, as described in the publication. Sufficient yields were hardly ever obtained; in

order to obtain a single sample for two ITC experiments, expression from about 20
litres was necessary.
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2.4. Molecular Dynamics Simulations

All molecular dynamics simulations were performed in Gromacs v. 4.5.4 (Hess et al.,

2008) and resulting trajectories processed either with the same package or with
VMD (Humphrey et al., 1996).

2.4.1. Preparation and execution of simulations
Crystal structures of the tandem-SH2 construct of PLCγ1 (residues 545-790) in a

phosphorylated and in a nonphosphorylated state were previously obtained in our
labs

(unpublished

data).

The

position

of

the

C-terminal

linker

in

the

nonphosphorylated construct was not unambiguous; a model with the linker bound to

the cSH2 domain was therefore chosen. Modelling missing residues and energy

minimization was performed by Diego Esposito, using the Xplor-NIH software
package (using a protocol similar to the one described in the preparation of
randomized structures for RDC data processing).

Nonphospho-tandem (PDB ID: 4FBN) and phospho-tandem (PDB: 4EY0) crystal
structures were taken as starting structures or modified by fitting the residues around

Y783 of both crystal structures to each other and then exchanging the Y783 residue

to the phosphorylated version (or vice versa). These modified models are labelled in
silico nonphosphorylated and in silico phosphorylated, respectively.

The AMBER ff99SB-ILDN force field (Lindorff-Larsen et al., 2010) was used for all
simulations. A phosphotyrosine residue topology was not available in GROMACS,
therefore an AMBER parameter set for phosphotyrosine residues (Homeyer et al.,
2006) (for the AMBER package) was integrated into GROMACS using a conversion

script (Mobley et al., 2006). The phosphotyrosine residue was assumed to be in a
nonprotonated state (monoprotonated phosphotyrosine led to unstable simulations).

The protein was set to be in a dodecahedral box; the box dimensions were 2 nm plus

the maximum diameter of the protein. TIP3P was chosen as a water model, and the
NaCl concentration was set to 150 mM. The following runs were performed for
preparation:

1) Energy minimization 1: L-BFGS minimization, timestep 0.001 ps, 5 ps duration,
protein atom positions restrained.
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2) Energy minimization 2: L-BFGS minimization, timestep 0.001 ps, 10 ps duration,
protein atom positions not restrained.

3) Preequilibration run 1: leap frog integrator, timestep: 0.0005 ps, simulation
duration: 100 ps, protein atom positions restrained. Coulomb interactions: ParticleMesh Ewald; short range: 0.95 nm. Van-der-Waals-type: cut-off (0.95 nm). NPT

ensemble; velocity-rescale thermostat: tτ = 0.1 ps, reference temperature = 300 K;

Berendsen barostat, isotropic, separate protein / non-protein coupling, tP = 1.5 ps,
compressibility = 4.5 e-5 bar-1, reference pressure = 1.0 bar.

4) Prequilibration run 2: equal to equilibration run 1, but no protein atom position
restrains, timestep: 0.002 ps.

5) Equilibration run: leap frog integrator, timestep: 0.002 ps, simulation duration: 100
ps, protein atom positions restrained. Coulomb interactions: Particle-Mesh Ewald;
short range: 1.0 nm.

Van-der-Waals-type: cut-off (1.0 nm). NVT ensemble;

Berendsen thermostat: tτ = 1.0 ps, reference temperature = 298 K.

The production run was performed with the same parameters as the equilibration
run, but longer (100 ns). The local cluster was used (per calculation 2x8 cores, with
LAM-MPI, efficiency: ~ 8.5 ns simulation / (day * 16 cores * ~ 50,000 atoms).
The following trajectories were acquired:

8 x 100 ns, starting from nonphospho-tandem-long (modelled from 4FBN crystal

structure) - only four trajectories were used in this work; four other trajectories would

need special processing due to issues with periodic boundary conditions which
cannot be resolved using "pbc nojump" flag in the trjconv tool (GROMACS package).

2 x 100 ns, starting from phospho-tandem-long (modelled from 4EY0 crystal
structure)

6 x 100 ns, starting from nonphospho-tandem-long (modelled from 4EY0 crystal
structure, in silico dephosphorylated)

3 x 100 ns, starting from phospho-tandem-long (modelled from 4FBN crystal
structure, in silico phosphorylated)
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2.4.2. Processing of molecular dynamics trajectories
Phosphorylated constructs cannot straightforwardly be fit to nonphosphorylated
constructs; therefore, a bash script (Appendix C.9) and GROMACS 4.5.4 were used
for fitting defined regions of the different constructs to each other.

Contact events between two regions (any number of residues) were identified using

the GROMACS g_mindist function (cutoff 2.5 Å), a bash script for this is provided in
Appendix C.9. At a given frame, exactly one contact event involving two regions can

occur. For each time bin of interest, the contact events are added and normalized to

the maximum number of contact events to give a contact probability. For principle
component analysis, the GROMACS 4.5.4 g_anaeig tool was used.

In order to estimate whether a certain eigenvector of one structure (obtained from
the merged trajectory) can be used to describe the motions in a given trajectory of

the same or another structure, the eigenvalue range of this given trajectory,

projected on the eigenvector in question, can be estimated. The reference
eigenvalue range is defined by the projection of the original merged trajectory used
to generate the eigenvector in question. The projection operation was performed for
any trajectory on any of the eigenvectors extracted from the four merged trajectories

of the four different structures. Average values and standard deviations for the
eigenvalue minimum and maximum for each structure projected on each eigenvector

were determined using all non-merged trajectories. In order to compare 1D

projections of trajectory sets on eigenvectors, a custom-made script (provided in
Appendix C.9) was used.

2.5. Small angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS)

Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) data for Section 4 were recorded at the
Deutsche Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) facility using synchrotron radiation from
the DORIS III electron-positron storage ring.

SAXS data have been recorded of the following two constructs:
- nonphospho-long-tandem construct (residues 545-790)

- phospho-long-tandem construct (residues 545-790, Y771F, Y775F, Y783:
phosphorylated)
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Both constructs were measured in SAXS buffer (25 mM Tris-Cl, 150 mM NaCl, 10%
(v/v) glycerol, 5 mM TCEP, pH 8.0) at the following concentrations:
- nonphosphorylated: 5.83, 4.02, 2.24 mg/ml
- phosphorylated: 5.82, 4.05, 2.16 mg/ml

Scattering data were recorded with a Pilatus detector and an EMBL X33 camera.

The preliminary SAXS data analysis for calculating the radius of gyration and

maximum diameter was performed with PRIMUS (Konarev et al., 2001; Svergun and
Koch, 2002).

All other SAXS data (for other PLCγ subconstructs, Section 6) were part of the lab
inventory (mostly prepared and recorded by Tom Bunney or Katy Everett).

Most processing steps were performed using a variety of tools of the ATSAS

program package (Bernado et al., 2007; Konarev et al., 2001; Petoukhov et al.,

2012; Svergun and Koch, 2002), including basic SAXS data processing. Fitting of an
ensemble of structures (rigid bodies with flexible linkers) to a SAXS data was

performed using the tool EOM (ensemble optimization method). Simultaneous SAXS
curve fits with CORAL (part of this package) were complex due to the presence of
the pseudocircular array in γSA. CORAL only allows the modification constructs from

the end of the chains, not in their middle (for obtaining the core construct, the central

γSA construct needs to be removed from PLCγ). The γSA was therefore defined as

an independent protein. The first and last residue of the linker were defined as

"domains" and restrained to keep at a defined (CA-CA) distance from the
neighbouring TIM barrel / spPH domain.

The SAXS dataset for phospho-long-tandem was used in context of an integrative
modelling approach using the software Xplor-NIH (see Section 2.7).
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2.6. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
2.6.1. Equipment and samples

Varian Inova (600 MHz) or Bruker Avance III (600, 700, 800 and 950 MHz)
spectrometers were used; the Bruker spectrometers were equipped with a

cryogenically cooled triple resonance probe with a z axis pulse field gradient coil. All

spectra were recorded at 25 ºC in NMR buffer and 9% D2O, unless stated otherwise.
For most experiments, since sample availability rather than solubility is a limiting

factor, Shigemi tubes were used to maximize protein concentration. Protein
concentrations for RDC, NOESY and relaxation experiments were usually 150 - 250

µM. Protein concentrations for SOFAST experiments were 40 µM or higher. The
maximum tandem-SH2 concentration achieved in an NMR experiment was 340 µM.
15N,13C

samples and partially deuterated

phosphorylated

15N,13C-labelled

15N,13C-labelled

tandem-SH2 samples, and

tandem-SH2 samples for backbone experiments

were recorded at protein concentrations between 190 and 290 µM.

2.6.2. Recording 1H-15N (2H) standard spectra

For obtaining HSQC spectra on Bruker spectrometers, the Bruker pulse sequence
fhsqcf3gpph (Fast-HSQC, phase-sensitive gradient-enhanced 2D
Using Watergate) was used (Mori et al., 1995).
1H

1H-15N

HSQC

acquisition parameters: spectral width: 15.94 ppm; acquisition time: 91.8 ms;

2048 points; offset: 4.7 ppm;

15N

acquisition parameters (example): spectral width:

36 ppm; acquisition time: 31.3 ms; 160 points; offset: 119.0 ppm.
SOFAST experiments (Schanda and Brutscher, 2005).
1H

acquisition parameters: spectral width: 15.94 ppm; acquisition time: 68.8 ms;

1536 points; offset: 4.7 ppm;

15N

acquisition parameters: spectral width: 40 ppm;

acquisition time: 22.6 ms; 128 points; offset: 119.0 ppm.

For obtaining TROSY spectra on Bruker spectrometers, the Bruker pulse sequence
trosyetf3gpsi (2D H-1/X correlation via TROSY sensitivity improvement using echoantiecho gradient selection) was used (Czisch and Boelens, 1998).
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1H

acquisition parameters: spectral width: 15.94 ppm; acquisition time: 91.8 ms;

2048 points; offset: 4.7 ppm;

15N

acquisition parameters (example): spectral width:

44 ppm; acquisition time: 41 ms; 256 points; offset: 119.5 ppm.

2.6.3. Backbone resonance assignment experiments

The initially recorded set of spectra of a double labelled wildtype (13C,

15N)-tandem

SH2 construct (residues 545-790) were recorded at a protein concentration of
192 μM. For backbone resonance assignments

15N,1N-HSQC

spectra and the

following standard 3D spectra using Watergate were recorded: HNCA, HNCOCA,
HNCACB, CACBCONH, HNCO and HNCACO. Examples of acquisition parameters
used for HNCA spectra:
1H:

spectral width: 16.08 ppm; acquis. time: 91.8 ms; 2048 points; offset: 4.7 ppm;

15N:
13C:

spectral width: 38 ppm; acquisition time: 8.9 ms; 48 points; offset: 118.0 ppm;

spectral width: 30 ppm; acquisition time: 12.1 ms; 128 points; offset: 54.0 ppm.

Backbone assignment experiments with a partially triple labelled (2D, 13C, 15N)sample of the same construct were recorded at a protein concentration of 294 μM.
15N,1N-TROSY

spectra and the following 3D spectra using TROSY and echo-

antiecho gradient water suppression were recorded (Eletsky et al., 2001; Schulte-

Herbruggen and Sorensen, 2000): HNCA, HNCOCA, HNCACB, HNCOCACB,
HNCO and HNCACO. The Non-Uniform Sampling (NUS) technique was used in
some cases (Hyberts et al., 2012; Kazimierczuk and Orekhov, 2011).
Acquisition parameters (examples):
HNCA - high resolution acquisition:
1H:

spectral width: 15.02 ppm; acquis. time: 85 ms; 2048 points; offset: 4.7 ppm;

15N:
13C:

spectral width: 36 ppm; acquisition time: 14 ms; 80 points; offset: 119.5 ppm;

spectral width: 26 ppm; acquisition time: 17 ms; 176 points; offset: 54.0 ppm.

Delay d1: 1 s. NUS amount 18%; c. NusT2 (13C): 8 ms.
HNCA - high S/N acquisition:
1H:

spectral width: 15.02 ppm; acquis. time: 85 ms; 2048 points; offset: 4.7 ppm;
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15N:
13C:

spectral width: 36 ppm; acquisition time: 11.7 ms; 60 points; offset: 119.5 ppm;

spectral width: 26 ppm; acquisition time: 7.0 ms; 64 points; offset: 54.0 ppm.

Delay d1: 1s. NUS amount 17%; no NusT2 set.

2.6.4. Relaxation experiments
Relaxation data (15N-T1,

15N-T2, 1H,15N-heteronuclear

NOE) of nonphosphorylated

and phosphorylated tandem-SH2 were collected at 600 MHz, 800 MHz and 950 MHz
similar to a procedure described elsewhere (Kay et al., 1989). Recovery delays for
15N-T2

relaxation experiments were set to 8, 16, 24, 40, 56, 72, 96 and 120 ms.

Recovery delays for

15N-T1

relaxation experiments were set to 10, 100, 200, 300,

500, 700, 800 and 1200 ms. The delay time recording schedule was randomized to
record data an in interleaved way.

NMRPipe and custom-made bash scripts were used to automatically pre-process

these data. CcpNmr Analysis was used to pick cross peaks and fit peak heights to

exponential decays to get the relaxation times T1 and T2. The error is obtained from

the fitting procedure. All T1 and T2 fits were visually checked. Hetero-NOE data were

computed as ratios of the cross peak height observed in the saturated and in the
height in the reference experiment. Noise in Hetero-NOE spectra was determined
with NMR Draw and used as the cross peak height error.

Tensor 2.0 was used for analysis of internal dynamics of the phospho-long-tandem

model. 100 Monte Carlo iterations were performed to confirm the validity of the
obtained anisotropic diffusion tensor.

2.6.5. Recording and pre-processing residual dipolar couplings
Preparation of a phage alignment medium - original dialysis method

300 µl of 53 mg/ml filamentous phage Pf1 (Hansen et al., 1998)(Asla Biotech,

P-50-P) in 10 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH=7.6, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.05 % NaN3)
were dialysed against NMR buffer in a "homemade" dialysis chamber for four hours.

138 µl of the resulting 420 µl solution were mixed with NMR buffer, protein in NMR
buffer and D2O to give a final protein concentration of 0.15 mM or higher, a phage
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concentration of 18 mg/ml, a D2O end concentration of 18 % (v/v) and a sample
volume of 342 µl.

Preparation of phage alignment media - improved dialysis method

A sample with the desired phage and protein quantities can be dialyzed using

specialized dialysis tubes (Generon GeBaflex-Midi, max. 800 µl, 3.5kDa MWCO)

against NMR buffer before addition of NMR buffer/D2O to the target volume (end
concentration D2O: 10% v/v).

Preparation of liquid crystalline C12E5/hexanol alignment media

150 mg of pentaethylene glycol monodecyl ether (C12E5, 0.369 mmol), which is not

over the expiry date, is dissolved in 5 ml NMR buffer/D2O (10 % v/v D2O) in a
microcentrifuge tube. 48 µl hexanol are added stepwise (10 µl-wise up to 40 µl, then

2.5 µl-wise) at 28-38 ºC, shaking vigorously between each addition step. Addition of

hexanol is stopped shortly after the appropriate phase transition was observed. The
solution must be centrifuged to remove air bubbles and refrigerated. The liquid
crystalline phase can be easily restored above 28 ºC by shaking it vigorously and
centrifuging to remove air bubbles. The obtained liquid crystalline phase contains 3%
w/w C12E5, the molar ratio of C12E5 to hexanol is 0.96 (Rückert and Otting, 2000).

For NMR experiments, 347 µl of this liquid crystalline phase were mixed with 65 µl of
maximally concentrated protein.

The approach described here leads to a serious dilution of the sample, which has to
be maximally concentrated - often leading to precipitation. It was found that it is

alternatively possible to add 3% w/w C12E5 directly to the sample to obtain a medium
which is stable at room temperature, and to avoid low protein concentrations (rsp.

precipitation when working with too concentrated R707Q-phospho-long-tandem in
the above approach). After adding C12E5, 2 µl hexanol is added stepwise to the
sample. Thorough shaking after each addition of hexanol is imperative. Once the

medium becomes crystalline, 2-3 µl more hexanol have to be added. Quadrupolar

water splitting has to be checked by interrogating the deuterium signal from D2O
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usually used for locking the sample. If it does not stabilize within 15 minutes, addition
of another 2 µl hexanol can help.
Stretched gel alignment media

For preparation of stretched gels for RDC experiments a stretched gel apparatus

(New Era) was used (Chou et al., 2001). 1 ml 7%/0.4% (w/v) acrylamide/N,N'methylenenebisacrylamide solution were transferred to the gel chamber (smallest

diameter available) and mixed with 7 µl N,N,N'-tetramethylethylenediamine and 8 µl
ammonium persulphate solution (0.1 mg/ml stock) (Fleming and Matthews, 2004).

The polymerized gel was then washed with distilled water (variation a) or NMR buffer
(variation b) at least four times for at least 3 days. It was cut in half to give two gels

and transferred to a Petri dish and dried at 37 ºC until completely dry (variation a) or

until having lost a substantial amount of liquid (variation b). The (partially) dried gel
was then placed in a gel chamber and covered with 480 µl (variation b: less, but

higher protein concentration) of the protein solution. The gel was given time to
equilibrate overnight. The gel press was then applied to transfer the gel to the NMR
tube.

1H,15N-RDC

NMR data acquisition

To obtain residual dipolar 1H,15N couplings, IPAP spectra of the sample without (only

J-coupling) and with (both J- and D-coupling) were recorded. The Bruker (Topspin
2.0) pulse sequence hsqcf3gpiaphsiwg (gradient enhanced

1H-15N

HSQC-IPAP

using Watergate and sensitivity improvement) was used (Cordier et al., 1999).
1H

acquisition parameters: spectral width: 15.94 ppm; acquisition time: 91.8 ms;

2048 points; offset: 4.7 ppm;

15N

acquisition parameters: spectral width: 34 ppm;

acquisition time: 41.5 ms; 200 points; offset: 119.0 ppm.
RDC-specific data pre-processing

Residual dipolar couplings were extracted from chemical shift lists and sorted using
a custom-made bash scripts (Appendix C.4).
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2.6.6. General NMR data processing
NMR raw data were preprocessed with NMRPipe and NMRDraw (Delaglio et al.,
1995). Non-uniform sampling data were analysed using the iterative re-weighted
least squares reconstruction algorithm (IRLS)(Kazimierczuk and Orekhov, 2011)
implemented in the MDDNMR (Orekhov and Jaravine, 2011) suite.

A custom-made bash script was used to automatically preprocess raw data from

NMR experiments performed on Bruker spectrometers (Appendix C.1). Phasing
parameters are stored in a table and automatically selected depending on

experiment and spectrometer type. NMR spectra were analysed with CcpNmr
Analysis (Vranken et al., 2005). An extended modification of this script was used to
prepare spectra for merging 3D spectra (Appendix C.2, C.3). More details on the
merging procedure can be found in Section 6.3.

Chemical shift perturbation was calculated from 1H and 15N chemical shift differences
by adjusting the

15N

shift differences using 0.14 as a scaling factor for

changes (Williamson, 2013).

15N

shift

Errors for peak heights were generally obtained from the noise level. These noise
levels were determined by estimating the standard deviation in a peak-free area. A

pixel-wise intensity analysis using a custom-made script accessing tools from the
NMRPipe packed was used for that purpose.

2.6.7. RDC-based rigid body modelling of relative domain
orientation and position with Module

The software Module 1.0 was used for fitting of experimental RDCs to RDCs

calculated from a tandem-SH2 crystal structure and from sub-structures thereof
(PDB ID: 4EY0) and for Monte Carlo Analysis of the alignment tensors (Dosset et al.,
2001).

More details on the rigid body modelling procedure using Module can be found in
Section 4.5.4.
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2.6.8. Real-time in-NMR-tube tandem-SH2 phosphorylation by
FGFR1 kinase

In a typical real-time kinase assay in which tandem-nonphospho-long is

phosphorylated with FGFR1 kinase, an HSQC spectrum and 20 SOFAST

experiments with 4 scans will be recorded of 330 µl of a 330 µM tandem-sample in a

Shigemi tube. The sample will be removed from the tube, and 12 µl 1M MgCl2 are
added. The sample is transferred back to the same Shigemi tube and 20 SOFAST
experiments with 4 scans are recorded. Once the experiments are finished, the

tandem-sample is removed from the Shigemi tube. 2 µl 1M MgCl2 is added to 53 µl

of 40 mM ATP-buffer (pH-adjusted). 36 µl of this mixture are then added to the
tandem-sample. 1 µl of 71 µM FGFR1-3p kinase is added to the sample (e.g.

193 nM), simultaneously a stopwatch is started. Transfer of sample in the Shigemi
tube and preparation of NMR experiments follows immediately, so that a series of 4

scan SOFAST experiments is started 6 minutes after addition of the kinase.

Alternatively, FGFR1-3p kinase can be pre-equilibrated in MgCl2/ATP solution prior
to start of the timed experiment.
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2.6.9. In-NMR-tube phosphorylation of the γ-specific array
A reference TROSY spectrum of 500 µl γ-specific array sample with Y771F,Y775F-

mutations, ideally 2H,15N-labelled (any concentration, for example 50-300 µM), is first

recorded. Then 50 µl of 40 mM ATP-buffer (pH-adjusted) and 2 µl 1M MgCl2 are
added to the solution. SOFAST reference spectra can be recorded if real-time

monitoring is desired. 5 µl of 192 µM FGFR1-3p kinase is added to the sample (e.c.
344 nM). SOFAST experiments can be continuously recorded to monitor
phosphorylation in real time. After 30 minutes to 1 hour, the experiment is

interrupted; later analysis showed that phosphorylation is probably still incomplete at

this time, so it would be suggested to wait, for example, for 5 hours at this kinase

concentration. A spin concentrating device was used to remove MgCl2 and ATP.
After three washing steps, SOFAST and TROSY spectra of the phosphorylated
sample were recorded.

2.6.10. NMR-monitored titration of PLC core into nonphosphotandem

A 15N-labelled wildtype tandem-SH2 (545-790) construct and the equivalent
R687W-mutated construct were used for this experiment. A nanodrop device was

used to estimate the concentrations of the samples. The concentrations were
measured were: ≈224 μM (WT - first sample), ≈90 μM (WT - second sample), ≈98
μM (R687W) and ≈66 μM (S729Y); analysis of the NMR data later suggested that

the concentration for R687W was greatly overestimated; analysis of side chain
maxima of all HSQC spectra (taking into account the 20 highest cross peaks in the

side chain area) suggest that the concentration of R687W might have been as low
as 60 μM. SOFAST and HSQC spectra of all samples were recorded (total

acquisition times for HSQC spectra - WT high concentration: 19 min; WT low
concentration: 58 min; R687W: 58 min; S729Y: 118 min). Core protein was added at
a concentration of 824 μmol/μl to give a final concentration of 20 mol% (R687W: 20-

33 mol%). HSQC and SOFAST spectra were recorded for WT and R687W samples

(total acquisition times for HSQC spectra - WT high concentration: 38 min; WT low
concentration: 77 min; R687W: 461 min).
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Due to the apparently large error of the concentration for R687W the following

considerations are important: The aim of this analysis is to compare the intensity

(peak height) change upon core addition into the wild type sample versus into the
R687W sample. When halving the amount of core titrated into the tandem-sample,

we would expect a peak height which is up to double. Equally, assuming that the
relative amount of core had been greatly overestimated, we can scale the expected

intensity change upon core addition up - to a maximum of 1.64 times the original

value (maximum because it is not certain that the intensity change scales linearly
with the core amount in this concentration range).

Residue-specific errors were calculated from the noise values from individual spectra
and peak heights. Cross peaks were always picked when visible and sufficiently

isolated in the control spectra (no core added). Peaks were fit using the CCPN
parabolic fit routine; when no peak could be fit in the spectra with core added, a peak

was placed at the same position as it was in the control spectrum. The peak height :

error ratio for WT stems from the two different experiments (high and low
concentration), while the error for R687W stems from the concentration uncertainty
of this sample.
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2.7. Integrative modelling of relative SH2 domain orientation and
position using RDC, SAXS and relaxation data

The approach to model structures based on RDC data or on a combination of RDC,
and R2/R1 or SAXS data is discussed in Chapter 4. Key Xplor-NIH scripts, which

were developed to yield a model starting from a randomized structure using RDC
and SAXS data, are shown in Appendix C.5 - C.7. It was important to use a recent
release of Xplor-NIH (2.3.8), as the residue-wise evaluation of

15N

R2/R1 ratio

evaluation is a recently introduced (still undocumented) function of the package
(Schwieters et al., 2006).

Estimation of appropriate force constants for the bond angle and the improper
angle potential

A modified version of the procedure to refine the NH bond orientation and the
alignment tensor orientation in individual SH2 domains was created. Specifically, all
potential related to RDCs were switched off. The force constants for all other

potentials were set to the standard value 1. The refinement calculation was

performed for all 360 starting structures. Penalty energies for bond angles and
impropers (only those involving the HN atom) were averaged for each model. From

the resulting 360 penalty energy values a general average value and standard

deviation for both bond angles and improper angles was calculated (bond angles -

35.2 ± 17.3; improper angles - 20.8 ± 14.4). The upper limit (average and standard
deviation) was used as a cutoff for all subsequent calculations including the RDC
potential. Force constants for bond angle and improper potentials were set
accordingly so that some, but not too many (20-40 %) of these calculations had to be
discarded.
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2.8. Homology modelling

The sequence for hPLCγ1 sequence (isoform a, accession number NP_002651.2)

was downloaded from the NCBI database. Two iterative Psi-Blast searches on the
hPLCγ1 sequence (isoform 2) were performed using the Swissprot database.

Isoforms of PLCγ yielded from the first iteration were excluded in the second

iteration. A weighting matrix and a multi-sequence alignment of related proteins were
obtained for each domain. A Psi-Blast (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool,

http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) search based on the PDB database and the

weighting matrix helped to identify relevant templates for each domain (see
Table 6.1). The pdb files were individually locally aligned to the respective domains
by a seeded alignment with linsi. The previously obtained sequence alignment of

related proteins was used as the seed. A bash script was developed to facilitate the

combination of the different alignment files to circumvent another multi-sequence

alignment and to thus to preserve the seeded alignment from being changed. The
alignment was checked manually and templates were selected based on local
sequence similarity, practicability and functional relationship of the protein to PLCγ1.

Homology modelling was performed with the automodel function of Modeller 9.13

(Sali and Blundell, 1993). This modelling process includes optimization via the
variable target function method (VTFM) with conjugate gradients (CG) and
refinement by molecular dynamics (MD) with simulated annealing (SA) (Sali and

Blundell, 1993). Protein visualization was done with PyMol 1.5 (The PyMOL
Molecular Graphics System, Version 1.5, Schrödinger, LLC).
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2.9. Single particle electron microscopy

2.9.1. Sample preparation, grid preparation and image recording

PLCγ1 and PLCγ1/FGFR1 were provided and purified by Dr Tom Bunney. An

ETTAN system was used for a final gel filtration into EM buffer (25 mM TrisCl, 150
mM NaCl, pH = 8.0).

Grid preparation and image recording were done by Dr Carolyn Moores.

The PLCγ1/FGFR1 sample was diluted with EM buffer to give a final concentration of

0.02 mg/ml, while the and PLCγ1 sample was diluted with TCEP-free EM buffer to
give a final concentration of either 0.02 mg/ml or 0.015 mg/ml. 30 μl of this sample
were then loaded on glow-discharged carbon grids and negatively stained with
uranyl acetate.

Electron micrographs were recorded on a FEI Technai T12 electron microscope at
Birkbeck University with a CCD camera at 120 V with a sampling of 2.5 Å/pixel.

2.9.2. Electron microscopy data processing
Particle picking from electron microscopy images was done in a semiautomated way,

using the EMAN2 software suite (Tang et al., 2007). All other processing steps were

performed with custom-made bash and/or python scripts. These scripts accessed
functions from the Imagic (van Heel et al., 1996) and SPIDER/WEB software suites

(Frank et al., 1996). Example scripts can be found in Appendix C.12 and C.13. Many
of the steps undertaken for EM image analysis are described in Section 6.2.

2.10.

Differential scanning fluorimetry

20 μl of 1 mg/ml samples in TRIS GF buffer (Appendix A) were loaded into a 96-well

real-time PCR plate. SYPRO® Orange (Sigma-Aldrich) in TRIS GF buffer was used
as a dye (end concentration 10x). Experiments were performed over a 25-95 ˚C
temperature range on a Stratagene MX3005P qPCR system (Agilent).
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3. Effect of phosphorylation on local structure in tandemSH2
3.1. Introduction

In Section 1.4 it was explained that the release of FGFR kinase upon
phosphorylation is structurally not understood. For this reason, the structural effects
of phosphorylation need to be investigated. This chapter will focus on local
phosphorylation-induced structural changes in tandem-SH2.

Crystal structures of both nonphospho-tandem-SH2 (4FBN) and phospho-tandem-

SH2 (4EY0) are available (Figure 3.1). The structures hardly differ from each other,
apart from the fact that phospho-tandem-SH2 is phosphorylated on residue Y783.

Molecular dynamics simulations will be used to generate hypotheses which describe
solution structure effects introduced by Y783 phosphorylation. Backbone resonance
assignment experiments will be performed for a variety of constructs used to probe
the tandem-SH2 structure. It is important to note that the assigned cross peaks from

HSQC experiments give information about backbone atoms; side chains might have
indirect effects, but it is possible that some side chain effects are overlooked in the
analyses presented in this chapter. In this chapter, the term "residue" will therefore
often refer to the backbone proton and nitrogen atoms of the given residue.

Some residues, especially those which form part of the C-terminus, are missing in
the crystal structures of nonphospho- and phospho-tandem-SH2 (Figure 3.1). The
C-terminal residues around Y783 in nonphospho-tandem can be found in the crystal

structure, but they have a lower relative electron density than in phospho-tandemSH2. It is expected that NMR will be particularly useful to study these residues.

Therefore, a variety of constructs, mostly tandem-SH2 constructs which differ in their
C-terminal structure, have been created. In order to discuss these regions, a specific

nomenclature is used throughout the chapter (Figure 3.2). Based on the various
constructs used in this work, a "pre-C-terminus" region was defined. The C-terminus
is composed of a "C-terminal linker" and a "C-terminal pY783-peptide region".
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Figure 3.1. Comparison of tandem-SH2 crystal structures. Only crystal structures of
tandem-SH2 (residues 545-790) constructs which are not bound to ligands are shown.
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Figure 3.2: Tandem-SH2 construct design and nomenclature.
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3.2. Molecular Dynamics Simulations predict a pronounced effect
of phosphorylation of tandem-SH2 structure

3.2.1. Simulation setup and general observations
Atomistic 100 ns molecular dynamics simulations of the long-tandem construct

(residues 545-790) in nonphosphorylated and phosphorylated form were performed

using Gromacs as described in Section 2.4 (In this section, these constructs will be

called nonphospho-tandem and phospho-tandem). Crystal structures for both
phosphorylated (pY783) and nonphosphorylated structures were available (Bunney

et al., 2012); they were used as starting structures (missing residues were
modelled).

Two

further

starting

structures

were

created

in

silico:

the

nonphosphorylated crystal structure was phosphorylated at Y783; the phosphate
group was removed from the phosphorylated crystal structure. This was done in
order to test whether the two nonphosphorylated structures and the two

phosphorylated structures converged to the same conformational ensemble in the
simulations (Figure 3.3). All simulations were performed for 100 ns at least twice.
Details about the acquired trajectories can be found in Section 2.4.

The simulations aim to reveal differences between nonphospho- and phospho-

tandem which are not visible in the available crystal structure models. These could

be dynamic differences or differences in the average solution structure. Visual
inspection of the various trajectories suggests that the relative SH2 domain
orientation is different from the crystal structure in most cases. Generally, it appears

that phospho-tandem displays less inter-domain flexibility than nonphospho-tandem.

A meaningful analysis of the trajectories can hardly be performed without taking into
account these inter-domain aspects of tandem-SH2 solution structure and dynamics.

A description of how relative domain orientation is calculated and illustrated by oneor three-vector representation in this work is given in Section 4.5.1. In Figure 3.4A

the relative domain orientations for different trajectories are shown for snapshots

taken every 5 ns between 50 and 100 ns simulation time using the vector

representation. For comparison, the vector representation for the relative SH2
domain orientation of different tandem-SH2 crystal structures is shown (Figure 3.4B).
Two trajectories are also depicted using structure snapshots (Figure 3.4C). The
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differences between the trajectories arising from the same starting structure are

much greater than the variations within each trajectory suggesting that the
conformational space has not have been sampled sufficiently by the simulations. The
relative domain orientation varies greatly between, and sometimes also within, the

trajectories, suggesting that the relative domain orientation might differ from the
crystal structure for tandem-SH2 constructs in solution. This would also be in line

with the observation that the relative SH2 domain orientation in the 3GQI crystal
structure (short-tandem and FGFR1 kinase) differs from the SH2 domain orientation
in the 4FBN crystal structure (nonphospho-long-tandem). The simulation results

suggest that interdomain flexibility is present, and is higher in nonphospho-tandem

than in phospho-tandem. However, these observations concerning inter-domain
flexibility and relative SH2 domain orientation cannot be considered significant given
the small number, and extent of differences between each, of these relatively short

MD simulations. Inter-domain flexibility and relative domain orientation differences

between nonphospho- and phospho-long-tandem have been experimentally
investigated, as described in more detail in Section 4.
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Figure 3.3: Molecular dynamics simulation setup to compare nonphospho- with

phospho-tandem. Simulation data starting from (non-)phosphorylated crystal structures
were validated by simulations from structures with an "in silico" switched phosphorylation
state.
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Figure 3.4: Molecular dynamics simulations - relative domain orientation and interdomain flexibility.

A: Relative domain orientation in different trajectories. A one-vector model illustrates the
relative domain orientation for snapshots taken every 5 ns between 50 ns and 100 ns (see
Section 4.5.1 for details about this representation). Red: Reference model (4FBN crystal

structure). Snapshots of structures from these trajectories marked with a star are depicted in
panel C.

B: Relative SH2 domain orientation in various reference structures.

C: Snapshots of tandem-SH2 structures in two sample trajectories. The nSh2 domain
has been aligned in these models.
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3.2.2. Principle component analysis of molecular dynamics
trajectories

Despite the finding that the collected simulation material is not sufficient to
exhaustively analyse interdomain motion and relative domain orientation, it might be
possible to extract predictions about structural differences between nonphosphoand phospho-tandem. For a more quantitative analysis of motions in the trajectories,
a principal component analysis (PCA) was performed. 50-100 ms material of each of

the four starting structures were merged (using the last 50 ns of individual
trajectories) and processed. The eigenvalue range for the eigenvectors for each of
the four constructs is shown in Figure 3.5A. The eigenvalue of the first eigenvector

for both nonphospho-tandem constructs is particularly large, much larger than the

first eigenvalue of the phospho-tandem constructs. The similarity between

eigenvectors was estimated by calculating their inner products (Figure 3.5B). The
first eigenvectors for the two nonphospho-tandem constructs are similar, as

suggested by an inner product of 0.59; in silico-generated nonphospho-tandem (from

4EY0) has a first eigenvector which is similar to the eigenvector obtained from the
"regular" nonphospho-tandem (4FBN) simulation. Eigenvector 1 of nonphospho-

tandem (4FBN) is similar to eigenvectors 1 and 3 (inner products of 0.659 and 0.445,

respectively, Figure 3.5B) obtained from the PCA of phospho-tandem (4EY0).
However, the eigenvalues of these phospho-tandem eigenvectors are much smaller.

This suggests that the correlated motions described by the first eigenvector of
nonphospho-tandem (4FBN) PCA might be characteristic for tandem-SH2 in general,

but especially for nonphospho-long-tandem. A rather large domain orientation
difference between the two extreme structures is visible (Figure 3.5C). A particularly
high RMSF can be observed for the pre-C-terminus, the C-terminus and the αA helix
of the nSH2 domain.

In order to identify differences between nonphospho- and phospho-tandem in a more

targeted manner, the trajectories for the four different constructs were projected on
the first five eigenvectors of the four merged trajectories (totalling 20 eigenvectors;

details see Section 2.4.2). Each of these 80 projections will cover a certain one-

dimensional range with an upper and a lower limit of that range. As more than one
individual (non-merged) trajectory is projected on the vectors, an average and a
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Figure 3.5: Principal component analysis (PCA) of molecular dynamics trajectories eigenvectors, eigenvalues and projections.

A: Eigenvalues from the PCAs for the four different constructs. The eigenvalues of the
first two nonphospho-tandem eigenvectors (both directly from 4FBN and in silicodephosphorylated 4EY0) are much larger than the respective phospho-tandem vectors.

B: Similarity (inner products) of eigenvectors from different PCAs. Left: Comparison of
eigenvectors

obtained

from

PCAs

of

nonphospho-tandem

(4FBN)

and

in-silico-

dephosphorylated nonphospho-tandem (4EY0) shows high similarity of the first eigenvectors
of both PCAs, which also has the by far largest eigenvalue (panel A). Right: Such similarity
of motion cannot be observed for the first eigenvectors of the PCAs for phospho-tandem

(4EY0) and in silico-phosphorylated tandem (4FBN); it is only the fourth eigenvector of insilico-phosphorylated tandem (4FBN) which is similar to the first eigenvector of phospho-

tandem (4EY0). These findings suggest that the trajectories in silico - phosphorylated
(4FBN) constructs might not have converged to be similar to the (4EY0), while the respective

nonphospho-tandem constructs are more comparable. Middle: Comparison of the
eigenvectors of nonphospho- and phospho-tandem suggests that there is high similarity
between the first nonphospho-tandem and the third phospho-tandem eigenvector.
C:

Projection of nonphospho- and phospho-structure trajectories on their first

eigenvector. The extreme structures of these projections were used to determine the
relative domain orientation: the individual domains of the starting structures (nonphosphotandem simulation) were aligned to the distorted backbone of the two extreme structures.

Residues are coloured according to their RMS fluctuation in the first eigenvector. For
principal component analyses and projections, data of the time range 50-100 ns of the
merged trajectories were used.
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Figure 3.6: Differences between nonphospho- and phospho-tandem in molecular
dynamics trajectories revealed by principal component analysis.

A: Projections of PCA eigenvectors on trajectories reveal differences between
nonphospho-

and phospho-tandem.

Eigenvectors were

calculated from

pooled

trajectories (50-100 ns) for each of the four constructs. The projection of a trajectory on an
eigenvector covers a certain range (which varies for each trajectory). Rather than a single

range, the upper and lower limit of this range, along with the errors for these limits, are

shown for some of the projections. The upper and lower range limits are calculated by
projecting the different (non-pooled) trajectories of a construct on the eigenvector in question

(giving average and standard deviation for both upper and lower limit). Reading example for
the PCA of phospho-tandem (4FBN) - eigenvector 2: The 1D projection of the phospho-

tandem trajectories on this eigenvector is different from the other projections - the upper limit
of the projection range does not overlap with the projection of nonphospho-tandem, but it

does slightly overlap with phospho (in silico). The lower limit of the projection range does
overlap slightly with the projection range of the nonphospho (in silico) trajectories only. This

analysis reveals that phospho- and nonphospho-tandem can be expected to differ
significantly for eigenvector 2 of the phospho-tandem PCA, and for eigenvector 5 of the
phospho-tandem (4EY0, in silico) trajectory.
B:

Projection of phospho-trajectories on eigenvectors describing differences

between nonphospho- and phospho-tandem. The extreme structures of these projections
were used to determine the relative domain orientation (see also Figure 3.5). Residues are
coloured according to their RMS fluctuation in the eigenvector. For PCAs and projections,

data of the time range 50-100 ns of the merged trajectories were used. The extreme

structures for eigenvector 5 of the phospho-tandem (4EY0, in silico) trajectory do not reveal
differences which can be interpreted in a straightforward manner; the low eigenvalue of this

eigenvector also does not suggest an important role of the correlated motions described by
this eigenvector. Eigenvector 2 of the phospho-tandem PCA displays slightly different

relative orientations for the SH2 domains, and a high RMSF for specific secondary structural

elements. The particularly high RMSF for parts of the pre-C-terminus and the C-terminus, in
conjunction with a moderately high RMSF of the nSH2-cSH2 junction, has to be highlighted.
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standard deviation for each of these upper and lower limits of the projection ranges

will be obtained. It can now be analysed for each of the 20 eigenvectors whether any
of the four constructs covers a significantly different projection range than the other

constructs (Figure 4.6A). A difference between the phospho-tandem (4EY0)

trajectories and nonphospho-tandem trajectories (4FBN and 4EY0/in silico
dephosph.) for eigenvector 2 of phospho-tandem (4EY0) and eigenvector 5 of

phospho-tandem (4FBN, in silico) can be observed (Figure 4.6A). Specific features

of interest in eigenvector 5 of phospho-tandem (4FBN, in silico) could not be spotted
by the chosen analytical methods (Figure 4.6B).

The difference in the projections of nonphospho-tandem trajectories and the
phospho-tandem (4EY0) trajectories on eigenvector 2 of phospho-tandem suggests

that the features highlighted by this eigenvector might predict relevant differences

between nonphospho- and phospho-tandem. Eigenvector 2 of phospho-tandem

(4EY0) superficially appears to share some similarities with eigenvector 1 of
nonphospho-tandem (4FBN) in that its extreme structures also appear to describe

two different relative domain orientations and in that the eigenvector RMSF of the
pre-C-terminus the C-terminus is high. The RMSF of the αA-helix is elevated in
eigenvector 2 of phospho-tandem, but not as high as in eigenvector 1 of

nonphospho-tandem. The RMSF of the nSH2-cSH2 junction in eigenvector 2 of

phospho-tandem is also elevated. In order to investigate the relevance of these

features, chemical shift analysis and analysis of the internal dynamics of the C-

terminal region and the nSH2-cSH2 junction would be of particular interest. The role
of the pre-C-terminus and the C-terminus can be investigated by constructs which
vary in the length of the C-terminus, or which lack the connecting C-terminal linker

between the pY783 peptide and the cSH2 domain. Interdomain flexibility, which
might change upon phosphorylation, will be analysed in Section 4.

The PCA presented herein has helped to identify potential correlated motions which

differ between nonphospho- and phospho-tandem. However, this method often does

not identify all important motions, as only motions which are linearly correlated in the
Cartesian system can be detected. Differences between phospho- and nonphosphotandem which are not correlated or static will also not be identified.
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3.2.3. Contact analysis of molecular dynamics trajectories
Based on the results from the principal component analysis, a specific focus was put
on contacts between the (pre-)C-terminus and the nSH2-cSH2 junction on one hand,

and any other potentially contacting region on the other hand. Extensive region-wise
and residue-wise analysis within regions identified very few regions or residues of

contact for which there were observed clear differences between nonphosphorylated
and phosphorylated constructs. The results are shown in Figure 3.7 for the (pre-)C-

terminus and in Figure 3.8 for the nSH2-cSH2 junction. Inter-domain contacts (nSH2
and cSH2) were also analysed, but no significant differences between nonphosphotandem and phospho-tandem could be spotted.

The contact between Y783 and the cSH2 domain is permanent for simulations of

both crystallographic and in silico phosphorylated constructs and transient in nonphosphorylated

constructs.

nonphospho-(4EY0)

It

constructs

is

visible

have

for

this

the

in-silico-dephosphorylated

contact

more

often

than

nonphosphorylated (4FBN) constructs. The phosphorylation of Y783 immediately

results in interaction of Y783 with cSH2, while some interactions between Y783 and

the cSH2 continue to occur after dephosphorylation (in silico). This suggests that the
various dynamic interactions between the C-terminus and the cSH2 domain do not

only depend on the Y783 phosphorylation status, but also modulate each other. A

clear difference in interaction probability can also be observed for the interaction
between αAcSH2 and pre-C-terminal residues A767-D770; the interactions become

more frequent upon phosphorylation. In two of the three in silico-trajectories, the
interactions are only almost, but not completely, permanent during the analyzed time
period. Similar observations can also be made for contacts between the pre-Cterminal region N757-K759 and nSH2-cSH2 junction residue E667. The contact

probability increases in the order nonphospho (4FBN) < nonphospho (in silico, 4EY0)
< phospho (in silico, 4FBN) < phospho (4EY0). The contact between E667 and the
pre-C-terminus is not entirely permanent or entirely absent in any of the trajectories.

The same pre-C-terminal region (N757-K759) has a low interaction probability with
another nSH2-cSH2 junction residue, W668, in the nonphosphorylated state;

phosphorylation abolishes this interaction. It can be suggested that Y783
phosphorylation modulates the fine-tuned interactions between the pre-C-terminus
and the nSH2-cSH2 junction. Complex interactions between the (pre-)C-terminus
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Figure 3.7: Contacts between the (pre-)C-terminus and the cSH2 domain or the nSH2cSH2 junction in molecular dynamics trajectories.

A: Contact probabilities between different sections of the pre-C-terminus and various

structural elements over time for different trajectories. A contact occurs if one or more
atoms from each the regions are found within 2.5 Å at a given time point. Contacts have
been analysed for sections covering the entire (pre-)C-terminus with the cSH2 domain, the

cSH2 αA-helix and each residue in the nSH2-cSH2 junction. Contacts which clearly differ
between phospho- and nonphospho-trajectories are shown here.

B: Illustration of relevant contacts between the (pre-)C-terminus and other regions.
Relevant contacts are contacts which differ between nonphospho- and phospho-tandem, as
identified in the contact analysis shown in panel A. nSH2-cSH2 junction, pre-C-terminus, C-

terminal linker and C-terminus are coloured in navy blue; the remainder of the cSH2 domain
is shown in light blue. Relevant residues of contact in the (pre-)C-terminus are coloured in

orange. Relevant residues or regions of contact in the nSH2-cSH2 junction or in the cSH2
domain are shown in green.
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Figure 3.8: Contacts between the nSH2-cSH2 junction and the αB helix in molecular
dynamics trajectories.

A: Contact probabilities between different sections of the nSH2-cSH2 junction and
specific residues in the αB helix over time for different trajectories. A contact occurs if
one or more atoms from each the regions are found within 2.5 Å at a given time point.

Contacts have been analysed for sections covering the nSH2-cSH2 junction with each
residue of the αB helix. Contacts which clearly differ between phospho- and nonphosphotrajectories are shown here.

B: Illustration of relevant contacts between the nSH2-cSH2 junction and other
regions. Relevant contacts are contacts which differ between nonphospho- and phospho-

tandem, as identified in the contact analysis shown in panel A and in Figure 4.7. Relevant

residues of contact in the (pre-)C-terminus or in the αB helix are coloured in orange.
Relevant residues of contact in the nSH2-cSH2 junction are shown in green.
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and the cSH2 domain, specifically αAcSH2 and pre-C-terminus residues A767-D770,
might play a role in this mechanism.

In order to analyse the effect of phosphorylation on the nSH2-cSH2 junction, other

potential contacts between the junction and nearby residues, specifically those in
αBcSH2, were analysed (Figure 3.8). It can be observed that transient interactions

between nSH2-cSH2 junction residue W668 and αBcSH2 residue I738, as well as

between junction residues T660-H663 and αBcSH2 residue S733, are much more
pronounced in nonphospho-tandem than in phospho-tandem constructs. This
suggests that phosphorylation might allosterically lead to a reduction of interactions

between the αBcSH2 helix and the nSH2-cSH2 junction, probably by the modulation of
interactions between the nSH2-cSH2 junction and the pre-C-terminus.

The results of this contact analysis have to be interpreted with care; multiple
interactions were analysed and were found not to reveal any clear differences

between nonphospho- and phospho-tandem. However, it might well be that some
other subtle changes upon phosphorylation are relevant. Therefore, the results of
this analysis, which are in line with the findings from the principle component
analysis (Section 3.2.3), have to be compared to findings from experimental work.

An experimental approach to resolve the effect of phosphorylation on inter-residue
contacts in tandem-SH2 constructs could include chemical shift analyses or
interproton distance estimation with homonuclear NOEs.
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3.3. Backbone resonance assignment
Spectra of nonphospho-long-tandem and phospho-long-tandem are shown in
Figure 3.7.

For backbone resonance assignment of nonphospho- and phospho-tandemconstructs, standard sets of 3D experiments for backbone resonance assignment

were recorded (HNCA, HNCOCA, HNCACB, CBCACONH, HNCO, HNCACO).

Previously recorded (Diego Esposito) data sets for the individual cSH2 and nSH2
domains were also used. An HNCA dataset was also recorded tor short-tandem.

The nonphospho-long-tandem spectra generally had a less favourable S/N level than
phospho-long-tandem spectra at equal protein concentration. The reason is a small

tendency of nonphospho-long-tandem constructs to dimerize, as relaxation
experiments reveal (see Section 4.4.2). However, diluting the samples demonstrated

that the cross peak positions do not depend on sample concentration. Dimerization
does therefore not interfere with frequency-based methods to study nonphospholong-tandem.

Due to the dimerization propensity and due to the presence of exchange phenomena

of various types the S/N levels for various spectra were not favourable. Additional
spectra were recorded. An attempt to improve S/N levels by merging various NMR
data sets was particularly successful for the backbone resonance assignment of

nonphospho-long-tandem-SH2, for which three HNCA spectra were merged. The
method is described in detail in section 6.3.

Backbone assignment began by first completing the assignment of the individual

nSH2 and cSH2 domains (The major part of the nSH2 backbone assignment and a
smaller part of the cSH2 domain assignment was done by Diego Esposito).

HNCACO spectra had very low S/N, therefore HNCO spectra were only of limited
use as well. The backbone resonance assignment of nonphospho- and phosphotandem was not straightforward and often required taking into account very small

peaks. For that reasons, minimal criteria were met in order to transfer assign
backbone resonances in tandem-SH2 spectra of nonphospho- and phospho-tandem.
This is a non-exhaustive list to illustrate the type of criteria applied in the process:
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- Three-dimensional spectra were always checked exhaustively for information that
might contradict the assignment to be made.

- Very isolated peaks (no other peaks in a surrounding of ~ 4 peak widths or higher)
can be transferred from another spectrum even when information from a threedimensional spectrum was unavailable.

- Assignments for somewhat isolated peaks require at least one good evidence plus
one weak evidence from 3D spectra (typically HNCA) to be realized.

- Assignments for overlapping peaks require at least two good evidences.

- Assignments for somewhat isolated peaks with only weak evidence (peak at

noise level) from 3D spectra (typically HNCA) is only possible if there is evidence
that the other, nearby peak is assigned to another residue or cannot assigned to the
residue in question.

- "Good evidence" can be a unique match in terms of Cα and/or Cβ shift (which no
other unassigned residue shares), a HNCA (rarely other spectra) "connection" to

neighbouring residues or one exact match with the HNCA peak position of the same
residue in another 3D spectrum (match in HSQC spectrum required as well).

- "Weak evidence" would be a peak (in 3D spectra) close to noise level which either
matches the expectation in terms of being linked to a very characteristic residue type

(f.e. Cα in Glycin) or a peak (in 3D spectra) which matches to a confidently assigned
peak in a 3D spectrum of another construct

- Two weak evidences can substitute one strong evidence.

The H and N resonances of nSH2, cSH2, nonphospho-long-tandem, phospho-long-

tandem-long and short-tandem were completed to the extent mentioned in Table 3.1.
Most other HSQC spectra discussed in this chapter were assigned by direct transfer

of assignments because no 3D spectra were available for these (S/N of the HNCA

spectrum of short-tandem was very low and could only rarely be used to confirm
assignment). The backbone resonance assignments for these constructs are much
less complete as only rather isolated or unperturbed cross peaks can be confidently
transferred from the spectra of other constructs. The arrangement of some peaks

from different spectra on a straight line (fast exchange) facilitated the assignment.
Backbone resonance assignments are listed in Supplemental Table B.1.
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Table 3.1: Backbone resonance assignment status of wild type constructs. A range is

given to differentiate between low and high confidence assignment. Prolines are not
included.

construct

individual nSH2 + cSH2 domains
nonphospho-long-tandem
phospho-long-tandem
short-tandem
short-pY783-peptide tandem

assigned
84-87%
78-81%
85-87%
51%
62%

Figure 3.7: HSQC spectra of nonphospho-long-tandem and phospho-long-tandem.
red: nonphospho-long-tandem; black: phospho-long-tandem. Spectra were recorded at 700
MHz, at 25 ˚C and at a concentration of 58 μM.
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3.4. Phosphorylation and C-terminal linker presence lead to large
chemical shift perturbations in the cSH2 domain

3.4.1. Effect of phosphorylation on nSH2 structure
In order to investigate whether FGFR kinase release occurs due to allosteric

changes in nSH2 to which FGFR kinase is known to bind, a chemical shift analysis

comparing tandem-nonphospho-long with tandem-phospho-long was performed

(Figure 3.8.a). It can be observed that the nSH2 structure is not or hardly changing
upon phosphorylation. In contrast, structure changes in the cSH2 domain upon
phosphorylation are major.

3.4.2. Phosphorylation and C-terminal linker presence lead to large
chemical shift perturbations in the entire cSH2 domain

It has been shown in Section 3.1 that several residues in the C-terminal linker are
not visible in the crystal structure of both nonphospho- and phospho-long-tandem.
However, molecular dynamics simulations (Section 3.2.3) have predicted that these
residues would bind to the cSH2 domain upon phosphorylation.

It is therefore of interest to explore the general impact of phosphorylation and Cterminal linker presence on the cSH2 domain structure in more detail. For that

purpose, a chemical shift perturbation analysis comparing phospho-long-tandem and

nonphospho-long-tandem (Figures 3.8A and 3.8C) and an analysis comparing
phospho-long-tandem and short-tandem-pY783-peptide (Figures 3.8B and 3.8D)

were performed. The discussion in this and the following sections of this chapter are
based on HSQC spectra, therefore results in this chapter will always refer to H and N
backbone atoms of residues discussed herein.
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It is commonly observed that interactions between a SH2 domain and a
phosphopeptide ligand exhibit slow exchange characteristics, consistent with

relatively high affinity binding and a slow off-rate (Siegal et al., 1998). Therefore, two

cross peaks, belonging to a bound and an unbound state, can be observed in the

NMR spectrum in titration experiments. The differences in chemical shift between the
two states are a direct consequence of the chemical environments of the

corresponding nuclei either through proximity to the ligand or differences of the
spatial arrangement of atoms throughout the protein (following the concept of
"induced fit").

Naïvely one might expect (a) that the spectrum of short-tandem in the presence of

pY783 peptide, when compared to short-tandem, would have different chemical

shifts arising from the occupation of the cSH2 binding site by the pY783 peptide (b)

that the spectrum of nonphospho-long-tandem would have different chemical shifts
from phospho-long-tandem arising from the occupation of the cSH2 binding site by

the C-terminal pY783 peptide region. (c) that for most residues that are common
short-tandem and long-tandem, the NMR spectra of short-pY783 peptide and
phospho-long-tandem would be very similar reflecting the expectation that the C-

terminal linker region of the latter protein makes no significant contact with the cSH2
domain, assuming high affinity of the pY783 region to the cSH2 binding site, and no

other interactions between the pre-C-terminus and C-terminal linker regions with the
protein.

Comparison of the corresponding spectra does in each case yield a set of chemical

shift changes. Figure 3.8B shows the pattern of chemical shift differences between

nonphospho-long-tandem and phospho-long-tandem. Projection of the chemical shift
changes on the structure (Figure 3.8C) show that cSH2 residues, which are not

close to the binding site, often display relatively large perturbations. Results from

chemical shift analyses comparing short-tandem with short-pY783 are similar in
quality (not shown). This indicates that, other than it was "naïvely" expected,

phosphorylation or pY783 peptide binding do not only affect the binding site but

induce structural changes all over the cSH2 domain. This does not necessarily imply
large conformational changes, but at least a chemically notable structural change,
i.e. change of a bond length or change of acidity.
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Figure 3.8: Chemical shift perturbation analysis comparing tandem-WT constructs.

A: Results for comparison of phospho-long-tandem with nonphospho-long-tandem.
Y783 Phosphorylation has no significant effect on the nSH2 domain structure, but a
significant effect on many residues in the cSH2 domain.

B: Results for comparison of phospho-long-tandem with short-tandem-pY783-peptide.
This analysis reveals the large structural impact of the C-terminal linker in phosphorylated
constructs. Only data for cSH2 are shown.

C: Illustration of chemical shift perturbation comparing phospho-long-tandem with
nonphospho-long-tandem. Blue: no data. Red: higher perturbation.

D: Illustration of chemical shift perturbation comparing phospho-long-tandem with
short-tandem-pY783-peptide. Blue: no data. Red: higher perturbation.
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A (nonphospho-long vs. phospho-long)

B (phospho-long vs. short-pY783-peptide)
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The "naïve" expectation that the spectra of short-pY783 peptide and phospho-long-

tandem are very similar also does not hold up, as chemical shift perturbation

analysis reveals (Figures 3.8B, 3.8D). Significant chemical shift perturbations can be
observed all over the cSH2 domain, indicating that the presence of the C-terminal

linker induces structural changes all over the cSH2 domain provided the presence of

the pY783; this can also be observed to some extent for the nonphosphorylated
constructs (comparing short-tandem and nonphospho-long-tandem, not shown). It is

particularly noteworthy that the presence of the C-terminal linker leads to a

significant chemical shift perturbation in the nSH2-cSH2 junction (T660), suggesting

that the C-terminal linker might be an important in allosteric communication of Y783
phosphorylation to the nSH2-cSH2 junction, potentially modulating relative SH2
domain orientation or nSH2-cSH2 junction flexibility in tandem-SH2.
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3.5. Fast and slow exchange phenomena as a result of interactions
between the cSH2 domain and the (pre-)C-terminus

3.5.1. Overview
This Section aims to rationalize exchange phenomena which have been observed
for many residues in the cSH2 domain. Overlaying spectra of a large number of

different construct reveals that for many residues the peaks of the different

constructs can be placed on a single line (Figure 3.9A, B). The simplest explanation

of this observation is that these residues are in fast exchange between two
conformations and that the populations of these conformations differ between
constructs. The decision whether a certain residue is considered to exhibit this fast

exchange behaviour is to some extent a subjective one because (1) the fact that the

peaks of different constructs are placed on a line could be a coincidence; (2) the
peaks of a residue are often not perfectly placed on a line, however, this variation

could be simply explained by which indicates the presence of other factors also
influencing the chemical shift of the residue in some constructs. It is noteworthy that

the exchange phenomenon can particularly often be observed for residues of the
(pre-)C-terminus or for residues which might be in contact with it (Figure 3.9C). Fast
exchange phenomena will be discussed in more detail in Sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.3.

In addition to fast exchange phenomena, peak doubling or peak broadening was

often observed. Residues for which peak doubling was spotted are located in the
(pre-)C-terminus or in regions might be in contact with it (Figure 3.9D). The tandem-

SH2 spectra often suffer from low S/N, therefore peak doubling was much more
often, but not exclusively, observed in cSH2 spectra. The peak doubling can best be
explained by a slow exchange phenomenon, as discussed in Section 3.6.4.

Not only the results of the chemical shift analyses, but also the presence of these
exchange phenomena suggests an important role of the pre-C-terminus and the

C-terminal linker in allosteric communication of the Y783 phosphorylation event. The
assignment of nonphospho- and phospho-long-spectra for peaks in the pre-Cterminal region is sufficient to perform a more detailed analysis (Figure 3.9E).

Table 3.2 lists exchange phenomena for each residue in the cSH2 domain and
points to relevant figures for inspection HSQC spectra for that residue.
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Figure 3.9: Overview about exchange phenomena observed in the chemical shift
analysis of tandem-SH2 constructs.

A: Examples for fast exchange. Overlaying spectra of different constructs (colouring in
panel B) reveals that many peaks are located on a straight line. Exceptions for certain

constructs (example: residue G765 in the R687W-phospho-long-tandem construct) occur
when fast exchange is overlaid by additional phenomena, as for example an additional local

change of the chemical environment. R687W and R707Q-mutated constructs are introduced
in more detail in Section 5.

B: Constructs and colour coding for panel A.

C: Location of the residues shown in panel A. All residues are located either on the (pre)C-terminus or in a region which could be in contact with it.

D: Peak doubling and slow exchange in tandem-SH2 constructs. Residues for which
peak doubling was observed (red) or likely observed (orange) are located either on the (pre)C-terminus or in a region which could be in contact with it.

E: Assignment of residue of the (pre-)C-terminus for nonphospho- and phospho-long
tandem. For many residues, large chemical shift differences can be observed. Residues

directly prior to the pre-C-terminus have lower chemical shift differences for these
constructs.
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Table 3.2: Fast and slow exchange phenomena in the cSH2 domain. Slow/intermediate
exchange: A question mark was added if there is uncertainty. Peak doubling for R696 is
marked with a star: Unlike in most other cases, there is no peak doubling for the cSH2

construct observed, but very pronounced peak doubling for the short-pY783 construct. Fast
exchange: Any comment means that the fast exchange phenomenon might be present.

"Complex" - the fast exchange phenomenon cannot be easily rationalized. "isolated effect of
linker" - C-terminal linker presence but not pY783 peptide addition leads to chemical shift
perturbation as compared to short-tandem. "isolated effect of peptide" - pY peptide addition

but not C-terminal linker presence leads to chemical shift perturbation as compared to shorttandem. eff. of linker&peptide: both linker and peptide lead to chemical shift perturbation.
Unclear: It is not certain whether fast exchange is present. Figure: points to the figures which
contains more information about the specific residue.
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3.5.2. Fast exchange due to partial binding of the C-terminus in
nonphospho-long-tandem

As would be expected the NMR spectra of short-tandem and phospho-long-tandem

do appear quite different. For short-tandem no interaction in cis of the pY783 region
with the cSH2 domain is possible (because it is absent), therefore this state is the
"unbound" state. Phospho-long-tandem can be regarded as representative for the

"bound" state, as the pY783 region interacts with the cSH2 in that state. However,
the term "bounds" will probably be fully accurate only for the pY783-peptide region
itself; for example, the C-terminal linker in the "bound" state might be mobile.

Overlaying the spectra of short-tandem, nonphospho-long-tandem and phospho-

long-tandem reveals that the cross peaks of nonphospho-long-tandem are often
found to neither coincide with the cross peaks of the "bound" phospho-long-tandem
state nor with the cross peaks of the "unbound" short-tandem state. Importantly, it is

observed in many instances that for a given residue the cross peak for nonphospholong-tandem lies on or close to the vector that joins the corresponding cross peaks

for the "bound" and the "unbound" form (Figure 3.10). This situation is highly

suggestive of a fast exchange process, wherein the local conformation of the
nonphospho-long-tandem protein is shuttling between the "unbound" (corresponding
to short-tandem) state and the "bound" (corresponding to phospho-long-tandem)
state.

One means to rationalise these data is to invoke partial binding of the C-terminal

region of nonphospho-long-tandem to the cSH2 pY783-peptide binding site, despite

the absence of Y783 phosphorylation. Such an interaction would be expected to be
substantially weaker than in the phospho-case but would be promoted by the
enhanced effective concentration of the ‘ligand’ by virtue of its being tethered to the
cSH2 domain by the C-terminal linker region.

Importantly, as illustrated in Figure 3.10, the distance of the nonphospho-long-

tandem cross peak on the "fast exchange vector" varies from residue to residue. In

the context of pure two-state fast exchange, this distance relates with balance in the
populations of the two exchanging states. The implication is that for a given residue
the local conformation of the nonphospho-long-tandem protein has on average
correspondingly more or less "phospho-long-tandem character".
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Figure 3.10: Fast exchange due to partial binding of the C-terminus in nonphospho-

long-tandem. Nonphospho-long-tandem cross peaks are often found to lie on a vector
connecting the cross peaks of the phospho-long and the short-tandem construct. This

means that nonphospho-long-tandem residues are often in chemical exchange, probably
between a "bound" (phospho-long-like) and an "unbound" (short-like) conformation. The

examples are ordered by "phospho-long-like" character of the nonphospho-long-tandem
peak.
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Deviations from this simple description of these two states as "bound" and "unbound"
would be expected for the region around the pY783 group which is chemically
different from the bound Y783 residue in nonphospho-long-tandem independently of

binding status, as well as for the region around D770 which is the extreme Cterminus of the short-tandem construct.

3.5.3. Quantifying the local impact of pY783 and the C-terminal
linker on the chemical environment on specific residues

In addition, it is observed that some of the cross peaks of the spectrum of the binary

complex of the short-tandem protein with excess pY783 peptide (short-pY783-

tandem) are located on or not far from the vectors that connect the corresponding
cross peaks in the spectra of short-tandem and phospho-long-tandem. Again this is

suggestive of a situation involving fast exchange, wherein the protein is shuttling
between states represented by those describe above as ‘free’ and ‘bound’. In this
context, only the phospho-long-tandem protein represents a fully ‘bound’ state; and
as before the environment for each residue in the case of the short-tandem-pY783-

peptide complex possesses more-or-less "phospho-long-tandem character" (the

terms "bound" and "unbound" are misleading in this context because pY783 peptide
is bound in short-pY783). The implication is that the presence of the linking segment

between the cSH2 domain and the pY783 region acts cooperatively with the pY783
region to effect a greater degree of change in cSH2 structure than the pY783 peptide
alone.

Figure 3.11A summarizes the available constructs and a subset corresponding to
sets of chemical shift perturbations, symbolized by lowercase letters. In the "naïve"
picture, for the majority of cross peaks the expectation would be that the CSP set "d"

and "e" would be mostly zeroes, and that set "a" would be essentially

indistinguishable from sets "c" and "b". Figure 3.11B attempts to depict schematically
that the chemical shifts of both nonphospho-long-tandem (at left) and short-tandempY783-peptide (at right) can be represented states that intermediate between the
"extremes" represented by the chemical shifts of short-tandem and phospho-long-

tandem. Figure 3.11C indicates how the relationship between the naïve and more

complex pictures represented by panels A and B respectively can be formulated in
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terms of either the sum of CSPs "c"+"d" = "a", or "b"+"e" = "a". When this relationship
holds for a given residue the three corresponding cross peaks will be perfectly
aligned along the (two state) "fast exchange" vector; when there is a degree of nonalignment then the underlying model is presumed to be more complex.

In order to confirm that a cross peak of a given residue can be described by a fast

exchange model, cross peaks of multiple constructs (including those mentioned in
other sections) can be compared. If the various cross peaks of the given residue are

well aligned along the "fast exchange" vector, then it is appropriate to analyse the
cross peaks of that residue based on a fast exchange model. Other complex local
structural or dynamic effects leading to a secondary impact on the cross peak
position would return cross peaks positions which can be hard to rationalize.

To further probe the origins of the fast exchange phenomena underlying cross peak

positions in short-pY783-tandem and nonphospho-long-tandem spectra, it would be

useful to separate the chemical shift effects attributable to the pY783 peptide and Cterminal linker regions, by identification of those residues whose cross peaks are

sensitive only to the presence of one or the other. As an initial step, both
nonphospho-long-tandem and pY783-peptide-short spectra were analysed for

having more or less "phospho-long-tandem character" (Figure 3.12). The relevance
of this analysis depends (a) on the chemical shift difference between short-tandem
and phospho-long-tandem: no difference means that the two "extreme" states

("nonphospho-short-like" and "phospho-long-tandem") are identical (b) on whether
and how much the cross peak of interest is aligned to the vector connecting the
"extreme states" (good alignment suggests that a fast exchange model is
appropriate). The smallest distance between the cross peak of interest and the

vector connecting the extreme states in relation to the length of the vector is an
appropriate way to quantify alignment.
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Figure 3.11: Combining chemical shift perturbation analyses to test for a simple

residue-specific description of fast exchange phenomena. Small capital letters describe
a certain chemical shift perturbation. A. Spectra for these constructs have been assigned;

therefore, various chemical shift perturbation analyses comparing these spectra are
possible. B. It might be possible that specific cross peak positions for residues of
nonphospho-long-tandem (left) or pY783-bound short-tandem (right) result from a fast

exchange phenomenon which can locally be described by a two-state model using the

phospho-long-tandem and short-tandem models (probably often equivalent to "C-terminus

bound" vs. "C-terminus unbound"). C. If this fast exchange phenomenon is real for a given
residue, then these equations would apply. D. Illustration of the equation. If the cross peak is
far "off" the vector connecting short and ph-long, then c+d >> a.
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Figure 3.12: Fast exchange phenomena in nonphospho-long-tandem and short-

tandem-pY783-peptide. It is shown how much "phospho-long-tandem" or character (as
opposed to "short-tandem" character) each residue has (markers, in percent). The error bars

illustrate how appropriate the use of a fast exchange model is: a cross peak which is fully
aligned with the vector connecting the cross peaks representing the two "extreme" states,

would have a small error bar. To calculate these error bars, the distance between the
respective cross peak and the vector connecting short-tandem and phospho-tandem is

determined. For example, a "10% error" would mean that the distance between the cross
peak and the vector would be 10% of the vector length (connecting the "extreme" states).
The green bars show how large this vector (chemical shift difference between the "extreme
states" short-tandem and phospho-tandem) actually is. If peaks of various constructs are

placed on a very long vector connecting the extreme states (large green bars), then the fact
that they are placed on that line is less likely to be coincidence.
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3.5.4. Intermediate and slow exchange phenomena in context of

C-terminal linker and pre-C-terminus interactions with the cSH2
domain

The HSQC spectrum of the cSH2 domain alone reveals the presence of intermediate
to slow exchange phenomena (peak doubling). In the cases where two cSH2 cross

peaks are observed, one of them frequently is at the position of, or very close to the

short-tandem state (without phosphopeptide), while the other is placed somewhere
along the vector connecting the cross peaks of short-tandem and phospho-longtandem. This observation suggests that this second cross peak is undergoing fast

exchange, similar to the situation discussed for nonphospho-long-tandem-SH2 and
pY783-peptide-short-tandem in the previous sections. This second cross peak is in
some cases itself broadened or split (in direction of the vector connecting the cross
peaks of the "unbound" with the "bound" state).

Residue 766 is part of the pre-C-terminus. In this case, the first cross peak is exactly

in the same position as that for short-tandem, while there are observed two more
cross peaks, one of them broadened (Figure 3.13). The fact that all cross peaks

appear distributed on a line suggests that the various states represented by the

cross peaks can still be described with just two models: unbound and "bound". The

first state (state 1 in Figure 3.13) represents a (locally) completely unbound Cterminal tail with relatively long residence time (thereby creating a slow exchange
phenomenon). The second state (state 2) typically represents a C-terminal tail, which
is able to switch quickly between bound and unbound states; the unbound state is

(locally) chemically identical with the state 1. This local structural equality between
state 1 and the unbound substate of state 2 (state 2a) suggests that the difference in

dynamics between states 1 and 2 is brought about by structural events with certain
dynamics that occurs elsewhere in the protein. In the case of residue T766 it is

important to remember that it is directly connected to the C-terminal Y783-peptide

region. It can therefore be inferred that short-tandem-like state 1 represents a

situation in which the C-terminus is not bound. Residue Y766 can more easily
interact with the cSH2 domain once the C-terminus binds at residue (p)Y783. This

situation is represented by a faster exchange phenomenon (state 2). In the case of
residue 766, both substates 2a and 2b can be represented by two further sub-sub112

states, which are again in fast exchange (faster than the exchange of 2a and 2b).
The fast-exchanging sub-sub-states for each of these two slow-exchanging sub-

states are the "unbound" short-tandem-like conformation and the "bound" phospholong-tandem-like conformation.

It has been here demonstrated that multiple cross peak positions for residue T766
can be described using only two conformations. The various states only represent
chemical exchange situations in which one of these two conformations is more or

less likely, depending on structural events which have other confounding local

structural impact. For example, if a Section of the pre-C-terminus, which is not close
to T766 but directly connected to it gets bound to the cSH2 domain, then it appears
likely that the "bound" conformation gains weight in a fast exchange situation.

The analysis of cross peaks originating from slow exchange can be performed for
multiple residues in cSH2; these residues are typically located in the (pre-)C-

terminus or in regions to which it is thought to bind. This analysis is also relevant for
tandem-construct especially because some of the nSH2-cSH2 junction constructs
show similar exchange behaviour.

3.5.5. Role of the C-terminal linker in allosteric communication in
cSH2

It is of interest to investigate whether there can be found residues which
independently report on the individual allosteric components of "signal transduction"
through the cSH2 domain. Those residues could define an allosteric pathway
connecting the Y783 phosphorylation site with the nSH2-cSh2 junction.

The observation that the C-terminus and the pre-C-terminus is in fast exchange
between a "bound" and an unbound state in the nonphospho-long construct raises

the question which specific role the C-terminal linker and the pre-C-terminus play in
modulating the cSH2 structure upon phosphorylation. The impact of the C-terminal
linker alone on the nSH2-cSH2 junction (including residue T660) differs from the

effect of Y783 phosphorylation alone (which was tested by adding a pY783 peptide
in excess to short-tandem).
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Figure 3.13: Combination of slow and fast exchange phenomena observed for Cterminal linker residue T766. There can be observed three cSH2 cross peaks for residue
T766, which can all be described by two "extreme" states which are defined by phospho-

long-tandem and short-tandem. A complex combination of dynamic interactions of multiple
C-terminal residues with the cSH2 domain "splits" the T766 cross peak for cSH2 into three

cross peaks (state 1, state 2a, state 2b). However, despite this complexity, all states can be
locally described by the two "extreme" reference states ("bound" phospho-long-tandem and
"unbound" short-tandem). This means that the complexity of the dynamic interactions of the
C-terminus with the cSH2 domain only shifts the dynamic balance between bound and

unbound state. The cross peak for state 1 coincides with the cross peak for short-tandem,
representing the "unbound" state. At the position of residue T766 (more precisely, at its NH
bond), the chemical environment of the cSH2 construct in state 1 is fully equivalent with

short-tandem. The other two states, state 2a and 2b, are a result of two distinct slow
exchange events and a fast exchange event as illustrated. The balance between the states

is determined by remote dynamic interactions, as for example between residue Y783 and

the cSH2 domain. In the schemes exemplifying the situations for the different states, the site
of interest is labelled with “T”. Note that, at the local level (yellow), there are only two

different conformations depicted; the dynamics between them is determined by remote
structural differences (for example, grey or red portion of the C-terminus). Locally, both state
2a and 2b are chemically equivalent to a dynamic equilibrium between "bound" phospho-

long-tandem and "unbound" short-tandem. States 2a and 2b differ in how much this
equilibrium is shifted towards phospho-long-tandem or short-tandem.

An alternative description with a pure three-state slow exchange model is theoretically
possible; the observation that the three observed peaks are positioned on a straight line

would be coincidence in that case. The observation that other spectra also yield peaks at

positions along a straight line (as a result of a two-state system) suggests that such
coincidence is unlikely.
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3.6. Dissecting different allosteric pathways by chemical shift
perturbation analyses

3.6.1. General approach
The C-terminal linker and the pY783 peptide have a complex impact on the cSH2

spectrum (Section 3.4.2). It was observed that C-terminal linker presence and pY783
peptide binding affects many residues all over the domain, including nSH2-cSH2
junction residue T660, which is spatially far from both the phosphorylation site and
the C-terminal linker. This is likely to be a result of allosteric communication, which
will be deconvolved into separate different allosteric pathways in this Section. This
deconvolution is based on the residue-wise analysis of the complex cross peak

patterns provided by the spectra of short-tandem, short-tandem-pY783-peptide,

nonphospho-long-tandem and phospho-long-tandem. In addition, spectra of cSH2
(663-790) and junction-mutated (E664G or E664K) nonphospho-long-tandem

constructs are available to analyse the impact of the nSH2-cSH2 junction and the
nSH2 domain on cSH2 structure.

There is an element of subjectivity in an analysis which tries to rationalize, visualize

and categorize the complex structural and dynamic impact of phosphorylation and
various Sections of the C-terminus. It differs from a principal component analysis

where the most relevant components are a result of a calculation; in a principal
component analysis, the setup (for example Cartesian vs. spherical coordinates)

plays a role, but the execution of the analysis is computerized and hardly biased. A

peak-wise and residue-wise manual analysis will tend to be biased to an outcome
which most conveniently and clearly separates easily understandable allosteric
pathways.

However, it can still be useful to perform this exercise as it should enhance the

understanding of cSH2 function. The data offer the opportunity to study the structural

interplay of the C-terminus (with or without the relatively flexible C-terminal linker),

pY783 phosphorylation and the cSH2 domain, affecting the cSH2 structure in

different ways. There might be other mechanistic features which are relevant to
cSH2 function, but the mechanisms proposed here can rationalize most of the

observed cross peak patterns. In the context of this discussion, terms will be used
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which help to visualize the different allosteric pathways. "Signal transmission" can
happen in different ways and should, for example, not be mistaken to be a

mechanism which implies some type of pulsatile transfer of information. A Cterminus or a chain which "pulls" on a certain residue does not necessarily "pull" in a
macroscopic sense. For example, high affinity binding of phosphorylated Y783 could

spatially restrain the range in which the preceding C-terminal linker can move,
leading to a binding of the C-terminal linker to the cSH2 domain. The description of

this as a result of "pulling" from the pY783 site appears to be a convenient and
sufficiently appropriate description of a potentially complex effect.

In the following subsections, different aspects of the allosteric network in cSH2 will

be analysed. Figure 3.14 shows which structural parts of nSH2-cSH2 are relevant for

which Section. Section 3.6.2 will evaluate the role of the C-terminal linker by

focussing on residues with chemical shift perturbations which occur only in presence
of the C-terminal linker and not or hardly at all by addition of the pY783 peptide to
short-tandem. Section 3.6.3 will also take spectra of cSH2 and nonphospho-long-

tandem junction mutants into account in order to evaluate in what way the C-terminal

linker is allosterically connected to the nSH2-cSH2 junction. In Section 3.6.4 an
analysis of the structural effect of pY783 peptide binding will be performed. To
analyse the role of phosphate binding group in this context, it will focus on residues

with chemical shift perturbations which occur only upon addition of the pY783

peptide to short-tandem and not in the presence of the C-terminal linker. Some
residues in the cSH2 domain (744-747) are in direct contact with the pY783 peptide
region even when it is not phosphorylated. Section 3.6.2 - 3.6.4 all point to the αB-

helix as key element in allosteric communication between the cSH2 domain and the
nSH-cSH2 junction. Section 3.6.5 will explore the role of the αB-helix in more detail

by exploring how the αB-helix is interacting with the nSH2-cSH2 junction and how it
is connected to different allosteric pathways. In Section 3.6.6, cSH2 regions with
more complex cross peak patterns will be discussed. These peak patterns are often
a result of the combination of various structural and dynamic effects.
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Figure 3.14: Different aspects of the allosteric network in cSH2. Different aspects of the
allosteric networks signalling pY783-peptide binding and/or C-terminal linker presence to the
nSH2-cSH2 junction are illustrated. In this section, they will be discussed in the order shown
in this figure.
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3.6.2. Isolated structural effects of the C-terminal linker on the
cSH2 domain

The role of the C-terminal linker (771-778) is easily seen in the residues immediately
before this linker (Figure 3.15). The linker connects these residues (before 770)

directly with the pY783-peptide region. Therefore, they are expected to be sensitive

to binding of the C-terminus if the linker is present. Conversely, when using shorttandem (545-770) constructs, the C-terminal region of short-tandem (before 770) is

expected not to be impacted by addition of the phosphopeptide (779-790) unless
there occurs through-domain allostery. Indeed, we observe identical cross peak

positions for short-tandem and short-tandem-pY783-peptide for residues G765 and
T766. When comparing phospho-long-tandem and nonphospho-long-tandem, major
cross peak position changes can be observed, with nonphospho-long-tandem

showing complex exchange phenomena which have been discussed for T766 in
Section 3.5.4. The presence of these phenomena and the change upon
phosphorylation can be interpreted as a "pull" of the C-terminus on the pre-C-

terminal region. This pre-C-terminal region is not impacted by phosphorylation
unless a connection to the C-terminus is present.

This result is rather expected for these two residues (G765, T766), but it is of interest

whether there are downstream components of the cSH2 domain whose chemical
shift perturbations upon phosphorylation also depend on the presence of C-terminal

linker. E758, which is located in the pre-C-terminus as well, is not or hardly affected
by phosphopeptide binding but by C-terminal linker presence (Figure 3.15).
Therefore, it can be inferred that this residue exclusively reports on the most likely

direct allosteric connection to the C-terminal peptide region; this does not mean that
there

are

no

additional

phosphorylation-dependent,

but

C-terminal

linker-

independent interactions between the cSH2 domain and the (pre-)C-terminus, but

they do not get reported by this specific residue. A potential connection between

neighbouring N757 and the nSH2-cSH2 junction will be discussed in the next
subsection.
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Figure 3.15: Isolated structural effects of the C-terminal linker on the cSH2 domain

and on the nSH2-cSH2 junction. The peak patterns and the structural location of residues
relevant in this analysis are shown. Cross peaks of residues in the C-terminus, in the pre-C-

terminus, as well as cross peaks of residues which are thought to interact with the (pre-)Cterminus are observed to be impacted exclusively by C-terminal linker presence, but not by
pY783 peptide binding alone. blue: residues possibly establishing a direct interaction
between the nSH2-cSH2 junction and the pre-C-terminus; green: other residues.
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Considering the predictions from molecular dynamics simulations (Section 3.2.3) we
would expect that the pre-C-terminus has a structural effect on some residues in the

core of the cSH2 domain to which it is binding. Residues D688, A690 and possibly
R687 are residues in the cSH2 β-sheet, which specifically report on the binding of

the pre-C-terminus, which could, for example, occur by interaction of A690 with I756
(Figure 3.15), as the crystal structure suggests.

Another residue, whose cross peaks is shifted towards the phospho-long-like state

when the C-terminal linker is present but not if pY783 peptide is added, is the
αB helix member E742.

3.6.3. The role of the nSH2-cSH2 junction as a counter player of

C-terminal pY783 peptide binding in C-terminal linker function

In the last subsection it was shown that residue E758, which is part of the C-terminal

linker, can be associated with an allosteric mechanism which depends on the C-

terminal linker; addition of pY783 peptide to a short-tandem construct induces no

chemical shift of the E758 cross peak. According to the crystal structures,
neighbouring N757 could form a hydrogen bond to nSH2-cSH2 junction residue

E667, which would offer an allosteric connection from Y783 to the nSH2-cSH2

junction which is fully dependent on the presence of the C-terminal linker (Figure
3.16).

The NMR spectra of the isolated cSH2 domain and nSH2-cSH2-junction mutants

E664G and E664K offer the opportunity to trace which cSH2 residues the cSH2

domain and/or C-terminal linker presence has a structural impact (Figure 3.16). The
mutant could be referred to as "disrupting", as their presence leads to significant

chemical shift perturbation all over the cSH2 domain, thereby "disrupting" the normal
function of the junction. The main cSH2 cross peak for N757 is located on the
extension of a vector connecting the cross peaks of the short-tandem construct

("unbound state") to the phospho-long-tandem construct states ("bound state"),
therefore it would be in a "hyper-bound" state, the exact structural nature of which is

difficult to predict. The observation suggests that N757 can become more "bound" to
the cSH2 domain in absence of the nSH2 domain than it is the case for phospho122

long-tandem. There can also be observed a second, smaller cross peak for N757 in
the cSH2 spectrum, indicating slow exchange; this second cross peak appears to be
less "bound". It can be inferred that the nSH2-cSH2 junction might have an impact
on the (pre-)C-terminus which is opposed to "pulling" effect by the bound C-terminus.

The impact of the nSH2-cSH2 junction can therefore best be described as a

"counter-pull". Absence of this "counter-pull" in the cSH2 construct would give the

"pull" exercised by the C-terminus more weight, leading to a shift of the main N757
cross peak not only towards but even beyond the "phospho-tandem-like" ("bound")
state.

The situation in the cSH2 spectrum of E758 is more complex (Figure 3.16): The
larger cross peak displays a major chemical shift when compared to nonphospholong-tandem. A direct interaction between this residue and the free nSH2-cSH2

junction appears possible, for example with residue K666. However, the minor state

resembles a situation in which the residue adopts a state which is similar to the
"hyper"-bound-state observed for N757. This minor state would represent a situation
in which E758 is free from any interaction with the nSH2-cSH2 junction. Junction-

disrupting mutations have complex effects on the cross peak positions for these two
residues, indicating close proximity of the altered junction with the analysed
residues.

The cross peaks of various residues in the pre-C-terminus and in the C-terminus

display a similar chemical shift perturbation when comparing cSH2 with nonphospho-

long-tandem; the cross peak for cSH2 will usually be located on a line connecting
nonphospho-long-tandem and the phospho-long-tandem cross peaks. This applies

to residues L761, K763, G765, Y771 and E776. The junction mutations E664K and

E664G have a similar effect on these residues; the chemical shift perturbation
comparing cSH2 with non-phospho-long constructs decreases with growing distance

from the nSH2-cSH2 junction and higher proximity to the pY783 peptide region (less

"counter-pull"). In all of these cases, the cross peaks for these residues are
positioned more or less on the line in the following order: nonphospho-long-tandem
<= E664G <= E664K <= cSH2 <= phospho-long-tandem. Many E664G or E664K

cross peaks display slow exchange phenomena identical to those observed for the

cSH2 domain. This indicates that slow exchange phenomena which are present in
these junction mutants and cSH2 but not in nonphospho-long-tandem represent a
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Figure 3.16: The role of the nSH2-cSH2 junction as a counter player of C-terminal

pY783 peptide in C-terminal linker function. The peak patterns and the structural location
of residues relevant in this analysis are shown. The main cSH2 cross peak for residue N757

is placed on the extension of a vector connecting short-tandem with phospho-tandem,
thereby representing a "hyperbound" state. This could result from a "pull" of the C-terminus
and the absence of a "counter-pull" by the nSH2-cSH2 junction. The peak pattern of E758

matches to this explanation but also suggests a direct interaction with the nSH2-cSH2
junction. The effect of the "counterpull" by the nSH2-cSH2 is communicated via the (pre-)Cterminus and is also perceived by interacting residues (such as A690), as evidenced by

comparative analysis of WT-tandem spectra with cSH2 or junction mutant spectra. Colour
coding: nSH2-cSH2 junction residues (yellow) potentially interacting with αB residues
(green). E664 (grey) is mutated in some constructs.
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modulation of the dynamics of the pre-C-terminus and the C-terminus, ultimately
brought about by changing nSH2-cSH2 junction / pre-C-terminus interactions.

A690 displays a single cross peak in nonphospho-long-tandem, representing a fast
exchange situation with 40% bound character (Figure 3.16). The equivalent cross
peak position of the cSH2 construct is shifted towards the phospho-long-tandem

state. This suggests that the "counter-pulling" force originating from the nSH2-cSH2
junction also is perceived by residues with which the (pre-)C-terminus interacts. A
second state appears in the spectrum of the cSH2 construct for this residue; this
minor state appears to be more "unbound" that the short-tandem reference state.

The cross peaks of the nSH2-cSH2 junction-disrupted mutant E664K overlap with

the cross peaks of cSH2; this underlines that the shift in dynamics (from one to two
cross peaks) is based on a specific structural change rather than on a simple protein

size-dependent change of correlation time due to switching from a two-domain to a
one-domain construct. In this specific example, evidence for a direct functional
interaction between A690 and the pre-C-terminus, specifically probably I756, has

been presented. However, residues D688 and R687, which are suspected to be
allosterically connected to A690, do not exhibit a comparable cross peak pattern for

the cSH2 construct and the junction mutant constructs. Rather, the cSH2 cross peak

for D688 is shifted towards the "unbound" form. One explanation would be that the
description of the "force" exercised by the nSH2-cSH2 junction on the C-terminal

linker-dependent allosteric pathway as a "counter-pull force to the C-terminal linker"

might be an oversimplification for these residues. An alternative explanation would
be the impact of another allosteric pathway.

It has been demonstrated that the C-terminal peptide is allosterically coupled to the
nSH2-cSH2 junction. There is a pulling force on the nSH2-cSH2 junction acting via

the C-terminal linker and the pre-C-terminus. The C-terminal linker can also
communicate into the core of the cSH2 domain, independently of phosphorylation.
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Figure 3.17: Effects of C-terminal pY783 peptide binding on cSH2 domain structure.
The peak patterns and the structural location of residues relevant in this analysis are shown.
Some residues in the beta sheet are sensitive only to pY783 peptide binding but not to C-

terminal linker presence. The examples shown here demonstrate that they could transmit the
pY783 peptide binding signal allosterically to the αB helix.
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3.6.4. Effects of C-terminal-linker independent C-terminal pY783
peptide binding on cSH2 domain structure

The effects of the C-terminal pY783 peptide refer to structural changes which do not
require the presence of the C-terminal linker in order to occur.

Within the cSH2 β-sheet, there are some residues with cross peak positions which

are modulated by pY783 peptide presence alone, for example, K695, A703, I704 and
D736 (Figure 3.17). The cross peak positions of these residues are very similar

when comparing nonphosho-long with short-tandem, but rather different when

comparing short-tandem-pY783-peptide with short-tandem. Residues A703 and I704
are part of the β-sheet which is interacting with the phosphopeptide. Interestingly,

residue 703 appears to be slightly more "bound" in short-tandem-pY783-peptide than
in phospho-long-tandem (when defining the short-tandem cross peak position as

"unbound" position), suggesting that the C-terminal linker is in some way

antagonizing the effect of pY783-binding on these residues. Residue I704 appears to
be in direct contact with L737, which is part of the α-helix αB. This helix is interacting

with the nSH2-cSH2 junction, thereby allosterically connecting the β-sheet to the
nSH2-cSH2 junction, as discussed in Section 3.6.5. The cSH2 cross peak positions

of A703, I704, D736 and L737 are different from the positions for the respective
nonphospho-long-tandem cross peaks; this effect is not very pronounced for

residues which are further away from the nSH2-cSH2 junction, indicating that the

presence of the nSH2 domain has a minor impact on the β-sheet structure; for
example, a very small displacement of the αB helix towards the β-sheet might be
sufficient to explain this effect. The potential allosteric impact on the nSH2-cSH2
junction via the αB helix will be discussed in Section 3.6.5.

Residue K695 is located at the end of the β-strand; it is neighbouring residue I704
(Figure 3.17). Both residues which are adjacent to residue K695 are arginines which
are likely to interact with pY783. The short-tandem assignments of these residues,

R694 and R696, are missing, but the absence of cross peak doubling or broadening
in cSH2 spectra and the position of nonphospho-long-tandem, phospho-long-tandem
and short-tandem-pY783-peptide cross peaks for residue R694 suggest that this

residue is rather exclusively impacted by pY783 rather than by the C-terminal linker.

This interaction might also be "transmitted to" (perceived by) the neighbouring
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strand, as they are structurally closely linked. Residue R696 has a more complex

role because the presence of the C-terminal linker has an additional impact on its
chemical shift, as discussed below in Section 3.6.6.

Continuation of this analysis for all residues of the β-sheet which are sufficiently
assigned reveals that a charged group on one side of the β-sheet will bind to pY783

and thereby transmit the phosphorylation signal to the hydrophobic backside of the
sheet (Figure 3.18). An interaction with the αB helix could therefore happen via
several residues.

It has been demonstrated here how phosphopeptide presence alone can be
communicated through the β-sheet to the αB helix. The allosteric connection
between this αB helix and the nSH2-cSH2 junction will be discussed in the next
Section.
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Figure 3.18: Allosteric communication of pY783 peptide binding through the beta
sheet to the αB helix. It is visible that one side of the beta-sheet has residues with polar

side change capable to interact with pY783, while the other side has hydrophobic residues
capable to interact with the αB helix. This interaction is very likely as pY783-peptide
dependent chemical shift perturbation for some αB residues (some are shown here) were
spotted.
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3.6.5. Role of the αB helix in differential pY783-peptide-dependent
and C-terminal-linker-dependent allosteric communication

α-helix αB and surrounding residues (D732- L746) are spatially close to the nSH2-

cSH2 junction and appear to be linked to both the pY783-peptide-dependent and the
C-terminal-linker-dependent allosteric pathways.

Connections of different allosteric pathways to the αB helix

There are different routes by which the αB helix could be connected allosterically to
the Y783 phosphorylation event, but due to the high structural complexity it is not
possible to unambiguously assign different Sections of the helix to different pathways

(Figure 3.19). However, the specific connection to different communication pathways

can be demonstrated: 1) The cross peak patterns of E742 and to some extent K743

are similar to those observed for residues which react to phosphorylation only in
presence of the C-terminal linker (Section 3.6.2), indicating an allosteric connection

between the C-terminal linker and E742 (potentially also K743). 2) On the other
hand, the cross peak pattern for S739 exhibits almost identical cross peak positions

for phospho-long-tandem and short-tandem-pY783-peptide. Short-tandem and
tandem-nonphospho-long cross peaks are in the same position as well, but their

cross peak positions are different from respective phospho cross peak positions.
This suggests that these residues are sensitive to phosphorylation via the pY783
peptide, but not to C-terminal linker presence. Cross peak patterns of other residues

are more complex, but a strong sensitivity to pY783-peptide binding can often be
observed. This could, for example, be communicated via the β-sheet and residues
L734, L737 or I738. 3) The crystal structure suggests that the residues following the

αB helix (H744-Y747) are likely to directly interact with the C-terminal part of the Cterminal pY783 peptide, A786-P790.

A variety of residues of the αB helix might be in direct contact with the nSH2-cSH2
junction. Some of these residues form a part of the allosteric pathway

communicating pY783-peptide binding to the nSH2-cSH2 junction. E742 and to
some extent K743 are sensitive to C-terminal linker binding.
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Figure 3.19: Location of residues in the αB helix which are potentially in fast

exchange. It was attempted to classify residues based on whether the respective tandemphospho-long, tandem-nonphospho-long construct or pY783-peptide-short construct display
major chemical perturbations for these residues with respect to short-tandem (not
necessarily equivalent to a simple bound/unbound description of the partially complex peak

patterns). Green: mostly connected to the C-terminal-linker-dependent pathway; yellow:
mostly connected to the pY783-peptide-dependent pathway; orange: mixed connection.

connections to/from the nSH2-cSH2 junction: residues which are thought to be
potentially in contact with nSH2-cSH2 junction

residues potentially allosterically connected in another manner: residues which are

probably not in direct contact with the nSH2-cSH2 junction, but might be involved in the
allosteric mechanism in another way
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A potential "pull" on the αB helix from the nSH2-cSH2 junction

L737 was, along with L734 and I738, introduced as a residue which might
structurally connect the β-sheet to the αB helix (Section 3.6.4). The cross peaks of

several residues in the αB helix display chemical shift changes upon addition of

pY783 peptide to short-tandem. They are rather small for L737 (Figure 3.20) and
slightly larger when comparing short-tandem to nonphospho-long tandem (C-

terminal linker presence). However, both the C-terminal linker and the pY783 peptide
lead to an equally directed chemical shift perturbation of the L737 cross peak (from

short-tandem towards phospho-long-tandem). This indicates that there might
separate,

C-terminal

linker-independent

allosteric

connection

between

phosphorylation site and the nSH2-cSH2 junction, potentially via the β-sheet.

the

The observation that the chemical shift perturbation of the L737 cross peak upon
pY783 peptide binding is only small does not necessarily mean that L737 is not

involved in an allosteric transfer of the binding signal to the αB helix because it might

move as a relatively rigid entity together with its neighbouring residues; it is also
worth recalling that backbone H,N-cross peaks in HSQC spectra are not always

sensitive to the connected side chain interactions. The specific relevance of L737 for
signal transmission to the αB helix can therefore not be quantified. It is also possible

that other residues of the αB helix are involved in allosteric signal transmission from

the β-sheet to the αB helix, including those which could not or only partially be
assigned. A large structural change involving a relative change of secondary

structure element orientations between the β-sheet and the αB helix seems not very
likely, as this helix appears to be closely linked to the β-sheet by hydrophobic
contacts.

A rather rigid connection between the β-sheet and the αB helix could still allow a

signal to be communicated from the β-sheet to the nSH2-cSH2 junction and thereby

induce structural change, for example involving a displacement of the αB helix
relative to the nSH2-cSH2 junction. A candidate residue for such a connection is

I738 (Figure 3.20), which is a member of the αB helix and which shows a chemical

shift pattern suggesting that it is sensitive to phosphorylation; potentially also pY783
peptide binding. I738 might be in direct contact with the β-sheet as well as with
residue W668 of the nSH2-cSH2 junction. The chemical shift differences between
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the I738 cross peaks for the short-tandem-pY783-peptide and the phospho-long-

tandem constructs are negligible, but the cross peaks of these two constructs are

shifted with respect to the cross peaks of nonphospho-long-tandem, suggesting a

pY783-peptide-dependent structural effect. A very large perturbation with respect to
all other cross peaks of this residue (I738) can be observed for the cross peak in the

cSH2 spectrum. This perturbation could, for example, stem from a complete
interaction disruption W668. E664G and E664K mutations lead to cross peak shifts
as well, but into the opposite direction (when compared to nonphospho-longtandem).

Analysing the cross peaks of these spectra for L737 (Figure 3.20) reveals that the
cSH2 and the junction mutation constructs give similar chemical shift perturbations.
The L737 cross peaks for these constructs are found to be placed more or less on
the extension of a vector pointing from the short-tandem to the phospho-long-tandem

cross peak of this residue, indicating that L737 is in a "hyper-bound " state when the
nSH2-cSH2 junction structure is compromised.

These observations for L737 and I738 can be interpreted in a similar way as it was
demonstrated for the interaction between the nSH2-cSH2 junction and the pre-C-

terminus (Section 3.6.3): The junction mutations are disrupting "pulling" from the
nSH2-cSH2 junction (in continuation from the C-terminal "pull") on the αB helix

(serving as an "anchoring point") and thereby weakening the interactions between

I738 and the nSH2-cSH2 junction and allowing the αB helix to interact more tightly
with the β-sheet, leading to the observed cross peak shifts for the residues L737 and
I738 of the junction mutant constructs and for residue L737 of the cSH2 construct.
This junction becomes a free N-terminus in the cSH2 construct. As a consequence,

W668 could interact more freely with I738, giving a particularly large chemical shift
perturbation for the cross peak of the cSH2 construct. This perturbation is different
from those observed for the junction construct cross peaks.

It was suggested herein that there exists a rather tight interaction between the αB

helix and the β-sheet. I738 appears to directly interact with the nSH2-cSH2 junction.

The junction might apply a "pull" effect on the αB helix (in continuation of the Cterminal linker" pull"), which is thought to serve as an "anchor point" by stabilizing the
tight interactions with the β-sheet.
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Interactions of D732 and S733 with the nSH2-cSH2 junction

Molecular dynamics simulations had predicted that phosphorylation would induce a
dynamic interaction between residues S733 and nSH2-cSH2 junction residues 660-

663. The crystal structure suggests that D732 would be unable to interact with the
nSH2-cSH2 junction in the cSH2 construct. The large cross peak shift difference
between the cSH2 (= no interaction with junction is possible) and the nonphospho-

long-tandem cross peak for D732 indicates that D732 already interacts with the
nSH2-cSH2 junction in nonphospho-long-tandem (Figure 3.21). This is supported by

the observation that the D732 and S733 cross peaks of phospho-long-tandem are
only shifted slightly when compared to nonphospho-long-tandem. The D732 cross
peak position can therefore considered phosphorylation-independent; there is no

indication that the interaction between D732 and the nSH2-cSH2 junction plays an
active role in allosteric communication, but it might be structurally important.

There is no chemical shift perturbation for junction mutant E664K observed when
comparing its D732 cross peak with the respective nonphospho-long-tandem cross

peak, but a large perturbation for the same residue in the E664G construct,
suggesting that this mutation has a major structural effect on the junction residues

upstream of the mutation (Figure 3.21). The cross peak patterns for the nonphospholong-tandem, the junction mutants and the cSH2 constructs are similar for residue

D732 and for residues S733 and D736; the cSH2 cross peak can therefore be
viewed as a reference cross peak for non-interaction of the respective residue with
the nSH2-cSH2 junction. The similarity of the pY783-peptide-short cross peak of

S733 with the cSH2 cross peak indicates that pY783 weakens or partially breaks the
interaction of S733 with the nSH2-cSH2 junction.

The short-tandem cross peak of D732 is doubled (Figure 3.21). The major short-

tandem cross peak is similar in position to the cSH2 cross peak; it can be concluded
that D732 in the short-tandem construct mostly does not interact with the nSH2cSH2 junction. This is reversed for S733, but the cross peak for short-tandem is not
in the same position as the nonphospho-long-tandem cross peak. This suggests that

the presence of the C-terminal residues - independently of phosphorylation state or
C-terminal linker presence - is required to stabilize the interaction between D732,
S733 and the nSH2-cSH2 junction.
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Figure 3.20: A potential "pull" on the αB helix from the nSH2-cSH2 junction. The peak
patterns and the structural location of residues relevant in this analysis are shown. WT-

tandem peak patterns suggest that pY783 peptide binding and C-terminal linker presence do
not have a large structural impact on these residues. Upon pY783 peptide binding the

αB helix appears to be influenced by an allosteric mechanism (probably via the β-sheet)
which can be distinguished from the C-terminal-linker dependent mechanism. Cross peaks

from the cSH2 construct and the nSH2-cSH2-junction mutant constructs suggest (see text)
that helix might serve as an "anchor point" for the "pull" from the pre-C-terminus, transmitted
via the nSH2-cSH2 junction to residue. This effect is also perceived by L737.
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Figure 3.21: Interactions of D732 and S733 with the nSH2-cSH2 junction. The peak
patterns and the structural location of residues relevant in this analysis are shown. D732 was

found to interact with the nSH2-cSH2 junction also in the nonphosphorylated state or in

absence of the C-terminal linker; it probably has an important structural role; a specific active
role in allosteric communication is not visible. S733 interacts less with the nSH2-cSH2
junction upon pY783 peptide binding.
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pY783 weakens the interactions of D736, S739 with the nSH2-cSH2 junction

The cross peak position patterns of D736 and to some extent S739 are similar to the
pattern observed for S733 (Figure 3.22). The similarity of the cross peak patterns

including junction mutations and the location of these residues in the crystal structure
indicate that the cross peak for cSH2 represents non-contact of the respective

residues with the nSH2-cSH2 junction; in other words, the cSH2 peak for residue
D736 and S739 represent an "unbound" state. The cross peaks of D736 (comparing

various construct) are almost placed on a line, consistent with a two-state fast
exchange model. Specifically, a vector can be drawn connecting the cSH2 cross

peak of the "unbound" / "no contact with nSH2-cSH2 junction" with any other cross

peaks which is "more bound" = "more contact with nSH2-cSH2 junction". "More
contact" could involve a direct interaction of D736 with junction residue K666.

Addition of pY783 peptide to short-tandem leads to less contact D736 and S739 with
the nSH2-cSH2 junction, as the chemical shift difference between short-tandem and

pY783-peptide-tandem suggest (Figure 3.22). On the other hand, it can be observed

for residue D736 that presence of the C-terminal linker leads to a very small shift to
the opposite direction, indicating more contact with the linker.

The opposing impact of pY783 and C-terminal linker on the interaction
between E742 and the nSH2-cSH2 junction

The various cross peaks for E742 are positioned nearly perfectly on a line, with

cSH2 and E664K cross peaks being doubled, similar to the situation observed for
other cross peaks with C-terminal-linker dependent positions (Figure 3.23). This

indicates that a fast exchange situation between two states (similar to the
bound/unbound states of the C-terminal linker) is present. Therefore, different

positions of the αB helix are unlikely to be the reason for the observed shift
perturbations because this would not be compatible with the observed fast exchange
situation. It is more likely that the two states defining the exchange scenario are (1)

nSH2-cSH2 junction is bound to E742 and (2) nSH2-cSH2 is not bound to E742.
E742 could, for example dynamically interact with junction residue K666.

Residue E742 is very sensitive to C-terminal linker presence and less sensitive to

pY783-peptide binding; it differs from D736 in that regard (Figures 3.22 and 3.23). In
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Figure 3.22: Interactions of αB helix residues with the nSH2-cSH2 junction. The peak
patterns and the structural location of residues relevant in this analysis are shown. A twostate fast exchange model is appropriate to explain the peak patterns observed for D736. It

can be shown (see text) that the cSH2 represents an "unbound" state. pY783 peptide
binding leads to a less "bound" state of the residues shown in this figure.
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contrast, E742 appears to be similar to D736 in terms of the impact of C-terminal
linker-presence or pY783-peptide binding: both have opposing effects on the cross

peak position for E742, which also was observed for D736. Apart from the impact of

the pY783-peptide, the cross peak patterns observed for this E742 are similar to
those observed for (pre-)C-terminal residues. This includes a peak doubling pattern,

which results from a "pull" from the C-terminal linker and an opposing effect from the

nSH2-cSH2 junction, found for residues in the (pre-)C-terminus or residues which
are directly binding to it. The opposing effect might involve the αB helix serving as an

"anchoring point", which is modulated by the pY783-dependent allosteric pathway.

Considering that the pre-C-terminus is thought to be connected to the nSH2-cSH2
junction via residues E667 and H670, a relatively direct connection from the pre-Cterminus via the nSH2-cSH2 junction to residue E742 appears to be relevant: pre-C-

terminal residue I756 interacts with ("pulls on") the nSH2-cSH2 junction (for example
E667). The nSH2-cSH2 junction residues K666 and/or H670 in turn interact stronger
to E742.

Mechanistically, residue E742 could be seen as (mostly) a potentially almost static

observer for how the pY83-dependent pathway and the C-terminal-linker dependent

pathway lead to a relative displacement of a part of the nSH2-cSH2 junction in two
different directions (Figure 3.26); moving the nSH2-cSH2 junction away could, for
example, lead to a lower likelihood of contact events between K666 and E742, giving
a cross peak representing a more "unbound" status. The C-terminal linker is thought

to "pull" the nSH2-cSH2 junction by contacts between the pre-C-terminus and
junction residues, for example residues I756 and E667 or residues 756 and H670.

Inspecting the crystal structure supports this model (Figure 3.23): The interaction

between K666 and E742 could become stronger when "pulling" from the pre-Cterminus side as this might help to move K666 closer to E742. pY783 binding might

have the opposite effect, which means that the nSH2-cSH2 junction moves away
from the αB helix upon pY783 peptide binding (when the C-terminal linker is absent).
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K743 is impacted more by the pY783 allosteric pathway than by the C-terminal
linker pathway

The cross peak patterns of E742 and K743 are similar for the non-mutated tandemconstructs (Figure 3.23). However, differences can be observed for the cSH2 and

the junction-mutant constructs. The cSH2 and E664K cross peaks of K743 are
hardly shifted in comparison to nonphospho-long-tandem; the E664G cross peak is

shifted in the direction of the pY783-peptide cross peak rather than in direction of the
phospho-long-tandem cross peak, suggesting that a "pull" by the C-terminal linker is
not detected by this residue. The influence of the pY783-dependent allosteric

pathway, which plays a relatively large role for this residue, could dominate the
structural response brought about upon nSH2-cSH2 junction disruption.

Rationalizing the differential effects on nSH2-cSH2 junction structure by
pY783-peptide-dependent and C-terminal-linker-dependent allosteric pathways

The dynamics of some nSH2-cSH2 junction residue cross peaks, which are
broadened and cannot be found in the spectrum, the crystal structure and the
analysis of D736, S739 and E742 cross peak patterns suggest that all three residues

can dynamically interact with K666 (Figure 3.22). The interaction between nSH2-

cSH2 junction residue W668 and I738 could in principle be similar and form part of
this allosteric pathway.

It has been described how the "pull" from the C-terminal linker could enhance the
interactions between E742 and the junction residue K666. Conversely, pY783

peptide binding weakens these interactions, not only for E742, but also for S739,
D736 and K743. The relative relevance of this effect when compared to the impact of

C-terminal linker presence becomes stronger for upstream residues (E742 < S739 <
D736). Even though a minor displacement of the α-helix to the β-sheet cannot be

ruled out, it does not mean that this displacement is driving the change in the
interaction between the nSH2-cSH2 junction and the αB helix. It would, for example,

be possible that residue S733 drives the interactions of these residues with the
nSH2-cSH2 junction. There also could be involved other αB residues, for example
I738, which could rather directly communicate pY783-peptide binding to the nSH2cSH2 junction without changing the overall position of the αB helix.
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Figure 3.23: Role of αB helix residues E742 and K743. The peak patterns and the
structural location of residues relevant in this analysis are shown. The spectra suggest that
these two residues are very sensitive to C-terminal linker presence, while pY783 peptide
alone (when added to short-tandem) has an effect which is opposed to this. It can be shown

(see text) that E742 is dominated by a direct interaction with the nSH2-cSH2 junction, the
peak pattern can be explained with a two-state (bound/unbound) exchange model. The

crystal structure (bottom) shows that a "pull" by the pre-C-terminus on the nSH2-cSH2
junction could bring nSH2-cSH2 junction residue K666 closer to E742. pY783 peptide

binding would move the helix away from the nSH2-cSH2 junction. K743 is not directly
interacting with the nSH2-cSH2 junction, and the impact of pY783-peptide binding is larger.
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The connection between the pY783-peptide dependent pathway and the nSH2-cSH2
junction does not stem from the interaction of the junction with residue E742: E742
does detect the weakening of interactions between the nSH2-cSH2 junction and

some residues upon pY783 binding, and the allosterically connected pre-C-terminus
is not sensitive to pY783-peptide binding. This supports the description of the αB

residue 742 as an "observer", which does not "pull" and also does not function as an
"anchoring point".

The distinctive chemical shift perturbation patterns observed upon nSH2 domain
removal suggest that the interaction of the nSH2-cSH2 junction with E742 can be

mostly assigned to the (pre-)C-terminus dominated pathway, while D736 and S739
are connected to a different pY783-peptide-controlled pathway; this pathway also
influences to a minor extent into the cross peak pattern of E742. With residue D732
stabilising a downstream part of the nSH2-cSH2 junction, the differential
contributions of the different allosteric pathways, communicated via the pre-Cterminus or the αB helix, would lead to different nSH2-cSH2-junction structures.

3.6.6. Complex effects of pY783 binding and C-terminal linker
presence on the cSH2 domain structure

Several residues have been identified which appear to be able to report
independently on the impact of C-terminal linker presence and phosphorylation.
However, multiple residues appear to cooperatively contribute to the transmission of
the phosphorylation signal through the cSH2 domain.

Residue F706 is an example of a β-sheet member which is indirectly affected by
both the C-terminal linker and phosphorylation. It displays multiple cross peaks for

cSH2, and the cross peaks for tandem-constructs are widely spread along a line

over a large chemical shift range. F706 is influenced by both phosphopeptide binding
and C-terminal linker presence, but both give only partial binding (assuming that

binding for phospho-long-tandem is complete). F706 could be indirectly connected to
the C-terminal linker or the pre-C-terminus by residue M750 and by residue R707.

The phosphorylation signal is probably transferred to this residue via direct
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interactions of the pY783 peptide with neighbouring residues of the β-sheet, and
potentially through electrostatic effects.

A number of residues in the β-sheet of the cSH2 domain show peak doubling in the
cSH2 construct, indicating strong interaction with the C-terminal linker, either direct
or via other residues which exhibit the same doubling phenomena; other residues,

not doubled in the cSH2 spectra, exhibit cross peak shifts upon phosphorylation

which are purely pY783-dependent. Mapping the distribution of exclusively
C-terminal linker dependent, exclusively pY-dependent and mixed-dependency cross

peak shifts upon phosphorylation on the β-sheet structure shows that these residues

are grouped in distinct regions of the β-sheet (Figure 3.24). This explains why a
spatial separation of the different allosteric pathways could be possible.

Molecular dynamics simulations have suggested a major role for the interaction

between the C-terminal linker and the αA helix which includes M681. M683 appears

to come into direct contact with the pre-C-terminus and the C-terminal linker in these
simulations (for example, residue Y771 or A767). M681 is likely to be in contact with
the pre-C-terminus. It does not surprise that its cSH2 cross peak resembles a more

"bound" form than the nonphospho-long-tandem construct, as the "counter-pulling

force" from the nSH2-cSH2 junction is missing and thus permits tighter binding
(Figure 3.25). There could not be found any cross peaks for short-tandem or short-

tandem-pY783-peptide for this residue; short-tandem-pY783-peptide cross peaks

were in general observed to sometimes not be assigned unambiguously but usually
would be present for phospho-long-tandem.

Residue L673, which precedes this helix and which might be part of a cluster of
hydrophobic interaction in which M681 participates, is more susceptible to chemical

shift analysis (Figure 3.25). The minor impact of pY783 peptide addition to short-

tandem and the observation that the absence of the cSH2 domain and/or destruction
of the nSH2-cSH2 junction lead to cross peak shifts towards the phospho- ("bound")

state indicate that L673 is allosterically connected to the (pre-)C-terminus and the
nSH2-cSH2 junction. The presence of the C-terminus without phosphorylation gives

a chemical shift perturbation in the direction opposed to the perturbation caused by
phosphorylation

of

nonphospho-long-tandem.

This

suggests

that

the

two

conformations best used to rationalize the cross peaks based on a two-state
exchange model would be phospho-long-tandem ("bound") and nonphospho-long147

tandem ("unbound") rather than short-tandem, underlining that the terms "bound"

and "unbound" might be oversimplifying the two states in this exchange situation in
some cases.

E679 is the only residue for which phospho-long-tandem and short-tandem cross
peak coincide, while all other cross peaks are shifted to rather different positions

(Figure 3.25). The residue appears to be sensitive to phosphopeptide presence and

C-terminal linker presence in different ways, unless they are fully bound as in the
phospho-long-tandem case. This could partially be explained by variability in the

interaction between E679 and the first few residues of the C-terminal (p)Y-peptide
(region). It cannot be ruled out that E679 only indirectly reports on the C-terminal
linker or the C-terminal peptide, for example by binding a free guanidinium group.

R696 serves an example how the presence of the C-terminal linker enhances the

impact of phosphorylation through an allosteric mechanism (Figure 3.25). Starting
the analysis from the short-tandem cross peak, presence of the C-terminal linker
(nonphospho-long-tandem) changes the cross peak position markedly, but not
towards the position of the phospho-long-tandem cross peak. Phosphopeptide
binding to short-tandem leads to peak doubling, one cross peak occupying the short-

tandem position and the other cross peak being at the position of phospho-longtandem. This is most likely representing a direct interaction of R696 with pY783,

which happens only partially in short-tandem. Presence of the C-terminal linker
ensures complete binding of the phospho-long-tandem group to R696. Interestingly,

R696 is distal to the C-terminal linker or the pre-C-terminus. It is possible that R696
is connected to the pre-C-terminus via the nSH2-cSH2 junction, potentially as part of
an alternative allosteric pathway.
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Figure 3.24: The cSH2 beta sheet and its signalling characteristics. A number of beta

sheet residues are influenced by both pY783 peptide binding and C-terminal linker presence.

Mapping the impact of pY783 peptide binding and C-terminal linker presence on the beta
sheet reveals that there can be found connected and defined areas on the beta sheet which
either exclusively report on pY783 peptide binding or mostly on C-terminal linker presence.
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Figure 3.25: Complex effects of pY783 binding and C-terminal linker presence on the

cSH2 domain structure. The peak patterns and the structural location of residues relevant
in this analysis are shown. Helix αA is expected to interact with the C-terminal linker upon

phosphorylation. The peak patterns for observable residues (M681, L673, E679) are

complex (see text). A number of cSH2 domain residues are influenced by both pY783
peptide binding and C-terminal linker presence. R696 is an example for such a residue. It
can be suggested that C-terminal linker presence is communicated to this residue via an
allosteric mechanism.
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3.6.7. Summary of

allosteric

pathways

phosphorylation through cSH2

communicating

Y783

Two main allosteric pathways communicating Y783 phosphorylation through the
cSH2 domain to the nSH2-cSH2 junction have been discovered (Figure 3.26).

The first route involves the C-terminal linker which connects the C-terminal peptide

region with the pre-C-terminus. All these regions will interact more strongly with the
cSH2 domain upon Y783 phosphorylation. This binding is a complex dynamic

process, and local binding events have effects on binding events elsewhere in the

(pre-)C-terminus. Some residues in the core of the cSH2 report on binding of the

(pre-)C-terminus. The pre-C-terminus is allosterically connected and most likely also
chemically directly linked to the nSH2-cSH2 junction, which it is "pulling" in a way
which brings it closer to residue E742 ("observer"), which is part of the αB helix. The

nSH2-cSH2 junction is connected to αB residues and preceding loop residues D732
and S733 which serve as an "anchor point" for a "pull" effectively transmitted from
the C-terminus via the nSH2-cSH2 junction to this anchor point which effectively
counters the "pull".

The second route involves pY783 peptide binding to the cSH2 domain. The
phosphate group interacts with the side chains of different residues in the β-sheet of
the core. The β-sheet transmits the pY783 peptide presence to the αB helix. This
helix is interacting with the nSH2-cSH2 junction. The interactions between residues
S733, D736, S739 and (to a small extent) E742 weaken upon pY783 binding.

Many residues are involved in the allosteric signal transfer in a "mixed" manner. It is
likely that the allosteric pathways described here are incomplete and that the role of
many residues which have an important allosteric function have not been identified.
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Figure 3.26: Two separate allosteric pathways transmit the Y783 phosphorylation
signal through the cSH2 domain to the nSH2-cSH2 junction. One pathway mainly
involves the (pre-)C-terminus and therefore requires presence of the C-terminal linker. The

other pathway depends on pY783 peptide binding and is C-terminal-linker independent. It

communicates through the cSH2 domain. The nSH2-cSH2 junction, the structure of which is
probably controlled by these pathways, interacts closely with the αB helix which is an
important component of these allosteric networks.
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3.7. Summary
Molecular dynamics simulations were performed to generate hypotheses about the

structural impact of phosphorylation on tandem-SH2. It was found that a large
pre-C-terminal part of the cSH2 domain and fine-tuned interactions between the
(pre-)C-terminus and the cSH2 domain and the nSH2-cSH2 junction might be of

structural relevance. Contact analysis predicted specific interactions which are in
agreement with the experimental results obtained.

The backbone resonance assignments for a variety of tandem-SH2 constructs was

the basis for the experimental work presented in this chapter. The assignment was

complicated by the presence of slow, intermediate and fast exchange processes and
due to the low S/N in nonphospho-long-tandem spectra (caused by a propensity to
dimerize, as discussed in the next Chapter).

Y783 phosphorylation has no impact on the internal nSH2 structure, as evidenced by
chemical shift perturbation analysis and by a complementary spin-labelling
experiment. Chemical shift analyses suggest that the pre-C-terminus and the C-

terminus are partially bound in nonphospho-long-tandem. The binding status can be
described by a fast exchange model.

The structural impact of phosphorylation, pY783 peptide binding and C-terminal
linker was detected for residues all over the cSH2 domain. This includes, for

example, nSH2-cSH2 junction residue T660, suggesting the presence of allosteric
communication.

Detailed chemical shift analysis using different tandem WT constructs, nSH2-cSH2

junction mutants and a cSH2 construct was used to investigate the specific
consequences of C-terminal linker presence and pY783 peptide binding.

It was found that C-terminal linker presence and pY783 peptide binding are
allosterically signal to the nSH2-cSH2 junction. Two main allosteric communication

pathways are proposed: one route via the (pre-)C-terminus and another route
through the β-sheet.

It is of interest to investigate whether these findings have any effect on the
interdomain flexibility or relative orientation in tandem-SH2, and whether the
allosteric pathways are modulated by disease-relevant mutants.
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4. Effect of phosphorylation and C-terminal linker
presence on dynamics, domain arrangement and
function of tandem-SH2
4.1. Introduction

In the previous chapter the structural connection between phosphorylation site and

nSH2-cSH2 junction was discussed. This structural connection can be described in a
simplified manner by two allosteric pathways connecting pY783 and the nSH2-cSH2
junction through the β-sheet of the SH2 domain as well as via the C-terminal linker.
Due to the structural impact on the nSH2-cSH2 junction it appears likely that

phosphorylation and C-terminal linker presence also can bring about changes on an

interdomain level. A change in relative SH2 domain orientation or inter-SH2
dynamics in tandem-SH2 could have major functional consequences. It could explain

release of FGFR1 kinase upon phosphorylation, and also could have an impact on γ-

SA domain arrangement, stability and dynamics, promoting release of autoinhibition
upon phosphorylation.

Inter-domain flexibility in nonphospho-long-tandem will be discussed in a qualitative
manner in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 will introduce SAXS data which in principle can
be used to analyse the average shape of tandem-SH2.

15N

nuclear relaxation data

are presented in Section 4.4; they can be used for residue-specific as well as for
global analyses of tandem-SH2 structure and dynamics; in Section 4.4, only a basic
analysis of the relaxation data will be performed. Section 4.5 introduces analyses of

residual dipolar coupling data to model relative domain orientation in tandem-SH2
constructs. Section 4.6 first describes an attempt to generate a phospho-longtandem model by

15N

R2/R1 data. It will then be shown how RDC data can be

combined with relaxation data or SAXS data to obtain a structural model of phospho-

long-tandem. This phospho-long-tandem model is used in Section 4.7 to perform a
residue-specific analysis of internal dynamics in phospho-long-tandem. The

structural findings made in these Sections might also have functional implications.

Therefore, it will be discussed in Section 4.8 how phosphorylation could lead to
FGFR kinase release. This discussion will be supplemented by preliminary ITC data.
Section 4.9 summarizes the findings made in this chapter.
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Figure 4.1: SH2 domain orientation in different crystal structures. The orientation of the
nSH2 domain in the tandem-SH2 structures shown has been aligned so that the relative
cSH2 orientations can be compared. The SH2 domains in isolated tandem-SH2 have an

almost identical relative orientation for nonphospho-long-tandem (4FBN) and phospho-longtandem (4EY0). The relative SH2 domain orientation differs between the crystal structures of

isolated nonphospho-long-tandem and the crystal structure of the FGFR1 kinase /
nonphospho--short-tandem complex (3GQI).
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4.2. Qualitative analysis of interdomain flexibility in nonphospholong-tandem

4.2.1. Crystal structures and molecular dynamics simulations
The comparison of nonphospho-long-tandem crystal structures (Figure 4.1) reveals a

difference in relative SH2 domain orientation between the crystal structure of isolated

nonphospho-long-tandem (4FBN) and the crystal structure of the FGFR1 kinase /
short-tandem complex (3GQI). The domain boundaries of the nonphospho-longtandem constructs in these crystal structures are not identical, thereby making it

difficult to rationalize the observed differences between 3GQI and 4FBN, which

might be present (1) due to distinct crystallization conditions, (2) due to FGFR1
kinase presence, (3) due to the fact that the tandem-construct in 3GQI is much
shorter than in 4FBN. However, the observation of a variety of relative SH2 domain
orientations in the crystal structure suggests that there could be at least some
flexibility between the SH2 domains.

Molecular dynamics simulations did not deliver clear results on inter-domain flexibility

or relative domain orientation (Section 3.2). However, various trajectories suggested
that the nSH2-cSH2 junction is not rigid and that a variety of relative SH2 domain
orientations could be realized in solution.

4.2.2. Titration of FGFR1 kinase into nonphospho-long-tandem
The titration of an untagged, monophosphorylated FGFR1 kinase construct (FGFR1
construct expression established in a different context by Bunney et al., 2012) into

nonphospho-long-tandem might reveal details about molecular interactions between
nonphospho-long-tandem and FGFR1 kinase. FGFR1 kinase binds to the nSH2

domain and thereby increases the correlation time of the tandem-SH2, leading to

smaller peak heights. The correlation time for both SH2 domains would be expected
to increase by the same amount if the two domains were rigidly connected. In a

completely flexible system, the correlation time of the cSH2 domain would remain
unchanged.
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Figure 4.2: Observation of peak height changes in HSQC spectra upon titration of
FGFR1 kinase into nonphospho-long-tandem.

A: Peak height changes upon addition of 0.2 (blue) or (red) of 0.4 mole equivalent
FGFR1 kinase to nonphospho-long-tandem. The peak heights drop more strongly upon
FGFR kinase addition in the nSH2 domain than in the cSH2 domain. The peak intensities
drop by up to about 40%, indicating strong binding.

B: Peak height change upon addition of 0.3 mole equivalent FGFR1 kinase. The
observation that strong binding is present justifies averaging the results from panel A. This

yields a better resolution. The maximum expected intensity drop would be about 30%. This

is observed for large parts of the nSH2 domain. The results for the cSH2 domain are mixed,
but generally the peak heights do not drop as much and even increase in some cases; this
applies especially to residues in the C-terminus.

C: Peak height changes mapped on the structure. Only values with sufficiently low error
(smaller than two times the average error) have been included. Residues with very
significant (two times the error) peak height increases are shown as stick models. A colour

bar is shown below the model. Grey: No data. Very pronounced peak height increases can
be observed for residues in the (pre-)C-terminus and on the domain surface.
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Inspection of the peak height changes upon addition of 0.2 or 0.4 molar equivalent

FGFR 1 kinase to nonphospho-long-tandem (Figure 4.2) reveal that peak heights for
the nSH2 domain drop strongly upon addition of FGFR1 kinase, indicating strong

binding. The peak heights of residues in the core the cSH2 domain also drop, but
much less strongly than nSH2 residues (Figure 4.2C). Peak heights in the
pre-C-terminus and the C-terminus often increase significantly. Some residues at the
cSH2 surface also show higher peak heights upon FGFR1 kinase addition.

This pattern suggests that the connection between the SH2 domains in nonphospho-

long-tandem is neither entirely rigid nor entirely flexible. Peak shifts are not observed

for nSH2 nor for cSH2. It can be concluded that FGFR1 kinase binds stronger to
nSH2 than to cSH2. However, it cannot be ruled out that FGFR1 kinase interacts
with cSH2 as well. This could, for example, include interactions transient interactions

between bound FGFR1 kinase and the cSH2 domain, or transient interactions

between a second FGFR1 kinase molecule in presence of a nSH2-bound FGFR1
kinase.

It can be expected that a change of the interaction between the (pre-)C-terminus and

the cSH2 domain would be accompanied by chemical shift changes in HSQC
spectra due to modulation of exchange phenomena (Section 3). Those changes are

not observed. Therefore, the pronounced increase of peak heights of residues the
pre-C-terminus and the C-terminus can be best explained by a combination of two
phenomena: (a) due to the comparably flexible connection between C-terminus and
cSH2 domain, the correlation time upon FGFR1 kinase binding to the nSH2 is not
changed. (b) In addition, tandem-SH2 dimerization (Section 4.4) in presence of
FGFR1 kinase might be impaired, leading to an overall higher correlation time.

4.2.3. Titration of PLCγ1 core into nonphospho-long tandem
Titration of cSH2-binding PLCγ1 core construct into nonphospho-long-tandem WT
constructs

was

performed

in

context

of

experiments

exploring

functional

consequences of the disease-relevant R687W mutation (Section 5.7). These results
confirm the observations made in Section 4.2.2, specifically a semi-flexible
connection between cSH2 and nSH2 domain and between cSH2 and C-terminus
can be inferred.
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4.3. Small angle X-ray scattering
Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments were performed in order to
characterize the shape of the phosphorylated and of the nonphosphorylated
constructs (with C-terminal tail). This method is not suited for the determination of

the relative domain orientation due to the approximately isotropic shape of the SH2
domains. It is often stated that SAXS can reveal the "average" shape of a protein in
solution. This can be misleading as the SAXS curve provides a population-weighted
orientational average of all conformations, thereby containing information about all of

the individual conformations leading to the given SAXS curve; this is relevant for

proteins with distinct conformations (and an ill-defined average structure). For

example, a high number of particularly small scattering vectors (appears as a
"shoulder" in SAXS curve) correspond to large distances stemming from multimers,

rather than from an ill-defined "average" of multimers and monomers. It is therefore
not always advisable to create a single average model from a given SAXS dataset. If

the structures in solution are very distinct, then it is better to approximate the
situation in solution with more than one model.

In order to assess the solution structure of long-tandem-proteins, SAXS curves for
nonphospho-long-tandem and phospho-long-tandem were recorded. The shape of

the SAXS curves, general parameters and distance distribution function match
broadly to what would be expected for these two-domain proteins (Figure 4.3).
However, the gyration radius and volume is higher for nonphospho-long-tandem and

drops at higher concentration, indicating a propensity to dimerize. This is also in

agreement with the presence of some larger distances in the distance distribution
function.

Due to the presence of the junction between nSH2-cSH2, it appears likely that there

is more than one conformation present in solution. The Ensemble Optimization
Method (Bernado et al., 2007) was performed to generate possible structural

ensembles from SAXS curves and rigid-body structures (individual SH2 domains),

which are connected by flexible linkers. The purpose of this approach is to find the
minimal ensemble size required to fit the SAXS data. Therefore, the linker sizes for
ensemble generation were chosen generously large; short linkers might allow less
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Figure 4.3: SAXS data recorded for nonphospho-long-tandem and phospho-longtandem.

A: General parameters extracted from the SAXS data. The molecular weight was backcalculated from I0 of the construct and I0 of a reference BSA sample. The gyration radius

and volume of phospho-long tandem is generally lower and more stable upon concentration
reduction than the respective values of nonphospho-long tandem. This might indicate a
minor dimerization propensity of nonphospho-long-tandem.

B: Experimental data and reciprocal fits of the distance distribution functions.

C: Distance distribution functions. The shapes of these curves match to a two-domain
protein of the given size. However, the presence of some larger distances, especially for
nonphospho-long-tandem, suggests that some dimerization might be present.
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flexibility and thus lead to underestimation of minimal ensemble size (while
overestimation is acceptable).

Calculations introducing flexibility (as discussed above) at both the nSH2-cSH2
junction (residues 656-667) and the C-terminus (residues 772-783) create a

structural ensemble (n=2) with a good fit to the experimental data (χ² = 1.156) for the
nonphospho-long-tandem construct (Figure 4.3B). However, the concentration

dependency of Rg (Figure 4.3A) and other data (Section 4.4.2) reveal that the SAXS

data are affected by partial dimerization of this construct. Consequently, in the
absence of better characterization of this dimerization, structural information in these
ensembles may not be reliable and is not considered further in this thesis. Therefore,
the SAXS data for nonphospho-long-tandem are not used in any subsequent
calculations. Furthermore, other results obtained from this work (Section 3) suggest
that larger parts of the C-terminus should be defined as flexible. Even without

dimerization, calculation of nonphospho-long-tandem-SH2 ensembles with a two
large flexible linker regions might not result in a meaningful restriction of the tandem-

SH2 conformation pool because of the additional potential flexibility of the junction
between nSH2 and cSH2 (overfitting).

The χ²(SAXS) for the phospho-long-tandem construct (single conformation, flexible

nSH2-cSH2 junction) is much lower (1.083) than the χ²(SAXS) for nonphospho-long-

tandem. SAXS data for phospho-long-tandem constructs were used in context of an

integrative approach to model the solution structure of phospho-tandem-long tandem

(Section 4.6.2). Comparison of the backcalculated SAXS curve and the experimental
data is shown in Figure 4.11.
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4.4. Relaxation data
4.4.1. 1H,15N-NOEs
Table 4.1 lists the recorded data sets used to extract 1H,15N-NOEs for key tandemSH2 constructs, following the constructs described in Section 3.1. The 1H,15N-NOEs
are calculated from the peak height ratio of the respective cross peaks in the

saturated spectrum versus the reference spectrum. The results are shown in Figure

4.4. They can be used as a measure of the local flexibility of a given residue. A more
quantitative analysis of residue-specific dynamics is only possible in combination
with 15N R2/R1 ratios.

Only very few residues in the nSH2 domain have a 1H,15N-NOE which is not identical
for short-tandem, phospho-long-tandem and nonphospho-long-tandem within the
experimental error. Isolated technically significant differences between short-tandem

and phospho-long-tandem, as observed for residues D634, T624 and S654, could be

statistically expected because of the large number of cross peaks analyzed (and the
significance is low). However, it cannot be ruled out that there does exist a difference
in local dynamics for these residues.

The 1H,15N-NOE value of the bond of a given residue is not only determined by the

flexibility of the region surrounding the residue, but 1H,15N-NOE value of 1 will often
be highly indicative of low mobility, while values close to 0 are strongly indicative of

low flexibility. The nSH2-cSH2 junction residues V657 and T660 both have 1H,15NNOE values which are significantly smaller (especially for V657) for short-tandem

(V657) and nonphospho-long-tandem (T660) than for phospho-long-tandem. The
1H,15N-NOE

values for nSH2-cSH2 junction residues of nonphospho-long-tandem

constructs around 0.2-0.3 therefore suggest a high degree of flexibility of this part of

the junction. Upon phosphorylation, 1H,15N-NOE values shift to values around 0.5-

0.6, which implies a lower degree of flexibility; the specific amplitude of the flexibility
cannot be determined without additional data. nSH2-cSH2 junction residues which

are closer to the cSH2 domain generally have higher 1H,15N-NOE values, indicating
that the involved residues are not able to move completely freely but rather form part
of a structural network.
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Table 4.1: List of 1H,15N-NOE data sets obtained for WT constructs.

Figure 4.4: 1H,15N-NOEs for different WT tandem constructs. Potentially significant

differences between phospho-long-tandem and nonphospho-tandem constructs can be

observed for the nSH2-cSH2 junction region, the C-terminus and for some residues in the
cSH2 domain. Secondary structure elements are shown. Lower 1H,15N-NOEs indicate high
mobility of the respective H-N bond. Secondary structure elements are shown (dark blue: αhelix; light blue: β-helix).
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There are several residues in the cSH2 domain for which a difference in 1H,15N-NOE

value between nonphospho- and phospho-constructs is detected, but it is difficult to
speculate about the origin of these differences unless the differences are large,
involving values which are either close to 0 or 1. It can be seen that N-H bonds of

several residues in the C-terminus are less mobile in phospho-long-tandem than in
nonphospho-long-tandem.

1H,15N-NOE

values are particularly small (<0.3) for

residues G777 and G781 in nonphospho-long-tandem, indicating high flexibility of

this part of the C-terminal linker. The respective 1H,15N-NOE values in phospho-longtandem are higher (0.4-0.5), but suggest that the "bound" state still does allow for
some motion of these residues. Some other residues in the (pre-)C-terminus of
phospho-long-tandem have

1H,15N-NOE

values below 0.5 (N757,E768,773-

775,M789) supporting the dynamic nature of the interaction of the (pre-)C-terminus
with the cSH2 domain. Other residues which have higher

1H,15N-NOE

justifying the description of the (pre-)C-terminus as being "bound".
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values,

4.4.2.

15

N R2/R1 ratios and 15N T2 relaxation data

Table 4.2 lists the recorded data sets used to extract

15N

T1 (= 1/R1) and

15N

T2 (=

1/R2) relaxation time constants for key tandem-SH2 constructs, following the
nomenclature described in Section 3.1. All relaxation data discussed herein are
relaxation data.

15N

Residue-specific T1 and T2 relaxation values depend on the overall correlation time
of the protein, exchange phenomena and mobility of the backbone NH bond. A
model-free analysis following the Lipari-Szabo approach requires data of sufficient
quality to determine the diffusion tensor which is expected to be anisotropic for
tandem-SH2. For the determination of the anisotropic diffusion tensor and the overall

correlation time the R2/R1 (=T1/T2) ratios of residues which are not thought to
possess high levels of internal motion can be used. Inspecting R2/R1 ratios for
different constructs can help to identify protein regions with specific dynamic

properties and to obtain an estimate about the global hydrodynamic (tumbling)

properties of the given constructs. Lower overall R2/R1 ratios would indicate a more
independent movement of the two SH2 domains.

The R2/R1 ratios for phospho-long-tandem and nonphospho-long-tandem (both

≈28.5 kDa) are plotted in Figure 4.5. The expected average R2/R1 ratio for a
spherical protein of 28.5 kDa is estimated as a value around 23.1 (at 600 MHz,

estimated from standards measured by Rossi)(Rossi et al., 2010). The actual
average R2/R1 ratio at 600 MHz for phospho-long-tandem is 25.9, which is close to
the value expected for this protein.

The average R2/R1 ratio at 600 MHz for nonphospho-tandem-long is 34. The reason
for these large R2/R1 ratios is a tendency of nonphospho-long to dimerize. This was

proved by recording a T2 relaxation data set for a diluted tandem-SH2 sample, which

had to be recorded for an extended time and still gave limited S/N and large T2
errors (Figure 4.6). Comparing T2 values of nonphospho-long-tandem with those of

phospho-long-tandem and nonphospho-long-tandem (diluted) reveals that undiluted

nonphospho-long-tandem has rather low T2 values, as it is expected for high R2/R1
ratios. Dilution returns T2 values which are mostly even higher than phospho-long-

tandem values; concentration dependence is consistent with dimerization. The
observation that T2 values of diluted nonphospho-long-tandem are mostly higher
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than respective phospho-long-tandem values indicates that there might be some
inter-domain flexibility, as the suspected mobility of N-H-bonds within the nSH2cSH2 junction suggests as well. This claim has been corroborated by (1) titration of

FGFR1 kinase into nonphospho-long-tandem, with nSH2 binding FGFR1 kinase; (2)

titration of PLCγ1 core into nonphospho-long-tandem, with cSH2 binding PLCγ1 core
(Section 4.2).

Comparison of T2 relaxation data for different constructs can also be used to

qualitatively compare the global and local dynamic properties of various tandem-SH2
constructs (Figure 4.7). The T2 data for short-tandem-pY783-peptide and phospholong-tandem are rather similar, suggesting that short-pY783-peptide does not have a

tendency to dimerize. Significant differences between T2 values between phospholong-tandem and short-tandem-pY783-peptide can be observed for several residues

in both domains, but it cannot be determined at this stage whether this is a

consequence of global or local differences in the dynamic properties of these two
constructs. The T2 value for T660 of short-pY783 is higher than the respective value
for phospho-long, which can be due to a variety of reasons. One speculative
explanation would be that the nSH2-cSH2 junction is more flexible in short-tandempY783-peptide, accounting for an important role of the C-terminal linker in regulation

of inter-SH2 flexibility. Additional evidence for the impact of the C-terminal linker on
tandem-SH2 relative domain orientation and interdomain flexibility is required.
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Table 4.2: List of 15N T1 and 15N T2 data sets obtained for WT constructs.
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Figure 4.5:

15

N R2/R1 ratios of different long-tandem constructs. Data quality for

phospho-long-tandem constructs was often much better than for the other constructs, and
the high

15

N R2/R1 ratios for nonphospho-long-tandem suggest an unexpectedly high overall

correlation time. Nonphospho-long-tandem

15N

R2/R1 ratios were recorded at various field

strengths. Secondary structure elements are shown (dark blue: α-helix; light blue: β-helix).
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Figure

4.6:

Dimerization

Nonphospho-long

15N

propensity

of

nonphospho-long-tandem

constructs.

T2 relaxation times are low when compared to phospho-long-tandem,

consistent with a higher correlation time. Dilution of nonphospho-long-tandem does not only
reverse this effect, but even leads to

15N

T2 times higher than those measured for phospho-

long tandem. This is consistent with a dimerization propensity of nonphospho-long-tandem.
The particularly high

15N

T2 times at a low concentration would be consistent with a

semiflexible junction between the SH2 domains, which reduces the correlation time of
nonphospho-long-tandem. Secondary structure elements are shown (dark blue: α-helix; light
blue: β-helix). All data were recorded at 600 MHz.
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Figure 4.7:

15

N T2 relaxation times of different tandem-WT constructs. Due to the

dimerization tendency of nonphospho-long-tandem it is difficult to interpret the

15N

T2 data

obtained for this construct. Nonphospho-short tandem values are in a similar range,
suggesting that this construct also has a dimerization tendency.

15N

T2 data of phospho-

long-tandem, for which no dimerization tendency was observed, are similar in overall
magnitude to data obtained for short-tandem-pY783-peptide. Residue-specific differences

between these two phospho-constructs are observed in both SH2 domains. Secondary
structure elements are shown (dark blue: α-helix; light blue: β-helix). All data were recorded
at 600 MHz.
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4.5. Relative domain orientation in tandem-SH2 from residual
dipolar couplings

4.5.1. Description of relative domain orientation
An approach was developed to describe the relative SH2 domain orientation of a
tandem-SH2 model by three orthogonal vectors only, in comparison to a given
reference structure. In order to achieve that, the model of interest was aligned to the

reference crystal structure by overlaying the nSH2 domains. In a second step, the

three principal axes of both β-sheets were determined for the model, aligned and
subtracted. It is possible to plot these three orthogonal axes in Pymol as a pseudo-

NH3 molecule (with 90˚ bond angles). In this work, the principal axes were depicted
in two different ways: (1) All three principal axes were plotted when comparing a

small number of tandem-SH2 structures within a figure. In order to visually
distinguish the three principal axes, different lengths were assigned to the axes, the
main axis being the longest. Any two models can be compared this way, as the
calculated principal axis system always refers to the same reference system. (2) In

order to reduce clutter in figures showing a larger ensemble (4-400), only the main
principal axis for each model was plotted (Scripts: Appendix C.11).

The angles α, β and γ between the orthogonal axes of the three-vector

representation and the axes of the reference structure (nonphospho-long crystal
structure, PDB ID 4FBN) describe the relative SH2 domain orientation in a numeric

manner. Small values of these angles represent a high degree of similarity of

orientation to that of 4FBN (Scripts: Appendix C.11). This procedure could be

substituted by a description using polar angles. The vector representation - prior to
alignment of the three-vector representation of the SH2 domains - could also be
used to determine a tensor describing both relative orientation and relative position
of the SH2 domains.
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4.5.2. Recorded data sets, RDC error and selection of RDCs for
calculations

Residual dipolar coupling data were recorded to determine the relative orientation of

the SH2 domains in different tandem-SH2 constructs, using a rigid body approach

based on the crystal structures of the individual SH2 domains extracted from
tandem-SH2 crystal structures. A more detailed introduction to the theoretical

background and the pulse sequence of the commonly used IPAP NMR experiments

can be found in Appendix E. Due to the degeneracy of the alignment tensor and the

potential impact of the alignment medium on the structure, it is generally desirable to
use more than one alignment medium. Three different alignment media were tested:

Pf1 bacteriophages, stretched gels and pentaethylene glycol monododecyl ether /
hexanol (Otting media) (Ruckert and Otting, 2000), but only Otting media turned out

to be good steric alignment media for all tandem-SH2 constructs. Preparative
approaches for this alignment medium were established as described in Section
2.6.5. Not all constructs delivered spectra of good quality. The peak shapes for

short-pY783-tandem and short-tandem often were distorted (examples are shown in

Figure 4.8A). Peak intensities for short-tandem were particularly low, therefore the
data set of this construct is much smaller. Direct comparison of RDC values
measured for nonphospho- and phospho-long-tandem (Figure 4.8B) shows that RDC
values for both constructs are similar. Based on these data, it is not obvious whether

or not there is a significant relative SH2 domain orientation difference between
nonphospho- and phospho-long-tandem. However, differences in alignment tensor

magnitude which are not directly related to the structure of the construct cannot be
ruled out when performing experiments with different samples; therefore, direct
comparison of RDC values from different experiments has to be done with caution.

Monte Carlo simulations using RDC values with Module (Section 4.5.4) require
residue-specific RDC errors. The best way to obtain residue-specific RDC errors

would be to record multiple data sets. However, it was found to be difficult to achieve
the exact same degree of alignment in a repeat RDC experiments which were

recorded in separate experimental sessions; multiple, consecutively recorded data
sets for error determination are available only for a few constructs. The residue-

specific RDC error used in the Module calculations had therefore to be estimated
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from single data sets. The RDC error appears to be dominated by general
uncertainties of peak position determination, for example due to low S/N or peak

shape distortions of unknown origin; this type of error would be expected to apply to
the 1H- and the 15N- dimension of the IPAP spectra.

Preliminary observations suggested that as the 1H errors increases so does the

15N

error. It was therefore attempted to determine estimate errors for inclusion in Module

calculations by evaluating the peak position uncertainties in the 1H-dimension of a
given residue and scaling it to predict the error in the

15N-dimension.

The hydrogen

chemical shift of the in-phase spectrum was compared with the hydrogen chemical
shift of the anti-phase spectrum; a scaling factor of 0.14 was used, further the RDC

error average for all recorded residues was set as the minimum error to avoid error
underestimation.

However, re-analysis for peaks in four consecutively recorded R687W-phospho-

long-tandem datasets (68 residues; Table B.7) reveals that this approach is only
weakly justified. although a trend is present, the low overall correlation between the
1H,15N-RDC

error and the 1H peak position (r2=0.194; Spearman’s r=0.583).

The best-fit linear scaling factor for the four peaks relevant for RDC calculation are
0.180, 0.167, 0.260, 0.130 underlining that it is difficult to rationalize the relationship

between 1H and 15N error. However, it can be argued that the error estimates used in
the Module calculations represent a statistical model of the uncertainty of the RDC

measurements (as opposed to actual predictions for individual residue values) and

should be at least useful in assessing uncertainty in structural models. (The 0.14

scaling factor used is arguably an underestimate because 0.184 would be the
average from the above re-analysis, but the uncertainty in this average is large). Of
note, an alternative approach to use

15N

linewidth for errors to estimate RDC errors

is not feasible, as evidenced by the low correlation (r2=0.040) between the measured
errors in 1H,15N-RDC and 15N linewidths.

It can be concluded that the only fully appropriate method to obtain residue-specific

RDC errors for Module calculations would be to record multiple data sets or to use

an approach which does not require any residue-specific error. Due to the general
weakness of any method not using multiple datasets for RDC error determination,
the residue-specific RDC error calculations could not be optimized so that Module
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calculations performed in this work are only of semi-quantitative nature. For future

experiments, it can be recommended to always record RDC as multiple small data
sets so that residue-specific error calculation is possible.

Xplor-NIH calculations (Section 4.5.5) do not require RDC errors as an input; Xplor-

NIH calculations are in principle sufficient to determine relative domain orientation
and are thought to deliver a quantitative result. Addition of random noise to RDCs in
repeat calculations is a powerful way to account for RDC uncertainties (Venditti et

al., 2015); this approach also allows for taking into account the uncertainty in the
estimation of the alignment tensor. In this work, RDC uncertainties were taken into
account by performing multiple repeat calculations with randomly selected RDC

subsets to eliminate the influence of outliers. Calculations with the GUI-based
software Module, which require residue-specific RDC errors, were performed in this

work for initial tests and to qualitatively support results obtained from the much more
customized Xplor-NIH calculations. A re-calculation with improved or optimized error
values for different constructs can in principle be performed for selected datasets (for

which more than one consecutively recorded RDC data set exists) if high
uncertainties about the results of Xplor-NIH calculations persist.

The rigid body modelling approach for refining the relative orientation of SH2
domains in tandem-SH2 constructs relies on the availability of crystal structures. In

this rigid body modelling approach, it is assumed that the individual SH2 domain
models represent the average solution structure of the domains. This is often true for

residues with a low flexibility, as it is expected for residues residing in α-helices or
beta-sheets. 1H,15N-NOE data can be used to identify more flexible residues. In this

study, 1H,15N-NOE data were used to filter the RDC lists used for modelling. The

number of available RDC data points and the number of available 1H,15N-NOEs is
very limited; many 1H,15N-NOEs display a large error. Therefore, 1H,15N-NOEs were
used to define an exclusion rather than an inclusion criterion: residues whose 1H,15NNOEs plus error are lower than 0.7 were excluded. This selection criterion was used
in all calculations.

A second selection criterion was used to enhance the comparability of the resulting

models for nonphospho- and phospho-long by including only RDCs which have been
identified for both nonphospho- and phospho-long-tandem. Including only RDCs
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Figure 4.8: RDCs and IPAP spectra and 1H,15N-RDCs of tandem-SH2 constructs.

A: IPAP spectra exemplified for Y595 and for D736. For each construct, both unaligned
spectra (left) and aligned spectra (right) are shown. In both cases presented herein, the

RDCs for short-tandem are different from the other constructs. The peak shape for residue

Y595 of the short-tandem and the short-pY783-tandem construct is distorted. Therefore, it
might be important to develop a modelling procedure which is robust against outliers.

B: RDCs of phospho-long-tandem and nonphospho-long-tandem. The experimental
data are similar in the two constructs, but it is not obvious whether or not there is a
significant relative SH2 domain orientation difference between them.
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which are available for all modelled structures would have led to unacceptably small
data sets.

A third selection criterion concerns the uncertainty of the backbone 1H,15N-bond
orientations, which will be discussed in the next Section.

All RDC data, along with data required used to decide whether or not to include
certain RDCs, can be found in Supplemental Table B.3.
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4.5.3. Uncertainties of backbone NH bond orientations predicted
from crystal structures

There are three crystal structures of tandem-SH2 available (PDB IDs 4EY0 – 2.8 Å;

4FBN – 2.4 Å; 3GQI – 2.5 Å). These crystal structures do not provide proton

positions; backbone proton (HN) positions are required for modelling as 1H,15NRDCs will be used in the modelling approach. The usually relatively well defined

geometry of protein backbone is commonly thought to allow modelling of these

proton positions. It was reported previously that the backbone atom positions in
crystal structures are often not accurate enough to obtain NH bonds by standard

modelling with the correct orientation (Rinaldelli et al., 2014). In order to explore how
the resulting NH bond orientations, vary depending on the underlying crystal
structure and the algorithm employed, custom-made scripts to estimate residue-

specific differences in NH bond orientation between these constructs were

developed (Appendix C.10). For that purpose, the β-sheet backbone atoms of the
individual domains were first aligned, then the residue-wise angular differences

between the backbone NH bonds of the three different crystal structures were
calculated (residues 549-768, Supplemental Table B.2). The angular difference for
backbone NH bond orientation derived for models with GROMACS-generated proton

positions is 11˚±10.7˚ (average and standard deviation from residue-wise angular
differences). For models with Xplor-NIH-generated proton positions, the angular
difference is 15.4˚±12.5˚. The large standard deviation in both cases indicates that

the individual residues differ greatly in how consistent the NH bond orientation can

be predicted from the underlying crystal structures. Residues with very high

uncertainties of the NH bond orientation, either based on true differences between
crystal structures or on the calculation itself, will be problematic in a rigid-body
modelling approach which assumes the provided NH bond orientation to be correct.
Therefore, it might be appropriate to exclude certain residues from RDC-based
modelling.

The observation that GROMACS-derived proton positions for different crystal
structures are more similar (average 11˚) than Xplor-NIH-derived proton positions

(average 15.4˚) raises the possibility that Xplor-NIH calculations overestimate the
differences between the crystal structures. Problems in accurate proton position
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prediction are also suggested by the fact that there is only a correlation of r2=0.57
when comparing residue-specific angular NH bond orientation differences calculated

by Xplor-NIH with those calculated by GROMACS. The pure rigid-body modelling
approach attempted herein will use proteins with GROMACS-derived proton
positions.

The crystal structures are expected to vary more outside the secondary structure
element areas, either due to true structural differences or due to uncertainties in the

modelling process. Thus it has been suggested that secondary structure should be
used as a criterion to select NH vectors for RDC based structure calculations. The

estimated residue-specific NH bond orientation differences between crystal
structures are in average smaller in secondary structure elements (GROMACS
models: 8.3˚±7.0˚, Xplor-NIH models 13.1±10.0˚) than outside of those elements

(GROMACS models: 13.3˚±12.4˚, Xplor-NIH models 17.1±14.0˚). However, these

data also suggest that some residues in the secondary structure elements yield very
similar NH bond orientations for different crystal structures while others vary greatly
and might therefore not be suited for RDC-based modelling. Conversely, many
residues outside the secondary structure elements yield consistently similar NH bond

orientations for the different crystal structures. In other words, some residues outside
secondary structure elements might be more suited to be used in RDC-based
modelling approaches than other residues outside secondary structure elements. In
view of these data, secondary structure is not used as a criterion in the calculations
below.

4.5.4. Estimation of residual dipolar coupling alignment tensors in
a rigid body modelling approach with Module

As a first step to estimate the relative SH2 domain orientation in tandem-SH2
structures, a rigid body modelling approach based on individual domains from crystal
structures (protons added by GROMACS) was pursued. The software Module is
used for initial fitting and Monte Carlo simulation based estimation of the alignment

tensor. The purpose of these calculations is to estimate how this established

approach performs using various crystal structure and selecting different RDC
subsets, not allowing any additional refinement of backbone NH bond orientation.
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A high rhombicity of the nSH2 domain alignment tensor often turned out to

complicate the calculation. For the purpose of resolving this problem, Module
includes an option to swap the Az and the Ay axis of the alignment tensor which is

equivalent to inverting the sign of Aa. Theoretically, two distinct (rather than one)
models might therefore be considered (ignoring the four-fold degeneracy of the

alignment tensor here). However, it turns out that models generated with negative A a
for both domains are often much more similar if not identical with the crystal
structure. It has been established in Section 3.4 that the internal structural
differences between the constructs within the nSH2 domain are negligible.

Therefore, the finding that Aa(nSH2) is expected to be negative can be used for the
other constructs as well, unless great structural differences between the crystal
structure and the resulting model trigger a re-assessment of these assumptions.

Therefore, raw Monte Carlo outputs produced by Module were filtered (only negative
Aa) and used for calculation of most parameters and their errors.

The raw and filtered Monte Carlo calculation outputs often yielded seemingly rather

distinct outputs for the three alignment tensor angles. Most of these differences were

eliminated by taking into account the degeneracy of the alignment tensor. Suitable

parameters for assessing the quality of the fits used in this approach are χ² and
R-inf. R-inf is in its nature similar to the Q factor, but is particularly suited to assess
datasets of lower quality (Clore and Garrett, 1999):
=

〈(

−
2〈

〉

) 〉

Dobs: observed residual dipolar coupling, Dcalc: calculated residual dipolar coupling

Both R-inf and χ² were calculated directly from experimental and back-calculated
RDC data.

First, calculations for four tandem-SH2 models were performed using all three crystal
structures (Table 4.3A). The aim of these calculations is to test whether outcome of

these calculations depends on the chosen crystal structure. A direct comparison
between the resulting structures is not intended; the input crystal structures are not

in the same structure frame, therefore resulting alignment tensors are not directly
comparable. RDCs were used if the following two rules are met: 1) RDC does not

meet the exclusion criterion for 1H,15N-NOE values (exclusion filter, see Section
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4.5.2); 2) RDC values are available for both nonphospho- and phospho-long tandem.

The rigid body calculations for the nSH2 domain of nonphospho-long-tandem, using
different crystal structures, converge to a similar precision, with relatively small errors

for the alignment tensor orientation angles (Figure 4.3A). The situation is different for
the cSH2 domain of phospho-long-tandem: the cSH2 alignment tensor obtained from

the calculation with the 4EY0 structure displays a higher error for the α angle than
the tensors derived from the calculations with 3GQI or 4FBN. Moreover, the

rhombicity of the resulting model is particularly low and clearly different from the
rhombicity estimated for the model derived from 4FBN. Larger error for the alignment
tensor angles are also observed for both domains in short-tandem and short-pY783-

peptide-tandem. There are two potential main sources for these large errors: 1)

inaccuracies of the backbone NH bond orientations in the rigid body model; 2) Very

few data points were used in some of the calculations of short-tandem models, which
leads to overfitting with very good quality factors but large errors.

It was also tested whether changing the selection of RDC data points used in the

calculations influences the actual result (Table 4.3B). All calculations are based on
the 3GQI crystal structure. Different selection criteria have been described in section
4.5.2; they are combined to various selection criteria sets in the Module calculations

herein. Selection criteria set A is the least restrictive because its only based on the
1H,15N-NOE

exclusion criterion. Selection criteria set C is based on the 1H,15N-NOE

exclusion criterion (all residues with 1H,15N-NOE < 0.7 are excluded) and requires
RDCs to be recorded for both nonphospho- and phospho-long-tandem. Selection

criteria set B is based on the 1H,15N-NOE exclusion criterion; in addition, only
residues with a sufficiently low angular spread were included. The angular spread
data (Appendix B.3) were obtained from test runs without any RDC data and

standard force constant settings (sample script for protein G structure refinement,

included in Xplor-NIH 2.38 package; Clore and Schwieters, 2003). The standard
deviation of the angular spread is 16.8°. However, due to the clustering properties of

the data, 20° was selected as a cutoff. This cutoff is, to some extent, arbitrary, which

is not of high relevance because the purpose of these calculations is to test the
effect of exclusion of data with high angular spread.

The results for the evaluation of different RDC data selection criteria are listed in

Table 4.3B. In a few cases there can be observed differences, as for example for the
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α alignment tensor angle of the nSH2 domain in the nonphospho-long-tandem
model. The error sizes on which the Monte Carlo simulations are subject to debate

(Section 4.5.2), therefore it is difficult to estimate with certainty whether the observed

difference of the α alignment tensor angles is significant. However, it can also be

observed that the errors for other tensor parameters and the quality factors (in
particular for χ2) sometimes differ clearly for different selection criteria.

The orientation of the nSH2 and cSH2 alignment tensors for nonphospho-long-

tandem and phospho-long tandem (Table 4.3B) is similar, but not identical. It is

difficult to directly assess the similarity of these models to each other or to the crystal
structure because of the degeneracy of the alignment tensor and due to potential

axis swaps as a consequence of a high rhombicity of the alignment tensor. Visual
inspection of the main structure models calculated by Module (Figure B.1) reveals
that the orientation of nonphospho-, phospho- and short-pY783-peptide-tandem

might be very similar to the orientation in the tandem-SH2 crystal structures. A

precise result cannot be expected using these calculations, as the result and
calculated error ranges depend on the definition of the RDC errors, the starting
structure and on the input data set, as discussed above.

The very large errors observed for all calculations of short-tandem and short-pY783-

peptide-tandem make the estimation of a model for these constructs very difficult,
even though it would be predicted that short-tandem might be different from the other
tandem-SH2 constructs in terms of its relative SH2 domain orientation. It is of

interest to evaluate whether taking into account inaccuracies of the NH bond
orientations can yield a solution structure model for any of these two constructs.
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Table 4.3: Estimation of RDC alignment tensors in a rigid body modelling approach
with Module.

A: Impact of the choice of the crystal structure on the precision of the result. All
calculations were performed using RDC selection criterion C (see panel B). Due to the high
rhombicity of the nSH2 domain, multiple calculations had to be performed to yield a

sufficiently high number of negative Aa in some cases. A justification for why a negative Aa
was used can be found in the text. For the nSH2 domain of the phospho-long tandem

construct (marked with *), starting from the nSH2 domain based on the 4EY0 crystal

structure, even 3000 Monte Carlo runs did not return a single model with A a < 0. The α, β
and γ alignment tensor angles depend entirely on the non-identical reference frame of the
crystal structures; therefore, a direct comparison of these data is not possible.

B: Variation of RDC selection criteria for alignment tensor calculations with Module. It
is explored how nonphospho- and phospho-long-tandem calculations depend on the choice

of different selection criteria sets. Short-tandem and short-pY783-peptide-tandem are

included only for reference. Selection criteria sets: Selection criteria set A – All data with 1H15

N-NOE + error < 0.7 are excluded. Selection criteria set B - as selection criteria set A; in

addition, the angular spread (of backbone NH orientation) in any of the starting models has

to be below a cutoff (see main text). Selection criteria set C – as selection criteria set A; in
addition, RDC data for both nonphospho- and phospho-tandem have to be available. All

calculations were based on the SH2 domain structures from the 3GQI crystal structure;
therefore, the alignment tensors angles are comparable.
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4.5.5. Relative SH2 domain orientation in tandem-SH2 constructs
from Xplor-NIH calculations with backbone NH bond
orientation refinement

In this section Xplor-NIH will be used to determine the relative SH2 domain

orientation in various tandem-SH2 constructs. The approach is rather different in

nature from the approach pursued with Module. The process is highly customized
and crucial for discussion; it is therefore presented herein rather than in the Section
2.7, where additional technical details and references to scripts can be found. A set

of starting structures (100-360) with randomized SH2 domain orientation and
position is first created: The tool Ranch13 (part of a package for SAXS calculations,

Section 2.5) was used to place the individual SH2 domains (nSH2: 547-658; cSH2:

667-773) into random positions which still would them allow to be connected by the

nSH2-cSH2 junction (659 - 666). Maximum flexibility for the junction was assumed to
maximise the explored conformational space. Xplor-NIH was then used to repair and

minimize the energy of the individual starting models (200-400). The backbone NH
bond orientation is subsequently refined for the individual domains, alongside with

alignment tensors for the individual SH2 domains in order to get A a and Ar - at that
stage not taking into account relative domain orientation. The NH bond orientations

and the alignment tensor obtained from the independent individual domain

calculations are then fixed for refinement of the relative SH2 domain orientation
(enforcing collinearity of the two alignment tensors). In this calculation, the presence
of the nSH2-cSH2 junction and other structural aspects reduce the pool of results
and bias it towards chemically more realistic structures.

The RDC data sets used in the calculation are based on selection criteria set C for
nonphospho- and phospho-tandem and on set selection criteria set A for short-

tandem and short-pY783-tandem (Table 4.3B); criterion C did not lead to a
convergence for short-tandem. Five to thirty calculations for each starting model with

20% randomly omitted data points were performed, in addition to one calculation
from the “full” dataset. All resulting models were aligned and the relative domain
orientation was determined. The models from "full" datasets were grouped based on

their relative domain orientation, typically yielding 4-6 different model groups.

Subsequently, all models calculated with 20% omitted data were grouped based on
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these 4-6 seeds. In some cases, manual adjustment of the clustering of these
models into groups was necessary (overlaps of clusters and inappropriate clustering
can be seen in the statistical output of the calculation, Table B.4). The statistics for

each group were obtained from those models calculated with 20% omitted data. The
model closest to the average relative domain orientation was identified for each
group. This model was used as an input structure, together with the original (full)

RDC data set, for re-evaluation with Module to test how the resulting model would fit
to the data.

In the refinement procedure of the backbone NH bond orientation within the
individual domains, it is important to choose the various force constants correctly.

Specifically, the proton positions were released; in that situation, bond length
potentials, bond angle (H,N,CA and C,N,HN) potentials and improper angle
(HN,N,C,CA) potentials are of primary importance. The RDC potential is thought to
refine the NH bond orientation within the "normal" physical range with respect to the

bond and angle potential. The bond length force constant was set high because the
bond length variability is low and because consideration of bond length variations

would significantly complicate the process. In order to determine appropriate force
constants, appropriate energy penalty ranges, associated with the bond angle and
the improper angle terms, have to be identified. In order to identify these energy
ranges for this specific constructs, test refinements of the starting structures were

performed, using only the most commonly used force constants (sample script for

protein G structure refinement, included in Xplor-NIH 2.38 package; Clore and
Schwieters, 2003) and leaving out the RDC potential. For the calculations with
RDCs, the force constants were then tuned to return similar energy penalty ranges.

High rhombicity of the nSH2 domain, but to some extent also the cSH2 domain,

complicated the calculations (similar to the Module calculations). In many cases, the
Da for nSH2 and cSH2 would have opposing signs, which is equivalent to a swapped

Az/Ay axis in one of the two SH2 domain alignment tensors. Therefore, the Das of the
two SH2 domains were coupled using a cosine ratio potential (Xplor-NIH's

CosRatioPot), thereby imposing a high penalty for very different Das. This approach

bears the risk to couple the Das too tightly so that the Da difference between nSH2
and cSH2 is underestimated. Therefore, the force constant for the cosine ratio

potential was set just low enough to obtain some "wrong" models with a swapped
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Az/Ay axis. Similar to the Das, the Rhs of the SH2 domains were coupled by
CosRatioPot. It was attempted to optimize the force constant for this potential similar

to what was done for Da; it turned out to be difficult to manually optimize all force

constants to perfection. It might be useful to develop a procedure to recursively
improve the force constant setting in future.

The results of the calculation are listed in Table 4.4. Additional statistical information
on the Xplor-NIH calculation is provided in Supplemental Table B.4.

The relative domain orientation in some constructs, calculated as described in
Section 4.5.1, is particularly close to the crystal structure in some cases. Specifically,

model 4 for the nonphospho-long-tandem-, model 5 for the phospho-long-tandem-

and model 2 for the short-pY783-tandem structure have very low α, β and γ,

corresponding to a high similarity to the relative domain orientation in the reference
4FBN crystal structure. The alignment tensor angles, obtained by validating recalculations from these models with Module, are supposed to be almost identical for

nSH2 and cSH2 if the model is correct (similar alignment tensor angles for both
domains mean that Tensor agrees with the supplied model). This is the case for the
selected models of nonphospho-long-tandem, phospho-long-tandem and short-pY-

tandem; in contrast to this, model 1 of the short-pY783-tandem calculation, also
being not very unsimilar from the 4FBN crystal structure in its domain orientation,

can be invalidated by the Module re-calculations: The α alignment tensor angle
difference between the nSH2 and the cSH2 domain is large (-15.7˚±13.0˚;
18.0˚±7.8˚).

The α alignment tensor angle difference for model 2 of the phospho-long-tandem

(nSH2: -17.6˚±6.1˚; cSH2: -6.5˚±4.7˚) construct can be viewed to be negligible: small
differences between models calculated by Xplor-NIH and by Module might, for

example, be related to differences between rhombicities calculated by Xplor-NIH and
rhombicities re-calculated by Module, as observed for the nSH2 domain of phospho-

long-tandem (Xplor-NIH - 0.37; Module - 0.62). These rhombicity differences might
result from a slightly too strong coupling of the nSH2 and cSH2 rhombicities in Xplor-

NIH. Rather large χ² values for model 5 of the phospho-long-tandem constructs,

combined with not particularly high R-inf values especially for the re-calculation of

the nSH2 domain alignment tensor, suggest that there is a large outlier present in
the RDC data set of phospho-tandem-long.
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In summary, the SH2 domain orientation in the solution structure for nonphospholong-, phospho-long- and short-pY783-peptide-tandem is very similar, if not identical
with the tandem-long crystal structures (Figure 4.9).

The situation is more complex for short-tandem. Model 1 is reported to have a
relative SH2 domain orientation with α=18˚, β=52˚ and γ=52˚. Inspection of all actual

structures represented by this model reveals that this is a result of the inability of the
relative domain orientation determination algorithm to distinguish models which are
rotated by 180˚ (along the principal axes of the SH2 β-sheets) because the algorithm

simply determines the angle between the aligned principal axes of the SH2 β-sheets.

This issue is unrelated to the degeneracy of the alignment tensor, as the axis of the
tensor and the β-sheet axes are unlikely to coincide. Considering the findings for
model 1, short-tandem model 2 is most similar to the crystal structure. The Xplor-NIH

calculations and the Module recalculation results corroborate that the relative domain
orientation of short-tandem in solution is different from the orientation observed for

nonphospho-tandem, phospho-tandem and short-pY783-peptide tandem. A model

for the SH2 domain orientation in short-tandem was generated (Figure 4.9), but it

has to be treated with caution as the data used to generate were only of moderate
quality and as the number of data points used for the calculation of the cSH2
alignment tensor was very low.
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Table 4.4: Xplor-NIH calculations of the relative domain orientation in tandem-SH2

constructs and validating recalculations with Module. Xplor-NIH calculations yielded
multiple structures which were grouped. The structure closest to the average (in terms of

relative domain orientation) was chosen as the "model" representing the group (one line in
the table = one domain of one model). This model was then aligned with the nSH2 domain of

a reference structure (4FBN) and used as an input for a Module calculation with a Monte

Carlo simulation for error estimation. All results labelled "Xpl." refer to the values for the
chosen representative model from the Xplor-NIH calculation. All results labelled "Mod." refer
to results from the Module calculation. Data points: Number of RDC data points used in the
Xplor-NIH calculation. Selection criteria (see Supplemental Table B.3 and 4.3B) were used

to select these data point sets. Applied selection criteria (see Table 4.3B): nonphospho- and
phospho-long-tandem - selection criterion set C; nph-short and short-pY783 - selection

criterion set A. The relative domain orientation and its error were calculated from all
structures within each group resulting from the Xplor-NIH calculations (average and standard

deviation). Lower angular values mean that this structure is similar to the 4FBN crystal

structure. Da: magnitude of the alignment tensor; Aa: axial component of the alignment
tensor; Rh: rhombicity. Alignment tensor orientation (from Module): If the Xplor-NIH model is

valid, the angles for both nSH2 and cSH2 should be similar. χ² and R-inf values are obtained

from experimental and back-calculated values of the initial fit (Module) and of the
representative model (Xplor-NIH). Additional data about the statistics of the Xplor-NIH
calculation can be found in Supplemental Table B.4.

Models found to be "correct": nonphospho-long - model 4; phospho-long - model 5; short model 2; short-pY783-peptide - model 2 (Figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.9: Relative orientation of SH2 domains in tandem-SH2 constructs, based on

RDC data. The models of two crystal structures and four tandem-SH2 models created by
Xplor-NIH are shown (FGFR1 kinase in 3GQI is hidden). The relative orientation of the two
domains is also shown by a three-vector representation (see text and Section 4.1). For

models created by Xplor-NIH, the main (z) relative domain orientation vector of all structures
(other than the structure which has been selected as the main representative structure)

calculated by Xplor-NIH and belonging to the same model (see Tables 4.4 and B.4) are
shown. For the short-tandem model, some small and one large outlier (in terms of relative

domain orientation) can be spotted, consistent with the small size of the RDC set for the
cSH2 domain.
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4.6. Solution structure of phospho-long-tandem from R2/R1 ratios,
SAXS data and residual dipolar couplings

4.6.1. Phospho-long-tandem from 15N R2/R1 ratios
The anisotropic rotational diffusion tensor can in principle be used to determine
relative SH2 domain orientations (Ryabov et al., 2010). A

15N

R2/R1 dataset of

reasonable quality was available for phospho-long-tandem, and it was attempted to

repeat the procedure outlined in Section 4.5.5, but using R2/R1 ratios rather than
RDC data. It is possible use Xplor-NIH for this purpose (Ryabov et al., 2010;

Schwieters et al., 2006); a tool to perform residue-wise error analysis has become
available recently as part of the Xplor-NIH package. In this work, it was attempted to
refine the relative domain orientation starting from the individual SH2 domain with
NH bond orientations which have been pre-refined using RDCs.

Using all R2/R1 from regions with defined secondary structure elements did not yield

conclusive results. It was therefore decided to discard all experimental R2/R1 data
which gave back-calculated data (from a preliminary calculation) deviating more than
two standard deviations from the experimental data, similar to Clore et al. (Ryabov et

al., 2010). However, it was found in this context that the back-calculated values for

the unfiltered set differed greatly from the values in the experimental set; one reason
might be that it appears to be the correlation between experimental and the back-

calculated R2/R1 values rather than χ² (R2/R1) that is the minimized quantity. In order

to compare back-calculated and experimental values for outlier identification, the
back-calculated values were scaled to best match the experimental data.

At the time of writing, this procedure did not give conclusive results. Specifically, the
resulting models appear to depend on the starting model. There is a large
uncertainty in which residue are appropriate to be chosen for this analysis; therefore,

a more sophisticated approach to select and vary datasets for calculation might be
appropriate to resolve this situation. Also, it might be possible to use the phospho-

long-tandem dataset to facilitate the analysis of a different construct. Specifically, the
phospho-long-tandem is similar to the crystal structure and therefore a confirmation

by R2/R1 ratios is not required; conversely, the confidence in the model for the

R687W-phospho-long-tandem structure (vide infra in Section 5.4.2) would benefit
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from additional validation. Based on the knowledge about the phospho-long-tandem

structure and using the R2/R1 ratio data set, it might be possible to identify residues
which are in agreement with the model. Relaxation data for these same residues, but
originating from the R687W-phospho-long data set can then be used to refine or
validate the relative domain orientation of R687W-phospho-long-tandem.

4.6.2. An integrative model of the phospho-long-tandem solution
structure based on RDC and SAXS or RDC and

N R2/R1 data

15

R2/R1 data are not only useful for modelling the relative SH2 domain orientation in
tandem-SH2. They are also sensitive to relative domain translation. SAXS data, as

discussed in Section 4.3, can be used to model the relative SH2 domain position;
they are not sensitive to relative SH2 domain orientation and therefore
complementary to SAXS data.

The protocol described in Section 4.5.5 was therefore extended to add a refinement
step using either

15N

R2/R1 or SAXS data. In this additional step after the previously

outlined RDC calculation using R2/R1 or SAXS data, the relative SH2 domain
orientation was fixed and only translation of the domains was permitted. A creation of

an ensemble model was not attempted in this context; in an ensemble model, the
individual structures would be allowed have different orientations while still giving the
same average orientation as calculated for the single-structure model.

Examples for resulting structures are shown in Figure 4.10A. The crystal structure

lies close to, but clearly outside the space occupied by the structure ensemble

created from SAXS or from R1/R2 data; this is also supported by the RMSDs listed in
Figure 4.10B. "Internal" RMSDs of the three ensembles (Figure 4.10B) reveal that

using the SAXS and R1/R2 data yield a more precise position than the protocol which
does not use these data. The "internal" RMSD of the SAXS-based ensemble is lower

than the R1/R2 models, indicating that final refinement by SAXS data yields more

precise results than refinement by R2/R1 data. The RMSD between the SAXS and
the R1/R2-based ensemble is smaller than the average internal RMSD, which means
that the models yielded by these two methods occupy overlapping regions of space.
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SAXS χ2 calculated by a different method for a single structure, allowing any relative

SH2 orientation, returns a model with χ2=1.083. The SAXS χ2 obtained for the XplorNIH models is 1.53±0.08, which is lower than χ2=2.94, which has been calculated for

the phospho-tandem crystal structure 4EY0. Although the back-calculated R1/R2-

data give bad matches with experimental data, the R1/R2-based calculations yield
models which agree with the calculated SAXS model rather than with the crystal
structure. This suggests that the average model calculated from SAXS data is more
accurate than the crystal structure. However, in the SAXS calculations with Xplor-

NIH, a correction term which applies solvent contribution corrections, was not used.

Repetition of the SAXS calculation with this correction term would test whether or not
the calculated small difference between the crystal structure and the calculated
average model are robust to this commonly used variation of the calculation protocol.

Due to the higher precision of the result obtained from SAXS data and due to the
observation that

15N

R1/R2 data give similar results, the SAXS model with the lowest

χ2 (1.38) is selected to be the final average solution structure model (Figure 4.11A);

experimental and back-calculated SAXS data for this model are shown (Figure
4.11B). Direct comparison with the phospho-long-tandem crystal structure (4EY0)
reveals that the difference between these models is small, even though not identical.
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Figure 4.10: Refinement of relative SH2 domain position in phospho-long-tandem.

A: Visual comparison of models obtained from no refinement (left), refinement using
R2/R1 ratios (middle) and refinement using SAXS data (right). Top/bottom: The same
models from different perspectives. 10 randomly chosen models (blue) are compared

with the phospho-long-tandem crystal structure (red). The nSH2 domain of all models is
aligned (not visible in the models in the bottom part of the panel). The results become more

precise in the order no refinement > R2/R1 > SAXS data. The results obtained from R2/R1
and SAXS data appear to be very similar.

B: RMSD comparing different groups of models with each other and with the crystal

structure. The refinement leads to models which are more similar to the crystal structure
than unrefined models. R2/R1 and SAXS models are very similar: the RMSD between them

(SAXS / R2/R1) is as high as the average RMSD of the models within the R2/R1 or SAXS
groups. SAXS yields a result which is more precise.
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Figure 4.11: Representative RDC- and SAXS-based model of phospho-long-tandem.

RDCs were used for determination of the relative domain orientation. SAXS was used to
then refine the relative domain position.

A: Experimental and back-calculated SAXS data for the representative model. A basic
analysis of the data can be found in Section 4.3.

B: Comparison of the phospho-tandem crystal structure 4EY0 with the representative

solution structure model. The nSH2 domain of the solution and the crystal structure model
has been aligned. There is only a small difference in relative domain orientation (not
significant) and position between the crystal structure and the solution structure.
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4.7. Internal dynamics of phospho-long-tandem
Due to the availability of a phospho-long-tandem solution structure model and
15N

relaxation data, it was possible to perform a residue-specific analysis of

relaxation data. The software Tensor 2.0 allows for a model-free analysis of
relaxation data obtained at a single field strength (Dosset et al., 2000). In this case,
data obtained at 600 MHz were used for analysis.

For the fit of the anisotropic diffusion tensor, only data with low flexibility and
absence phenomena have to be selected. However, an initial calculation using this

data set did not yield conclusive results. Excluding 20% of the worst-fit data yielded a
converging Monte Carlo simulation.

Figure 4.12 shows the main results including diffusion alignment tensor properties

(S2 order parameter and internal correlation times) and calculated vs. backcalculated R2/R1.

The properties of the obtained anisotropic alignment tensor are:

α= -46˚ ± 12˚; β = -63˚ ± 26˚; γ= -80˚ ± 33˚; Dx = 0.0786 ± 0.0027 s-1; Dy = 0.1193 ±

0.0030 s-1; Dz = 0.1247 ± 0.0031 s-1. The model was accepted with χ²(Exp) = 99.6; χ²(Mc0.10)
= 32.2.

It is not unexpected that the residues around pY783 have an order parameter around
1 and low correlation times, compatible with being "fully bound". However, it is of

interest that some residues in the C-terminal linker display some mobility with
regards to S2 regardless of being in the "bound" (phospho-long-tandem) state. Only
minor mobility can be observed for residue T660 in terms of internal correlation time

and S2. These data are not available for nonphospho-long-tandem, but 1H-15N-NOE
data had suggested (Section 4.4.1) that the nSH2-cSH2 junction might be more rigid

in phospho-long-tandem than in nonphospho-long-tandem, which is consistent with
these results.
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Figure 4.12: Internal dynamics of phospho-long-tandem.

A. S2 order parameter. Secondary structure elements are shown.

B. Internal correlation times. Secondary structure elements are shown.

C. Calculated vs. back-calculated R2/R1 data for determination of the diffusion tensor.
Tensor 2.0 was used to obtain the fully anisotropic diffusion tensor.
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4.8. FGFR1 kinase release from tandem-SH2 upon phosphorylation
It was previously established (Bunney et al., 2012) that the affinity of phospho-long-

tandem to FGFR1 kinase is lower than the respective affinity of nonphospho-longtandem. The pY783 group is relatively buried when bound to the cSH2 domain. This
implies that FGFR1 kinase is not released by direct interaction with pY783.

The structure of nSH2 domain is not affected by phosphorylation, as found by
chemical shift analysis performed in this work. However, an allosteric mechanism

connecting Y783 phosphorylation to the nSH2-cSH2 junction was found in Section 3
of this work. This allosteric mechanism does not change the relative orientation of

the SH2 domains in solution, as suggested by 4FBN and 4EY0 crystal structures,
and as confirmed by solution structure studies performed in this Section.

FGFR1 kinase release could in principle be explained with transient interactions

between the cSH2 domain or the C-terminus and FGFR1 kinase. Titration of FGFR

kinase into nonphospho-long-tandem confirmed that FGFR kinase binds to the nSH2
domain. A pronounced gain of peak heights of residues belonging to the C-terminus
suggests is not accompanied by any peak shifts, suggesting that the binding of

FGFR kinase to the nSH2 domain does not modulate the interaction between the
cSH2 domain and the C-terminus. Therefore, it could be speculated that a second
FGFR1 kinase molecule might have to be present to enable Y783 phosphorylation.

One approach to study the interaction between a primary (and possibly a secondary)

FGFR1 kinase molecule and tandem-SH2 is ITC. The affinity between FGFR1-1p
and nonphopsho-tandem-SH2 has been estimated to be 0.005+-0.001 μM by

Bunney et al. (Bunney et al., 2012); the affinity between FGFR1-3p and nSH2 was
estimated to be 0.033+-0.001 μM by Bae et al. (Bae et al., 2009). These experiments

were conducted by separate groups under different conditions using slightly different
protein constructs. However, the data suggest that nonphospho-tandem-SH2 might
indeed have a higher affinity to FGFR1 than nSH2.

Qualitative analysis of interdomain flexibility in nonphospho-long-tandem has

revealed that the junction between the SH2 domains is partially flexible. It was also
found that FGFR1 kinase does at least not strongly interact with the nonphosho-long
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tandem cSH2 domain (as a tertiary binding site), else the intensities would have
dropped equally for both nSH2 and cSH2 domain when titrating FGFR1 into tandem-

SH2. Some interdomain flexibility is also suggested by crystal structures: The crystal
structure of a FGFR1 kinase / nonphospho-tandem-complex (3GQI) displays a

relative SH2 domain orientation which is different from the domain orientation in the
crystal structure for nonphospho- (4FBN) and phospho-long-tandem (4EY0). A
certain inter-domain flexibility could be required for FGFR1 kinase to bind with a high

affinity to tandem-SH2. This could be the case if there were transient interactions
between FGFR1 kinase and the cSH2 domain or the C-terminus.

Relaxation data suggest that the nSH2-cSH2 junction might be less flexible in
phospho-long-tandem than in nonphospho-long-tandem. It can be speculated that

lower inter-SH2 domain flexibility hinders transient interactions between FGFR1

kinase (or, more likely, its dimerization partner) and cSH2. This would effectively
lower the kon rate for FGFR1 kinase binding to tandem-SH2.
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4.9. Summary
Qualitative analysis of titration experiments suggests that the SH2 domains in
nonphospho-long-tandem

are

semi-flexibly

linked.

Nonphospho-long-tandem

displays a propensity to dimerize, rendering relaxation analysis of this construct

difficult. Titration experiments corroborate that FGFR1 kinase binds to nSH2 of
nonphospho-long-tandem. Binding of the (pre-)C-terminus to the cSH2 domain is
unchanged upon FGFR1 kinase binding to the nSH2 domain.

Based on RDC data, the relative SH2 domain orientation of different tandem-WT
constructs was determined. The relative SH2 domain position for phospho-long-

tandem could be determined by pursuing an integrative modelling approach using
SAXS and RDC data.

It was found that the average nonphospho-long-tandem, phospho-long-tandem and
short-tandem-pY783-peptide solution structures both have a virtually identical SH2

domain arrangement and are in agreement with the crystal structures in which
tandem-SH2 is not bound to FGFR1 kinase (PDB: 4FBN, 4EY0). However, the
relative SH2 domain orientation is not identical in all tandem-constructs, as

evidenced by the relative SH2 domain orientation in short-tandem, which is different
from the domain orientation in the other tandem-SH2 constructs.

Based on the solution structure model of phosho-tandem-SH2 it was possible to
perform an analysis of residue-specific dynamics. The analysis suggests that

sections of the C-terminus continue to be partially mobile even in the "bound"
phospho-long-tandem state. The nSH2-cSH2 junction might be more, but not entirely
rigid in phospho-long-tandem than in nonphospho-long-tandem.

The findings in this chapter confirm that FGFR1 kinase binds to the nSH2 domain;
direct interactions between FGFR1 kinase and the cSH2 domain are not observed.

The possibility of the involvement of a second FGFR1 kinase molecule has to be

raised. Such interaction could be impeded by phosphorylation and subsequent

reduced inter-domain flexibility. The presence of such a tertiary binding site could be
explored by repeating ITC experiments. Data published by others suggest that these
experiments are likely to confirm this new hypothesis.
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5. Disease-relevant mutations in the γ-specific array
5.1. Introduction

Disease-relevant mutations have been introduced in Section 1.4. Most of these
mutants have been reported to activate PLCγ. However, in order to support this
evidence, PLCγ1 and PLCγ2 mutant full-length constructs of all disease-relevant

mutations discussed herein were created by site-directed mutagenesis as part of this

work. At that time, some of the supporting evidence for the effect on PLCγ activity
had still not been published. The plasmids of the full-length constructs were passed

to collaborating research groups to perform cell-based assays to confirm that the
mutant constructs are activating. On the basis of the ensuing all mutations discussed
in this chapter can be safely assumed to be activating both in PLCγ2 and PLCγ1.

PLCγ1 proteins are generally easier to express and to work with than PLCγ2.
Therefore, it is convenient to perform structural studies of disease-relevant mutations

in the context of PLCγ1 constructs. In this chapter, cSH2 mutations R687W (PLCγ1),
R707Q (PLCγ1) and S729Y (PLCγ1) as well as spPH mutations S520F (PLCγ1),
L868F (PLCγ1) and L871P (PLCγ1) were studied. The medical relevance of L871P
was not discussed in Section 1.4 as it is still under investigation.

The S729Y mutation is known to disrupt the autoinhibitory interface between the
catalytic subunit and the cSH2 domain as discussed in Section 1.5.2. The R707Q

mutation is predicted to disrupt or destabilize the cSH2 domain structure as
illustrated in Figure 5.1A. The side chain of this residue is involved in stabilization of
the cSH2 structure rather than simply surface-exposed (Figure 5.1B).
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Figure 5.1: Potential structural impact of disease-relevant mutations in the γ-specific
array (PLCγ1).

A: Substitution of R707 by Q707. The Q707 structure is only an illustration, not a structural
prediction. The R707Q mutation could disrupt the cSH2 structure.

B: Location of R707Q and R687W mutations in the cSH2 domain. R687W is more
exposed than R707Q. Orange: (pre-)C-terminus.

C: Location of spPH mutations which are discussed in this chapter. The spPH
mutations are spatially close together, mostly located in the linker regions adjacent to the
spPH domains.

D: spPH mutations and location of the cSH2 (green) / spPH (violet) interface. spPH
mutations discussed in this chapter are close to, but not on the cSH2/spPH interface.
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The prediction of the effect of the cSH2 mutation R687W on tandem-SH2 structure

and function is not straightforward because R687 is located on the protein surface
(Figure 5.1B) but not at the putative interface between the catalytic subunit and the
cSH2 domain. R687 is rather located in proximity to the C-terminal linker. It is of
interest to investigate whether this mutation has any effect on the solution structure,

allosteric communication and function of tandem-SH2. Alternatively, a relevant effect
of the R687W mutation on the overall structural integrity of the γ-specific array
cannot be ruled out.

The other mutations investigated in this chapter (S520F, L868F and L871P) are
located in close nearby the spPH domains; none of the mutated residues is located

at the Rac2 binding interface (Walliser et al., 2008). All mutated spPH residues
(S620, L868, L871) can be found either in or close to the linker region between a
spPH domain and the nSH2 or SH3 domain (Figure 5.1C). The remarkable spatial

proximity of these mutations suggests that they might modulate γ-specific array

(γSA) function in a common manner. They could, for example, destabilize the γSA in

its nonphosphorylated or its phosphorylated form by weakening interdomain

interactions. The destabilization would lead to a weakened autoinhibition of PLC
function. However, even though the cSH2 domain is spatially close to L868 and

L871, a direct disruption of the putative transient interface between cSH2 and spPH
cannot be predicted (Figure 5.1D).
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The plasmids coding for all mutant variants in the following protein contexts were
created for this work by site-directed mutagenesis: nSH2 (545-662), cSH2 (663-790),
(Y771F,Y775F)-cSH2,

tandem-SH2

(545-790),

(Y771F,Y775F)-tandemSH2,

γ-specific array (γSA, 488-933), (Y771F,Y775F)-γSA, PLCγ1-full-length (Bunney et

al., 2012) and PLCγ2-full-length (Everett et al., 2009), totalling to 55 new plasmids.
All constructs - except for the full-length constructs - and their wild-type counterparts
were expressed and purified at least once, but most commonly multiple times in

15N-

labelled and unlabelled forms, yielding 38 different proteins. Constructs with
Y771F,Y775F mutations were also phosphorylated by exposure to FGFR1 kinase.

γSA-constructs for NMR were often perdeuterated. There were also prepared
2H,13C,15N-γSA,

and

2H,13C,15N-(Y771F,Y775F)-phospho-γSA,

13C,15N-(Y771F,Y775F)-phospho-R687W-tandem

13C,15N-R687W-tandem

samples, in addition to the

constructs discussed in Chapter 3. The Y771F,Y775F-substitutions will not be
explicitly mentioned in the following sections; they were used in all phosphoconstructs and in nonphospho-constructs which were compared to phosphoconstructs.

This chapter will begin with an estimation of a stability of the tandem-SH2 mutants
(Section 5.2). Chemical shift analyses will then be used to analyse the changes of

local structure introduced by the mutations (Section 5.3). Following the approach

established in Chapter 4, the impact of the mutations on local and global dynamics,

as well as on interdomain orientation and position, will be investigated (Section 5.4).

Chemical shift analysis of WT and mutant γ-specific array constructs, in both
nonphosphorylated and phosphorylated forms, will be presented in Section 5.5. A

real-time NMR experiment to monitor phosphorylation of tandem-SH2 constructs is

introduced in Section 5.6. This approach will be used to investigate global and
residue-specific Y783 phosphorylation kinetics of WT and R687W-long-tandem
constructs. In order to further assess the functional consequences of the R687W

mutation, the results of a NMR-monitored titration of a catalytic PLCγ1 core construct
into WT and R687W-nonphospho-long-tandem will be discussed in Section 5.7.
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5.2. Stability of tandem-SH2 mutants
During the preparation of these and other samples the suspected lower stability of
the R707Q-tandem construct became evident. High temperature and low salt appear
to promote denaturation and precipitation of this protein. For that reason, it was

necessary to replace the low salt dialysis buffer with Q buffer A and dialyse twice
prior to Q column chromatography (see Section 2.3), in order to avoid obtaining too
low salt condition yet achieving sufficient dialysis.

In order to screen for major instabilities of the mutant SH2 domain structures,

thermal shift assays (differential scanning fluorimetry, Section 2.10) were performed

for nonphosphorylated cSH2 and tandem-SH2 constructs. Figure 5.2 shows the raw
data obtained from these experiments. A single major outlier with respect to the

thermal shift is observed for the R687W-cSH2 construct, most likely due to an
experimental error. Some cSH2 curves give identical thermal shifts, with less
reproducible intensity data.

The melting temperatures obtained from the maximum of the derivative of the
thermal shift curves, not using any fitting function or interpolation, are rather

reproducible and have a very small error (Figure 5.3). In comparison to the WT, the
R707Q mutation clearly destabilizes the cSH2 domain both in isolation and in the
context of the tandem-SH2 domain. A less pronounced destabilization is also

observed for the S729Y mutant. R687W appears to stabilize both the cSH2 and the
tandem-SH2 construct.
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Figure 5.2: Raw data of thermal shift assays estimating construct stability. Sample
concentration: 1 mg/ml. Data set to zero intensity at 30 ˚C.

A: long-tandem-SH2. B: cSH2. A single outlier is spotted for R687W-cSH2. All other curves
were used for further analysis.

A

B
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Figure 5.3: Results of the thermal shift assay analysis. The analysis indicates that
R707Q destabilizes both nonphospho-long-tandem and cSH2. The R687W mutation has a

melting temperature / ˚C

stabilizing effect.
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5.3. Effect of mutations on local tandem-SH2 structure
For nonphospho-R687W-long-tandem and phospho-R687W-long-tandem, 3D HNCA

and HNCO spectra were available to support transfer of backbone resonance
assignments from the respective WT constructs. A substantial number of

assignments could be transferred for both R707Q-nonphospho-long-tandem and

R707Q-phospho-long-tandem even though no 3D spectra were available for these
constructs. Spectra for nonphospho-S729Y-long-tandem and phospho-S729Y-longtandem constructs were recorded, but not analysed further.
Analysis of the R687W-long-tandem constructs

A full chemical shift analysis based on the available HSQC spectra of R687Wnonphospho-long-tandem,

phospho-R687W-tandem

and

the

respective

WT

constructs was performed and will be discussed herein. An overview of residuespecific chemical shift differences between WT and R687W long-tandem-constructs
(nonphospho- and phospho) is shown in Figure 5.4. The cross peak patterns for

nSH2-cSH2 junction residue T660 (Figure 5.5) reveal that R687W might modulate
the nSH2-cSH2 junction structure because the chemical shift perturbation between
the WT-long cross peaks and the respective R687W-long cross peaks is large.

In Chapter 3, two distinct allosteric pathways linking the phosphorylation site Y783
and the nSH2-cSH2 junction were postulated: one via the C-terminal linker and the

other through the β-sheet. Significant chemical shift differences between WT and
R687W constructs can be observed for several residues in the (pre-)C-terminus or in

cSH2 with which the (pre-)C-terminus interacts. These changes, as exemplified for

residue G710 in Figure 5.5, reveal that the (pre-)C-terminus is less strongly bound in

R687W constructs than in WT constructs. The chemical shifts of residues exclusively
belonging to the allosteric through-β-sheet (C-terminal-linker-independent) pathway
are hardly affected by the R687W mutation. This pattern suggests that the R687W

substitution impacts only the structural connection via the C-terminal linker route.
This supposition is corroborated by the observation that the cross peak of the αB

helix member E742; it was established in Section 3.7.5 that the cross peak for this

residue in various constructs is placed on a line between the cross peaks of the
short-pY783-peptide and the phospho-long-tandem construct. The phospho-long-

tandem cross peak position results from the impact of the C-terminal linker
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dependent allosteric pathway and the short-pY783 cross peak results from the
impact of the through-β-sheet (C-terminal-linker-independent) allosteric pathway.

The E742 cross peak is shifted in the R687W constructs away from the phospholong-tandem cross peak towards the short-pY783-peptide cross peak, which
probably means that the "pull" on the nSH2-cSH2 junction by the (pre-)C-terminus is

diminished as a result of the R687W mutation, leading to a weaker contact between
E742 and the nSH2-cSH2 junction.

Residue K743 is also a αB helix member whose WT tandem cross peak position
distribution is comparable to the pattern observed for E742. It was stated previously

(Section 3.6.5) that the nSH2-cSH2 junction probably has little direct impact on this
residue, and a major influence by the pY783-dependent allosteric pathway was

detected. The R687W cross peaks are located on the extension of a vector between

the cross peaks for pY783-short and phospho-long-tandem, rather than between

these two cross peaks. However, the K743 cross peak position for phospho-R687Wlong-tandem is shifted towards the pY783 peptide state when compared with

R687W-nonphospho-long-tandem. This is compatible with a major impact by the
pY783-dependent pathway and loss of the impact of the C-terminal linker dependent
pathway, which has been disrupted by the R687W mutation.

However, it is more challenging to rationalize the chemical shift difference between

R687W-nonphospho-long-tandem and WT-nonphosho-long-tandem for residue

K743. In the R687W mutant it can be observed that the K743 cross peak of R687Wnonphospho-long-tandem displays a strong chemical shift not only towards but even

"beyond" the phospho-long state rather than towards the short-pY783-peptide. The
close spatial proximity between K743 and R687 suggests a direct structural link to

the (pre-)C-terminus via R687, via residue(s) around M750 to residue K743; such a
contact would explain how the presence of the (pre-)C-terminus, nonphosphorylated

or phosphorylated, could modulate the chemical shift environment of K743
independently of a "pull" by the nSH2-cSH2 junction. Cross peaks of other residues
around R687 are strongly C-terminal-linker-dependent, without phosphorylation

having a strong impact on their position, which would be in agreement with this
finding.
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Figure 5.4: Chemical shift perturbation analysis comparing WT with R687W-longtandem constructs.

A: Results for nonphospho- and phospho-long-tandem constructs. phospho-longtandem: red; nonphospho-long-tandem: blue. Only perturbations for the cSH2 domain are
shown because the perturbations in the nSH2 domain are small.

B: Illustration of chemical shift perturbation comparing phospho-long-tandem with
R687W-phospho-long-tandem. Blue: no data. Red: higher perturbation.
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Figure 5.5: Effect of the R687W mutation on internal cSH2 structure. The cross peak
patterns and the structural location of most residues relevant for this analysis are shown.

G710 represents a number of residues which report that the R687W mutation disrupts the
interaction between many C-terminal residues and the cSH2 domain. T660 is a nSH2-cSH2

junction residue; the R687W mutation leads to significant cross peak shifts with respect to
the wildtype constructs. The E742 pattern reports that the R687W weakens the "pull" on the
nSH2-cSH2 junction, which is linked to this αB residue. The blue arrows show how the C-

terminal linker "pulls" on the nSH2-cSH2 junction upon phosphorylation (C-terminal-linker
dependent allosteric pathway, blue arrows in structure scheme). R687W mutants exhibit

major chemical shift perturbations for K743 cross peaks, possibly a result of a structural
connection between the C-terminal linker via the residues around R687 to K743 (pink arrow
in structure scheme). The R687W mutation also leads to large chemical shift perturbations of
residues L673 and E679, probably via modulation of the interaction between these residues
and the C-terminus.
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The structural impact of the C-terminal linker and Y783 phosphorylation on the αA
helix is complex, as described in Section 3.7.6. The R687W mutation modulates

these impacts, as observed for residues L673 and E679. The cross peak of residue

L673 for phospho-long-tandem is located on the extension of a line between the
cross peaks for nonphospho-WT-long-tandem and phospho-WT-long tandem. A

similar observation can be made for residue E679; however, in this particular case
the R687W-long cross peaks almost superpose with the respective WT-short cross
peaks rather than with the WT-long cross peaks, indicating that R687W disrupts C-

terminal linker binding severely, in this particular position mimicking C-terminal linker
deletion.

It can be concluded that the mutation R687W modulates the interaction between
pre-C-terminus/C-terminal linker and cSH2 domain. For many residues, this

modulation can be interpreted as a disruption, leading to a loss of the impact of the
C-terminal-linker-dependent allosteric pathway on the nSH2-cSH2 junction. A C-

terminal-linker-dependent structural connection between the phosphorylation site to
residue K743 in the αB helix is still possible. Overall, the R687W mutation is thought

to modulate the nSH2-cSH2 junction structure by shifting the balance between
different allosteric pathways connecting the Y783 phosphorylation site to the nSH2cSH2 junction.

Analysis of the R707Q-long-tandem constructs

The analysis of R707Q constructs was not exhaustive. It is observed that the R707Q

substitution, which is spatially close to residue R687, disrupts the interaction
between the C-terminal linker and the cSH2 domain to a greater extent than R687.

For example, this can be observed for residue G710; the cross peak positions of this
residue do not change upon phosphorylation in the R707Q construct, indicating that

it does not interact with the (pre-)C-terminus. The cross peak position of nSH2-

cSH2-junction residue T660 in the R707Q-long construct is also hardly influenced by
phosphorylation and identical to that in WT-nonphospho-long.
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5.4. Effect of mutations on dynamics and domain arrangement of
tandem-SH2

5.4.1. Relaxation data
For the phospho-R687W-long construct, 1H,15N-NOE data,
600 MHz, as well as

15N

T1 and

15N

15N

T1 and

15N

T2 data at

T2 data at 950 MHz data, were recorded and

processed. A 1H,15N-NOE data set recorded for the phospho-R707Q-long construct
was of insufficient S/N for further analysis.

All relaxation data for phospho-R687W-long (≈28.5 kDa) are shown in Figure 5.6.

The expected average R2/R1 ratio for a spherical protein of 28.5 kDa is estimated as

23.1 at 600 MHz (from standards) (Rossi et al., 2010). The actual average R2/R1
ratio at 600 MHz is 25.8, which is virtually identical to the value for WT (25.9) and
close to the value expected for a globular protein of this size.

A comparison of the 1H,15N-NOE data of phospho-WT-long with phospho-R687Wlong shows that phospho-R687W-long displays a slightly higher degree of mobility
for residues which are part of the (pre-)C-terminus (Figure 5.6A).
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Figure 5.6: Relaxation data of phospho-R687W-long tandem, compared with phosphoWT-long.

A: 1H,15N-NOE data. 1H,15N-NOEs for the (pre-)C-terminal residues of R687W are generally
smaller than the respective WT data, indicating higher mobility. Data were recorded at 600
MHz.

B: R2/R1 ratios. Data recorded at 600 MHz are in the same order of magnitude for R687W
and WT constructs.
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5.4.2. Solution structure of phospho-R687W-long-tandem and
phospho-R707Q-long-tandem

RDC data from phospho-R687W-long and phospho-R707Q-long samples aligned

with Otting media were obtained from IPAP spectra. RDC data are listed in
Supplemental Table B.6.

For both phospho-R707Q-long and phospho-R687W-long-tandem it was attempted
to determine relative SH2 domain orientation was created using the approach
introduced in Section 4.5.5.

The solution structure model of phospho-R707Q-long could not be found as the
Monte Carlo calculations did not converge. At this point, only the structural instability
which is observed for constructs with the R707Q mutation (Section 5.2) can sensibly
rationalise a reduction of autoinhibition.

The results for the calculations with Xplor-NIH and the back-calculations with Module

can be found in Table 5.1 and Supplemental Table B.5. The relative SH2 domain
orientations in phospho-R687W-long and phospho-WT-long are different (Figure
5.7). There is a high degree of uncertainty about the specific relative domain

positions in phospho-R687W-long, but they are similar to short-tandem. An
imbalanced impact of the allosteric pathways on the nSH2-cSH2 junction probably

leads to this change of orientation. It is worthwhile to note in this context that the
mean R2/R1 ratio for phospho-R687W-tandem is virtually identical to the ratio
recorded for the corresponding WT construct, suggesting that the SH2 domains in
phospho-R687W-tandem are rigidly connected.
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Figure 5.7: Relative SH2 domain orientation in R687W-phospho-long-tandem,

compared to nonphospho-long-tandem and short-tandem. The structural models of the
representative structures are shown (domain positions not refined), together with three-

vector representations of the relative SH2 orientation. One-vector representations of the

relative domain orientations are shown for all calculated structures belonging to the group of

the depicted model to illustrate the uncertainties of the models. The relative SH2 domain
orientation in R687W-phospho-long-tandem is clearly different from the orientation

calculated for nonphospho-long-tandem and between the orientation calculated for
nonphospho-long-tandem and short-tandem.
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Table 5.1: Xplor-NIH calculations of the relative domain orientation in R687W-

phospho-tandem-SH2 construct and validating recalculations with Module. Xplor-NIH
calculations yielded multiple structures which were grouped. The structure closest to the
average (in terms of relative domain orientation) was chosen as the "model" representing the
group (one line in the table = one domain of one model). This model was then aligned with

the nSH2 domain of a reference structure (4FBN) and used as an input for a Module
calculation with a Monte Carlo simulation for error estimation. All results labelled "Xpl." refer

to the values for the chosen representative model from the Xplor-NIH calculation. All results

labelled "Mod." refer to results from the Module calculation. Data points: Number of RDC
data points used in the Xplor-NIH calculation. The relative domain orientation and its error

were calculated from all structures within each group resulting from the Xplor-NIH
calculations (average and standard deviation). Lower angular values mean that this structure

is similar to the 4FBN crystal structure. Da: magnitude of the alignment tensor; Aa: axial
component of the alignment tensor; Rh: rhombicity. Alignment tensor orientation: If the

Xplor-NIH model is valid, the angles for both nSH2 and cSH2 should be similar. χ² and R-inf
values are obtained from experimental and back-calculated values of the initial fit (Module)
and of the representative model (Xplor-NIH). Additional data about the statistics of the XplorNIH calculation can be found in Supplemental Table B.5.

Model chosen to be the representative model: Model 3 (based on low angular values of the
relative domain orientation, statistics and similarity with short-tandem).
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5.5. NMR spectra and backbone resonance assignments of
γ-specific array constructs

It was found that many cross peaks observed for individual domain constructs
cannot be observed in HSQC spectra of γ-specific array constructs recorded at 25 ˚C
(Figure 5.8A). This applies particularly to cross peaks belonging to tandem-SH2.

Some cross peaks belonging to spPH residues and many belonging to SH3 domain

are clearly resolved. Raising the temperature changes the situation, leading to the
appearance of cross peaks belonging to residues all over the γ-specific array,

including tandem-SH2. Transient interactions between spPH and tandem-SH2 were
reported previously as introduced in section 1.4. This suggests that the absence of

tandem-SH2 cross peaks and the low cross peak heights of residues belonging to
spPH is a result of the long correlation times of these γSA sections due to the
relatively high overall effective molecular weight of the intact γSA.

Overlaying the WT spectra of the individual WT domains with that for γSA recorded
at 35 ˚C (Figure 5.8B) reveals that the internal structure of the individual domains
remains largely unchanged in the context of the γ-specific array.
15N-HSQC

or TROSY spectra were recorded at 34-35 ˚C for the nonphospho-γ-

specific array WT construct and for various mutants (S520F, R707Q, S729Y,
R687W, L868F, L871P). Not all spectra had good S/N ratios; it was not possible to
obtain data for R707Q-nonphospho-γ-SA with satisfactory quality.

Comparison of WT-nonphospho-γSA with R687W-nonphospho-γSA does not show
major structural difference between these two constructs (Figure 5.8C). However,

closer inspection of the spectra reveals that the chemical shift differences between
R687W and WT, which were observed in nonphospho-long-tandem constructs for
residues in the C-terminal linker, can also be observed in the respective
nonphospho-long-γSA constructs. The presence of the S520F mutation in the spPH

leads to chemical shift perturbation of residues belonging to the spPH domain, when
comparing nonphospho-long-γSA spectra of WT and S520F constructs.

The phosphorylation of the γ-specific array was possible at 25 ˚C, but not at higher

temperatures. In initial phosphorylation attempts, the effect of the presence of Mg2+
(required for kinase activity) on the spectrum was underestimated. After establishing
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a protocol to phosphorylate the γ-specific array and remove Mg2+, SOFAST or
TROSY spectra of L871P, E650Q and S520F mutants of phospho-long-γSA were
recorded. The E650Q mutant is considered to be very similar to WT.

The S/N ratios of the spectra of these phospho-γSA constructs were generally not
very high, and it is uncertain whether phosphorylation was complete in all cases.
Comparison

of

nonphospho-

and

phospho-SA

spectra

shows

that

Y783

phosphorylation appears to mostly impact on residues in the cSH2 section (Figure

5.9A). The quality of the spectra is sufficient to analyse the cross peak for the Cterminal linker residue G777 (Figure 5.9B). It becomes apparent that the cross peak
patterns observed for the nonphosphorylated and phosphorylated WT and mutant

construct in the γ-SA spectra are identical to that which was observed in the tandemSH2 context.
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Figure 5.8: NMR spectra of nonphospho-γ-specific array construct. A: The spectra of
individual subconstructs are shown alongside the γSA spectrum. Only SH3 and some spPH
cross peaks can be transferred to γSA at 25 ˚C, here demonstrated for nonphospho-S520F-

long. Other cross peaks are missing. B: Most cross peaks are visible and can be transferred
from the individual subconstruct spectra at 36 ˚C. C: Comparison of WT-nonphospho-γ-

specific array with respective R687W and S520W mutant constructs, recorded at 34 ˚C. The

R687W mutation appears to mostly modulate cross peaks of cSH2 residues; some

examples are shown in the inset. This is in agreement with the observations made for the
respective tandem-SH2 constructs. The S520F mutation mostly leads to chemical shift
perturbation of other spPH residues
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Figure 5.9: Chemical shift perturbation analysis of phospho-γ-specific array
constructs.

A: HSQC spectra of nonphospho- and phospho-S520F-γ-specific array, recorded at
25 ˚C. Significant chemical shift differences between the two constructs appear to be limited
to residues which belong to the cSH2 domain.

B: Cross peaks of residue G777 in various γ-specific array constructs. Recorded at
different conditions (TROSY, HSQC, SOFAST); other cross peaks in these spectra could be
aligned regardless, therefore a qualitative analysis is possible. The cross peak pattern of

WT- and R687W-tandem constructs resembles the observations made for the respective

tandem-SH2 constructs. spPH mutant S520F does not give G777 cross peaks which differ
from WT. spPH mutant L871P surprisingly weakens the interaction between G777 and

cSH2, similar to R687W. Spectra have been recorded at various wavelengths (700 MHz,
950 MHz); experiments have been repeated at 950 MHz by the time of writing.
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The cross peaks of SH3 residues V796 and A798, which are members of the β-sheet

in spPH, become invisible after Y783 phosphorylation. This suggests a change of

correlation time of the SH3 domain upon phosphorylation. SH3 is thought to be
rather flexibly linked to the γ-specific array in nonphospho-γSA. It is no surprise that

tandem-SH2 C-terminus binding and a reduction in nSH2-cSH2 junction flexibility
would reduce the mobility of SH3 in the context of the γ-specific array, as it would
effectively be "pulled" into the main body of the array by the pY783-peptide region
when binds to the cSH2 domain.

In the L871P mutant, the spPH / SH3-spPH-linker residue L871 appears to disrupt
the interaction between G777 and the cSH2 domain in a similar manner as R687W

does: the G777 crosspeaks for the nonphospho- and the phospho-form of the L871P

mutant construct are shifted towards the "unbound" form, in the same manner as it
can be observed for the R687W mutant (Figure 5.9B). The spatial proximity of the Cterminal linker and the spPH domain could, for example, allow for direct interactions
between the SH3-spPH tether and the C-terminal linker in tandem-SH2.
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5.6. Real-time NMR experiments to monitor phosphorylation

progress of wildtype and R687W mutant tandem-SH2 constructs

5.6.1. Experimental approach
In previous real-time phosphorylation events, site-specific real-time NMR analysis

focussed on analysing the kinetics or the order of multiple phosphorylation events.
This can lead to site-specific population differences (Theillet et al., 2013).

An approach to study FGFR kinase-dependent phosphorylation of nonphospho-longtandem in real time by NMR was developed in this work (Figures 5.10 and 5.11). It

was found that phosphorylation speed is sufficiently slow at very low (e.g. 193 nM)

FGFR kinase concentrations for this approach. FGFR1-3p kinase was expressed
and purified for this purpose as described in Section 3.6.1.

The purpose of these experiments was to test whether any significant changes in

phosphorylation speed caused by R687W mutation can be observed. It turned out to
be challenging to find conditions at which the phosphorylation is sufficiently slow for

obtaining sufficient signal to noise, but not too slow in terms of remaining instrument
time. In order to optimize the balance between time resolution and signal/noise,
multiple SOFAST spectra (2 scans) were recorded and then added at a later stage;
adding more scans would reduce time resolution but enhance signal/noise.

Some datasets resulting from too fast phosphorylation were not suited for detailed
analysis, but they were sufficient to confirm that repetition of the identical experiment

for a specific sample gives identical results, for each residue within the error which is
defined by the noise level of the individual spectra.

Relatively pronounced chemical shifts were promoted by addition of Mg2+, but not by
ATP or FGFR kinase. It was necessary to perform Mg2+ titrations in order to confirm
cross peak positions. Some reference experiments (nonphospho-long-tandem),

before starting phosphorylation, were recorded without Mg2+. Mg2+ might also
modulate the intensity of the reference cross peaks, therefore some reference data
sets could not be used.
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Figure 5.10: Real-time NMR experiments to monitor phosphorylation progress of
tandem-SH2 constructs. This kinase assays allows us to observe the effect of pY783

phosphorylation in real time. Addition of Magnesium leads to peak shifts which have to be

taken into account. After start of phosphorylation, peaks exclusively belonging to phospholong-tandem begin to appear why peaks belonging to nonphosho-long-tandem disappear.
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Figure 5.11: Real-time kinase assay of WT tandem-SH2. The heights of isolated
phospho-peaks in cSH2 are monitored.
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Datasets for WT-tandem-SH2 and R687W-tandem-SH2 recorded under identical

conditions could be recorded. These datasets could also be used to investigate

potential residue-specific effects. In order to verify the observations, a second
R687W-tandem-SH2 recorded at extremely low phosphorylation speed was used.
The very low phosphorylation speed was caused by adding only trace amounts of
Mg2+.

Enzymatic reactions following Michaelis-Menten kinetics can be approximated by

first order kinetics (with respect to substrate concentration) for substrate

concentrations which are low in relation to Km (Theillet et al., 2013). At higher
substrate concentrations the reaction follows a more complex kinetics, which is
between zero and first order with respect to the substrate concentration. However,

the purpose of these experiments is to monitor populations rather than analyse
specific details of enzyme function (which would require multiple experiments at

different enzyme concentration). Therefore, simple exponential fits which return rate

constants are appropriate to describe population changes, as long as they fit the
data sufficiently.

5.6.2. Observation of nonphospho- and phospho-long-tandem-SH2
populations in real time

In

order

to

monitor

the

population

of

nonphospho-long-tandem,

isolated

nonphospho-long-tandem cross peaks, which do not overlap with phospho-long-

tandem cross peaks, were summed and plotted over time. It is possible to fit the
nonphospho-long-tandem population over time to a simple exponential decay for

both the WT and the R687W construct (Figure 5.12A). More data points are
available for R687W, which confirm that this fit function is appropriate. The average

decay constant for R687W is slightly larger than for WT. In a two-state model where
the reaction speed is controlled by the very low concentration of FGFR kinase, the
transition from the nonphospho structure to the phospho-structure is expected to be

very fast when compared to the overall reaction speed. Therefore, this observation
suggests that the R687W mutation changes the phosphorylation speed of PLCγ1 by
FGFR kinase.
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Monitoring phospho-long-tandem in a similar manner yields a result which is similar

in quality, but the effect appears to be more pronounced (Figure 5.12B). It is of
interest to look at this difference in more detail. Adding the normalized fit curves of

the nonphospho and the phospho-form is expected to always give a sum of 1
(fraction of nonphospho- plus fraction of phospho) if the two-state model is correct.

Also, the fraction of molecules in nonphospho-state or in phospho-state should be

equal for all residues, as potential residue-specific delays in transition to phospho-

long-tandem are very short when compared to the timescale of the experiment. In
order to simulate whether the fit results agree with a two-state model, the normalized
and averaged fit functions of nonphospho- and phospho-long-tandem were added for

WT and R687W (Figures 5.12C and Figure 5.12D):. It can be observed that the

sums are not equal to one, suggesting the presence of a long-living intermediate
state.

In order to analyse this further, absolute rather than normalized peak heights were

taken into account. The average peak height for residues which were tracked for
both the nonphospho- and the phospho cross peak of WT and R687 was summed
and plotted (Figures 5.12E and 5.12F). It can be observed that the gain in overall
peak height upon phosphorylation is rather dramatic. This plot is model-free and

therefore also serves as a confirmation that the phosphorylation speed for WT is
slower than for R687W.

The internal structure of the nSH2 domain is not affected by phosphorylation.
Structural changes which change the overall tumbling of the domain are expected,
however. There also has been observed a weak dimerization tendency of

nonphospho-long-tandem, but not for phospho-long-tandem. The dimerisation
tendency leads to an overall drop in peak height due to a higher correlation time;

therefore, the phosphorylated construct including its nSH2 domain is expected to
give higher peak intensities (see also Section 4.4.2). Plotting the relative change of
peak heights for the nSH2 domain of WT and R687W reveals that this gain in peak

height is pronounced, but appears to occur rather late (Figure 5.12G). The average
side chain peak intensities (from 20 cross peaks which are highest in intensity within
the side chain area of the SOFAST spectra) drop; this also occurs with a delay.

Comparing the normalized average peak height time courses for cSH2-phosphotandem residues with nSH2 residues (Figure 5.12H) shows that the cSH2-phospho239

Figure 5.12: Observation of overall nonphospho-long- and phospho-long-tandem
populations in real time. Black: WT; red: R687W.

A: Peak height sum of isolated nonphospho-long-peaks over time, experimental data
and fit; normalized with the parameters obtained from the fit function.

B: Peak height sum of isolated phospho-long-peaks over time, experimental data and
fit; not normalized.

C/D: Normalized nonphospho (from panel A) and phospho (from panel B) average

peak height fit functions and their sum (C: WT, D: R687W). The sum would be expected
to be always 1 in the absence of any long-living intermediate species.
E/F: Model-free

absolute

peak

height

averages

of

isolated

crosspeaks

for

nonphospho- and phospho-cross peaks (E: WT, F: R687W). Identical residues were
selected for all curves in panel E and F. "Sum" refers to the sum of nonphospho- and
phospho-peak height averages.
phosphorylation.

R687W phosphorylation is clearly faster than WT

G: Relative nSH2 and side chain peak height averages over time. Side chain peak
heights: relative to the initial side chain peak height; nSH2 peak heights: height increase in
% as compared to the heights at t=0.

H: Detection of an intermediate state by comparing average peak height residues of

phospho-specific peaks in cSH2 with relative peak height increase of nSH2 residues.
nSH2 peak heights increase with a delay. R687W gets phosphorylated faster than WT.
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tandem residues report faster on phosphorylation than the nSH2 cross peaks. This
suggests that there exists a (very) long-living intermediate state which does not have

the tumbling properties of phospho-long-tandem leading to higher peak intensities in
nSH2.

Simple intra-domain conformational changes which are considered slow happen

usually at a time scale of micro- or milliseconds. This would not be visible in the
real-time experiment performed herein, as it is performed over several hours with a

resolution of 14 minutes (calculated from multiple spectra each of which was
recorded within 90 seconds). It is therefore difficult at this point to predict the exact

nature of the apparently extremely long-living intermediate state, suggesting the
necessity of a rare intermolecular event to proceed to the final state. Alternatively,

the presence of extremely slow processes due to the presence of a complex

allosteric mechanism which might require the (pre-)C-terminus to be transiently
bound to the cSH2 domain in a manner which occurs rarely.
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5.6.3. The presence of site-specific effects supports the presence
of an intermediate state

There is only a single site which can be phosphorylated and initially, a two-state-

model (nonphospho- and phospho-long-tandem) was assumed to be appropriate. All
residues of a single molecule would be expected to be equally in either in the

nonphospho- or in the phospho-state because of the timescale of this real-time

experiment; different residues would report on a phosphorylation event with an equal

speed. Therefore it was suggested by others that the kinetic data obtained from the
cross peaks of various residues can be averaged to obtain information of the
phosphorylation speed of a specific site (Theillet et al., 2013).

Fitting the nonphospho-specific cross peaks of WT and R687W-tandem-SH2 to a
simple exponential decay return good fits (Figure 5.13A-G), but the decay constants
are not identical for all residues. There are also differences between WT and R687W

observed for some residues. In order to assess the validity of these results, a modelfree analysis distinguishing between "early" and "late" intensity changes was
performed (Figure 5.13H).

The data suggest that the nonphospho cross peak of residue 781 disappears faster

than the cross peaks of the other residues. The decay constants for nonphospho
cross peaks of residues L673, G689 and G710 appear to be low in WT, but higher in
R687W.

A larger number of phospho-long-tandem-specific cross peaks was available for a
similar type of analysis (Figures 5.11, 5.14). The peak fits were used for

normalization as 100% phosphorylation state was not achieved within experimental

time (Figure 5.14A-C). It becomes apparent that some residues are poorly
represented by an exponential function. In the normalized graphs, the peak heights

for residues 673 and 689 stick out because they appear to increase slower and in a
non-exponential fashion in the WT case. This is not visible for R687W. The phospholong-tandem cross peak representing residue G781 increases faster than the other

cross peaks, which is consistent with the observation for nonphospho-long-tandem.
The result is further corroborated by the model-free (no exponential function) peak
height analysis in Figure 5.14D.
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Figure 5.13: Observation of residue-specific nonphospho-long-populations in real
time.

A-G: Analysis using exponential fits. The peak heights of nonphospho-long-specific cross

peaks are monitored over time. Experimental data and exponential fits are shown for the WT
and for the R687W construct.

H: Model-free analysis of peak heights. This analysis returns the peak height change ratio
of two time bins (height change "early" in the experiments vs. height change "late" in the
experiment). Errors are calculated from noise levels.
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Figure 5.14: Observation of residue-specific phospho-long-populations in real time.

A-C: Analyses using exponential fits (A/B: WT; C: R687W). Fits were used for
normalization, but are not shown. It can be observed that some residues clearly do not follow
an exponential curve (WT - L673; WT - G689).

D: Model-free analysis of peak heights. This analysis returns the peak height change ratio
of two time bins (height change "early" in the experiments vs. height change "late" in the

experiment). Errors are calculated from noise levels. This analysis does not permit for a
direct comparison of WT with R687W data. It can, for example, be observed that the WTphospho-peak for residue G777 increases significantly faster than the WT-phospho-peak for
residue L673.
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5.6.4. Summary and discussion of real-time phosphorylation
experiments

Different lines of evidence point to the presence of an intermediate state. A general

analysis of residues in the cSH2 domain revealed that the speed at which
nonphospho cross peaks disappear is not matching the speed at which phospho
cross peaks appear. Taking into account the intensity changes of cross peaks

representing nSH2 residues reveals that their relative peak height increase occurs
with a large delay. In the WT case, the curve has an almost sigmoidal shape; this

seems to be mirrored by a decay of side chain peak intensities. Side chains would
be expected to be less sensitive to global changes of correlation time, but very
sensitive to specific interactions.

On the residue-specific level, the "nonphospho-state" vanishes faster for G781 than
for example for residues L673 and G689. Similar observation can be made for the
phospho-state of these residues. In a two-state model, no residue-specific
differences would have been expected.

These results point to the presence of a very long-living intermediate state.

It is important to consider whether this intermediate state is likely to be tandem-SH2
alone or in tandem-SH2 complex with another protein (another tandem-SH2
molecule, FGFR kinase or FGFR kinase dimer). The state cannot represent a FGFR

kinase-bound nonphosphorylated state because FGFR kinase concentration is so
low that its presence would hardly have an impact on the nonphospho-long-tandem
population which is not bound to FGFR kinase. It is important to note that any large,

long-living complex would be NMR-invisible; the intermediate state is in the given
case rather visible, as residues are differentially affected by the formation of this
state: Any protein which joins a large protein complex would lose almost all cross
peak intensity.

It is therefore very likely that this state is a phosphorylated state already. "Fastreacting" residue 781 is rather close to the phosphorylation site, while "slow-reacting"

residue 689 and 673 are more distant. It appears likely that 781 is one of the first

residues reacting on a phosphorylation as it is part of the phosphopeptide region

which binds to the cSH2 domain. A nonphosphorylated intermediate state which
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differs from the educt state without FGFR kinase being bound is not feasible. FGFR
kinases are not expected to induce such structural changes.

The average nSH2 peak heights change relatively late, indicating that the

phosphorylated intermediate state still has a small propensity to dimerize. This, the
residue-specific observations and the observation that the side chain peak intensities

also appear to drop late suggest that the intermediate state is similar to the
nonphospho-state and precedes the previously observed large interdomain changes.

An intramolecular mechanism describing the transition from the intermediate state to
the final phospho-state could be very slow due to the complexity of the C-terminal tail
interaction with the cSH2 domain and due to the inter-domain orientation change.

However, even a very slow intramolecular mechanism would be expected to happen
on the timescale of minutes. Also, a very slow step like this would also be slow at

high kinase concentrations; a minute-long delay of phospho-product formation could,

however, not be observed for experiments which were performed at higher kinase
concentrations.

Therefore, the presence of the intermediate state can only be explained by the

presence of intermolecular interactions. A continuous interaction of the intermediate

state with FGFR kinase cannot be the origin of difference between the intermediate
phospho-state and the final phospho-state, as there is not much FGFR kinase in

solution; a very long-living product-enzyme complex like this would not contribute
significantly to the NMR signal. Also, the koff of FGFR kinase might be high, but it
would be very unexpected to find a koff in the minute range. Transient interactions
with FGFR kinase are, however, well possible. Those interactions could stabilize the
intermediate state, for example by repeatedly interacting with the (pre-)C-terminus.
Such a stabilization would only be feasible if a potential intramolecular structural

change of the intermediate phosphorylated state to the final state is slow enough to

not happen much faster than repeated stabilizing kinase-PLCγ interactions. An
alternative/extended model would consider a role of FGFR kinase in enabling the

transition from the intermediate state to the product state. The transition from the
educt to the product state involves major interdomain interactions; it is possible that

these changes occur only in the phosphorylated state and with the FGFR kinase
bound. The interdomain reorientation might be facilitated by phosphorylation but not

quick enough to occur while the FGFR kinase is bound. If the FGFR kinase
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dissociation occurs statistically quicker than these changes, then the second step
from the intermediate to the product phospho-state would be slowed down
dramatically. It cannot be ruled out that this mechanism also depends on the
presence of FGFR kinase monomer or dimer.

The differences between R687W and WT have an impact on the peak height

changes of both nonphospho and phospho-construct. It is of interest to understand

which of the steps, either the phosphorylation step to the intermediate phosphostate, or the second step to the final product, would be modulated by this mutation.
As the impact of the mutation on the speed of phospho-peak height changes

appears to be higher, it can be inferred that R687W most likely speeds up the
transition from the intermediate state to the final phospho-state.

It also can be

observed that the speed of peak height changes of residue 781 upon

phosphorylation is not or only hardly modulated by the R687W mutation, while the
impact on residue 673 is larger. The location of the mutation, together with the
observations from chemical shift analyses (Section 5.3), corroborate the conclusion

that R687W is most likely enhancing the complex transition from the intermediate
phospho-state to the final phospho-state.

An enhancement of phospho-long-tandem-formation by speeding up a very slow,
kinase-dependent allosteric mechanism would be equivalent to an augmentation of

the FGFR kinase activation signal which is not triggered by enhanced FGFR kinase
recruitment. The affinity of R687W phospho-long-tandem to FGFR kinase would not
necessarily be lower than the affinity to WT.

These experiments will have to be repeated, preferably at various concentrations (to

possibly also reveal concentration dependencies) so that it can be confirmed that the
observed effects are not artefacts or results of other complex phenomena which

have not been understood. The presence of a long-living intermediate state would
probably be very unexpected, while a higher phosphorylation speed in R687Wmutated tandem-constructs would not be unexpected; a higher availability of the Cterminus could lead to a higher kon rate or a lower koff rate of FGFR kinase.
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5.7. Autoinhibitory interaction of tandem-SH2 with the PLCγ core
It has been described previously (Bunney et al., 2012) that the S729Y mutation is

activating by disrupting the autoinhibitory interface between the cSH2 domain and

the core. NMR titration experiments of the cSH2 domain with the PLCγ core and
mutation studies were used to map an interaction interface on both core and cSH2
domain. Core binding to the cSH2 domain does not only affect surface residues,
therefore the identification of interacting residues on cSH2 is not unambiguous.

It is of interest whether the cSH2 mutations R707Y and R687W are activating for a

similar reason. Inspecting the putative autoinhibitory interaction surface area on
cSH2 suggests that both R707Q and R687W, which are spatially very close to each
other, could hardly be any further away from the autoinhibitory interface.

R707Q is thought to destabilize the cSH2 domain. It could thereby indirectly disrupt

the autoinhibitory interface. However, in core titration experiments, this effect would

not necessarily be evident as the unfolded version of the cSH2 domain, which

cannot form an autoinhibitory interface with the core, would have a different NMR
spectrum which is not immediately accessible for analysis.

Due to limited availability of unlabelled PLCγ1 core, which was remaining from a

previous study (provided by Tom Bunney), titration experiments with the core were
only performed for WT, R687W and S729Y nonphospho-long-tandem-SH2constructs. Specifically, it was decided to record 2D spectra at 0 mol% and 20 mol%

core only to maximise signal to noise. The WT construct was recorded at two

different concentrations (using to separately produced samples) in order to evaluate

the precision of this method and to test for a potential confounding effect stemming
from the concentration-dependent dimerization propensity of tandem-SH2.

S729Y-nonphopsho-tandem was generally not observed to be particularly prone to

precipitation in previous experiments. However, adding core to tandem-SH2 S729Y
led to immediate precipitation. This suggests that any interaction of S729Y with the
core might lead to an unstable structure which is prone to precipitation.
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Titration of 20 mol% core into nonphospho-WT-tandem clearly revealed interaction
between tandem-SH2 and the core (Figure 5.15). Site-specific quantification of this

interaction reveals that peak intensities of residues in the cSH2 domain (less so in

the C-terminal tail of this domain) are generally strongly reduced. This can be
explained by an increased correlation time due to the interaction with the core. The
intensities of cross peaks in the nSH2 domain and the (pre-)C-terminus are less

strongly reduced, indicating some inter-domain flexibility and some flexibility of the
(pre)C-terminus.

Identical

observations

were

made

for

both

tandem-SH2

concentrations, indicating that tandem-SH2 dimerization does not confound the
results of this experiment.

Data for R687W (Figure 5.15) show a similar pattern but either indicate identical or

enhanced interaction with the core. Uncertainties about the actual concentration of

the R687W sample, effectively giving a core concentration of 20-33%, led to a large

overall error when comparing these data to wildtype (Figure 5.15; more comments
see section 2.5.10). Even when allowing for a large error, it turns out that the results

only allow for two scenarios: 1) Core interaction with the cSH2 domain of R687Wtandem-SH2 is identical to wild type; the pre-(C-terminus) is more decoupled in

R687W. 2) Core interaction with the cSH2 domain of R687W-tandem-SH2 is slightly
enhanced; the pre-(C-terminus) is more decoupled in R687W but ultimately gives the

same peak heights as in WT. The first scenario is clearly much more likely as there
is no other structural or functional indication of an autoinhibition enhancement by the

R687W mutation. The (pre-)C-terminus is thought to be bound less strongly in the
R687W mutant, which is in line with the results described herein.

S729Y data were thought to be a negative control as it represents no or

compromised interaction with the core; this would have been useful to estimate the

significance of any observed disruption of the autoinhibitory interface by R687W.
However, no such disruption has been observed. This conclusion holds up despite
the fact that S729Y data could not be obtained.

In summary, the data show that the R687W mutation does not disrupt the

autoinhibitory interface. They also suggest that the (pre-)C-terminus in R687W is
less strongly coupled to the cSH2 domain (without pre-C-terminus) than in WT.
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Figure 5.15: Titration of WT- and R687W-nonphospho-long-tandem with PLC core. A:
Residue-specific peak intensity loss upon addition of 20 mol% core. Intensity is
calculated as the ratio of peak height with (20 mol%) vs. without PLC core (notes on

normalization see text). B: Region- and construct-specific intensity loss upon addition
of 20 mol% core. The values are averaged values from panel A. The intensity drop is
largest for the globular part (660-755) of the cSH2 domain and smallest for the C-terminus.
The error of the R687W concentration and the average peak height ratio is large; the yellow

diamonds mark the most likely value. The results suggest that the R687W mutation does not

change the interaction with the core, but weakens the interaction between the C-terminus
and the cSH2 domain.
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5.8. Summary
Thermal shift assays suggest that R707Q might destabilize cSH2 and tandem-SH2.

The cSH2 domain usually autoinhibits the catalytic core; unfolding cSH2 releases
autoinhibition (similar to deletion mutants). This would explain why the R707Q
mutation is activating. In contrast, R687W appears to stabilize cSH2.

Chemical shift analysis of R687 mutant constructs revealed that this mutation
changes nSH2-cSH2 junction by disrupting and modulating the interaction between
the (pre-)C-terminus and the cSH2 domain. A phosphorylation-independent,

C-terminal-linker-dependent allosteric pathway might also be modulated. C-terminal-

linker-independent, pY783-peptide dependent allosteric communication appears to

be unchanged. This probably results in a modulation of nSH2-cSH2 junction
structure.

R2/R1 ratios recorded for phospho-R687W-long-tandem suggest that the two SH2
domains are rigidly linked in this construct, as it was also observed for phospho-WT-

long-tandem. Relaxation data for phospho-R687W-long-tandem were combined with

RDC data to model relative domain orientation and position. The resulting solution
structure is rather different from the respective WT model. Based on these data,

R687W could be activating by modulating the domain orientation and position in

R687W upon phosphorylation. Especially due to the rigidity of the nSH2-cSH2
junction after phosphorylation, such an orientation change could change the γspecific array domain arrangement in or the overall stability of the γ-specific array,
which could enhance FGFR1 kinase release, or (less likely) release of autoinhibition.

RDC data also were recorded to model the relative SH2 domain orientation in

phospho-R707Q-long-tandem, which turns out to be identical to nonphospho-WTlong-tandem. This finding alone would not be compatible with the activating
character of the R707Q mutation. Rather than specific structural changes general
structural disruption and instability of the cSH2 domain is the most likely reason for
why the R707Q mutation is activating.

Due to the high correlation times of tandem-SH2 and to some extent the spPH
domains, γ-specific array spectra of nonphospho-constructs were better analysed at

higher temperature (35 ˚C) rather than at room temperature. It can be observed that
R687W weakens the interaction between the C-terminus and the cSH2 not only in
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the tandem-SH2 construct, but also in context of the γ-specific array. Only a limited
amount of phospho-γ-specific array spectra were available; phospho-γ-specific array

construct appear to be rather unstable and had to be recorded at lower temperature
(25 ˚C). The C-terminal linker generally binds stronger to the cSH2 domain upon

phosphorylation, which was also observed for tandem-SH2 constructs. It is observed
that the spPH mutation L871P, but not S520F has a structural impact on the C-

terminal linker. Phosphorylation also appears to reduce the peak heights of some

SH3 residues, suggesting that C-terminus binding and relative domain reorientation
might reduce the SH3 mobility.

Real-time NMR experiments to monitor phosphorylation of tandem-SH2 constructs

by FGFR1 kinase were developed, based on peak height sums of nonphospho-longtandem and phospho-long-tandem populations as well as on residue-specific

analyses. It was found that Y783 phosphorylation first returns a long-living
intermediate state which then proceeds to the final phosphorylated state which has

been characterized in this work. The R687W mutation appears to speed up
phosphorylation, which is an alternative explanation for the high activity of R687W

mutants. The real-time NMR experiments will need repetition, potentially at a
different tandem construct concentration.

Titrations of WT and R687W samples with catalytic PLCγ core showed that R687W

does not directly disrupt the autoinhibition interface between cSH2 and the PLCγ
core.
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6. Customized methodological approaches to address
challenges in studies of PLCγ1 and PLCγ1/FGFR
complexes
6.1. Introduction

A variety of experimental, computational and analytical methods is used in this work.

In several places of this thesis, commonly applied methods, especially related to
data processing, have been modified. This chapter aims to discuss some
methodological aspects of this thesis.

The possibility to extend the structural studies on PLCγ1 to the full-length PLCγ1

structure and to full-length PLCγ1/FGFR1 is explored in section 6.2. These
preliminary studies aim to explore and address some methodological challenges in

an approach to combine models from different sources using SAXS and negative
stain electron microscopy data.

NMR spectroscopy plays a particularly large role in this work. Modifications of pulse-

sequences have not been part of this thesis; however, the theory of NMR
experiments - including physical background and pulse sequences, is particularly

important for an NMR spectroscopist. As an example of the methodological and

theoretical aspects behind the work of this thesis, I provide an account of RDCs in
Section 6.3.

During the backbone resonance assignment process but also in context of real-time
NMR experiments, the possibility to merge 2D and 3D datasets to enhance S/N was

explored. Details of a procedure to merge 3D datasets for backbone resonance
assignment are discussed in Section 6.4.
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6.2. A combined approach to elucidate the solution structure of
PLCγ1 by SAXS and electron microscopy

6.2.1. General approach
PLCγ1 is distinguished from other PLC proteins by the presence of the γ-specific

array (γSA), which is inserted into a loop between the two halves of the catalytic TIM
barrel. The other domains of this multidomain protein, referred to as PLCγ core,

occur also in the other PLC homologues, some of which have been crystallized. The
flexibility of the linkers between the γSA domains and the linkers connecting γSA

with PLCγ core might lead to a high overall flexibility which prevents crystallization.

PLCγ core might also provide some additional interdomain flexibility as crystal
structures from homologous proteins predict.

It is of interest to what extent the solution structure of PLCγ1 can be elucidated. It is

unlikely that the structure can be described by a single model. However, it might be
possible to find one or several meaningful representatives of the real structural

ensemble, identify specific properties of the domain arrangement and to qualitatively
characterize disorder and flexibility in this protein. In this work the protein is studied

alone and in complex with FGFR. It is of interest whether binding of FGFR alone
leads to major structural changes in PLCγ1, and if so, whether they occur primarily in

the γSA. One possible domain arrangement in γSA has been proposed previously
(Bunney et al., 2012). A PLCγ core homology model was created in this work. Its

combination with the preliminary γSA model is not trivial due to the long linkers

between these two building blocks. SAXS curves of different constructs
(PLCγ1/FGFR, PLCγ1 and several combinations of subunits) should help to
generate a set of initial structural models and to restrain subsequent models. These

initial models could later be scored, selected or refined using an electron density

map obtained from with negative stain electron microscopy data of PLCγ1 and of the
PLCγ1/FGFR complex.

It is also of interest to investigate whether PLCγ1 dimerization occurs in solution
because a dimerization propensity of nonphospho-tandem was observed, as
discussed in Section 4.4.2.
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6.2.2. Homology modelling of PLCγ core
Protein domain borders have been defined as shown in Table 6.1. The conservation

of residues within the domains was determined for each domain individually by an
iterative Psi-BLAST search with multiple sequence alignment, based on the

Swissprot database. Templates were fit individually for each individual main, with the

previously determined protein alignments as seeds. The procedure is illustrated in
Figure 6.1A.

Modeller v.2.1 was used for the actual homology modelling process. The templates

are listed in Table 6.2. The resulting structure (Figure 6.2) was visually checked for
plausibility. The PH1 domain structure required various templates (alignment: Figure
6.1B); however, the overall intradomain structure appears to be very plausible, while
the exact domain positions are unclear due to the interdomain linker flexibility.

6.2.3. Modelling against multiple SAXS curves
The homology model of PLCγ core considered being reliable within its domains,
while the specific overall domain arrangement is unclear due to the presence of

interdomain linkers. It is also unclear how the γSA construct is oriented with respect
to the connected PLCγ core. One possible structural domain arrangement in the γSA

has been described before (Bunney et al., 2012), but it is not thought to fully cover

the conformational space actually occupied by γSA. It is useful as an initial structural
model as a starting point for further electron microscopy studies.

Multiple SAXS curves have previously been recorded by other lab members and also
been used in publications (Bunney et al., 2012). However, the data have not yet

been used in an integrated manner. The available data were re-evaluated in terms of
general parameters and distance distribution function (Table 6.3, Figure 6.3).

A restrained ensemble of models of the PLCγ1/FGFR complex was generated from

the PLCγ core and γSA models and from the FGFR/tandem-SH2 crystal structure
3GQI (Bae et al., 2009), using SAXS curves of multiple PLCγ1/FGFR subconstructs,

namely PLCγ1/FGFR, PLCγ1, PLCγ core, γSA, tandem-SH2 and cSH2-SH3 (Figure
6.3, Figure 6.4). The models of PLCγ1/FGFR were generated by a simulated
annealing procedure with CORAL (Petoukhov et al., 2012). Simulated SAXS curves
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were simultaneously fit to the different experimental SAXS curves, with interdomain
Cα-only linkers being constructed from the linker database provided by the software.

The multi-domain fit implies that the isolated subconstructs have the same structure
as in the context of PLCγ1/FGFR. This is very unlikely for some of the subconstructs:

cSH2-SH3 might have much greater flexibility in isolation than in the context of the γspecific array.

The CORAL software was not prepared to handle the unusual γSA insert, with the
subconstruct PLCγ core showing integrity despite the major deletion in the central
part of the construct. This issue was circumvented by defining PLCγ core and γSA

as separate proteins and defining single connecting linker residues between these
two pseudo-proteins, as pseudo-domains with fixed distances to the neighbouring

pseudo-proteins. Other distance restrains were set to keep the half-domains of the

TIM-barrel as well as of the spPH-domain close together. Variations of the simulated
annealing protocol were also performed, testing different penalty weights and varying

numbers of distance restraints. In other variations of the protocol the previously
created γSA structure (Bunney et al., 2012) was used as a rigid body model, or a
distance restraint between cSH2 and the TIM barrel was set. The resulting initial
models show a substantial variety, but they appear less varied than a random model
would be.

One of these models was selected for evaluation; it differs substantially from the

homology model (Figure 6.2C-D). It is not surprising that the SAXS curve fit of cSH2SH3 does has relatively high residuals, even though this is mostly the case at higher
scattering vectors (Figure 6.4); the other experimental SAXS data fit the backcalculated data well.

The ensemble of models generated by this approach covers a large conformational
space (Figure 6.2E). A SAXS curve is a one-dimensional measure of a three-

dimensional protein, which changes its shape over time or is statically; SAXS data
cannot sufficiently restrain the conformational space to yield a "meaningful" model of
PLCγ1.
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Table 6.1: Homology modelling - domain border specifications and used crystal
structures.
domain
His-S-tag
PH1
EF-hand 2
EF-hand-like
X-box (TIM 1)
γSA
Y-box (TIM 2)
C2 domain

residue positions
24-149
155-231
250-317
320-466
467-948
949-1073
1075-1213

crystal structures
not modelled
3MSE, 1MAI, 3OHM
1DJG / chain B
1DJG / chain A
1DJG / chain A
not modelled
1DJG / chain A
1DJG / chain A

Table 6.2: Homology modelling - details about crystal structures used for homology
modelling.
pdb

1DJG
1DJG
1DJG
3MSE
1MAI
3OHM

chain
A
A
B
B
A
B

residues (pdb) residues (target) protein

200-442
487-756
159-221
36-67
67-101
12-160

212-466
945-1213
171-235
155-184
73-111
19-164

PLCδ1
PLCδ1
PLCδ1
CDPK
PLCδ1
PLCβ3
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organism

rat
rat
rat
Plasm. falc.
rat
mouse

resolutionRobs

Rfree

2.6 Å

0.210

0.27

2.1 Å
1.9 Å
2.7 Å

0.224
0.205
0.212

0.264
0.291
0.286

Figure 6.1: Homology modelling procedure for PLCγ core.
A: Schematic illustration of the procedure.
B: Alignment of the PH1 domain.
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Figure 6.2: PLCγ core models from homology modelling and SAXS.
A: Domain arrangement in PLCγ1 (scheme).

B: Homology model of PLCγ core. Ribbon representation, colours as in Panel A.

C: Homology model of PLCγ core. Surface representation, colours as in Panel A.
D: Sample SAXS model of PLCγ core. Orientation and colours as in Panel C.

E: Various SAXS models of PLCγ core. Models were obtained from multiple SAXS curve
fittings with different parameters. This indicates that the obtained initial model yielded from
this procedure is not unique.
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Table 6.3: SAXS data used for a simultaneous fitting approach to elucidate the

structure of full-length PLCγ1. These data were recorded by other lab members previously
and are partially published (Bunney et al., 2012) - details about the constructs can be found
therein. A BSA data set is not available; therefore, it is not possible to calculate the MW from
I0. Data sets were averaged for subsequent calculations.
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Figure 6.3: Distance distribution functions (A) and their reciprocal fit to experimental

data (B). This is exemplified for certain constructs. The dataset shown here refers to the
experiment performed at an intermediate concentration, as listed in Table 6.5. The
experimental data for this figure were previously recorded by other lab members.
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Figure 6.4: SAXS curves of various PLCγ1/FGFR subconstructs, with fitted curves

(red lines). Intensity: logarithmic arbitrary units. The fit to cSH2-SH3 is insufficient,
potentially a result of the high flexibility of the free cSH2-SH3 construct. PLCγ core models
from homology modelling and SAXS.
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6.2.4. Class averages from electron microscopy
PLCγ1 forms a strong complex with FGFR (Bunney et al., 2012), which is larger (191
kDa) than PLCγ1 alone (155 kDa). Negative stain single particle electron microscopy

micrographs were recorded (Dr. Carolyn Moores, support by Prof. Elena Orlova) to
describe properties of the structure or the structural ensemble of PLCγ1.

Micrographs of PLCγ1 with and without FGFR were analysed by combining different

functions of common electron microscopy software packages in a procedure

sketched in Figure 6.5. Bash scripts were written and used to obtain a maximally
automated and reproducible analysis procedure. Particle picking included automatic

deletion of particle images which were too close to each other or too close to the

micrograph border. This reduced the size of the initial particle set from ≈6500 to
≈5540 (PLCγ1/FGFR), respectively from ≈5900 to ≈5000 (PLCγ1). The PLCγ1/FGFR

particle images might have to be reprocessed because astigmatism has not been

taken into account. Discarding images with high astigmatism, however, can reduce
the number of particle images greatly; the results of both procedures should be
compared.

Class average sums for PLCγ1/FGFR and PLCγ1 are shown in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.5: Electron microscopy data processing scheme. Larger procedural groups are
printed in the same color.
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Figure 6.6: Class average sums. Some representative examples out of 100 class average
sums are shown. A: PLCγ1/FGFR. B: PLCγ1.
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6.2.5. Particle masking
It was found that appropriate particle masking is crucial for successful EM data
processing. Particle masking is commonly done manually when using the Imagic

Software Suite (van Heel et al., 1996), which is a gold standard for EM data
processing.

This is problematic for the use of iterative procedures and for reproducibility. The

human eye will also only focus on the intensities in the class average images for
masking, which is not the full information contained in the underlying classes. The
procedure developed for particle masking is based on the idea that class variance

will be high at the border or within areas of the particle image (Figure 6.7A). The

entire particle image will have a basal noise level. The variance will be often higher
in pixel regions where the particle is present, either due to imperfect particle
alignments or due to an imperfect particle set composing the class average.

A new python script (Appendix C.12) combining particle masking based on class

average variance, using with a large number of empirical parameters which had to
be adjusted, was shown to be successful and useful for particle masking. A reduction

of the number of empirical parameters and a more efficient code is theoretically
possible. The effect of some of the script functions, which have been set up from
scratch using only matrices with pixel values and simple algebraic operations, is
illustrated in Figure 6.7B.
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Figure 6.7: An approach to improve automated particle masking.

A: Using class variance for finding particle borders. Arrangement of three hypothetical
particles of a class - two identical squares and one circle - with the same pixel values. There
is always a basal background noise present, which create a variance which will be
independent of the additional noise. The two square particles are not perfectly aligned and

thereby create additional variance. Square and circle are not identical (as it is common in
non-perfect class average) and thereby also create additional noise.

B: Auto-masking particles from class averages and variances. Tightness of the masking
can be adjusted by tuning refinement parameters or switch on/off various masking pathways.

Functions created and combined herein are (for example): merging data of neighbouring

pixels (in a certain radius, optional under the condition that they are on the particle edge);
non-linear amplification of pixel brightness; edge-finder (line-search, taking into account
particles in a certain area, screening specified directions, requiring a certain brightness

gradient, amplifying the result in a certain way); create black-white masks based on a cutoff;
normalization; auto-determination of appropriate cutoff values, based on certain empirical
assumptions; circular masks; delete bright pixels or pixel spots of defined size if they are
isolated from the rest of the particle.
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6.2.6. Orientation determination from masked particles
In order to find the correct orientations of the class averages, Euler searches were
performed. They use sinograms created from given masked class averages. A larger

class average set can provide more distinct views and give more complete Euler
angle distributions, but the lower quality of the class averages makes the Euler
search more unreliable. A recursive Euler search procedure with automatic analysis

of the results and determination of quality parameters was created using python

scripts. A multitude of factors is important for the result of the Euler search, which

can be recursively optimized. The underlying class average can also be improved
using the outputs of the 3D reconstruction. An appropriate choice of a three-member

particle starting set seems to have a major effect on the outcome of the Euler
search. Analysis of all possible three-member combinations of 150 - member class

averages is computationally demanding, especially when performed in an iterative
procedure. A commented bash script for generating those three-member sets,
including bash parallelisation, is printed in Appendix C.13.

The success of Euler search (and subsequent 3D reconstruction) can be evaluated

by evaluating 2D and 3D errors, by evaluating back-projections, by evaluating Euler
angle distributions (an algorithm to extract Euler angle diversity as a single number
was prepared, also a script to visualize angle distributions in text terminals) and by
analysing the consistency of the results. Distinct starting sets which give similar
Euler angle distributions are probably correct.

Class averages were combined based on the estimated Euler angles and backprojections were calculated. Back-projections which are identical to the class

average suggest that the Euler angle estimation quality is good. This was achieved

for a set of 25 class averages (Figure 6.8A). The procedure would have to be applied
to larger class average sets to achieve a more diverse set of Euler angles.
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Figure 6.8: Determination of class average orientations and creation of a 3D shape
model.

A: Original class averages (left) and their back-projections (right). The set contains 25
class average (only 12 are shown). The back-projections look virtually identical to the
original class average images. However, many of the class averages look very similar, which

shows that the used class average set is too small; the current algorithm also is too biased
towards picking very similar class averages. An approach to improve automated particle
masking.

B: Initial 3D shape model of PLCγ1/FGFR1 from EM data. This model ought to
demonstrate the current status of shape reconstruction rather than provide a reliable low-

resolution model. It is based on very few class averages, with an Euler angle distribution
which is not diverse enough.

A

B
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Figure 6.9: Creation of structural models of PLCγ1. Candidate ensemble will be

generated from SAXS data, computational modelling and other restrains. These ensembles
can be fit to the given shape to yield representative structures (or ensembles, when
heterogeneity is found).
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6.2.7. Generating a shape model of PLCγ1/FGFR1
Tight masking allowed for building an initial shape model (Figure 6.8B). The
underlying Euler angle distribution is still not sufficiently diverse. Interpolation
artefacts are expected to be large. Appropriate thresholds for generation of

appropriate 3D models were found by a newly created iterative, automated
procedure. The purpose of this model is not to trigger any conclusions about the

shape of PLCγ; it rather should demonstrate that major parts of the procedure to

prepare this model are now established, and that an optimized particle masking
procedure can lead to significant reduction of 3D noise.

Figure 6.9 illustrates how the shapes models can be used to create structural models
of PLCγ1. Approaches to compare class average images of PLCγ with those of

PLCγ1/FGFR1 by deleting random fractions of the PLCγ1/FGFR1 images have been
undertaken, but were barely successful. They might be repeated in 3-dimensional
space, or once the quality of the class averages is improved.

Importantly, no PLCγ1 dimerization propensity could be observed, neither in the
electron microscopy-based approach, nor in the SAXS-based approach.
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6.3. Merging three-dimensional datasets for backbone resonance
assignment

Several spectra of phospho-long-tandem-SH2 containing information about Cα
chemical shifts were recorded. It is of interest under which circumstances it is
advantageous to merge those data to increase signal to noise. In some cases, it was

also tested whether smoothing of spectra - equivalent to adding slightly shifted and
weighted copies of spectra to each other - is advantageous. While all these
operations will affect cross peak shift and distort intensity information; such effects
are of minor importance for backbone resonance assignment (Figure 6.10A).
Preparation of three-dimensional datasets for merging operation

The procedure (Script: Appendix C.1) starts from raw datasets recorded with Bruker

spectrometers; target data set folders are listed in a table supplied by the user. The

pulse sequence name and acquisition parameters are extracted. A reference table
helps to link these parameters to individual processing conditions: Depending on the
pulse sequence and the sampling type, different sets of processing script templates

are automatically selected. Phasing parameters are also extracted from the
reference table while other parameters can be taken or calculated from the
acquisition parameters. In addition, a single user-supplied set of desired spectral
widths (small enough to be covered by all spectra) and desired number of points

(commonly large enough) is used to calculate how to set the processing settings so
that these parameters can be achieved: Spectra will typically be zero-filled to rather
unusual numbers of points in order to be trimmed at a later stage (Figure 6.10B).

The processed spectra are ready to be added but would not necessarily match
because of minor general resonance shift differences between the spectra; it was

therefore necessary to estimate the shifts required to achieve a maximum overlap

between two 3D datasets. It appeared sufficient to implement a simple but slow
algorithm using a bash script at this time: In areas of the spectra which do not
contain side chain cross peaks, peak maxima were identified and added to a list as

long as there is no other peak in a certain radius (stepwise decrease in an iterative

manner) because only isolated peaks are used. The two resulting peak lists are
compared, and for each matching peak pair (match means: peaks are at similar

positions in both spectra) the respective shift is calculated. Averaging these shifts
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returns a global shift required to achieve the maximum overlap between the two
datasets. Individual shifts for different peak pairs usually had a very similar

magnitude, indicating that this approach is feasible even though a more thorough

and faster approach using covariance matrices can be expected to yield slightly
more accurate results.
Signal and noise

Merging appropriately processed and shifted three-dimensional datasets by addNMR
(part of the nmrPipe package) is straightforward. However, in order to decide on how

much each spectrum should contribute in the merging process and in order to
evaluate the success of the operation it is important to define and determine signal
and noise intensities.

Noise intensity can be found by measuring the intensity standard deviation in a peak-

free area of the spectrum. We can observe that the intensity variance of a specific
number of pixels in an area of one or several 2D slices of the spectrum is similar to
the variance of the same number of pixels spread over all 2D slices in a 3D cube.

Signal intensity is not unequivocally defined; in order to get the most useful results

when optimizing the merging parameters to achieve maximum signal to noise it
might appear appropriate to only consider cross peaks of particular interest, as for

example those with very weak intensities. The inherent problem of this approach is

that some of these cross peaks will not be visible as their intensities are weak. In

order to be able to compare the signal to noise in some of the co-added spectra, it
was therefore defined a sufficiently disperse but not too sparsely populated region in
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Figure 6.10: Establishment of a method to merging NMR data sets to increase S/N.

A: Adding Lorentzian peaks of different line shapes. In order to illustrate how adding
peaks can improve S/N, but also leads to line shape distortions, three arbitrary Lorentzian
peaks were plotted and added.

B: Pre-processing data sets for the merging procedure. If two datasets (blue, yellow)

with different spectral widths and different numbers of points are Fourier transformed,
spectra would result which are incompatible (arrow to the left). Therefore, spectra will be

zero-filled (often to very "unusual" numbers), Fourier transformed and cropped. Spectra can
then be shifted and added. Addition in the frequency domain is advantageous, as phase
corrections and S/N estimation are easiest done in the frequency domain.

C-E: Merging two identical spectra which are shifted by different numbers of points
along the

15

N chemical shift axis. C: Aspect of "self-merged", shifted spectrum

dependency on shift. A single peak from a plane of the 3D dataset was selected to
demonstrate how the merging process leads to different signal levels. The maximum
intensity in each of these spectra was used as signal for the bottom part of this figure.

D/E: Signal, noise and S/N dependencies on relative chemical shift offset of the two
spectra (D: absolute, E: normalized). Both signal and noise have certain spectral widths,
leading to characteristic drops of signal and noise depending on the relative offset of the
spectra. The optimum offset of 2 points in this case. In panel E, the data are standardized to
span the theoretical range for signal and noise. It shows that these test calculations cover
the entire range.
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a spectrum. All cross peaks of a reference spectrum in this area were picked and an
average intensity was estimated. The number n of cross peaks with an intensity
higher than this average intensity was determined, and the n highest intensity cross
peaks in the same region of interest would be extracted from any spectrum of
interest to yield an average intensity which is defined as signal.
Weighting spectra with different signal to noise ratios

If a spectrum with signal level s1 and a noise level n1 is known, then a weight f can

be determined by which the intensities of a second spectrum with signal level s2 and
noise level n2 should be multiplied before adding the spectra together. Theoretically,

the maximum signal to noise for the added spectrum can be expected when the
weight f is set to

=

(6.1)

.

An example to demonstrate that this formula is correct will be given here. Consider

the situation during an NMR experiment during two scans - each of them with a
signal of 2 and a signal variance (noise) of 1 have been recorded. After two scans,
the signal s1 and noise n1 would be

= 2 + 2 = 4 respectively

The third scan will again have a signal of 2 and a noise of 1, giving
=

(6.2)

4 √2

2(√1 )

= √1 + 1 = √2.

.

=1

which means that the third scan simply should be added to the first two in order to
yield maximum signal to noise.

The signal of two added spectra can simply be added, while it is important to note

that this is not the case for the noise: It was defined above as the standard deviation
of the pixel intensities in a signal-free area of the spectrum. Variances add following

vadd2=v12+v22. Therefore, the signal/noise after addition of the weighted spectra can
be obtained:

/

+

=

+(
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The formula can be illustrated by comparing the trivial cases of s1=2, n1=1, s2=2,

n2=1 and s1=10, n1=5, s2=10, n2=5, which both give, as expected f=1 and S/Nadd =
sqrt(2)*2 when using this formula.

To illustrate the use of this formula for more complex cases, we imagine the

following situation: s1=4, n1=1, s2=4, s2=2. The weight of the second spectrum would
then be 0.25, giving S/Nadd = 4.5. If we "intuitively" scale the spectra to the same

noise (with the weight of second spectrum 0.5), we would get a lower S/Nadd = 4.24.

It is also possible to get an S/Nadd which is lower than the S/Nadd of the first
spectrum, for example by using f=1 and obtaining S/Nadd=3.6. If we have only noise
in the second spectrum, f becomes 0. If we attempt to use a second spectrum in

which the signal is indistinguishable from noise (S=4, N=4), we would get f = 1/16
and sadd=4.25, nadd = sqrt(1^2+0.25^2)=1.03, S/Nadd = 4.12. Note that in practice, it
would be impossible to directly measure the signal level in a spectrum where s=n.
Merging shifted copies of 3D spectra

Performing the merging operation with shifted, but otherwise identical spectra turned

out to be a useful way to test the function performance of the merging process. This

operation is expected to be similar to smoothing: an improvement of signal to noise
comes at the cost of lowered resolution. A minimal shift between the two added

spectra should broaden the cross peaks slightly, while a large shift would lead to
peak doubling and no gain in signal.

It is demonstrated in Figure 6.10C how shifting spectra by ±q points along the

15N

axis would affect signal and signal/noise. The maximum signal of a merged spectrum

is double the signal of the individual spectrum; the noise is expected to scale with

√2. The maximum signal will be achieved when q is set to 0. The linewidth of the
signal will determine how much the spectra can be shifted with respect to each other
without dropping substantially below the theoretical maximum. The noise will be
reduced more with increasing n as the intensity at the added position in areas of
noise will then become uncorrelated. It is noteworthy that not only the signal, but also

the noise appears to have "peak widths": The nature of the processing applied to the
original time-domain noise and post-experimentally added points (zero filling, linear

prediction and apodisation) explains why the intensities of neighbouring points in the
spectra are positively correlated also in areas without signal. Therefore, the optimum
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S/N gain for two identical spectra which are shifted by n points depends on the

average linewidths of the signal and the noise. In the specific case shown in Figure
6.10D,E in turns out that a relative offset of the second spectrum 2 points along the
15N

axis yields the highest signal to noise. Shifting the second spectrum to the

opposite (negative offset) direction yields very similar results.

Adding 3D datasets of different backbone resonance experiments

A number of backbone resonance experiments have been performed for both
nonphospho-

and

phospho-long-tandem-SH2.

For

determination

of

H,N,Cα

resonances, HNCA, HNCACB, CBCOCANH and HNCOCA experiments are suited

in principle. It turned out that S/N of HNCA experiments is generally much higher.

Theoretical estimations of how much S/N can be gained by two spectra which have

very distinct signal to noise ratios (Figure 6.11A) demonstrate that it is not often
useful to include 3D datasets other than HNCA with high S/N to calculate a merged
spectrum.

The spectra which were included in the merging process are listed in Table 6.4. This

includes conventionally and non-uniformly sampled datasets, datasets at two
different field strengths which different numbers of points and different spectral

widths. The merging process increased the overall signal to noise (Figure 6.11B)

from 89 to 106 (20%), while an enhancement of 23% was expected. For a merged

3D HNCA dataset of phospho-long-tandem-SH2, 3 spectra were included (Table
6.5), leading to an overall S/N increase of 23 % (predicted 26%). The effect of

including an HNCOCA spectrum was tested and found to be counterproductive (S/N
decrease by 7%).

All relevant scripts which have been discussed in this section are provided in
Appendix C.1-C.3.
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Table 6.4: 3D HNCA datasets of nonphospho-tandem-SH2 which were included in the

merging process. Number of points refers to complex points. Shifts are reported in points
for the

15N

direction as, at this stage of analysis, data are organized in 1H-13C layers. Weight

is calculated according to formula 3.1. For all three experiments, TROSY-HNCA experiments
were performed, the first one as a BEST experiment. The third dataset was recorded at
higher temperature (32 ˚C).
no.

sampling

1 traditional
2 NUS 18%
3 traditional

field

MHz

950
800
800

numb. of pts.
15
13
N
C
64
40
32

64
88
64

1

shift (correction)
tot. acq. time
13
15
H (ppm) C (ppm) N (points)
hours
0
0.052
0.242

0
-0.014
0.036

0
0.67
1.74

63.0
20.3
17.1

signal

noise

S/N

weight

89
56
30

1.00
0.38
0.67

3.83E+07 4.31E+05
3.95E+07 7.10E+05
6.33E+06 2.14E+05

Table 6.5: 3D HNCA datasets of phospho-tandem-SH2 which were included in the

merging process. Number of points refers to complex points. Shifts are reported in points
for the

15N

direction as, at this stage of analysis, data are organized in 1H-13C layers. Weight

is calculated according to formula 3.1. TROSY-versions of HNCA or HNCOCA (*)

experiments were performed. A HNCOCA experiment was included for test purposes and
found to be counterproductive.
no. sampling
1 NUS 18%
2 traditional
3 NUS 18%*

field numb. of pts. shift (correction)
tot. acq. time
15
13 1
13
15
N
C
H
(ppm)
C
(ppm)
N
(points)
MHz
hours
600
600
600

32
32
32

48
0
0
48 -0.003 -0.008
48 0.095 0.584

0
0.16
-0.74
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14.9
64.5
15.1

signal

noise

1.53E+07 2.63E+05
5.28E+06 1.19E+05
8.44E+06 2.86E+05

S/N

weight

58
44
29

1.00
1.69
0.47

Figure 6.11: Merging three-dimensional datasets can improve signal to noise.

A: Predicted S/N improvement after hypothetical addition of two spectra with equal
noise level. The first hypothetical spectrum has a S/N level of 100, different S/N of the
second spectrum are tested. A lower S/N of the second spectrum would lead to a lower

weight of this spectrum in the addition process. The maximum relative S/N improvement
would be √

in the case of equal S/N of both individual spectra. It is also visible that for

lower S/N levels of the second spectra would only bring about a marginal S/N improvement.

B: Actual S/N change upon merging the three datasets listed in table 6.1. It is shown

how much the S/N would improve upon addition of the spectra (0: only spectrum 1, 1: after

first addition step, 2: after second addition step). The actual S/N improvement is nearly as
large as the predicted improvement for the first addition step, while the improvement after

the second addition step is smaller than expected. This is because in the second step a
spectrum with low S/N is added, and incomplete overlap and other imperfections will have a
much greater effect than in the first step where a spectrum with a higher S/N is added. This
suggests that it might not be useful to include spectra with a S/N <
with the highest S/N.
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B
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30% of the spectrum

7. Concluding remarks

In this work, structural, dynamic and functional aspects of phospholipase Cγ

activation were investigated. The results can be viewed from different scientific
perspectives. Structural and functional investigation of PLCγ mutations relevant to

human disease is of medical interest. Therefore, there is a substantial medical
interest in research on phospholipase Cγ, but the results are also relevant to the
understanding

of

the

basic

structural

biological

concepts.

Additionally,

methodological aspects which were established or combined in this work are of

practical relevance for research on dynamic, complex multidomain systems. The

mechanism of FGFR1 kinase release from tandem-SH2 upon phosphorylation
requires particular attention as its structure biological basis is not understood.

Molecular dynamics simulations were used to generate hypothesis guiding the
experimental approach

Molecular dynamics simulations can be used to guide scientific research by
generating hypotheses. This approach was pursued in this work. Based on the
simulations, various tandem-SH2 constructs were analysed to investigate the impact

of phosphorylation on nonphospho-long and phospho-long structure and dynamics.

The calculated trajectories indicate that there might be a substantial interdomain
flexibility present; relative domain orientation was varied in different trajectories.

More simulation material would have to be collected to make more specific prediction
about interdomain flexibility and relative domain orientation. Principal component

analysis suggested that there are significant differences between nonphospho- and

phospho-long-tandem in terms of correlated motions. Specifically, there were found
differences between the 1-dimensional projections of nonphospho- and phospholong-tandem trajectories on one eigenvector describing motions of the C-terminus,
the pre-C-terminus, the nSH2-cSH2 junction and inter-domain motions. Contact

analyses revealed different contact probabilities between nonphospho- and
phospho-tandem for the following contact pairs: (pre-)C-terminus and cSH2, (pre-)C-

terminus and nSH2-cSH2 junction, nSH2-cSH2 junction and αB helix. The
predictions about local structural and dynamic phenomena can best be investigated
by analysis of chemical shifts, relaxation data and homonuclear NOEs. Early findings
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triggered the closer experimental investigation of short-tandem and short-pY783-

peptide. This works demonstrates how molecular dynamics simulations can be used

to create hypotheses and trigger specific experimental research leading to new
insights in protein structure and function.

Some of the simulation predictions turned out to be correct: absence of structural

change in the nSH2 domain upon phosphorylation, impact of phosphorylation on
interdomain flexibility. Many residue-specific details predicted from the contact

analyses are in very good agreement with the allosteric mechanism investigated in
Section 3.

Phosphorylation has no impact on nSH2 structure

Initial chemical shift perturbation analyses revealed that the nSH2 domain structure

was not perturbed by Y783 phosphorylation. This result was in agreement with
molecular dynamics simulation predictions; an nSH2 structure change as the reason

for a reduction of FGFR1 kinase affinity to tandem-SH2 upon phosphorylation could
therefore be ruled out.

Allosteric pathways in cSH2 connect the phosphorylation site Y783 with the
nSH2-cSH2 junction

The spectra of a number of different constructs were obtained. After backbone
resonance assignment, analysis of exchange phenomena and chemical shift

perturbation aided to identify two allosteric pathways connecting the Y783
phosphorylation site with the nSH2-cSH2 junction. One pathway depends on Y783

peptide binding and communicates through the β-sheet; the second pathway
communicates through the (pre-)C-terminus. The analyses can be criticised for being

subjective and delivering results for which quantitative estimates of uncertainty are
difficult to define. However, the relevance of the C-terminal linker for allosterically

connecting the phosphorylation site Y783 with the nSH2-cSH2 junction was
demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt. Detailed suggestions about the role of

specific structural elements within the cSH2 domain are certainly incomplete, but the

suggestions might help to rationalize dynamics and function of this and other cSH2
domains.
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Dynamic allostery

The findings on allosteric pathways presented in this work might appear to

undermine the rigid-body modelling approach which was subsequently performed to

model inter-domain orientation; structural changes of the cSH2 domain upon
phosphorylation could be significant enough to render the rigid starting model of the
cSH2 domain somewhat inappropriate. However, it was observed that the nSH2
domain structure does not agree any less with the recorded RDC data than the cSH2

domain, neither for the nonphospho-long-tandem nor for the phospho-long-tandem
structure. This outcome suggests that the structural impact of Y783 is not a result of

major displacements of secondary structure elements. The chemical shift
perturbations for many residues can often be rationalized by assuming a two-state
fast exchange situation; the availability of multiple constructs, whose crosspeaks for

a given residue often can be found on a vector connecting the two crosspeaks which
represent the two fast exchanging states, corroborated this fast exchange model.

For that reason, it was possible to analyse even rather small chemical shift

perturbations. Those cross peak shifts could be a result of small population shifts of
two fast exchanging states. The allosteric pathways discovered in this work could
therefore be at least partially a result of dynamic allostery (Cooper and Dryden,
1984; Tzeng and Kalodimos, 2011).

Role of the C-terminus of cSH2; partial binding to cSH2 in the non-phospho
state.

The role of the C-terminus as a player in allosteric communication in cSH2 has been

established in this work. Disease-relevant mutants R687W, R707Q and potentially
also L871P appear to influence binding of the C-terminus. Therefore, it is appropriate
to discuss its binding status in more detail.

A recent study by Devkota et al. suggests that the C-terminus of nonphospho-long-

tandem is bound to the cSH2 domain in solution (Devkota et al., 2015). According to
this finding, the electron density observed in the 4FBN crystal structure is not a
crystallisation artefact but rather represents the situation in solution (Bunney et al.,

2012; Driscoll, 2015). In the Devkota study, no phosphorylated constructs were used
to further investigate this phenomenon. Therefore, it appeared that the two cross
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peaks observed for cSH2-short and cSH2-long (without and with C-terminus) mark

the "unbound" and the "bound" state. However, this thesis came to a different
conclusion. In addition to nonphospho-constructs, phospho-constructs were also

studied. The phospho-long-tandem construct and not the nonphospho-long construct
turns out to usually represent the "bound" state, and the nonphospho-long-tandem
cross peak is typically located on a line connecting the phospho-long-tandem

("bound") peak with the state with the short-tandem ("unbound") peak. It can be

concluded that the C-terminus in nonphospho-long-tandem and cSH2-long

(equivalent cSH2 in this work) is in fast exchange between a "bound" and an
"unbound" state. Analysis of internal dynamics revealed that some residues in the C-

terminal linker of the "bound" phospho-long-tandem state still display a high degree
of mobility. It is important to remember in this context that the studied "WT"-phospho-

long-tandem mutants contain only one phosphorylation site, Y783. Two other sites,

Y771 and Y775, were previously found not to be crucial for PLCγ function.

Therefore, only Y771F,Y775F-mutated phospho-long-tandem constructs were used
in this work. Residues Y771 and Y775 are located in the C-terminal linker, which is

found to be partially mobile in phospho-long-tandem. It is possible that these

residues are less mobile in a hypothetical pY771,pY775,pY781-long-tandem
construct, which can have structural and functional consequences: Even though it
has been established that the growth factor-activated PLC catalytic function is not

diminished in a variant including only the Y783 phosphorylation site, it cannot be
ruled out that other functional aspects such as alternatively activated catalytic PLC

function or kinase release upon phosphorylation are modulated by Y771 or Y775
phosphorylation.
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The nSH2-cSH2 domain orientation remains unchanged but can differ between
tandem-SH2 constructs.

Many of the observations made for the tandem-SH2 construct can be contextualised

by comparing them with more extensively studied SH2-SH3 tandem domain pairs,

which forms part of medically relevant kinases. This comparison helps to identify
common, previously unknown or neglected patterns in the structural biology of
multidomain proteins. It was found in this work that the tandem-SH2 domain can

adopt different orientations: The relative SH2 orientation in tandem-short and
phospho-R687W-phospho-tandem

differs

from

the

relative

orientation

in

(non-)phospho-long-tandem constructs. Similar findings were also made for various
SH2-SH3-containing kinases (Hofmann et al., 2005; Ulmer et al., 2002). The relative

domain orientation found for SH2-Sh3 in Lck kinase differs between the solution
state and the crystal structure (Hofmann et al., 2005).
Interdomain flexibility in tandem-SH2

In this work, limited interdomain flexibility was found for nonphospho-long-tandemSH2. A similar situation was observed for peptide-bound SH3-SH2 in Fyn kinase,

using RDCs and R2/R1 data (Ulmer et al., 2002). In that study it was also suggested
that coupling between the SH3 and SH2 can be tuned to be either strong enough to

be able to form a stable inactive assembly by autoinhibitory binding to the kinase
domain, or flexible enough to bind external ligands in the active, disassembled state.

In PLCγ, the inactive nonphospho-long-tandem construct appears to be more
flexible, possibly to facilitate binding to the autoinhibitory interface on the catalytic

domain and, for example, to facilitate binding to the activating FGFR1 kinase by
allowing tertiary dynamic interactions between FGFR1 kinase and cSH2 (there are
two interaction sites on nSH2). The "active" phospho-long-tandem construct is more
rigid, potentially promoting release of the FGFR1 kinase.
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Phosphorylation-dependent domain orientation change and

nSH2-cSH2

junction flexibility change in tandem-SH2 the presence of the C-terminal-linker.

Analysis of various tandem-SH2 constructs demonstrated that disruption or absence
of the C-terminal linker (as in phospho-long-R687W and short-tandem) can lead to a
change in relative SH2 domain orientation. This could be interpreted as the result of

the disruption of the allosteric communication between Y783 and the nSH2-cSH2
junction. However, addition of pY783 peptide alone is sufficient to get the SH2
orientation also observed for nonphospho-long-tandem and phospho-long-tandem.

The role of the C-terminal linker as a key regulator of inter-SH2 flexibility and relative
domain orientation could hardly be assessed by crystallography as this region is
rather flexible. Due to this technical difficulty, not many examples for this type of

regulation are described or predicted in the literature. An important example is the

"unstructured" N-cap of Abl kinase which reportedly biases the conformational
dynamics of its tandem-SH2-SH3 domain pair via an allosteric mechanism (CorbiVerge et al., 2013; de Oliveira et al., 2013).

Loss of dynamic interactions between the C-terminal linker and FGFR kinase
might lead to FGFR release

It was found that Y783 phosphorylation does not lead to a structural change in the

nSH2 domain. A change of interdomain orientation upon phosphorylation was also
not observed. The solution structure of phospho-long-tandem, which was refined

using a novel protocol integrating R2/R1 and SAXS data, does not differ from that of
nonphospho-long-tandem in relative domain orientation. It can be speculated that
FGFR1 kinase release is most likely triggered by the loss of dynamic, transient

interactions between the cSH2 domain and FGFR1 kinase, for example due to

reduction of nSH2-cSH2 junction flexibility. ITC experiments could be performed in
future to prove this new hypothesis. Titration experiments suggest that FGFR1

kinase binds to the nSH2 domain and does not interact strongly with the cSH2
domain. The presence of a second FGFR1 kinase molecule might be required for
Y783 phosphorylation.
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Slow and combined exchange phenomena

The presence of slow exchange phenomena in tandem-SH2 constructs was found.

Tandem-SH2 does not contain many prolines, and preliminary analysis of proline
residues (by analysing neighbouring residues) suggests that cis-trans peptide bond
isomerization

involving

prolines,

which

could

bring

about

slow exchange

phenomena, do not play a key role in the tandem-SH2 construct. However,
additional experiments involving constructs with P->A mutations might reveal

whether prolines contribute to the observed phenomena. C-terminal (p)Y783-peptide
binding might also contribute to slow exchange phenomena (Kristensen et al., 2000).
In addition, slow dynamics could be promoted by a complex combination of multiple

exchange phenomena which are brought about by multiple interactions between the

long (pre-)C-terminus and the cSH2 domain. The presence of the nSH2 domain and
the structure of the nSH2-cSH2 junction also appear to influence the dynamics of the
C-terminus. It is possible that partial nSH2-cSH2 junction flexibility does not translate

into a collection of "pseudorandom" conformations, but rather results in two or a few
defined conformational states which dynamically switch between each other, similar
to observations made for the Abl kinase SH3-SH2 construct (Corbi-Verge et al.,
2013).

Structural and functional consequences of the R707Q mutation

Inspection of the WT tandem-SH2 crystal structure and experimental thermal shift

assays suggest that the R707Q is activating due to its destabilizing effect. The

R707Q substitution might disrupt the cSH2 domain structure, thereby promoting
release of autoinhibition, similar to the observation made for cSH2 deletion mutants.

This work provides evidence for the absence for a specific structural effect of this

mutation. The domain orientation in phospho-R707Q-long-tandem could not be
resolved with sufficient certainty. The interaction between the C-terminus and cSH2

appears to be greatly weakened in the R707Q mutant. It was already previously
speculated about a weakened interaction between the C-terminus and cSH2 in a
cell-based study analysing dephosphorylation rates of PLCγ constructs with R707Q
mutations (Kunze et al., 2014).
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Structural and functional consequences of the R687W mutation

The data reported in this thesis suggest that the activating property of R687W

mutant is brought about by a mechanism that is different from the mechanism

observed for the R707Q mutant; R687W stabilizes rather than destabilizes the cSH2

domain structure. Significant nSH2-cSH2 orientation differences between R687Wand WT-phospho-long-tandem were observed. Weakening of the interaction
between the C-terminus and the cSH2 was observed, similar to the situation for the

R707Q mutant; therefore, the (pre-)C-terminus might be more accessible to FGFR1
kinase. A newly established in-tube FGFR1 kinase assay, which has to be repeated
in future, suggests that a higher phosphorylation rate for the R687W construct
compared to WT might explain why the mutation is activating. This higher

phosphorylation rate could be explained by a higher kon rate due to an enhancement
of transient interactions between the (pre-)C-terminus and FGFR kinase. This could

be investigated by ITC experiments investigating binding affinities between FGFR
kinase and tandem-SH2 constructs.
In-NMR-tube

phosphorylation

phosphorylation

assays

to

study

the

kinetics

of

PLCγ

An in-NMR-tube kinase assay was developed to compare phosphorylation rates for
WT and R687W tandem-SH2 constructs. Data from these experiments can be
interpreted as evidence for a long-living intermediate state during the reaction. The
specific nature of such a state remains to be fully investigated. The experiments will
need

to

be

repeated,

potentially

with

different

kinase

and

tandem-SH2

concentrations, to test the conclusions drawn from the limited amount of data
recorded for this work.

Studies on the γ-specific array

Studying protein function or mutations of multidomain proteins in the context of a

two-domain construct bears the risk of missing important interdomain interactions or
of analyzing artefacts arising from subjective construct design. Therefore, γ-specific
array constructs were prepared and initial analysis of NMR spectra was performed.

Phosphorylation experiments were also established, yielding initial data sets which
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permitted their preliminary analysis. It was demonstrated that the findings about the
structural properties of the C-terminal linker and the C-terminus are transferable from

tandem-SH2 to the γ-specific array. It was confirmed that the interaction between the

C-terminus and the cSH2 domain is weakened by the R687W substitution, and
enhanced by Y783 phosphorylation in the context of the γ-specific array. There is
also initial evidence that phosphorylation and binding of the C-terminus might

modulate the domain arrangement in the γ-specific array. It is suspected that spPH
mutations could interfere with the domain arrangement in the γ-specific array. A

reasonable next step to assess the stability of domain arrangement in different γ-

specific array constructs would be to perform differential scanning calorimetry
experiments, similar to experiments performed with the tandem SH2-SH3 construct
of Abl kinase (Corbi-Verge et al., 2013).

Studies of high molecular weight systems

NMR spectroscopy gives a unique insight into dynamics and solution structure of
proteins. Novel techniques such as ILV

13C-methyl

group labelling permit studies of

high molecular weight systems. However, practical limitations such as expression
yield, cost of isotope labelled substrate and uneconomical data processing times will
often impede scientists from adopting such approaches. For that reason, initial steps

to study full-length PLCγ in a structural manner were considered in this work. A

combination of negative stain electron microscopy and SAXS demonstrated that a
solution structure of full-length PLCγ is potentially accessible. In such an approach,

the dynamic nature of the γ-specific array should be taken into account. Class
average sets obtained from negative stain electron micrographs could be used as

one of many different restraint terms in multimodal modelling approaches, potentially
in a similar manner to SAXS data. In this work, the initial attempts to model PLCγ1
and PLCγ1/FGFR1 kinase, based on negative stain electron microscopy images, led

to the conclusion that PLCγ1 is not dimerized in the nonphosphorylated state. The
observation that nonphospho-long-tandem has a propensity to dimerize, which was

found in this work but also observed previously by Farrow et al. for cSH2 constructs

(Farrow et al., 1994) therefore appears to be of little relevance to the full length
protein.
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The attempt to include electron microscopy data in this work also aims to
acknowledge the growing importance of this technology. The resolution of data sets
obtained in cryo-electron-microscopic experiments is getting closer to resolutions

which can be achieved by X-ray crystallography: Cryo-electron microscopy is

becoming the most dominant technique in structure biology. While major insight in
conformational dynamics is possible with this technique, other dynamic features can

be accessed better by NMR, as NMR is a method which can analyse protein
dynamics in solution. The importance of dynamics for protein function might currently
still be underestimated, probably because it is still technically challenging to analyze

sufficiently complex systems to draw biologically relevant conclusions. It will be
combination of techniques like cryo-electron-microscopy, mass spectrometry, NMR,

biophysical techniques and molecular dynamics simulations which could ultimately
give insight into the structure, dynamics and function of multidomain proteins and
their complexes.

New knowledge concerning the specific mechanistic impact of the disease-relevant

mutations such as R707Q and R687W in PLCγ can have therapeutic consequences.

For instance, if a specific mutation such as R707Q constitutively disrupts cSH2
structure already in the non-phospho-state, leading to constitutively active PLCγ1, an

inhibition of upstream PLCγ-activating kinases would not be helpful. If a mutation
destabilizes the entire γ-specific array, then other non-kinase dependent signalling

pathways communicating via the γ-specific array could be affected. If a mutation

such as R687W enhances FGFR kinase activity, then the FGFR kinase would be a
relevant therapeutic target. Multiple research groups are currently studying the

effects of PLCγ mutations on PLCγ function and cellular function; the number of
groups addressing these mutations by structural biological methods is small. One

reason for this might be the limited availability of easily accessible methods to study

the solution structure and dynamics of multi-domain proteins. The work presented

herein supplements scientists working on PLCγ with specific information on
structure, dynamics and function on PLCγ and its mutants. It also aims to exemplify
methodological approaches to study partially dynamic multidomain protein systems
which are relevant for medicine and for basic structural biology.
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Appendix A. Media and buffers
2xYT (Yeast Extract Tryptone) medium
for 2 l
1.6% (w/v) Tryptone
32 g
0.5% (w/v) NaCl
10 g
1% (w/v) Yeast Extract
20 g
pH = 7.4
with H2O: autoclave; with D2O: filter-sterilize
add antibiotic
HIS bufferA
25 mM TrisCl pH 8.0
500 mM NaCl
40 mM imidazole
1 mM TCEP
pH = 8.0

for 1000 ml
25 ml (1 M)
200 ml (2.5 M)
20 ml (2 M)
1 ml (1 M)

HIS buffer B
25 mM TrisCl pH 8.0
500 mM NaCl
500 m imidazole
1 mM TCEP
pH = 8.0

for 1000 ml
25 ml (1 M)
200 ml (2.5 M)
250 ml (2 M)
1 ml (1 M)

His Chelating Column Buffer A
25 mM TrisCl pH 8.0
250 mM NaCl
20 mM imidazole
1 mM TCEP
pH = 8.0

for 1000 ml
25 ml (1M)
100 ml (2.5 M)
10 ml (2 M)
1 ml (1 M)

LB (lysogeny broth) medium
for 100 ml
1% (w/v) tryptone
1g
0.5% (w/v) NaCl
0.5 g
0.5% (w/v) yeast extract
0.5 g
pH = 7.4
with H2O: autoclave; with D2O: filter-sterilize
add antibiotic
L (lysogeny) agar
for 100 ml
1% (w/v) tryptone
1g
0.5% (w/v) NaCl
0.5g
0.5% (w/v) yeast extract
0.5g
1.5% (w/v) agar
1.5g
with H2O: autoclave, add antibiotic just before pouring the plates
with D2O: microwave, add antibiotic just before pouring the plates
Low salt dialysis buffer
25 mM TRIS pH 8.0
1 mM TCEP
pH = 8.0

for 2 l
50 ml (1 M)
2 ml (1 M)

Lysis buffer
25 mM TrisCl pH 8.0
250 mM NaCl
40 mM Imidazole
10 mM Benzzamidine
1 mM MgCl2
10 µM CaCl2
pH = 8.0
≈ 100 ug/ml Lysozyme

for 200 ml
5 ml (1 M)
20 ml (2.5 M)
4 ml (2 M)
0.313 g
200 µl (1 M)
2 µl (1 M)
add later
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for 100 ml
2.5 ml
10 ml
2 ml
0.157 g
100 µl
1 µl

for 250 ml
6.25 ml
25 ml
5 ml
0.392 g
250 µl
2.5 µl

Minimal medium / Kanamycin agar plate medium
[MM agar]
for 500 ml medium
46 mM Na2HPO4
3.25 g
22 mM KH2PO4
1.5 g
8.5 mM NaCl
0.25 g
7.5 mM 15N-(NH4)2SO4
0.5 g
add some water, dissolve, fill to 500 ml, into bottle, add
1.5% (w/v) Agar
7.5 g
Shake. Autoclave. Shake.
add
28 mM D-Glucose
14 ml (1 M sterile-filtered solution)
1x Trace Metal Mix
50 μl (1000x sterile-filtered solution)
2 mM MgCl
100 μl (1 M sterile-filtered solution
50 ug/ml Kanamycin
500 µl (50 mg/ml sterile-filtered solution)
MM - Minimal Medium; MMM - Minimal Medium, Murray variation (Murray et al., 2012); high density variation
Minimal Medium 9 LB for [2D,13C,]15N labelling with Kanamycin
for 1 l medium
46 mM Na2HPO4 [Murray: 90 mM]
6.5 g [Murray: 12.8 g]
22 mM KH2PO4
3g
8.5 mM NaCl
0.5 g
28 mM D-Glucose [13C6: 11 mM, HD: 56]
5 g [13C labelling: 2 g; high density: 10 g]
7.5 mM 15N-(NH4)2SO4
1g
fill to volume with H2O (or D2O, or H2O/D2O mixture); [Murray: adjust pH to 7.4;] filter sterilly, then
0.5 x Trace Metal Mix
500 µl (1000 x sterile-filtered solution)
50 ug/ml Kanamycin
1 ml (50 mg/ml sterile-filtered solution)
≈ 20 mg/l Thiamin/Biotin
1 ml (20 mg/ml sterile-filtered solution)
2 mM MgCl2
2 ml (1 M sterile- filtered solution)
The solutions are solved in H2O or D2O (Trace Metal Mix: always H2O)
NMR and Gel filtration buffer
25 mM Na2HPO4/NaH2PO4 (pH 6.5)
50 mM NaCl
5 mM DTT
pH ≈ 6.42 with HCl
1 mM EDTA
pH = 6.5 (with NaOH)
use only MilliQ Water
later, in the final protein preparation, add:
2x Roche Protease inhibitor mix
0.04% (w/v) NaN3 (very toxic)

for 100 ml
5 ml (500 mM)
2 ml (2.5 M)
500 µl (1 M)
200 µl (500 mM solution)
4% (v/v) of 50x solution
1% (v/v) of 4% (w/v) solution

Phosphorylation Buffer A
25 mM TrisCl
150 mM NaCl
1 mM TCEP
pH = 8.0
Phosphorylation Buffer B
25 mM TrisCl
150 mM NaCl
25 mM MgCl2
10 mM ATP
1 mM TCEP
pH = 8.0
Q Buffer A
25 mM TrisCl
20 mM NaCl
Q Buffer A
25 mM TrisCl
20 mM NaCl
1 mM TCEP
pH = 8.0

(B: 1 M NaCl)
(B: 1 M NaCl)

for 2 l
50 ml (1 M)
16 ml (2.5 M)
for 2 l
50 ml (1 M)
16 ml (2.5 M)
2 ml (1 M)
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Q Buffer B
25 mM TrisCl
1 M NaCl
1 mM TCEP
pH = 8.0

for 1 l
25 ml (1 M)
400 ml (2.5 M) or 58.44 g
1 ml (1 M)

SOB (Super Optimal Broth) medium
2% (w/v) tryptone
0.05% (w/v) NaCl
0.5% (w/v) yeast extract
0.0186% (w/v) KCl
pH = 7, autoclave

for 1 l
20 g
0.5 g
5g
0.186 g

SOC (SOB with Catabolite repression) medium
SOB medium
10 mM Glucose
20 mM MgCl2

for 30 ml
30 ml
300 µl (1 M)
600 µl (1 M)

Streptactin buffer A
25 mM TrisCl
150 mM NaCl
pH = 8.0
Streptactin buffer B
25 mM TrisCl
150 mM NaCl
5 mM desthiobiotin
pH = 8.0
TRIS Gel Filtration buffer
25 mM TrisCl
150 mM NaCl
1 mM TCEP
pH = 8.0
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Appendix B. Supplemental figures and tables

Table B.1: Backbone resonance assignment for various construct used in this work.

All chemical shifts in ppm. For the nSH2 domains, H, N, Cα, Cβ and CO shifts are shown.
For key tandem constructs, Cα shifts are shown because they were important for

assignment. For the nSH2 domain, Cα shifts are only shown for the nSH2 constructs
because the shifts for the tandem-constructs were mostly identical.
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Table B.2: Residue-specific spread of the backbone HN bond angle. Spreads were
calculated for a set of three different crystal structures (3GQI, 4FBN, 4EY0). Protons have
been added either using GROMACS (GMX) or Xplor-NIH. The scripts for this type of
calculation can be found in Appendix C.10.
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Table B.3: 1H,15N-RDCs from WT-tandem constructs and data relevant to decide which
RDCs to include / exclude in the calculation. Angular spread similar to Tab. B.2; however,
the spread was calculated from a set of Xplor-NIH models with randomized domain position
which were used in subsequent calculations.
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Table B.4: Statistical data from Xplor-NIH refinements of relative SH2 domain
orientation for WT-tandem constructs. Most columns are similar to the columns of Table
4.4 - however, these data are calculated from all models belonging to the clustered group of
the representative model. "Columns number of models" describes how many models
dropped out of the calculation during refinement for various reasons. A: number of generated

starting models; B: number of successfully calculated models with Aa,nSH2/Aa,nSH2
ǂ -Aa,nSH2/Aa,nSH2 and bond angle / improper penalties below the cutoff; C: number of models

mentioned in B which cluster in the group of the representative model described (only
models calculated from randomly reduced RDC data sets are included here - these are not

omitted for B); D: in some cases, models were eliminated due to having non-converging Rinf
(Rinf after individual domain refinement << Rinf after relative domain refinement).
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Table B.5: Statistical data for Xplor-NIH refinements of relative SH2 domain
orientation for R687W-phospho-long-tandem. See Table B.4 for other details.
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Table B.6: 1H,15N-RDCs from R687W-phospho-long-tandem and R707Q-phospho-longtandem tandem.
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Table B.7: Residue-wise 1H,15N-RDC errors R687W-phospho-long-tandem. The errors

are standard deviations which have been calculated from individual 1H,15N-RDCs which were
obtained from four IPAP spectra sets.
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Figure B.1: Structure models obtained using Module and selection criteria set A. See
also Table 4.3B. The crystal structure 3GQI is shown as a reference. In each case, out of the
four possible models (degeneracy of the alignment tensor) the model which is clearly closest

to the reference structure was chosen. A short-tandem model could not be found because

none of the model was sufficiently similar to the crystal structure. This figure aims to illustrate
that Module predicts nonphospho- phospho- and short-pY783-peptide to have similar
relative SH2 domain orientations.
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Appendix C. Sample scripts

Appendix C.1. Bash script to automatically pre-process series of
Bruker spectra and preparing them for merging operations

#!/bin/bash
scp mercury:/dms/prog/binfo ./
firsttimeflag=$1
#fti=1
testmod=2
resolution1=1024
maxsw1=5.5
minsw1=11.5
resolution3=256
maxsw3=44
minsw3=66
resolution2=256
minsw2=136
maxsw2=102
fst='/dms/home/hkoss/nmrrec/for_starting'
hdiff=$(echo "$minsw1"' - '"$maxsw1" | bc -l | awk '{printf "%.3f", $1}')
printf "" > explist_add.csv
for x in $(cat addparams.log | awk '{print $1}'); do
if [[ $firsttimeflag -eq 1 ]]
then
mkdir $x
cp -r $(grep ^"$x"' ' addparams.log | awk '{print $3}')/* $x/
fi
cd $x
skip=0
exp=$(sed "1,3 ! d" ./pulseprogram | grep "# 1" | sed "s/\// /g" | rev | awk '{print
$1}' | rev | sed "s/\"//g")
exp2=$(grep ^"$x"' ' ../addparams.log | awk '{print $2}')
if [[ $exp2 == "hncxnus.raw" ]]
then
nusflag=1
elif [[ $exp2 == "hncanus.raw" ]]
then
nusflag=2
else
nusflag=0
fi
cp "../""$exp2" ./run.com
dimspec=$(grep ^"$exp" $fst/hans_parameters.log | sed "1 ! d" | awk '{print $3}')

if [[ $skip -eq "0" ]]
then
var[1]=$(grep '##$TD=' ./acqu | rev | awk '{printf $1}' | rev | awk '{printf
"%i", $1}')
var[2]=$(($((${var[1]}))/2))
var[3]=DQD
var[4]=$(grep '##$SW_h' ./acqu | rev | awk '{print $1}' | rev | awk '{printf
"%.4f", $1}')
var[5]=$(grep '##$SFO1' ./acqu | rev | awk '{print $1}' | rev | awk '{printf
"%.4f", $1}')
mf=$(grep '##$SFO1' ./acqu | rev | awk '{print $1}' | rev | awk '{printf "%i",
$1+0.5}')
var[6]=$(echo $(echo $(cat acqu | grep '##$O1' | rev | awk '{print $1}' |
rev)'/'"${var[5]}" | bc -l) | awk '{printf "%.4f", $1}')
var[7]=HN
swx=$(echo "${var[4]}/$mf" | bc -l | awk '{printf "%.4f", $1}')
var[8]=$(echo "(($resolution1*$swx)/($minsw1-$maxsw1))+0.5" | bc -l | awk
'{printf "%i", $1}')
var[9]=$(echo "((${var[6]}+$swx/2-$minsw1)*${var[8]}/$swx)+0.5+1" | bc -l |
awk '{printf "%i", $1}')
var[10]=$(echo "${var[9]}+$resolution1-1+0.5" | bc -l | awk '{printf "%i",
$1}')
if [[ $exp == "mh_N15T1" || $exp == "mh_N15T2" ]]
then
var[11]=$(grep '##$TD' ./acqu2 | rev | awk '{printf $1}' | rev | awk v mult=$(wc vclist | awk '{print $2}') '{printf "%i", $1*mult}')
else
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var[11]=$(grep '##$TD' ./acqu2 | rev | awk '{printf $1}' | rev | awk
'{printf "%i", $1}')
fi
var[12]=$((${var[11]}/2))
mode1=$(../binfo | grep "FnMODE" | sed "1 ! d" | rev | awk '{printf $1}' | rev
| awk '{printf "%s", $1}')
var[13]=$mode1
var[14]=$(../binfo | grep "Calculated" | sed "1 ! d" | sed "s/Hz//" | rev |
awk '{print $1}' | rev | awk '{printf "%.4f", $1}')
var[15]=$(grep '##$SFO1' ./acqu2 | rev | awk '{print $1}' | rev | awk '{printf
"%4f", $1}')
var[16]=$(echo $(echo $(cat acqu2 | grep '##$O1' | rev | awk '{print $1}' |
rev)'/'"${var[15]}" | bc -l) | awk '{printf "%.4f", $1}')
var[17]=15N
swx=$(../binfo | grep "ppm SW" | sed "1 ! d" | awk '{printf "%.4f", $5}')
var[18]=$(echo "(($resolution2*$swx)/($minsw2-$maxsw2))+0.5" | bc -l | awk
'{printf "%i", $1}')
var[19]=$(echo "((${var[16]}+$swx/2-$minsw2)*${var[18]}/$swx)+0.5+1" | bc -l |
awk '{printf "%i", $1}')
var[20]=$(echo "${var[19]}+$resolution2-1+0.5" | bc -l | awk '{printf "%i",
$1}')
cp run.com temp1.com
counter=0
if [[ $dimspec -eq 2 ]]
then
dimexpr="x y"
elif [[ $dimspec -eq 3 ]]
then
var[21]=$(grep '##$TD' ./acqu3 | rev | awk '{printf $1}' | rev | awk
'{printf "%i", $1}')
var[22]=$((${var[21]}/2))
mode1=$(../binfo | grep "FnMODE" | sed "2 ! d" | rev | awk '{printf
$1}' | rev | awk '{printf "%s", $1}')
var[23]=$mode1
var[24]=$(../binfo | grep "Calculated" | sed "2 ! d" | sed "s/Hz//" |
rev | awk '{print $1}' | rev | awk '{printf "%.4f", $1}')
var[25]=$(grep '##$SFO1' ./acqu3 | rev | awk '{print $1}' | rev | awk
'{printf "%4f", $1}')
var[26]=$(echo $(echo $(cat acqu3 | grep '##$O1' | rev | awk '{print
$1}' | rev)'/'"${var[25]}" | bc -l) | awk '{printf "%.4f", $1}')
var[27]=13C
swx=$(../binfo | grep "ppm SW" | sed "2 ! d" | awk '{printf "%.4f",
$5}')
var[28]=$(echo "(($resolution3*$swx)/($minsw3-$maxsw3))+0.5" | bc -l |
awk '{printf "%i", $1}')
var[29]=$(echo "((${var[26]}+$swx/2-$minsw3)*${var[28]}/$swx)+0.5+1" |
bc -l | awk '{printf "%i", $1}')
var[30]=$(echo "${var[29]}+$resolution3-1+0.5" | bc -l | awk '{printf
"%i", $1}')
dimexpr="x y z"
fi
for z in $dimexpr
do
for y in N T MODE SW OBS CAR LAB ZFS CUT1 CUT2
do
counter=$((counter+1))
var1="$z""$y"
var2="$var1"v
sed "s/"$var2"/""${var["$counter"]}""/" temp1.com > temp2.com
sleep 0.25
mv temp2.com temp1.com
sleep 0.25
done
done
if [[ $(grep ^"$exp" $fst/hans_parameters.log | grep " ""$mf"$) != "" ]]
then
phasepar=$(grep ^"$exp" $fst/hans_parameters.log | grep " ""$mf"$ |
rev | awk '{printf "%s %s %s %s %s %s", $2, $3, $4, $5, $6, $7}' | rev)
p0var1=$(echo $phasepar | awk '{print $1}')
p1var1=$(echo $phasepar | awk '{print $2}')
p0var2=$(echo $phasepar | awk '{print $3}')
p1var2=$(echo $phasepar | awk '{print $4}')
p0var3=$(echo $phasepar | awk '{print $5}')
p1var3=$(echo $phasepar | awk '{print $6}')
else
p0var1=0; p0var2=0; p1var1=0; p1var2=0
fi
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if [[ $exp == "mh_N15T2" ]]
then
taulist=$(for x in $(cat vclist); do echo $x | awk '{printf "%i ",
$1*8}'; done | sed "s/ $//g")
elif [[ $exp == "mh_N15T1" ]]
then
taulist=$(for x in $(cat vclist); do echo $x | awk '{printf "%i ",
$1*10}'; done | sed "s/ $//g")
fi

sed "s/p0var1/""$p0var1""/g" temp1.com | sed "s/p0var2/""$p0var2""/g" | sed
"s/p1var1/""$p1var1""/g" | sed "s/p1var2/""$p1var2""/g" | sed "s/p0var3/""$p0var3""/g" | sed
"s/p1var3/""$p1var3""/g" > temp2.com

if [[ $exp == "mh_N15T1" || $exp == "mh_N15T2" ]]
then
mv temp2.com temp1.com
sed "s/taulistvar/""$taulist""/" temp1.com > temp2.com
fi
hls=$(grep ^"$x"' ' ../addparams.log | awk '{print $4}')
hrs=$(grep ^"$x"' ' ../addparams.log | awk '{print $5}')
nls=$(grep ^"$x"' ' ../addparams.log | awk '{print $6}')
nrs=$(grep ^"$x"' ' ../addparams.log | awk '{print $7}')
cls=$(grep ^"$x"' ' ../addparams.log | awk '{print $8}')
crs=$(grep ^"$x"' ' ../addparams.log | awk '{print $9}')
sed
"s/HLS/""$hls""/g;s/HRS/""$hrs""/g;s/NLS/""$nls""/g;s/NRS/""$nrs""/g;s/CLS/""$cls""/g;s/CRS/""
$crs""/g" temp2.com > run.com
if [[ $nusflag -ge 1 && $dimspec -eq 3 ]]
then
cp ../nls.raw ../proc.raw ../recFT.raw ./
sed "s/nuspar1/""$(echo "$(sort -n nuslist -k2 | sed "$ ! d" | awk
'{print $2}')""+1" | bc)""/g" nls.raw | sed "s/nuspar2/""$(echo "$(sort -n nuslist -k1 | sed
"$ ! d" | awk '{print $1}')""+1" | bc)""/g" | sed "s/nuspar3/""$(echo "$(../binfo | grep
"acqu2s TD" | sed "1 ! d" | awk '{print $4}')""/4" | bc)""/g" | sed "s/nuspar4/""$(../binfo |
grep "acqu3s TD" | sed "1 ! d" | awk '{print $4}')""/g" > nls.in
minsw1=11.5
hdiff=$(echo "$minsw1"' - '"$maxsw1" | bc -l | awk '{printf "%.3f",
$1}')
HZF=$resolution1
xCUT1=${var[9]}
xCUT2=${var[10]}
if [[ $nusflag -eq 1 ]]
then
zCUT1=${var[19]}
zCUT2=${var[20]}
yCUT1=${var[29]}
yCUT2=${var[30]}
CZF=${var[28]}
NZF=${var[18]}
elif [[ $nusflag -eq 2 ]]
then
yCUT1=${var[19]}
yCUT2=${var[20]}
zCUT1=${var[29]}
zCUT2=${var[30]}
CZF=${var[28]}
NZF=${var[18]}
fi
if [[ $testmod -eq 2 ]]
then
echo "a"
cat proc.raw | sed "s/procpar3/\#/g" | sed "s/procpar4/20/g" >
proc.ra2
elif [[ $testmod -eq 1 ]]
then
cat proc.raw | sed "s/procpar3/\#/g" | sed "s/procpar4/10/g" >
proc.ra2
else
cat proc.raw | sed "s/procpar3//g" | sed "s/procpar4/1/g" >
proc.ra2
fi
sleep 0.5; cat proc.ra2 | sed "s/procpar1/$(pwd | sed
's/\//\\\//g')/g" | sed "s/procpar2/""$(echo "$(../binfo | grep "acqu2s TD" | sed "1 ! d" |
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awk '{print $4}')""*""$(../binfo | grep "acqu3s TD" | sed "1 ! d" | awk '{print $4}')""/4" |
bc)""/g" | sed "s/procpar3/\#/g" | sed "s/procpar4/20/g" | sed 's/xCUT1v/'"$xCUT1"'/g' | sed
's/yCUT1v/'"$yCUT1"'/g' | sed 's/zCUT1v/'"$zCUT1"'/g' | sed 's/xCUT2v/'"$xCUT2"'/g' | sed
's/yCUT2v/'"$yCUT2"'/g' | sed 's/zCUT2v/'"$zCUT2"'/g' | sed 's/p0var1v/'"$p0var1"'/g' | sed
's/p1var1v/'"$p1var1"'/g' | sed 's/xZFv/'"$HZF"'/g' | sed 's/minsw1v/'"$minsw1"'/g' | sed
's/hdiffv/'"$hdiff"'/g' > proc.sh
xn1=2
xn2=3

sed "s/special1/""$(echo "$(../binfo | grep "acqu""$xn1""s TD" | sed
"1 ! d" | awk '{print $4}')""/4" | bc)""/g" run.com | sed "s/special2/$(echo "$(../binfo |
grep "acqu""$xn2""s TD" | sed "1 ! d" | awk '{print $4}')""*4" | bc)/g" | sed
"s/CRS/""$crs""/g;s/CLS/""$cls""/g;s/NRS/""$nrs""/g;s/NLS/""$nls""/g" > fidSP.com
sed "s/p0var2/""$p0var2""/g" recFT.raw | sed "s/p1var2/""$p1var2""/g"
| sed "s/p0var3/""$p0var3""/g" | sed "s/p1var3/""$p1var3""/g" | sed
"s/CRS/""$crs""/g;s/CLS/""$cls""/g;s/NRS/""$nrs""/g;s/NLS/""$nls""/g" | sed "s/CZF/""$CZF""/g"
| sed "s/NZF/""$NZF""/g" > recFT.com
chmod u+x recFT.com
chmod u+x proc.sh
chmod u+x fidSP.com
fi
if [[ $nusflag -ge 1 && $dimspec -eq 3 ]]
then
echo "now NUS run"
bash -c "./proc.sh" > NUSlog.log
echo "NUS run finished"
else
csh run.com
fi

fi
cd ..
echo $x $exp $dimspec ${var[1]} ${var[2]} ${var[3]} ${var[4]} ${var[5]} ${var[6]}
${var[7]} ${var[8]} ${var[9]} ${var[10]} ${var[11]} ${var[12]} ${var[13]} ${var[14]}
${var[15]} ${var[16]} ${var[17]} ${var[18]} ${var[19]} ${var[20]} ${var[21]} >>
explist_add.csv
done
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Appendix C.2. Bash script to merge (prepared) 3D spectra
#!/bin/bash
cwd=$(pwd)
zsize=256
xstep=1
ystep=1
fstt=0

firsttimeflag=0
fti=1
accuweight=0
printf "" > explist_add.csv
c=0
#line=0
for y in $(cat addfinal.log | awk
c=$((c+1))
#cd $x
cd $y
#sleep 1
x1=$(sed "$c ! d" ../addfinal.log
y1=$(sed "$c ! d" ../addfinal.log
z1=$(sed "$c ! d" ../addfinal.log

'{print $1}'); do

| awk '{print $10}')
| awk '{print $11}')
| awk '{print $12}')

for x in $(seq 1 1 $zsize); do
cp plane"$(echo $x | awk '{printf "%03i\n", $1}')".ft12 plane1"$(echo $x | awk '{printf
"%03i\n", $1}')".ft12
done
pwd
xyz2pipe -in plane1%03d.ft12 | nmrPipe -fn FSH -rs "$x1" | nmrPipe -fn TP | nmrPipe -fn FSH rs "$z1" | nmrPipe -fn TP | nmrPipe -fn ZTP | nmrPipe -fn FSH -rs "$y1" | nmrPipe -fn TP |
pipe2xyz -z -verb -out plane2%03d.ft12
if [[ $fti -eq 1 ]]
then
#
echo $x
rm ../plane2*.ft12
rm ../x/plane2*.ft12
#
sleep 0.5
fti=0
for z in $(seq 1 1 $zsize); do y=$(echo $z | awk '{printf "%03i", $1}');
cp plane2"$y".ft12 ../x/
done
w1=$(sed "$c ! d" ../tmpweights2.log)
cd $cwd
else
w2=$(sed "$c ! d" ../tmpweights2.log)
for z in $(seq 1 1 $zsize); do y=$(echo $z | awk '{printf "%03i", $1}');
cp plane2"$y".ft12 ../y/
done

echo $w1 $w2 $x $y
pwd
addNMR -in1 ../x/plane2%03d.ft12 -in2 ../y/plane2%03d.ft12 -out ../plane2%03d.ft12 add -c1 $w1 -c2 $w2
mkdir ../r_"$c"
mkdir ../r_"$c"_x
mkdir ../r_"$c"_y
cp ../* ../r_"$c"/
cp ../x/* ../r_"$c"_x/
cp ../y/* ../r_"$c"_y/
echo STOPNOW
pwd
proj3D.tcl -in ../plane2%03d.ft12
xyz2pipe -in ../plane2%03d.ft12 > hncx.ft3
sleep 0.5
for z in $(seq 1 1 $zsize); do y=$(echo $z | awk '{printf "%03i", $1}');
cp ../plane2"$y".ft12 ../x/ ####to test always against the first
done

cd $cwd
if [[ $fstt -eq 0 ]]
then fstt=1
./getsn.sh 1
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else
./getsn.sh
fi
lastdir=$(pwd)
cp ./plane2100.ft12 planeres_$c.ft12
fi
done
fti=0
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Appendix C.3. Bash script to estimate the noise in a 3D spectrum
#!/bin/bash
precision=1
precision2=4
#if [[ $1 != "" ]]
#then
#cd $1
#fi
printf "" > peaklist2.log
printf "" > peaklist3.log
printf "" > peaklist0.log
for x in $(seq 1 $precision2 256)
do
a=$(echo $x | awk '{printf "%03i", $1}')

readROI -in plane2"$a".ft12 -x H-acq 10.8ppm 11.4ppm -y 15N 101.5ppm 105ppm -out trx.ft2 2>
err.dat
if [[ $(grep "bad" err.dat) != "" ]]
then
readROI -in plane2"$a".ft12 -x HN 10.8ppm 11.4ppm -y 15N 101.5ppm 105ppm -out trx.ft2 2>
err.dat
fi
noise1b=$(pipe2txt.tcl trx.ft2 | sed "s/\./ /g" | awk '{x+=$3^2}END{printf "%i\n",
sqrt(x/NR)}') 2> /dev/null
echo $noise1b
done > noiselist.dat
noise1a=$(cat noiselist.dat | awk -v siz=$(cat noiselist.dat | wc | awk '{print $1}')
'{x+=$1}END{printf "%i\n", x/siz}')
echo THE NOISE IS $noise1a

x1=1
x2=256
for x in $(seq $x1 $precision $x2)
do
y=$(echo $x | awk '{printf "%03i", $1}')
peakHN.tcl -in plane2$y.ft12 -out peaklist1.log -noise $noise1a &> /dev/null
#echo b
z=$x
cat peaklist1.log | grep "None" | grep -v "REMARK" | awk -v z=$z '{printf "%.3f %.3f %i %i\n",
$6, $7, z, $18}' >> peaklist0.log
cat peaklist1.log | awk '{printf "%i\n", $18}' >> peaklist2a.log
done

#x1=1
#x2=256
cutoff=0.1 #0.07
#echo "herea"
#cat peaklist0.log
#sleep 1
echo $x1 $x2
for t in $(seq $x1 1 $x2)
do
#
echo "herea1"
for v in $(cat peaklist0.log | grep " "$t" " | sed "s/ /_/g")
do
x1=$(echo $v | sed "s/_/ /g" | awk '{print $1}')
y1=$(echo $v | sed "s/_/ /g" | awk '{print $2}')
i1=$(echo $v | sed "s/_/ /g" | awk '{print $4}')
#
echo "hereb"
if [[ $(grep " "$(($(echo $v | sed "s/_/ /g" | awk '{print $3}') + 1))" "
peaklist0.log | awk -v y1=$y1 -v x1=$x1 -v i1=$i1 -v y=$t 'leave=0;{if (sqrt(((($1x1)*0.14)^2+($2-y1)^2)/2) < $cutoff) {if (i1<$4) printf "1"}}') == "" ]]
then
if [[ $(grep " "$(($(echo $v | sed "s/_/ /g" | awk '{print $3}') 1))" " peaklist0.log | awk -v y1=$y1 -v x1=$x1 -v i1=$i1 -v y=$t 'leave=0;{if
(sqrt(((0.14*($1-x1))^2+($2-y1)^2)/2) < $cutoff) {if (i1<$4) printf "1"}}') == "" ]]
then
echo $v
fi
fi
done
#
echo "herea2"
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done > filterlist1.log

cat filterlist1.log | sed "s/_/ /g" | awk '{if ($2>8) {if ($4>0) print $4}}' > peaklist2.log
cat filterlist1.log | sed "s/_/ /g" | awk '{if ($2<8) {if ($1>115) {if ($4>0) print $4}}}' >>
peaklist2.log
pwd
if [[ $1 -eq 1 ]]
then
cp peaklist2.log peaklist0a.log
fi

numb=$(cat peaklist0a.log | awk -v aver=$(cat peaklist0a.log | awk '{x+=$1; ya+=1}END{printf
"%i\n", x/ya}') '{if ($1>aver) y+=1}END{printf "%i\n", y}')
echo $numb

x1=$(cat peaklist2.log | sort -k 1 -n -r | sed "1, $numb ! d" | awk '{if ($1>0) x+=$1;
y+=1}END{printf "%i\n", x/y}')
echo signal is $x1
#cat peaklist2.log | sort -k 1 -n -r | sed "1,20 ! d" | awk '{x+=$1}END{printf "%i", x/20}')
echo $(echo $x1 $noise1a | awk '{printf "%.2f\n", $1/$2}')
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Appendix C.4. Bash scripts for processing peak lists from CCPN
basis script, input files

#!/bin/bash
#This is an integrated script to post-process peak lists from HSQC & IPAP experiments.
#define file directories
dochemshiftcalc=0
spectra='../peaklists/'
temp='../temp/'
parameters='../params/'
resultsdir='../results/'
outputf="$temp"'chemshift.csv'
filelist="$parameters"'filelist'
#********** In the original script, the various functions are placed here (see other
subsections) *****
#Create a filelist of all peaklists placed in the spectra directory.
for x in $(ls $spectra); do
if [[ $x != 'ResonanceList' ]]
then
echo "$spectra""$x"
fi
done > "$parameters"'filelist'

#One main task is to convert all relevant peaklists to easily accessible shift tables (those
can also be imported to MS Excel.
if [[ $dochemshiftcalc -eq 1 ]]
then
echo "calculating chemical shifts table from raw peaklist and ResonanceList data ..."
chemshiftproduce #which takes a while and might be skipped with this flag (see below).
fi
#Then, certain task types can be executed. In the task file, sub-commands with parameters,
usually referring to peak lists or other parameter files, can be found.
for x in $(cat "$parameters"'tasks')
do
y=$(echo $x | sed "s/_/ /g")
echo "executing ""$y"'...'
$y
done
function: convert CCPN peak lists & Resonance list to peak tables
chemshiftproduce()
{
resonancefile="$spectra"'ResonanceList'
line="resnumb,"

#This produces the header (column titles). In the filelist, the path to the spectra is
included. It is removed from the column titles, taking into accounts problems arising from
special characters.
for y in $(cat $filelist)
do
line="$line""$y"',,'
done
echo $line | sed "s/\.\.\///g" | sed "s/\///g" | sed "s/"$(echo $spectra | sed "s/\.\.\///g" |
sed "s/\///g")"//g" > $outputf
#This loop will create the chemical shifts table production residue by residue, in the range
defined herein. Each line starts with the residue number.
beg=545
for res in $(seq $beg 1 790)
do
line="$res"','
echo "Now processing residue ""$res""..."
#This subloop will go through the files from the filelist to extract the chemical shifts for
each of the peak lists. Each loop run will give a chemical shift pair to be added to the
output file.
for file in $(cat $filelist)
do
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#Peaks in peaklist files are not directly linked to residues, but to Resonances, which are
then linked to residues.
#The following loop does the job (is somewhat complicated because various resonances can be
linked to the respective residue without being linked to the queried peak in the peak list).
if [[ $(cat $resonancefile | awk '{print $6}' | grep "^""$res") != "" ]]
then
try=1
success=0
while [[ $success -eq 0 ]]
do
z=$(grep "\[""$(grep $(cat $resonancefile | awk '{print $6}' |
grep "^""$res" | sed "1 ! d") $resonancefile | awk '{print $2}' | sed "$try"" ! d")""\]" $file
| awk '{printf "%.3f,%3f,", $3, $4}')
if [[ $z != "" ]]
then
success=1
elif [[ $try -eq $(grep $(cat $resonancefile | awk '{print $6}'
| grep "^""$res" | sed "1 ! d") $resonancefile | awk '{print $2}' | wc | awk '{print $1}') ]]
then
success=1
else
try=$((try+1))
fi
done
if [[ $(echo $z | wc | awk '{print $3}') -gt 25 ]]
then
z=",,"
fi
if [[ $z == "" ]]
then
z=",,"
fi
else
z=",,"
fi
line="$line""$z"
done
echo "$line" >> $outputf

done
}
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Appendix C.5. Xplor-NIH script: Refine of NH bond orientation, A a
and Ar for individual SH2 domains using RDCs
#initialize stuff
da1v=5000
dr1v=200
xplor.parseArguments()
import pdb
from ivm import IVM
from potList import PotList
import protocol
from xplorPot import XplorPot
from time import sleep
import time
import sys
from xplorSimulation import XplorSimulation
from xplorPot import XplorPot
from varTensorTools import create_VarTensor, addAxisAtoms
from varTensorTools import calcTensor, calcTensorOrientation
from rdcPotTools import create_RDCPot
from simulationTools import analyze
from simulationTools import AnnealIVM
from cosRatioPot import CosRatioPot
bath=3400
timestep=0.000001
hotbath=6000
hottimestep=0.000001

millis = int(round(time.time() / 1000000))
print millis
numberOfStructures=1
seed=millis
print seed
simWorld.setRandomSeed(seed) ##not sure whether seed is really used anywhere?!?
#general user parameters
outFilename = "3s.pdb"
print outFilename
command = xplor.command
numberOfStructures=1

#load files
protocol.initStruct("model.psf")
protocol.initParams('protein')
protocol.initCoords('tandem_randomized.pdb')
from diffPotTools
import readInRelaxData, make_ratio
from relaxRatioPotTools import create_RelaxRatioPot
#region definitions
linkerBreak1 = "(resid
linkerBreak2 = "(resid
linkerBreak3 = "(resid
linkerBreak4 = "(resid
nSH2_2
nSH2_1
cSH2_2
cSH2_1
nSH2_3
cSH2_3

=
=
=
=
=
=

"resid
"resid
"resid
"resid
"resid
"resid

658
666
658
666

and
and
and
and

name
name
name
name

c)
c)
c)
c)

or
or
or
or

(resid
(resid
(resid
(resid

659
667
659
667

547:658"
547:658 and not (name hn or name h)"
667:773"
667:773 and not (name hn or name h)"
547:658"
667:773"

and
and
and
and

name
name
name
name

n)"
n)"
n)"
n)"

tandem_all1 = "resid 547:773 and not (name hn or name h)"
tandem_all2 = "resid 547:773"
fixresid = "resid 583"

#force constants. scale the different forces. Particularly relevant for the third round in
which the individual SSE are released.
ini_rad = 1
#ini_con = 0
ini_bond = 1
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ini_ang = 4
ini_imp = 300
ini_vdw = 0
ini_noe = 0
ini_gyr = 0
ini_sani_2 = 1 #1
ini_sani_2b = 1 #1
ini_sani_2c = 0
ini_sani_3 = 0
ini_sani_3b = 0
ini_sani_3c = 0

scale_rad = 1#.001
scale_bond = 1#.0001
scale_ang = 1#.0005
scale_ang_strict = 100
scale_imp = 300#.0001
scale_vdw = 1#.01
scale_noe = 0
scale_gyr = 0
scale_sani_nSH2_0 = 90
scale_sani_cSH2_0 = 90
scale_sani_nSH2_1 = 150 #1
scale_sani_nSH2_2 = 600 #1
scale_sani_nSH2_3 = 1500#500
scale_sani_cSH2_1 = 150
scale_sani_cSH2_2 = 600
scale_sani_cSH2_3 = 1500
scale_relax1 = 0
scale_relax2 = 0
scale_relax3 = 0#20
scale_relax4 = 0
axisAtomsC2=addAxisAtoms(resid=997)
axisAtomsC3=addAxisAtoms(resid=998)
axisAtomsC4=addAxisAtoms(resid=999)

ptensor_2c=create_VarTensor('phag1c',axis=axisAtomsC2)
ptensor_2c.setFreedom('varyDa, varyRh')
ptensor_3c=create_VarTensor('phag2c',axis=axisAtomsC3)
ptensor_3c.setFreedom('fixAxisTo phag1c, varyDa, varyRh')
cDa = CosRatioPot("cDa",
AtomSel("atom AXIS %d OO" % ptensor_2c.oAtom().residueNum()),
AtomSel("atom AXIS %d X"
% ptensor_2c.oAtom().residueNum()),
AtomSel("atom AXIS %d PA1" % ptensor_2c.oAtom().residueNum()),
AtomSel("atom AXIS %d OO" % ptensor_3c.oAtom().residueNum()),
AtomSel("atom AXIS %d X"
% ptensor_3c.oAtom().residueNum()),
AtomSel("atom AXIS %d PA1" % ptensor_3c.oAtom().residueNum()))
cDa.setScale(da1v)
cRh = CosRatioPot("cRh",
AtomSel("atom AXIS %d OO2" % ptensor_2c.oAtom().residueNum()),
AtomSel("atom AXIS %d Z"
% ptensor_2c.oAtom().residueNum()),
AtomSel("atom AXIS %d PA2" % ptensor_2c.oAtom().residueNum()),
AtomSel("atom AXIS %d OO2" % ptensor_3c.oAtom().residueNum()),
AtomSel("atom AXIS %d Z"
% ptensor_3c.oAtom().residueNum()),
AtomSel("atom AXIS %d PA2" % ptensor_3c.oAtom().residueNum()))
cRh.setScale(dr1v)
tand_tens=create_VarTensor('tandt', axis=axisAtomsC4)
rdc2cpot = create_RDCPot("rdc2cx",oTensor=ptensor_2c,file='n2.tbl')
rdc3cpot = create_RDCPot("rdc3cx",oTensor=ptensor_3c,file='n3.tbl')
rdctanpot = create_RDCPot("rdctanx",oTensor=tand_tens,file='n4.tbl')
calcTensor(ptensor_2c)
calcTensor(ptensor_3c)
calcTensor(tand_tens)
rdc_tan=PotList("rdctan")
rdc_2c=PotList("rdc2c")
rdc_3c=PotList("rdc3c")
rdc_2c.append(rdc2cpot)
rdc_3c.append(rdc3cpot)
rdc_tan.append(rdctanpot)
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
print analyze(rdc_tan)
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potLista = PotList()
protocol.initNBond(nbxmod=4)
potLista.append( XplorPot('VDW') )
potLista.add( XplorPot("BOND") )
potLista.add( XplorPot("ANGL") )
potLista.add( XplorPot("IMPR") )
potLista.append(rdc_2c)
potLista.append(rdc_3c)
potLista.append(cDa)
potLista.append(cRh)
potLista['VDW'].setScale(scale_vdw)
potLista['ANGL'].setScale(scale_ang_strict)
potLista['BOND'].setScale(scale_bond)
potLista['IMPR'].setScale(scale_imp)
rdc_2c.setScale(scale_sani_nSH2_1)
rdc_3c.setScale(scale_sani_cSH2_0)
potListb = PotList()
protocol.initNBond(nbxmod=4)
potListb.append( XplorPot('VDW') )
potListb.add( XplorPot("BOND") )
potListb.add( XplorPot("ANGL") )
potListb.add( XplorPot("IMPR") )
potListb.append(rdc_2c)
potListb.append(rdc_3c)
potListb.append(cDa)
potListb.append(cRh)
potListb['VDW'].setScale(scale_vdw)
potListb['ANGL'].setScale(scale_ang_strict)
potListb['BOND'].setScale(scale_bond)
potListb['IMPR'].setScale(scale_imp)
rdc_2c.setScale(scale_sani_nSH2_0)
rdc_3c.setScale(scale_sani_cSH2_1)
potListc = PotList()
protocol.initNBond(nbxmod=4)
potListc.append( XplorPot('VDW') )
potListc.add( XplorPot("BOND") )
potListc.add( XplorPot("ANGL") )
potListc.add( XplorPot("IMPR") )
potListc.append(rdc_2c)
potListc.append(rdc_3c)
potListc.append(cDa)
potListc.append(cRh)
potListc['VDW'].setScale(scale_vdw)
potListc['ANGL'].setScale(scale_ang)
potListc['BOND'].setScale(scale_bond)
potListc['IMPR'].setScale(scale_imp)
rdc_2c.setScale(scale_sani_nSH2_1)
rdc_3c.setScale(scale_sani_cSH2_1)

#Give atoms uniform weights, except for the anisotropy axis
from atomAction import SetProperty
AtomSel("all
").apply( SetProperty("fric",10.) ) ###
from atomSel import union
dynRigid_nSH2 = IVM()
ptensor_2c.setFreedom('varyDa, fixRh')
ptensor_3c.setFreedom('fixDa, fixRh')
dynRigid_nSH2.fix("(%s)" % tandem_all2)
protocol.cartesianTopology(dynRigid_nSH2)
protocol.initDynamics(dynRigid_nSH2,
potList=potLista, #c
bathTemp=bath,
initVelocities=1,
finalTime=0.04, #2
printInterval=100,
stepsize=timestep)
dynRigid_nSH2.setETolerance( bath/100 )
dynRigid_nSH2.run()

protocol.initMinimize(dynRigid_nSH2,printInterval=50, numSteps=3000, potList=potLista)
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dynRigid_nSH2.run()
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)

ptensor_2c.setFreedom('varyDa, fixRh')
ptensor_3c.setFreedom('fixDa, fixRh')
dynRigid_nSH2b = IVM()
dynRigid_nSH2b.fix("(%s)" % tandem_all1)
#dynRigid_nSH2b.group("(%s)" % cSH2_2)
protocol.cartesianTopology(dynRigid_nSH2b)
dynRigid_nSH2b.breakAllBondsIn("not resname ANI and (%s)" %nSH2_2)

protocol.initDynamics(dynRigid_nSH2b,
potList=potLista, #c
bathTemp=bath,
initVelocities=1,
finalTime=0.05, #2
printInterval=100,
stepsize=timestep)
dynRigid_nSH2b.setETolerance( bath/100 )
dynRigid_nSH2b.run()
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
protocol.initMinimize(dynRigid_nSH2b,printInterval=50, numSteps=3000, potList=potLista)
#dynRigid_nSH2b.run()
dynRigid_nSH2b.run()
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
ptensor_2c.setFreedom('varyDa, varyRh')
ptensor_3c.setFreedom('fixDa, fixRh')

protocol.initMinimize(dynRigid_nSH2b,printInterval=50, numSteps=3000, potList=potLista)
dynRigid_nSH2b.run()
dynRigid_nSH2b.run()
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
dynRigid_cSH2 = IVM()
ptensor_2c.setFreedom('fixDa, fixRh')
ptensor_3c.setFreedom("varyDa, fixRh")
dynRigid_cSH2.fix("(%s)" % tandem_all2)
protocol.cartesianTopology(dynRigid_cSH2)
protocol.initDynamics(dynRigid_cSH2,
potList=potListb, #c
bathTemp=bath,
initVelocities=1,
finalTime=0.04, #2
printInterval=100,
stepsize=timestep)
dynRigid_cSH2.setETolerance( bath/100 )
dynRigid_cSH2.run()

protocol.initMinimize(dynRigid_cSH2,printInterval=50, numSteps=3000, potList=potListb)
dynRigid_cSH2.run()
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
ptensor_2c.setFreedom('fixDa, fixRh')
ptensor_3c.setFreedom("varyDa, fixRh")

dynRigid_cSH2b = IVM()
dynRigid_cSH2b.fix("(%s)" % tandem_all1)
#dynRigid_cSH2b.group("(%s)" % nSH2_2)
#protocol.cartesianTopology(dynRigid_cSH2b)
dynRigid_cSH2b.breakAllBondsIn("not resname ANI and (%s)" %cSH2_2)
protocol.cartesianTopology(dynRigid_cSH2b)
protocol.initDynamics(dynRigid_cSH2b,
potList=potListb, #c
bathTemp=bath,
initVelocities=1,
finalTime=0.05, #2
printInterval=100,
stepsize=timestep)
dynRigid_cSH2b.setETolerance( bath/100 )
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dynRigid_cSH2b.run()
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
protocol.initMinimize(dynRigid_cSH2b,printInterval=50, numSteps=3000, potList=potListb)
#dynRigid_cSH2b.run()
dynRigid_cSH2b.run()
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
ptensor_2c.setFreedom('fixDa, fixRh')
ptensor_3c.setFreedom("varyDa, varyRh")

protocol.initMinimize(dynRigid_cSH2b,printInterval=50, numSteps=3000, potList=potListb)
dynRigid_cSH2b.run()
dynRigid_cSH2b.run()
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
dynRigid2 = IVM()
dynRigid2.reset
from atomSel import union
dynRigid2.fix("(%s)" % tandem_all2)

protocol.cartesianTopology(dynRigid2)

def structLoopAction(loopInfo):
command("restraints dihedral scale=2. end")
ptensor_2c.setFreedom('fixDa, fixRh')
ptensor_3c.setFreedom('fixDa, fixRh')
protocol.initMinimize(dynRigid2,printInterval=50, potList=potListc)
dynRigid2.run()
ptensor_2c.setFreedom('varyDa, varyRh')
ptensor_3c.setFreedom('varyDa, varyRh')
protocol.initMinimize(dynRigid2,printInterval=50, potList=potListc)
dynRigid2.run()
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
protocol.initDynamics(dynRigid2,
potList=potListc, #c
bathTemp=hotbath,
initVelocities=1,
finalTime=0.04, #0.2
printInterval=100,
stepsize=hottimestep)
dynRigid2.setETolerance( hotbath/100 )
dynRigid2.run()

protocol.initMinimize(dynRigid2,printInterval=50, potList=potListc)
dynRigid2.run()
dynRigid2.run()
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
protocol.writePDB('1c.pdb')
loopInfo.writeStructure(potListc)
pass

from simulationTools import StructureLoop
StructureLoop(numStructures=numberOfStructures,
pdbTemplate=outFilename,
structLoopAction=structLoopAction,
genViolationStats=1).run()
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Appendix C.6. Xplor-NIH script: Refinement of relative SH2 domain

orientation with RDCs, using SH2 domain structure, Aa and Ar from
a previous calculation

#initialize stuff
da1v=1
dr1v=1
xplor.parseArguments()
import pdb
from ivm import IVM
from potList import PotList
import protocol
from xplorPot import XplorPot
from time import sleep
import time
import sys
from xplorSimulation import XplorSimulation
from xplorPot import XplorPot
from varTensorTools import create_VarTensor, addAxisAtoms
from varTensorTools import calcTensor, calcTensorOrientation
from rdcPotTools import create_RDCPot
from simulationTools import analyze
from simulationTools import AnnealIVM
from cosRatioPot import CosRatioPot
bath=3400
timestep=0.000001
hotbath=6000
hottimestep=0.000001
millis = int(round(time.time() / 1000000))
print millis
numberOfStructures=1
seed=millis
print seed
simWorld.setRandomSeed(seed)
#general user parameters
outFilename = "result.pdb"
print outFilename
command = xplor.command
numberOfStructures=1

#load files
protocol.initStruct("model.psf")
protocol.initParams('protein')
protocol.initCoords('3s.pdb')
from diffPotTools
import readInRelaxData, make_ratio
from relaxRatioPotTools import create_RelaxRatioPot
relax_data_EIN = readInRelaxData(['t1t2.tbl'],
pattern=['resid','ratio','ratio_err'])
for item in relax_data_EIN:
make_ratio(item)
pass

icls_EIN='all'
r_ratio_EIN=create_RelaxRatioPot('rrp_EIN', data_in = relax_data_EIN,
freq = 599.924, temperature = 298.15, addAtoms=True)
print analyze(r_ratio_EIN)
#region definitions
linkerBreak1 = "(resid
linkerBreak2 = "(resid
linkerBreak3 = "(resid
linkerBreak4 = "(resid
nSH2_2
nSH2_1
cSH2_2
cSH2_1
nSH2_3
cSH2_3

=
=
=
=
=
=

"resid
"resid
"resid
"resid
"resid
"resid

658
666
658
666

and
and
and
and

name
name
name
name

c)
c)
c)
c)

or
or
or
or

(resid
(resid
(resid
(resid

659
667
659
667

547:658"
547:658 and not (name hn or name h)"
667:773"
667:773 and not (name hn or name h)"
547:658"
667:773"
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and
and
and
and

name
name
name
name

n)"
n)"
n)"
n)"

tandem_all1 = "resid 547:773 and not (name hn or name h)"
tandem_all2 = "resid 547:773"
fixresid = "resid 583"

#force constants. scale the different forces. Particularly relevant for the third round in
which the individual SSE are released.
ini_rad = 1
#ini_con = 0
ini_bond = 1
ini_ang = 4
ini_imp = 0.4
ini_vdw = 0
ini_noe = 0
ini_gyr = 0
ini_sani_2 = 1 #1
ini_sani_2b = 1 #1
ini_sani_2c = 0
ini_sani_3 = 0
ini_sani_3b = 0
ini_sani_3c = 0
scale_rad = 1#.001
scale_bond = 1#.0001
scale_ang = 1#.0005
scale_ang_strict = 100
scale_imp = 0.4#.0001
scale_vdw = 1#.01
scale_noe = 0
scale_gyr = 0
scale_sani_nSH2_1 = 150 #1
scale_sani_nSH2_2 = 300 #1
scale_sani_nSH2_3 = 1500#500
scale_sani_cSH2_1 = 150
scale_sani_cSH2_2 = 300
scale_sani_cSH2_3 = 1500
scale_relax1 = 0
scale_relax2 = 0
scale_relax3 = 0#20
scale_relax4 = 0

axisAtomsC2=addAxisAtoms(resid=997)
axisAtomsC3=addAxisAtoms(resid=998)

ptensor_2c=create_VarTensor('phag1c',axis=axisAtomsC2)
ptensor_2c.setFreedom('fixDa, fixRh')
ptensor_3c=create_VarTensor('phag2c',axis=axisAtomsC3)
ptensor_3c.setFreedom('fixAxisTo phag1c, fixDa, fixRh')
cDa = CosRatioPot("cDa",
AtomSel("atom AXIS %d OO" % ptensor_2c.oAtom().residueNum()),
AtomSel("atom AXIS %d X"
% ptensor_2c.oAtom().residueNum()),
AtomSel("atom AXIS %d PA1" % ptensor_2c.oAtom().residueNum()),
AtomSel("atom AXIS %d OO" % ptensor_3c.oAtom().residueNum()),
AtomSel("atom AXIS %d X"
% ptensor_3c.oAtom().residueNum()),
AtomSel("atom AXIS %d PA1" % ptensor_3c.oAtom().residueNum()))
cDa.setScale(da1v)
cRh = CosRatioPot("cRh",
AtomSel("atom
AtomSel("atom
AtomSel("atom
AtomSel("atom
AtomSel("atom
AtomSel("atom
cRh.setScale(dr1v)

AXIS
AXIS
AXIS
AXIS
AXIS
AXIS

%d
%d
%d
%d
%d
%d

OO2"
Z"
PA2"
OO2"
Z"
PA2"

% ptensor_2c.oAtom().residueNum()),
% ptensor_2c.oAtom().residueNum()),
% ptensor_2c.oAtom().residueNum()),
% ptensor_3c.oAtom().residueNum()),
% ptensor_3c.oAtom().residueNum()),
% ptensor_3c.oAtom().residueNum()))

ptensor_3c.setDa(4.92)
ptensor_3c.setRh(0.36)
ptensor_2c.setDa(4.51)
ptensor_2c.setRh(0.32)

rdc2cpot = create_RDCPot("rdc2cx",oTensor=ptensor_2c,file='n2.tbl')
rdc3cpot = create_RDCPot("rdc3cx",oTensor=ptensor_3c,file='n3.tbl')
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rdc_2c=PotList("rdc2c")
rdc_3c=PotList("rdc3c")
rdc_2c.append(rdc2cpot)
rdc_3c.append(rdc3cpot)
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
potLista = PotList()
protocol.initNBond(nbxmod=4)
potLista.append( XplorPot('VDW') )
potLista.add( XplorPot("BOND") )
potLista.add( XplorPot("ANGL") )
potLista.add( XplorPot("IMPR") )
potLista.append(rdc_2c)
potLista.append(cDa)
potLista.append(cRh)
potLista['VDW'].setScale(scale_vdw)
potLista['ANGL'].setScale(scale_ang_strict)
potLista['BOND'].setScale(scale_bond)
potLista['IMPR'].setScale(scale_imp)
rdc_2c.setScale(scale_sani_nSH2_1)
potListb = PotList()
protocol.initNBond(nbxmod=4)
potListb.append( XplorPot('VDW') )
potListb.add( XplorPot("BOND") )
potListb.add( XplorPot("ANGL") )
potListb.add( XplorPot("IMPR") )
potListb.append(rdc_3c)
potListb.append(cDa)
potListb.append(cRh)
potListb['VDW'].setScale(scale_vdw)
potListb['ANGL'].setScale(scale_ang_strict)
potListb['BOND'].setScale(scale_bond)
potListb['IMPR'].setScale(scale_imp)
rdc_2c.setScale(scale_sani_nSH2_1)
rdc_3c.setScale(scale_sani_cSH2_1)
potListc = PotList()
protocol.initNBond(nbxmod=4)
potListc.append(r_ratio_EIN)
potListc.append( XplorPot('VDW') )
potListc.add( XplorPot("BOND") )
potListc.add( XplorPot("ANGL") )
potListc.add( XplorPot("IMPR") )
potListc.append(rdc_2c)
potListc.append(rdc_3c)
potListc.append(cDa)
potListc.append(cRh)
potListc['VDW'].setScale(scale_vdw)
potListc['ANGL'].setScale(scale_ang)
potListc['BOND'].setScale(scale_bond)
potListc['IMPR'].setScale(scale_imp)
rdc_2c.setScale(scale_sani_nSH2_1)
rdc_3c.setScale(scale_sani_cSH2_1)
r_ratio_EIN.setScale(scale_relax1)
r_ratio_EIN.setRangeTmpFit(10)

from atomAction import SetProperty
AtomSel("all
").apply( SetProperty("fric",10.) ) ###
dynRigida1 = IVM()
from atomSel import union
dynRigida1.group("(%s)" % cSH2_2)
dynRigida1.group("(%s)" % nSH2_2)
protocol.cartesianTopology(dynRigida1)
protocol.initDynamics(dynRigida1,
potList=potLista, #c
bathTemp=bath,
initVelocities=1,
finalTime=0.05, #2
printInterval=100,
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stepsize=timestep)
dynRigida1.setETolerance( bath/100 )
dynRigida1.run()

protocol.initMinimize(dynRigida1,printInterval=50, numSteps=3000, potList=potLista)
dynRigida1.run()
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
dynRigidb1 = IVM()
dynRigidb1.group("(%s)" % nSH2_2)
dynRigidb1.group("(%s)" % cSH2_2)
protocol.cartesianTopology(dynRigidb1)

protocol.initDynamics(dynRigidb1,
potList=potLista, #c
bathTemp=bath,
initVelocities=1,
finalTime=0.05, #2
printInterval=100,
stepsize=timestep)
dynRigidb1.setETolerance( bath/100 )
dynRigidb1.run()
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
protocol.initMinimize(dynRigidb1,printInterval=50, numSteps=3000, potList=potLista)
dynRigidb1.run()
#dynRigidb1.run()
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
dynRigidb = IVM()
dynRigidb.group("(%s)" % cSH2_2)
dynRigidb.group("(%s)" % nSH2_2)
protocol.cartesianTopology(dynRigidb)
protocol.initMinimize(dynRigidb,printInterval=50, numSteps=3000, potList=potLista)
dynRigidb.run()
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
protocol.writePDB('1a.pdb')
ptensor_2c.setFreedom('fixDa, fixRh')
ptensor_3c.setFreedom('fixAxisTo phag1c, fixDa, fixRh')

dynRigid = IVM()
protocol.cartesianTopology(dynRigid)
dynRigid.group("(%s)" % nSH2_2)
dynRigid.group("(%s)" % cSH2_2)
protocol.initDynamics(dynRigid,
potList=potListb, #c
bathTemp=bath,
initVelocities=1,
finalTime=0.05, #2
printInterval=100,
stepsize=timestep)
dynRigid.setETolerance( bath/100 )
dynRigid.run()
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
protocol.initMinimize(dynRigid,printInterval=50, numSteps=3000, potList=potListb)
dynRigid.run()
dynRigid.run()
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
protocol.writePDB('1b.pdb')
dynRigid2 = IVM()
dynRigid2.reset
from atomSel import union
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dynRigid2.group("(%s)" % nSH2_2)
dynRigid2.group("(%s)" % cSH2_2)
dynRigid2.breakBond("(%s)" % linkerBreak1)
dynRigid2.breakBond("(%s)" % linkerBreak2)
protocol.cartesianTopology(dynRigid2)
def structLoopAction(loopInfo):
command("restraints dihedral scale=2. end")
ptensor_2c.setFreedom('fixDa, fixRh')
ptensor_3c.setFreedom('fixAxisTo phag1c, fixDa, fixRh')

protocol.initMinimize(dynRigid2,printInterval=50, potList=potListc)
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
protocol.initMinimize(dynRigid2,printInterval=50, potList=potListc)
dynRigid2.run()
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
protocol.initDynamics(dynRigid2,
potList=potListc, #c
bathTemp=hotbath,
initVelocities=1,
finalTime=0.05, #0.2
printInterval=100,
stepsize=hottimestep)
dynRigid2.setETolerance( hotbath/100 )
dynRigid2.run()

protocol.initMinimize(dynRigid2,printInterval=50, potList=potListc)
dynRigid2.run()
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
protocol.writePDB('1c.pdb')
potListd = PotList()
protocol.initNBond(nbxmod=4)
potListd.append(r_ratio_EIN)
potListd.append( XplorPot('VDW') )
potListd.add( XplorPot("BOND") )
potListd.add( XplorPot("ANGL") )
potListd.add( XplorPot("IMPR") )
potListd.append(rdc_2c)
potListd.append(rdc_3c)
potListd.append(cDa)
potListd.append(cRh)
dynRigid2.run()

potListd['VDW'].setScale(scale_vdw)
potListd['ANGL'].setScale(scale_ang)
potListd['BOND'].setScale(scale_bond)
potListd['IMPR'].setScale(scale_imp)
dynRigid3 = IVM()
dynRigid3.reset
from atomSel import union
ptensor_2c.setFreedom('fixDa, fixRh')
ptensor_3c.setFreedom('fixAxisTo phag1c, fixDa, fixRh')
dynRigid3.group("(%s)" % cSH2_2)
dynRigid3.breakBond("(%s)" % linkerBreak1)
dynRigid3.breakBond("(%s)" % linkerBreak2)
dynRigid3.group("(%s)" % nSH2_2)
r_ratio_EIN.setScale(scale_relax2)
rdc_2c.setScale(scale_sani_nSH2_2)
rdc_3c.setScale(scale_sani_cSH2_2)
protocol.cartesianTopology(dynRigid3)
protocol.initMinimize(dynRigid3,printInterval=50, numSteps=500, potList=potListd)
dynRigid3.run()
protocol.initDynamics(dynRigid3,
potList=potListd, #c
bathTemp=hotbath,
initVelocities=1,
finalTime=0.05, #0.5
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printInterval=100,
stepsize=hottimestep)
dynRigid3.setETolerance( hotbath/100 )
dynRigid3.run()
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
protocol.writePDB('1d.pdb')
rdc_2c.setScale(scale_sani_nSH2_3)
rdc_3c.setScale(scale_sani_cSH2_3)
protocol.initMinimize(dynRigid3,printInterval=50, numSteps=500, potList=potListd) #9500
dynRigid3.run()
dynRigid3.run()
print analyze(r_ratio_EIN)
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
print xray.calcEnergy()
loopInfo.writeStructure(potListd)
pass

from simulationTools import StructureLoop
StructureLoop(numStructures=numberOfStructures,
pdbTemplate=outFilename,
structLoopAction=structLoopAction,
genViolationStats=1).run()
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Appendix C.7. Xplor-NIH script: Refinement of relative SH2 domain
position using SAXS data

#initialize stuff
da1v=1
dr1v=1
xplor.parseArguments()
import pdb
from ivm import IVM
from potList import PotList
import protocol
from xplorPot import XplorPot
from time import sleep
import time
import sys
from xplorSimulation import XplorSimulation
from xplorPot import XplorPot
from varTensorTools import create_VarTensor, addAxisAtoms
from varTensorTools import calcTensor, calcTensorOrientation
from rdcPotTools import create_RDCPot
from simulationTools import analyze
from simulationTools import AnnealIVM
from cosRatioPot import CosRatioPot
bath=3400
timestep=0.000001
hotbath=6000
hottimestep=0.000001

millis = int(round(time.time() / 1000000))
print millis
numberOfStructures=1
seed=millis
print seed
simWorld.setRandomSeed(seed) ##not sure whether seed is really used anywhere?!?
#general user parameters
outFilename = "result2.pdb"
print outFilename
command = xplor.command
numberOfStructures=1

#load files
protocol.initStruct("model.psf")
protocol.initParams('protein')
protocol.initCoords('result.pdb')
from diffPotTools
import readInRelaxData, make_ratio
from relaxRatioPotTools import create_RelaxRatioPot
relax_data_EIN = readInRelaxData(['t1t2.tbl'],
pattern=['resid','ratio','ratio_err'])
for item in relax_data_EIN:
make_ratio(item)
pass

icls_EIN='all'
r_ratio_EIN=create_RelaxRatioPot('rrp_EIN', data_in = relax_data_EIN,
freq = 599.924, temperature = 298.15, addAtoms=True)
print analyze(r_ratio_EIN)
from solnXRayPotTools import create_solnXRayPot
import solnXRayPotTools
xray=create_solnXRayPot('xray',experiment='p.dat',
numPoints=26,
normalizeIndex=-3,preweighted=False)
solnXRayPotTools.useGlobs(xray)
xray.setNumAngles(250)
#xrayCorrect.setNumAngles(500)
xray.setScale(500)
xray.setCmpType("plain")
#potList.append(xray)
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#crossTerms.append(xrayCorrect)

print xray.calcEnergy()
from solnScatPotTools import fitParams

#region definitions
linkerBreak1 = "(resid
linkerBreak2 = "(resid
linkerBreak3 = "(resid
linkerBreak4 = "(resid
nSH2_2
nSH2_1
cSH2_2
cSH2_1
nSH2_3
cSH2_3

=
=
=
=
=
=

"resid
"resid
"resid
"resid
"resid
"resid

658
666
658
666

and
and
and
and

name
name
name
name

c)
c)
c)
c)

or
or
or
or

(resid
(resid
(resid
(resid

659
667
659
667

547:658"
547:658 and not (name hn or name h)"
667:773"
667:773 and not (name hn or name h)"
547:658"
667:773"

and
and
and
and

name
name
name
name

n)"
n)"
n)"
n)"

tandem_all1 = "resid 547:773 and not (name hn or name h)"
tandem_all2 = "resid 547:773"
fixresid = "resid 583"
ini_rad = 1
ini_bond = 1
ini_ang = 4
ini_imp = 0.4
ini_vdw = 0
ini_noe = 0
ini_gyr = 0

scale_rad = 1#.001
scale_bond = 1#.0001
scale_ang = 1#.0005
scale_ang_strict = 100
scale_imp = 0.4#.0001
scale_vdw = 1#.01
scale_noe = 0
scale_gyr = 0

#Give atoms uniform weights, except for the anisotropy axis
from atomAction import SetProperty
AtomSel("all
").apply( SetProperty("fric",10.) ) ###
from atomSel import union

def structLoopAction(loopInfo):
command("restraints dihedral scale=2. end")
potListe = PotList()
protocol.initNBond(nbxmod=4)
potListe.append(r_ratio_EIN)
potListe.append( XplorPot('VDW') )
potListe.add( XplorPot("BOND") )
potListe.add( XplorPot("ANGL") )
potListe.add( XplorPot("IMPR") )

potListe.append(xray)
print xray.calcEnergy()
dynRigid4 = IVM()
dynRigid4.fix("(%s)" % nSH2_3)
dynRigid4.breakBond("(%s)" % linkerBreak3)
dynRigid4.breakBond("(%s)" % linkerBreak4)
dynRigid4.group("(%s)" % cSH2_3)
dynRigid4.hinge("translate", cSH2_3)
protocol.initMinimize(dynRigid4,printInterval=50, numSteps=500, potList=potListe)
dynRigid4.run()
dynRigid4.run()
protocol.initDynamics(dynRigid4,
potList=potListe, #c
bathTemp=hotbath,
initVelocities=1,
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#
#
#

finalTime=0.5, #2
printInterval=100,
stepsize=hottimestep)
dynRigid4.setETolerance( hotbath/100 )
dynRigid4.run()
protocol.initMinimize(dynRigid4,printInterval=50, numSteps=500, potList=potListe)
dynRigid4.run()
print analyze(r_ratio_EIN)
print analyze(rdc_2c)
print analyze(rdc_3c)
print xray.calcEnergy()

loopInfo.writeStructure(potListe)
pass

from simulationTools import StructureLoop
StructureLoop(numStructures=numberOfStructures,
pdbTemplate=outFilename,
structLoopAction=structLoopAction,
genViolationStats=1).run()
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Appendix C.8. Automatic random selection of RDC data subsets for
Xplor-NIH calculations

#!/bin/bash
#creates five random subsets (each -20% data) of a given (RDC).tbl file (n2=nSH2, n3=cSH2),
produces the new start set in varx.
printf "" > nSH2_ten.dat
printf "" > cSH2_ten.dat
for y in $(seq 1 1 5); do
mkdir var$y
cp ./* ./var"$y"/
file=n2
cp $file.tbl $file.tbx
numpos=$(cat $file.tbl | wc | awk '{print $1/6}')
for x in $(seq 1 1 $(cat $file.tbl | wc | awk '{printf "%i", $1/(6*5)}'))
do co=$(echo $(( ( RANDOM % $numpos ) + 1 )) | awk '{printf "%i\n", $1*6-5}')
co2=$((co-1)); co3=$((co+5)); co4=$((co+6))
numpos=$((numpos-1))
if [[ $co2 -gt 0 ]]
then
sed "1, $co2 ! d" $file.tbx > tempx.dat
else
printf "" > tempx.dat
fi
sed "$co4, $ ! d" $file.tbx >> tempx.dat
cp tempx.dat $file.tbx
done
cp $file.tbx ./var"$y"/"$file".tbl
file=n3; cp $file.tbl $file.tbx
numpos=$(cat $file.tbl | wc | awk '{print $1/6}')
for x in $(seq 1 1 $(cat $file.tbl | wc | awk '{printf "%i", $1/(6*5)}'))
do co=$(echo $(( ( RANDOM % $numpos ) + 1 )) | awk '{printf "%i\n", $1*6-5}')
co2=$((co-1)); co3=$((co+5)); co4=$((co+6))
numpos=$((numpos-1))
if [[ $co2 -gt 0 ]]
then
sed "1, $co2 ! d" $file.tbx > tempx.dat
else
printf "" > tempx.dat
fi
sed "$co4, $ ! d" $file.tbx >> tempx.dat
cp tempx.dat $file.tbx
done
cp $file.tbx ./var"$y"/"$file".tbl

cd ./var"$y"
csh -c "xplor -py indivrun.py" &> indivrun.log
grep -A 2 "R-inf" indivrun.log | grep "rdc2cx" | sed "$ ! d" | awk '{printf "%.3f %.3f %3f\n",
$6, $7, $8}' >> ../nSH2_ten.dat
grep -A 2 "R-inf" indivrun.log | grep "rdc3cx" | sed "$ ! d" | awk '{printf "%.3f %.3f %3f\n",
$6, $7, $8}' >> ../cSH2_ten.dat
cd ..
done
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Appendix C.9. Bash scripts for molecular dynamics simulation
analyses

protein region fits

#!/bin/bash
#echo -e "Please type protein A filename (format xx.gro, B will be fit to A)"
#read protafile
protafile=11p.gro
echo -e "Please type protein B filename (only xx in format xx.gro)"
read protbfile
echo -e "fit region start residue?"
read startres
echo -e "fit region end residue?"
read endres
protbfilextc="$protbfile".xtc
outname="$protbfile"AL$startres$endres.gro
outnamextc="$protbfile"AL$startres$endres.xtc
protbfile="$protbfile".gro
startres2=$((startres - 1))
endres2=$((endres + 1))
printf "r $startres-$endres\n10&4\n\nq'" | make_ndx -f $protafile -o tempa_p.ndx
printf "r $startres-$endres\n10&4\n\nq'" | make_ndx -f $protbfile -o tempb_p.ndx
printf "10\n0\n" | trjconv -f $protafile -s $protafile -o tempa_pc.gro -n tempa_p.ndx
printf "10\n0\n" | trjconv -f $protbfile -s $protbfile -o tempb_pc.gro -n tempb_p.ndx
trjcat -f tempa_pc.gro tempa_pc.gro -o tempab.xtc
#printf "4\n\nq'" | make_ndx -o tempa_pc.ndx -f tempa_pc.gro
printf "4\n0\n" | trjconv -f tempab.xtc -o tempabfit.gro -s tempa_pc.gro -sep -fit progressive
echo $protbfilextc
echo $protbfile
printf "0\n" | trjconv -f $protbfilextc -o tempb_p0.gro -s $protbfile -dump 0
grep "^ $startres" -A 10000 tempb_p0.gro | grep "^ $endres" -B 10000 > tempmiddle.gro
grep "^ $startres2" -B 10000 tempb_p0.gro > temptop.gro
grep "^ $endres2" -A 10000 tempb_p0.gro > templower.gro
grep "^ $startres" -A 10000 tempabfit0.gro | grep "^ $endres" -B 10000 > tempmiddlenew.gro
awk '{printf "%8s%7s%5s\n",$1,$2,$3}' tempmiddle.gro > tempfile1.gro
awk '{printf "%7s%8s%8s\n",$4,$5,$6}' tempmiddlenew.gro > tempfile2.gro
paste -d \ tempfile1.gro tempfile2.gro > tempfile3.gro
cat temptop.gro tempfile3.gro templower.gro > tempfile4.gro
trjcat -f tempfile4.gro $protbfile -o tempfile5.xtc
printf "10\n0\n" | trjconv -f tempfile5.xtc -o tempfile.gro -s tempfile4.gro -sep -fit
progressive -n tempb_p.ndx
mv tempfile0.gro $outname
printf "11\n0\n" | trjconv -f $protbfilextc -s $outname -o $outnamextc -fit progressive -n
tempb_p.ndx
rm temp*

contact event detection

#!/bin/bash
echo -e "Please type name of trajectory to process (no xtc at the end)"
read trjfile
echo -e "Please type name of mass file to take into account (no gro at the end)"
read massfile
declare -a index1list
declare -a index2list
count=0
while [ "$index1" != "q" ]
do
echo -e "Please put (mext) index1 variable (format i.e. 545 or 545-559), press q when
finished"
read index1
index1list[(($count))]="$index1"
count=$(( $count + 1 ))
done
count2=0
while [ "$index2" != "q" ]
do
echo -e "Please put (mext) index2 variable, press q when finished"
read index2
index2list[(($count2))]="$index2"
count2=$(( $count2 + 1 ))
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done
count3=0
firstline=""
space=" "
while [ $count3 != $(($(($count)) - 1)) ]
do
count4=0
while [ $count4 != $(($(($count2)) - 1)) ]
do
rm tempndx.ndx
printf "r${index1list[$(($count3))]}\nr${index2list[$(($count4))]}\n\nq'" | make_ndx -f
"$massfile".gro -o tempndx.ndx
printf "10\n11\n" | g_mindist -f "$trjfile".xtc -group -s "$massfile".gro -od tempd.xvg -or
tempr.xvg -on tempn.xvg -xvg none -n tempndx.ndx -d 0.25
echo "$firstline""$space"r${index1list[$(($count3))]}_r${index2list[$(($count4))]}
firstline="$firstline""$space"r${index1list[$(($count3))]}_r${index2list[$(($count4))]}
if [ $count3 == 0 ] && [ $count4 == 0 ]
then
mv tempr.xvg "$massfile"_r.csv
mv tempd.xvg "$massfile"_d.csv
mv tempn.xvg "$massfile"_n.csv
else
paste -d \ "$massfile"_r.csv tempr.xvg > "$massfile"t_r.csv
paste -d \ "$massfile"_d.csv tempd.xvg > "$massfile"t_d.csv
paste -d \ "$massfile"_n.csv tempn.xvg > "$massfile"t_n.csv
rm temp*
mv "$massfile"t_r.csv "$massfile"_r.csv
mv "$massfile"t_d.csv "$massfile"_d.csv
mv "$massfile"t_n.csv "$massfile"_n.csv
fi
count4=$(($count4 + 1))
done
count3=$(($count3 + 1))
done

Comparison of the minimina and maxima of 1D projections of two different

trajectory sets (all trajectories of a given constructs) on a given eigenvector
#!/bin/bash
#protein constructs which should be compared. 1=nonphospho, 6=phospho, 4=insilicononphopshpho,
5=insilicophospho
s=$1
t=$2
for u in $(echo 1 4 5 6)
do
cat minmaxlog_"$u".log | grep -v "1 b 4" | grep -v "1 b 5" | grep -v "1 b 6" | grep -v "1 b 7"
| grep -v "1 d 4" | grep -v "1 d 5" | grep -v "1 d 6" | grep -v "1 d 7" > ninmaxlog_"$u".log
done
for x in $(echo 1 4 5 6)
do
for z in $(seq 1 1 10); do
for a in $(echo 1 4 5 6); do
#This selects all TRAJECTORIES of a certain protein construct for a specific eigenvector trjx
/ vecz.
echo prot$a trj$x vec$z $(cat ninmaxlog_$a.log | grep -v "f g" | grep 'c '"$x"' d 0 e '"$z" |
grep -v 'b 0' | awk -v a=$(cat ninmaxlog_$a.log | grep -v "f g" | grep 'c '"$x"' d 0 e '"$z" |
grep -v 'b 0' | awk '{a+=1; b+=$12}END{printf "%.2f\n", b/a}') -v b=$(cat ninmaxlog_$a.log |
grep -v "f g" | grep 'c '"$x"' d 0 e '"$z" | grep -v 'b 0' | awk '{a+=1; b+=$14}END{printf
"%.2f\n", b/a}') '{c+=1; d+=($12-a)^2; e+=($14-b)^2}END{printf "%.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f\n", a,
sqrt(d/c), b, sqrt(e/c)}')
done
done
#done
done > evalminmax.log
cp evalminmax.log evalminmax_"$s"_"$t".log
#check whether a certain construct turns out to span a different eigenvalue range on a given
eigenvector. Each line of an output represents a different eigenvector. Do phospho- and nonphospho-tandem perform significantly differently on different eigenvectors? The eigenvectors
derived from different PCAs (different cosntructs, trjx) are not necessarily equivalent. It is
worthy to evaluate the eigenvectors independently.
for x in $(seq 1 1 10); do for y in $(echo 1 4 5 6); do echo $y $x $(a1=$(cat evalminmax.log |
grep "vec""$x"' ' | grep 'trj'"$y"' ' | grep 'prot'"$s" | awk '{printf "%.2f", $4-$5}');
a2=$(cat evalminmax.log | grep "vec""$x"' ' | grep 'trj'"$y"' ' | grep 'prot'"$s" | awk
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'{printf "%.2f", $4+$5}'); a3=$(cat evalminmax.log | grep "vec""$x"' ' | grep 'trj'"$y"' ' |
grep 'prot'"$s" | awk '{printf "%.2f", $6-$7}'); a4=$(cat evalminmax.log | grep "vec""$x"' ' |
grep 'trj'"$y"' ' | grep 'prot'"$s" | awk '{printf "%.2f", $6+$7}'); b1=$(cat evalminmax.log |
grep "vec""$x"' ' | grep 'trj'"$y"' ' | grep 'prot'"$t" | awk '{printf "%.2f", $4-$5}');
b2=$(cat evalminmax.log | grep "vec""$x"' ' | grep 'trj'"$y"' ' | grep 'prot'"$t" | awk
'{printf "%.2f", $4+$5}'); b3=$(cat evalminmax.log | grep "vec""$x"' ' | grep 'trj'"$y"' ' |
grep 'prot'"$t" | awk '{printf "%.2f", $6-$7}'); b4=$(cat evalminmax.log | grep "vec""$x"' ' |
grep 'trj'"$y"' ' | grep 'prot'"$t" | awk '{printf "%.2f", $6+$7}'); echo $a1 $a2 $a3 $a4 $b1
$b2 $b3 $b4 | awk '{if (($1<$5 && $2<$5) || ($5<$1 && $6<$1) || ($4>$8 && $3>$8) || ($8>$4 &&
$7>$4)) print "significant"; print $0}'); done; done > evalsignificance_"$s"_"$t".log
cat evalsignificance_"$s"_"$t".log
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Appendix C.10. Calculation of the spread of NH bond angle
orientation in a given set of structures

First, calculate an average "structure" (only containing NH bonds):
#!/bin/bash
xn=0
#need struclist file, the files mentioned therein, ref.pdb, bet1.ndx.
for file in $(cat struclist)
do
echo $file
for x in $(seq 548 1 769); do grep ' '"$x"'
' "$file".raw; done | sed "s/ H
/ HN /g">
$file
if [[ $xn -eq 0 ]]
then
cp $file ref.pdb
fi
cSH2beta=$(printf "r 581 582 583 584 585 586 595 596 597 598 599 600 604 605 606 607 608 609
610 611 612\nr 689 690 691 692 693 694 701 702 703 704 705 706 707 712 713 714 715 716 717 718
719\nq\n" | make_ndx -f ""$file"" -o beta1.ndx | grep "atoms" | tac | sed "1 ! d" | awk
'{print $1}')
nSH2beta=$((cSH2beta-1))
echo $nSH2beta $cSH2beta
xn=$((xn+1))
##if [[ $xn -eq 1 ]]
##then
###need the following structures axis_empty.pdb; ref.pdb; beta1.ndx and the input structure
xx0.pdb
### In the first part of the stript, the individual SH2 domains are fitted to a reference
structure. As a next step, l
#combine reference and actual structure. must have equivalent coordinates
printf "0\n1\n" | trjcat -f ref.pdb $file -o xxr1.xtc -settime
#fit on nSH2 beta sheet.
printf "$nSH2beta""\n0\n" | trjconv -f xxr1.xtc -s ref.pdb -fit progressive -o xxfit1.xtc -n
beta1.ndx
#dump fitted actual structure.
#printf "0\n" | trjconv -s xx0.pdb -f xxfit1.xtc -dump 0 -o nSH2_0.pdb
printf "0\n" | trjconv -s $file -f xxfit1.xtc -dump 1 -o nSH2_1.pdb
#combine reference and actual structure. must have equivalent coordinates
printf "0\n1\n" | trjcat -f ref.pdb $file -o xxr2.xtc -settime
#fit on cSH2 beta sheet.
printf "$cSH2beta""\n0\n" | trjconv -f xxr2.xtc -s ref.pdb -fit progressive -o xxfit2.xtc -n
beta1.ndx
#dump fitted actual structure.
#printf "0\n" | trjconv -s xx0.pdb -f xxfit2.xtc -dump 0 -o cSH2_0.pdb
printf "0\n" | trjconv -s $file -f xxfit2.xtc -dump 1 -o cSH2_1.pdb
cp nSH2_1.pdb nS_"$xn".pdb
cp cSH2_1.pdb cS_"$xn".pdb

if [[ $xn -eq 1 ]]
then
#echo "x0"
#sleep 3
cat nSH2_1.pdb | grep " HN " > temp.pdb ; cat nSH2_1.pdb | grep " N " >> temp.pdb ; sort -k 5
-n temp.pdb | grep -v "PRO" | sed "1 d" | awk '($5<664){printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $5, $6, $7,
$8}' > HN_bonds_tx.pdb
cat cSH2_1.pdb | grep " HN " > temp.pdb ; cat cSH2_1.pdb | grep " N " >> temp.pdb ; sort -k 5
-n temp.pdb | grep -v "PRO" | sed "1 d" | awk '($5>663){printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $5, $6, $7,
$8}' >> HN_bonds_tx.pdb
echo "x2"
#sleep 3
for x in $(seq 545 1 790); do if [[ $(grep ^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_tx.pdb | wc | awk '{print $1}') eq 2 ]]; then echo $(grep ^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_tx.pdb | sed "1 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s %s
%s\n", $1, $2, $3, $4}') $(grep ^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_tx.pdb | sed "2 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s
%s\n", $2, $3, $4}'); fi; done | awk '{printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $1, -$2+$5, -$3+$6, -$4+$7}' >
HN_bonds_av.pdb
#echo "x1"
#sleep 3
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else
cat nSH2_1.pdb | grep " HN " > temp.pdb
-n temp.pdb | grep -v "PRO" | sed "1 d"
$8}' > HN_bonds_new.pdb
cat cSH2_1.pdb | grep " HN " > temp.pdb
-n temp.pdb | grep -v "PRO" | sed "1 d"
$8}' >> HN_bonds_new.pdb

; cat nSH2_1.pdb | grep " N " >> temp.pdb ; sort -k 5
| awk '($5<664){printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $5, $6, $7,
; cat cSH2_1.pdb | grep " N " >> temp.pdb ; sort -k 5
| awk '($5>663){printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $5, $6, $7,

#update average
cp HN_bonds_av.pdb HN_bonds_old.pdb
for x in $(seq 545 1 790); do if [[ $(grep ^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_new.pdb | wc | awk '{print $1}')
-eq 2 && $(grep ^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_av.pdb | wc | awk '{print $1}') -eq 1 ]]; then echo $(grep
^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_new.pdb | sed "1 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $1, $2, $3, $4}')
$(grep ^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_new.pdb | sed "2 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s %s\n", $2, $3, $4}')
$(grep ^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_av.pdb | sed "1 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s %s\n", $2, $3, $4}'); fi;
done | awk '{printf "%s %s %s %s %s %s %s\n", $1, -$2+$5, -$3+$6, -$4+$7, $8, $9, $10}' | awk
-v cnt=$xn 'function acos(x) { return atan2(sqrt(1-x*x), x) }; function acosi(x) { return
acos(x)/0.0174533 }; {printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $1, ($2+cnt*$5)/(cnt+1), ($3+cnt*$6)/(cnt+1),
($4+cnt*$7)/(cnt+1)}' > HN_bonds_avi.pdb
mv HN_bonds_avi.pdb HN_bonds_av.pdb
echo "xxxxx"
fi
done

From the average "structure" (only NH bonds), the (angular) standard deviation of

the NH bond orientation for the given set of structures can then be calculated using
the following script:

#!/bin/bash
xn=0
#need struclist file, the files mentioned therein, ref.pdb, bet1.ndx.
for file in $(cat struclist)
do
xn=$((xn+1))
cSH2beta=$(printf "r 581 582 583 584 585 586 595 596 597 598 599 600 604 605 606 607 608 609
610 611 612\nr 689 690 691 692 693 694 701 702 703 704 705 706 707 712 713 714 715 716 717 718
719\nq\n" | make_ndx -f ""$file"" -o beta1.ndx | grep "atoms" | tac | sed "1 ! d" | awk
'{print $1}')
nSH2beta=$((cSH2beta-1))
echo $nSH2beta $cSH2beta
##if [[ $xn -eq 1 ]]
##then
###need the following structures axis_empty.pdb; ref.pdb; beta1.ndx and the input structure
xx0.pdb

### In the first part of the stript, the individual SH2 domains are fitted to a reference
structure. As a next step, l
#combine reference and actual structure. must have equivalent coordinates
printf "0\n1\n" | trjcat -f ref.pdb $file -o xxr1.xtc -settime
#fit on nSH2 beta sheet.
printf "$nSH2beta""\n0\n" | trjconv -f xxr1.xtc -s ref.pdb -fit progressive -o xxfit1.xtc -n
beta1.ndx
#dump fitted actual structure.
#printf "0\n" | trjconv -s xx0.pdb -f xxfit1.xtc -dump 0 -o nSH2_0.pdb
printf "0\n" | trjconv -s $file -f xxfit1.xtc -dump 1 -o nSH2_1.pdb
#combine reference and actual structure. must have equivalent coordinates
printf "0\n1\n" | trjcat -f ref.pdb $file -o xxr2.xtc -settime
#fit on cSH2 beta sheet.
printf "$cSH2beta""\n0\n" | trjconv -f xxr2.xtc -s ref.pdb -fit progressive -o xxfit2.xtc -n
beta1.ndx
#dump fitted actual structure.
#printf "0\n" | trjconv -s xx0.pdb -f xxfit2.xtc -dump 0 -o cSH2_0.pdb
printf "0\n" | trjconv -s $file -f xxfit2.xtc -dump 1 -o cSH2_1.pdb
cp nSH2_1.pdb nS_"$xn".pdb
cp cSH2_1.pdb cS_"$xn".pdb
if [[ $xn -eq 1 ]]
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then
cat nSH2_1.pdb | grep " HN " > temp.pdb ; cat nSH2_1.pdb | grep " N " >> temp.pdb ; sort -k 5
-n temp.pdb | grep -v "PRO" | sed "1 d" | awk '($5<664){printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $5, $6, $7,
$8}' > HN_bonds_tx.pdb
cat cSH2_1.pdb | grep " HN " > temp.pdb ; cat cSH2_1.pdb | grep " N " >> temp.pdb ; sort -k 5
-n temp.pdb | grep -v "PRO" | sed "1 d" | awk '($5>663){printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $5, $6, $7,
$8}' >> HN_bonds_tx.pdb
for x in $(seq 545 1 790); do if [[ $(grep ^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_tx.pdb | wc | awk '{print $1}') eq 2 ]]; then echo $(grep ^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_tx.pdb | sed "1 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s %s
%s\n", $1, $2, $3, $4}') $(grep ^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_tx.pdb | sed "2 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s
%s\n", $2, $3, $4}'); fi; done | awk '{printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $1, -$2+$5, -$3+$6, -$4+$7}' >
HN_bonds_new.pdb
cp HN_bonds_new.pdb HN_bonds_new1.pdb
echo "xxxx"
for x in $(seq 545 1 790); do if [[ $(grep ^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_new.pdb | wc | awk '{print $1}')
-eq 1 && $(grep ^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_av.pdb | wc | awk '{print $1}') -eq 1 ]]; then echo $(grep
^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_new.pdb | sed "1 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $1, $2, $3, $4}')
$(grep ^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_new.pdb | sed "2 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s %s\n", $2, $3, $4}')
$(grep ^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_av.pdb | sed "1 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s %s\n", $2, $3, $4}'); fi;
done | awk -v cnt=$xn 'function acos(x) { return atan2(sqrt(1-x*x), x) }; function acosi(x) {
return acos(x)/0.0174533 }; {printf "%s %s %s\n", $1, sqrt(($2*$5+$3*$6+$4*$7)^2),
(sqrt($2^2+$3^2+$4^2)*sqrt($5^2+$6^2+$7^2))}' | awk 'function acos(x) { return atan2(sqrt(1x*x), x) }; function acosi(x) { return acos(x)/0.0174533 }; {printf "%s %s\n", $1,
(acosi($2/$3))^2}' > std.log
else
cat nSH2_1.pdb | grep " HN " > temp.pdb ; cat nSH2_1.pdb | grep " N " >> temp.pdb ; sort -k 5
-n temp.pdb | grep -v "PRO" | sed "1 d" | awk '($5<664){printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $5, $6, $7,
$8}' > HN_bonds_new.pdb
cat cSH2_1.pdb | grep " HN " > temp.pdb ; cat cSH2_1.pdb | grep " N " >> temp.pdb ; sort -k 5
-n temp.pdb | grep -v "PRO" | sed "1 d" | awk '($5>663){printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $5, $6, $7,
$8}' >> HN_bonds_new.pdb
for x in $(seq 545 1 790); do if [[ $(grep ^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_new.pdb | wc | awk '{print $1}')
-eq 2 ]]; then echo $(grep ^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_new.pdb | sed "1 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s %s
%s\n", $1, $2, $3, $4}') $(grep ^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_new.pdb | sed "2 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s
%s\n", $2, $3, $4}'); fi; done | awk '{printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $1, -$2+$5, -$3+$6, -$4+$7}' >
HN_bonds_new2.pdb
for x in $(seq 545 1 790); do if [[ $(grep ^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_new.pdb | wc | awk '{print $1}')
-eq 2 && $(grep ^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_av.pdb | wc | awk '{print $1}') -eq 1 ]]; then echo $(grep
^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_new.pdb | sed "1 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $1, $2, $3, $4}')
$(grep ^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_new.pdb | sed "2 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s %s\n", $2, $3, $4}')
$(grep ^"$x"' ' HN_bonds_av.pdb | sed "1 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s %s\n", $2, $3, $4}'); fi;
done | awk '{printf "%s %s %s %s %s %s %s\n", $1, -$2+$5, -$3+$6, -$4+$7, $8, $9, $10}' | awk
-v cnt=$xn 'function acos(x) { return atan2(sqrt(1-x*x), x) }; function acosi(x) { return
acos(x)/0.0174533 }; {printf "%s %s %s\n", $1, sqrt(($2*$5+$3*$6+$4*$7)^2),
(sqrt($2^2+$3^2+$4^2)*sqrt($5^2+$6^2+$7^2))}' | awk 'function acos(x) { return atan2(sqrt(1x*x), x) }; function acosi(x) { return acos(x)/0.0174533 }; {printf "%s %s\n", $1,
(acosi($2/$3))^2}' > stdx.log
cp std.log std.old
for x in $(cat std.old | sed "s/ /_/g"); do echo $x | sed "s/_/ /g" | awk -v f=$xn -v
st2=$(grep ^"$(echo $x | sed "s/_/ /g" | awk '{print $1}')"' ' stdx.log | awk '{print $2}')
'{printf "%s %s\n", $1, ($2*(f-1)+st2)/f}'; done > std.log
#update average
fi
done

cat std.log | awk '{printf "%s %s\n", $1, sqrt($2)}' > result_stdev.dat
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Appendix C.11 Calculation of a one- and three-vector

representations for illustration of relative SH2 domain orientation
direc="./"
#direc=$1
echo $direc
printf "" > "$direc"orientcollection.pdb
printf "" > "$direc"orientcollectax1.pdb
printf "" > "$direc"orientcollectax2.pdb
printf "" > "$direc"orientcollectax3.pdb
rm \#*
n=0
printf "" > num_mod.log
cat reflist > filelist2
cat filelist >> filelist2
for x in $(cat reflist); do cp ./references/"$x" ./pdbcoll/; done
#sleep 5
for x in $(cat filelist2); do n=$((n+1)); echo $n $x >> num_mod.log; rm \#*;
#if [[ -e "./pdbcoll/""$x" ]]; then
grep -v ' '"TRRP"' ' ./pdbcoll/"$x" | grep -v ' '"ANI"' ' > ./xx0a.pdb;
for y in $(seq 548 1 769); do grep ' '"$y"'
' xx0a.pdb; done > xx0.pdb
#sleep
./getorient2.sh; grep "AX2" output0.pdb | sed "s/101/""$(echo $n | awk '{printf "%03i",
$1}')/g" >> "$direc"orientcollection.pdb; cp xx.pdb "$direc"xx_"$x".pdb;
#fi;
done
grep " 1 " "$direc"orientcollection.pdb > tmpx.dat; grep " 2 " "$direc"orientcollection.pdb >>
tmpx.dat; cat tmpx.dat | sort -k 5 -n > "$direc"orientcollectax1.pdb
grep " 1 " "$direc"orientcollection.pdb > tmpx.dat; grep " 3 " "$direc"orientcollection.pdb >>
tmpx.dat; cat tmpx.dat | sort -k 5 -n > "$direc"orientcollectax2.pdb
grep " 1 " "$direc"orientcollection.pdb > tmpx.dat; grep " 4 " "$direc"orientcollection.pdb >>
tmpx.dat; cat tmpx.dat | sort -k 5 -n > "$direc"orientcollectax3.pdb
cp "$direc"orientcollection.pdb ./
cp num_mod.log $direc

This script can be followed by a calculation to estimate the angles between the
representative three-vector representation and the representation of the
reference structure:

#!/bin/bash
#cp ../ref.pdb ref.pdb
printf "0\n1\n" | trjcat -f ref.pdb xx0.pdb -o xxr.xtc -settime
file=ref.pdb
cSH2beta=$(printf "r 581 582 583 584 585 586 595 596 597 598 599 600 604 605 606 607 608 609
610 611 612\nr 689 690 691 692 693 694 701 702 703 704 705 706 707 712 713 714 715 716 717 718
719\nq\n" | gmx make_ndx -f ""$file"" -o beta1.ndx | grep "atoms" | tac | sed "1 ! d" | awk
'{print $1}')
nSH2beta=$((cSH2beta-1))
printf "$nSH2beta""\n0\n" | trjconv -f xxr.xtc -s ref.pdb -fit progressive -o xxfit.xtc -n
beta1.ndx
##printf "16\n0\n" | trjconv -f xxfit1.xtc -s ref.pdb -fit translation -o xxfit.xtc -n
beta1.ndx
##printf "15\n0\n" | trjconv -f xxr.xtc -s ref.pdb -fit progressive -o xxfit.xtc -n beta1.ndx
printf "$cSH2beta""\n0\n" | trjconv -s xx0.pdb -f xxfit.xtc -dump 1 -center -n beta1.ndx -o
xx.pdb
printf "0\n" | trjconv -s xx0.pdb -f xxfit.xtc -dump 1 -o xx.pdb

printf "$nSH2beta""\n" | gmx principal -f xx.pdb -s xx.pdb -n beta1.ndx #15
x11=0
x12=0
x13=0
f1=1.5
f2=1
f3=0.5
for aa in $(seq 1 1 3); do cat paxis"$aa".xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk '{a=$1; b=$2; c=$3; d=$4; if
($2+$3+$4<0) {b=-$2; c=-$3; d=-$4}}END{printf "%.6f
%.6f
%.6f
%.6f\n", a, b, c, d}' >
temp; mv temp paxis"$aa".xvg; done
cat axis_empty.pdb | sed "s/x11/$(echo $x11 | awk '{printf "%7.3f", $1}')/g" | sed
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"s/x12/$(echo $x12 | awk '{printf "%7.3f", $1}')/g" | sed "s/x13/$(echo $x13 | awk '{printf
"%7.3f", $1}')/g" | sed "s/x21/$(cat paxis1.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x11 -v f=$f1
'{printf "%7.3f", f*$2+x}')/g" | sed "s/x22/$(cat paxis1.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x12 -v
f=$f1 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$3+x}')/g" | sed "s/x23/$(cat paxis1.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v
x=$x13 -v f=$f1 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$4+x}')/g" | sed "s/x31/$(cat paxis2.xvg | sed "$ ! d" |
awk -v x=$x11 -v f=$f2 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$2+x}')/g" | sed "s/x32/$(cat paxis2.xvg | sed "$ !
d" | awk -v x=$x12 -v f=$f2 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$3+x}')/g" | sed "s/x33/$(cat paxis2.xvg | sed
"$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x13 -v f=$f2 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$4+x}')/g" | sed "s/x41/$(cat paxis3.xvg
| sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x11 -v f=$f3 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$2+x}')/g" | sed "s/x42/$(cat
paxis3.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x12 -v f=$f3 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$3+x}')/g" | sed
"s/x43/$(cat paxis3.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x13 -v f=$f3 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$4+x}')/g"
> xxa1.pdb
printf "$cSH2beta""\n" | gmx principal -f xx.pdb -s xx.pdb -n beta1.ndx
x11=0
x12=0
x13=0
f1=1.5
f2=1
f3=0.5

for aa in $(seq 1 1 3); do cat paxis"$aa".xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk '{a=$1; b=$2; c=$3; d=$4; if
($2+$3+$4<0) {b=-$2; c=-$3; d=-$4}}END{printf "%.6f
%.6f
%.6f
%.6f\n", a, b, c, d}' >
temp; mv temp paxis"$aa".xvg; done
cat axis_empty2.pdb | sed "s/x11/$(echo $x11 | awk '{printf "%7.3f", $1}')/g" | sed
"s/x12/$(echo $x12 | awk '{printf "%7.3f", $1}')/g" | sed "s/x13/$(echo $x13 | awk '{printf
"%7.3f", $1}')/g" | sed "s/x21/$(cat paxis1.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x11 -v f=$f1
'{printf "%7.3f", f*$2+x}')/g" | sed "s/x22/$(cat paxis1.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x12 -v
f=$f1 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$3+x}')/g" | sed "s/x23/$(cat paxis1.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v
x=$x13 -v f=$f1 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$4+x}')/g" | sed "s/x31/$(cat paxis2.xvg | sed "$ ! d" |
awk -v x=$x11 -v f=$f2 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$2+x}')/g" | sed "s/x32/$(cat paxis2.xvg | sed "$ !
d" | awk -v x=$x12 -v f=$f2 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$3+x}')/g" | sed "s/x33/$(cat paxis2.xvg | sed
"$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x13 -v f=$f2 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$4+x}')/g" | sed "s/x41/$(cat paxis3.xvg
| sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x11 -v f=$f3 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$2+x}')/g" | sed "s/x42/$(cat
paxis3.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x12 -v f=$f3 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$3+x}')/g" | sed
"s/x43/$(cat paxis3.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x13 -v f=$f3 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$4+x}')/g"
>> xxa1.pdb
echo "0 1.5 0 0" > paxis1.xvg
echo "0 0 1 0" > paxis2.xvg
echo "0 0 0 0.5" > paxis3.xvg
x11=0
x12=0
x13=0
f1=1
f2=1
f3=1
cat axis_empty.pdb | sed "s/x11/$(echo $x11 | awk '{printf "%7.3f", $1}')/g" | sed
"s/x12/$(echo $x12 | awk '{printf "%7.3f", $1}')/g" | sed "s/x13/$(echo $x13 | awk '{printf
"%7.3f", $1}')/g" | sed "s/x21/$(cat paxis1.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x11 -v f=$f1
'{printf "%7.3f", f*$2+x}')/g" | sed "s/x22/$(cat paxis1.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x12 -v
f=$f1 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$3+x}')/g" | sed "s/x23/$(cat paxis1.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v
x=$x13 -v f=$f1 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$4+x}')/g" | sed "s/x31/$(cat paxis2.xvg | sed "$ ! d" |
awk -v x=$x11 -v f=$f2 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$2+x}')/g" | sed "s/x32/$(cat paxis2.xvg | sed "$ !
d" | awk -v x=$x12 -v f=$f2 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$3+x}')/g" | sed "s/x33/$(cat paxis2.xvg | sed
"$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x13 -v f=$f2 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$4+x}')/g" | sed "s/x41/$(cat paxis3.xvg
| sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x11 -v f=$f3 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$2+x}')/g" | sed "s/x42/$(cat
paxis3.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x12 -v f=$f3 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$3+x}')/g" | sed
"s/x43/$(cat paxis3.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x13 -v f=$f3 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$4+x}')/g"
> xxa2.pdb
printf "$cSH2beta""\n" | gmx principal -f xx.pdb -s xx.pdb -n beta1.ndx
x11=0
x12=0
x13=0
f1=1.5
f2=1
f3=0.5
for aa in $(seq 1 1 3); do cat paxis"$aa".xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk '{a=$1; b=$2; c=$3; d=$4; if
($2+$3+$4<0) {b=-$2; c=-$3; d=-$4}}END{printf "%.6f
%.6f
%.6f
%.6f\n", a, b, c, d}' >
temp; mv temp paxis"$aa".xvg; done
cat axis_empty2.pdb | sed "s/x11/$(echo $x11 | awk '{printf "%7.3f", $1}')/g" | sed
"s/x12/$(echo $x12 | awk '{printf "%7.3f", $1}')/g" | sed "s/x13/$(echo $x13 | awk '{printf
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"%7.3f", $1}')/g" | sed "s/x21/$(cat paxis1.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x11 -v f=$f1
'{printf "%7.3f", f*$2+x}')/g" | sed "s/x22/$(cat paxis1.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x12 -v
f=$f1 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$3+x}')/g" | sed "s/x23/$(cat paxis1.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v
x=$x13 -v f=$f1 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$4+x}')/g" | sed "s/x31/$(cat paxis2.xvg | sed "$ ! d" |
awk -v x=$x11 -v f=$f2 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$2+x}')/g" | sed "s/x32/$(cat paxis2.xvg | sed "$ !
d" | awk -v x=$x12 -v f=$f2 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$3+x}')/g" | sed "s/x33/$(cat paxis2.xvg | sed
"$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x13 -v f=$f2 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$4+x}')/g" | sed "s/x41/$(cat paxis3.xvg
| sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x11 -v f=$f3 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$2+x}')/g" | sed "s/x42/$(cat
paxis3.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x12 -v f=$f3 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$3+x}')/g" | sed
"s/x43/$(cat paxis3.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x13 -v f=$f3 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$4+x}')/g"
>> xxa2.pdb
rm xxa.xtc
printf "0\n1\n" | trjcat -f xxa2.pdb xxa1.pdb -o xxa.xtc -settime
#sleep 3
printf "a 1 2\na 1 3\na 1 4\na 5 6\na 5 7\na 5 8\nq\n" | gmx make_ndx -f xxa2.pdb -o xxa2.ndx
printf "2\n0\n" | trjconv -f xxa.xtc -s xxa2.pdb -fit progressive -o xxaf.xtc -n xxa2.ndx
#printf "2\n0\n" | trjconv -f xxa.xtc -s xxa2.pdb -fit rot -n xxa2.ndx -o xxaf.xtc
printf "3\n" | trjconv -s xxa2.pdb -f xxaf.xtc -dump 0 -o output1.pdb
printf "3\n" | trjconv -s xxa2.pdb -f xxaf.xtc -dump 1 -o output0.pdb
printf "2\n" | trjconv -s xxa2.pdb -f xxaf.xtc -dump 0 -o output3.pdb
printf "2\n" | trjconv -s xxa2.pdb -f xxaf.xtc -dump 1 -o output2.pdb
#cat output2.pdb
cat output0.pdb
printf "" > axesxx.log
printf "$nSH2beta""\n" | gmx principal -f xx.pdb -s xx.pdb -n beta1.ndx
cat paxis1.xvg >> axesxx.log
cat paxis2.xvg >> axesxx.log
cat paxis3.xvg >> axesxx.log
#sleep 3
x11=6
x12=6
x13=6
f1=1.5
f2=1
f3=0.5
cat axis_empty.pdb | sed "s/x11/$(echo $x11 | awk '{printf "%7.3f", $1}')/g" | sed
"s/x12/$(echo $x12 | awk '{printf "%7.3f", $1}')/g" | sed "s/x13/$(echo $x13 | awk '{printf
"%7.3f", $1}')/g" | sed "s/x21/$(cat paxis1.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x11 -v f=$f1
'{printf "%7.3f", f*$2+x}')/g" | sed "s/x22/$(cat paxis1.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x12 -v
f=$f1 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$3+x}')/g" | sed "s/x23/$(cat paxis1.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v
x=$x13 -v f=$f1 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$4+x}')/g" | sed "s/x31/$(cat paxis2.xvg | sed "$ ! d" |
awk -v x=$x11 -v f=$f2 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$2+x}')/g" | sed "s/x32/$(cat paxis2.xvg | sed "$ !
d" | awk -v x=$x12 -v f=$f2 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$3+x}')/g" | sed "s/x33/$(cat paxis2.xvg | sed
"$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x13 -v f=$f2 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$4+x}')/g" | sed "s/x41/$(cat paxis3.xvg
| sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x11 -v f=$f3 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$2+x}')/g" | sed "s/x42/$(cat
paxis3.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x12 -v f=$f3 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$3+x}')/g" | sed
"s/x43/$(cat paxis3.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x13 -v f=$f3 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$4+x}')/g"
> xxdemo.pdb
printf "$cSH2beta""\n" | gmx principal -f xx.pdb -s xx.pdb -n beta1.ndx
#printf "" > axesxx.log
cat paxis1.xvg >> axesxx.log
cat paxis2.xvg >> axesxx.log
cat paxis3.xvg >> axesxx.log
#sleep 100
x11=4
x12=4
x13=4
f1=1.5
f2=1
f3=0.5
cat axis_empty.pdb | sed "s/x11/$(echo $x11 | awk '{printf "%7.3f", $1}')/g" | sed
"s/x12/$(echo $x12 | awk '{printf "%7.3f", $1}')/g" | sed "s/x13/$(echo $x13 | awk '{printf
"%7.3f", $1}')/g" | sed "s/x21/$(cat paxis1.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x11 -v f=$f1
'{printf "%7.3f", f*$2+x}')/g" | sed "s/x22/$(cat paxis1.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x12 -v
f=$f1 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$3+x}')/g" | sed "s/x23/$(cat paxis1.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v
x=$x13 -v f=$f1 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$4+x}')/g" | sed "s/x31/$(cat paxis2.xvg | sed "$ ! d" |
awk -v x=$x11 -v f=$f2 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$2+x}')/g" | sed "s/x32/$(cat paxis2.xvg | sed "$ !
d" | awk -v x=$x12 -v f=$f2 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$3+x}')/g" | sed "s/x33/$(cat paxis2.xvg | sed
"$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x13 -v f=$f2 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$4+x}')/g" | sed "s/x41/$(cat paxis3.xvg
| sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x11 -v f=$f3 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$2+x}')/g" | sed "s/x42/$(cat
paxis3.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x12 -v f=$f3 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$3+x}')/g" | sed
"s/x43/$(cat paxis3.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x13 -v f=$f3 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$4+x}')/g"
>> xxdemo.pdb
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echo "0 1 0 0" > paxis1.xvg
echo "0 0 1 0" > paxis2.xvg
echo "0 0 0 1" > paxis3.xvg
x11=2
x12=2
x13=2
f1=1.5
f2=1
f3=0.5
cat axis_empty2.pdb | sed "s/x11/$(echo $x11 | awk '{printf "%7.3f", $1}')/g" | sed
"s/x12/$(echo $x12 | awk '{printf "%7.3f", $1}')/g" | sed "s/x13/$(echo $x13 | awk '{printf
"%7.3f", $1}')/g" | sed "s/x21/$(cat paxis1.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x11 -v f=$f1
'{printf "%7.3f", f*$2+x}')/g" | sed "s/x22/$(cat paxis1.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x12 -v
f=$f1 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$3+x}')/g" | sed "s/x23/$(cat paxis1.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v
x=$x13 -v f=$f1 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$4+x}')/g" | sed "s/x31/$(cat paxis2.xvg | sed "$ ! d" |
awk -v x=$x11 -v f=$f2 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$2+x}')/g" | sed "s/x32/$(cat paxis2.xvg | sed "$ !
d" | awk -v x=$x12 -v f=$f2 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$3+x}')/g" | sed "s/x33/$(cat paxis2.xvg | sed
"$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x13 -v f=$f2 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$4+x}')/g" | sed "s/x41/$(cat paxis3.xvg
| sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x11 -v f=$f3 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$2+x}')/g" | sed "s/x42/$(cat
paxis3.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x12 -v f=$f3 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$3+x}')/g" | sed
"s/x43/$(cat paxis3.xvg | sed "$ ! d" | awk -v x=$x13 -v f=$f3 '{printf "%7.3f", f*$4+x}')/g"
>> xxdemo.pdb
grep "AX" output0.pdb >> xxdemo.pdb
cat output0.pdb
#cat output2.pdb
#!/bin/bash
#nm=$(cat HNbondsstd.pdb | wc | awk '{printf "%i", $1/4}')
for x in $(seq 1 1 $(cat orientcollection.pdb | awk '{printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $5, $6, $7, $8}'
| wc | awk '{printf "%i\n", $1/4}')); do cat orientcollection.pdb | sed "1,4 ! d" | awk
'{printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $5, $6, $7, $8}'; done > HNbondsave.pdb; cat orientcollection.pdb |
awk '{printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $5, $6, $7, $8}' > HNbondsstd.pdb
nm=$(cat HNbondsstd.pdb | wc | awk '{printf "%i", $1/4}')
#for x in $(seq 1 1 9); do echo $(grep ^$(echo $x | awk '{printf "%03i", $1}') HNbondsstd.pdb
| sed "2 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $1, $2, $3, $4}') $(grep ^$(echo "1" | awk
'{printf "%03i", $1}') HNbondsave.pdb | sed "2 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s %s\n", $2, $3,
$4}'); done

for x in $(seq 1 1 $nm); do echo $(grep ^$(echo $x | awk '{printf "%03i", $1}') HNbondsstd.pdb
| sed "2 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $1, $2, $3, $4}') $(grep ^$(echo "1" | awk
'{printf "%03i", $1}') HNbondsave.pdb | sed "2 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s %s\n", $2, $3,
$4}'); done | awk -v cnt=$xn 'function acos(x) { return atan2(sqrt(1-x*x), x) }; function
acosi(x) { return acos(x)/0.0174533 }; {printf "%s %s %s\n", $1, sqrt(($2*$5+$3*$6+$4*$7)^2),
(sqrt($2^2+$3^2+$4^2)*sqrt($5^2+$6^2+$7^2))}' | awk 'function acos(x) { return atan2(sqrt(1x*x), x) }; function acosi(x) { return acos(x)/0.0174533 }; {printf "%s %s\n", $1,
(acosi($2/$3))}' > tmp.dat
for x in $(seq 1 1 $nm); do echo $(grep ^$(echo $x | awk '{printf "%03i", $1}') HNbondsstd.pdb
| sed "3 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $1, $2, $3, $4}') $(grep ^$(echo "1" | awk
'{printf "%03i", $1}') HNbondsave.pdb | sed "3 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s %s\n", $2, $3,
$4}'); done | awk -v cnt=$xn 'function acos(x) { return atan2(sqrt(1-x*x), x) }; function
acosi(x) { return acos(x)/0.0174533 }; {printf "%s %s %s\n", $1, sqrt(($2*$5+$3*$6+$4*$7)^2),
(sqrt($2^2+$3^2+$4^2)*sqrt($5^2+$6^2+$7^2))}' | awk 'function acos(x) { return atan2(sqrt(1x*x), x) }; function acosi(x) { return acos(x)/0.0174533 }; {printf "%s %s\n", $1,
(acosi($2/$3))}' >> tmp.dat
for x in $(seq 1 1 $nm); do echo $(grep ^$(echo $x | awk '{printf "%03i", $1}') HNbondsstd.pdb
| sed "4 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $1, $2, $3, $4}') $(grep ^$(echo "1" | awk
'{printf "%03i", $1}') HNbondsave.pdb | sed "4 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s %s\n", $2, $3,
$4}'); done | awk -v cnt=$xn 'function acos(x) { return atan2(sqrt(1-x*x), x) }; function
acosi(x) { return acos(x)/0.0174533 }; {printf "%s %s %s\n", $1, sqrt(($2*$5+$3*$6+$4*$7)^2),
(sqrt($2^2+$3^2+$4^2)*sqrt($5^2+$6^2+$7^2))}' | awk 'function acos(x) { return atan2(sqrt(1x*x), x) }; function acosi(x) { return acos(x)/0.0174533 }; {printf "%s %s\n", $1,
(acosi($2/$3))}' >> tmp.dat
for x in $(seq 1 1 $nm); do echo $x $(grep ^$(echo $x | awk '{printf "%03i", $1}')' ' tmp.dat)
$(grep ^"$x"' ' num_mod.log | awk '{printf "%s", $2}'); done | sed "s/\.pdb//g" | awk '{printf
"%s %s %.1f %.1f %.1f\n", $2, $8, $3, $5, $7}' >getanglog.log
cat getanglog.log
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Appendix C.12. Python script: Auto-masking 90x90 class averages
from TIFF image sets (electron microscopy)

#This script returns a masked class average from a .tif image set (which composes the class
average, 90x90). The non-particle area is set to 100 or 0 (two different outputs) for later
modification. The script is based on average and variance of pixel values in the data set. The
selection masks for both contributions is saved separately (also the class average and class
variance).
#load various modules required in this python script
import pdb; import Image; import numpy; import math; import os; from numpy import copy
FUNCTIONS

def directory(path,extension):
#will return the number of files with the requested extension in the requested path.
list_dir = []
list_dir = os.listdir(path)
count = 0
for file in list_dir:
if file.endswith(extension):
count += 1
return count

def blursurr(radius,data,border):
#merges data of neighbouring pixels.
#radius: radius in which pixels are considered to be "neighbouring".
#data: dataset (single 90x90 image) to be processed.
#border: If a black/white edge area dataset (90x90, must be named "basset", pixval>0 => edge
area) is supplemented and this switch is set to 1, then neighbouring pixels outside the edge
area will not be taken into account when the calculated pixel is inside the edge area. This
enhanced the contrast greatly (else known noise will be added) to pixels in the edge area.
radshift=int(round(radius-0.5))
oldst = copy(data)
data2 = copy(data)
#a and b select the calculated pixel (to which the neighbouring pixels will be added)
for a in range(90):
for b in range(90):
#c and d search neighbouring pixels. Some small calculations are necessary to end up with
(calculated pixel+-radius).
for c in range(radshift*2+1):
radadd1=c-radshift
cx=a+radadd1
#It is assumed a periodic boundary condition (even though this is not true, but is does not
really matter).
if cx > 89:
cx=cx-90
if cx < 0:
cx=90+cx
for d in range(radshift*2+1):
radadd2=d-radshift
dx=b+radadd2
if dx > 89:
dx=dx-90
if dx < 0:
dx=90+dx
#Pythagoras to check whether cx/dx are within the right radius (before there was only selected
a square, not a circle around the calculated pixel)
if ((radadd1**2)+(radadd2**2))**(1.0/2) <= radius:
if border != 0:
if basset[a,b]-basset[cx,dx] < 0:
#This condition is =0 if both pixels are (not) in the border region, and <0 if only the
neighbouring pixel is inside.
data2[a,b]=data2[a,b]+oldst[cx,dx]
else:
data2[a,b]=data2[a,b]+oldst[cx,dx]
return data2
def edgefinder(imgset, radius, section, selsect, gradpot, gradpot2):
#This function finds edges. It is run for each pixel in an image set, taking the pixels in a
certain radius into account. The virtual circle is divided into sections. The gradient along
one line through this section is calculated, the opposing sections are compared with each
other. The gradient value is exponentiated with gradpot. The resulting value of neighbouring
sections (selsect says how many sections) is added together. Depending on the central section,
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the summed gradient value will be different. The largest gradient value is chosen and
exponentiated with gradpot2 to give a pixel value showing whether the pixel and exponentiated
with gradpot2. Modification of the input parameters permits to specificially screen for
corners or more cornery edges rather than for edges.
radshift=int(round(radius-0.5))
gradients=numpy.zeros((section,90,90))
contrvalue=numpy.zeros((90,90))
contrvalue_all=numpy.zeros((section,90,90))
oldst = copy(imgset)
for a in range(90):
for b in range(90):
for e in range(section):
#radius=6.5
for c in range(radshift+1):
radadd1=c
cx=a+radadd1
cx2=a-radadd1
if cx > 89:
cx=cx-90
if cx < 0:
cx=90+cx
if cx2 > 89:
cx2=cx2-90
if cx2 < 0:
cx2=90+cx2
for d in range(radshift*2+1):
radadd2=d-radshift
dx=b+radadd2
dx2=b-radadd2
if dx > 89:
dx=dx-90
if dx < 0:
dx=90+dx
if dx2 > 89:
dx2=dx2-90
if dx2 < 0:
dx2=90+dx2
if ((radadd1**2)+(radadd2**2))**(1.0/2) <=
radius and (radadd1>0 or (radadd2>0 or radadd2<0)):
secnow =
section*math.degrees(math.atan2(radadd1,radadd2))/180
if secnow >= e and secnow < (e+1):
gradients[e,a,b]=gradients[e,a,b]+abs((oldst[cx,dx]-oldst[cx2,dx2])**gradpot)
for e in range(section):
gradients[e,:,:]=avimg(gradients[e,:,:])
for a in range(90):
for b in range(90):
for e in range(section):
for f in range(selsect*2+1):
secselected=e+f-selsect
if secselected<0:
secselected=section+secselected
if secselected>(section-1):
secselected=secselected-section
contrvalue_all[e,a,b]=contrvalue_all[e,a,b]+gradients[(secselected),a,b]
contrvalue[a,b]=numpy.max(contrvalue_all[:,a,b])
contrvalue=contrvalue**gradpot2
contrvalue=avimg(contrvalue)
for e in range(section):
gradimg = Image.fromarray(gradients[e,:,:]); #gradimg.show()
return contrvalue

def showimageset(imgset):
#shows image sets
numofimg=len(imgset)
for x in range(numofimg-1):
imgtoshow = Image.fromarray(imgset[x,:,:])
imgtoshow.show()

def extremize(imgset, splitval):
#assigns either the maximum or minimum possible pixel value to each pixel, depending on
whether the original
#pixel value is below or above a specified split-value.
newset=numpy.where(imgset>=splitval,254.9,0.0)
return newset
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def avimg(imgset):
#Stretches pixel values of an image set so that the full pixel value scale is used.
imgset2=copy(imgset)
imgset2=imgset2-numpy.min(imgset2)
if numpy.max(imgset2)>0:
imgset2=imgset2*255/numpy.max(imgset2)
return imgset2

def process(blurradius,exponent,data,border):
#executes a number of operations. Adds up neighbouring pixels (to eliminate noise).
#The exponent for exponentiation can be used to either stress high-pixel value (for sure no
noise, exponent >1) or to enhance the contrast between noise and just-not-noise values
(exponent <1).
data=blursurr(blurradius,data,border)
data=data**exponent
data=avimg(data)
data2=data
imstd = Image.fromarray(data); #imstd.show()
return data2

def circbrightavdet(data, rad1, rad2):
#Determines the average pixel value in a given ring section of the image. This is useful to
determine roughly how bright the noise/particle pixel values are (we can be quite sure that
the particle is not present for r>40, and we can also be sure that the particle is present for
r<0. r is measured relative to the image centre (44.5/44.5)
d=0
for a in range(90):
for b in range(90):
if abs(((a-44.5)**2+(b-44.5)**2)**(1.0/2)) >= rad1 and abs(((a44.5)**2+(b-44.5)**2)**(1.0/2)) <= rad2:
if d == 0:
circbrightdat=numpy.zeros((1))
circbrightdat[d]=data[a,b]
else:
circbrightdat=numpy.vstack([circbrightdat, data[a,b]])
d=d+1
circbrightav=numpy.average(circbrightdat)
return circbrightav
def circbrightdetermine(data,rone,rtwo,factor):
#auto-determination of cutoff-values (for the extremize function), useful only in custom
situations.
#First the average pixel density in the given ring area (rone, rtwo) is calculated (should be
noise area).
#Then an average pixel density in the central area is calulated (the particle is there).
#Finally, one of two empirical formula for determining the best cutoff are used.
#They can be tuned by the variable factor (higher factor leads to a higher cutoff, potentially
less noise, but risk of losing particle information).
d=0
e=0
for a in range(90):
for b in range(90):
if abs(((a-44.5)**2+(b-44.5)**2)**(1.0/2)) >= rone and abs(((a44.5)**2+(b-44.5)**2)**(1.0/2)) <= rtwo:
if d == 0:
circbrightdat=numpy.zeros((1))
circbrightdat[d]=data[a,b]
else:
circbrightdat=numpy.vstack([circbrightdat, data[a,b]])
d=d+1
if abs(((a-44.5)**2+(b-44.5)**2)**(1.0/2)) >= 0 and abs(((a44.5)**2+(b-44.5)**2)**(1.0/2)) <= 5:
if e == 0:
circbrightdat2=numpy.zeros((1))
circbrightdat2[e]=data[a,b]
else:
circbrightdat2=numpy.vstack([circbrightdat2, data[a,b]])
e=e+1
circbrightav=numpy.average(circbrightdat)
circbrightstd=numpy.std(circbrightdat)
circbrightav2=numpy.average(circbrightdat2)
if circbrightav+factor*(circbrightav2-circbrightav)/(factor+1) <=
circbrightav+factor*circbrightstd:
circbrightcutoff=circbrightav+factor*(circbrightav2-circbrightav)/(factor+1)
else:
circbrightcutoff=circbrightav+factor*circbrightstd
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return circbrightcutoff

def circularcut(mode, center1, center2, radius, data, setval):
#Sets the area inside (mode 1) or outside a certain radius (around a given point, center1 and
center 2) to a given value (often 0 or "average background value").
data2=copy(data)
for a in range(90):
for b in range(90):
if abs(((a-center1)**2+(b-center2)**2)**(1.0/2)) <= radius:
if mode==1:
data2[a,b]=setval
else:
if mode==2:
data2[a,b]=setval
return data2

def connectedtolargeblock(dist,minpixno,data):
#This function detects bright pixels which are sufficiently connected to other bright pixels.
Works only for black/white images. Will search for each pixel in a given radius (dist) around
a calculated pixel. Only if a minimum given number of pixels within this radius are bright,
the calculated pixel will be marked to be "connected to a large block of other bright pixel",
the result is returned as a 90x90 black/white image.
data2=copy(data)
radshift=int(round(dist-0.5))
for a in range(90):
for b in range(90):
pixachieved=0
for c in range(radshift*2+1):
radadd1=c-radshift
cx=a+radadd1
if cx > 89:
cx=cx-90
if cx < 0:
cx=90+cx
for d in range(radshift*2+1):
radadd2=d-radshift
dx=b+radadd2
if dx > 89:
dx=dx-90
if dx < 0:
dx=90+dx
if ((radadd1**2)+(radadd2**2))**(1.0/2) <= dist and
(radadd1 !=0 or radadd2 !=0):
if data2[cx,dx]>0:
pixachieved=pixachieved+1
if pixachieved<minpixno:
data2[a,b]=0
return data2
#MAIN SCRIPT

#reading in data

outnum = directory('.','tif')
newset = numpy.zeros((outnum,90,90))

list_dir = []
list_dir = os.listdir('.')
countb = 0
#open all tif files - discard empty images.
for file in list_dir:
if file.endswith('tif'):
if countb < outnum:
im = Image.open(file)
imarray = numpy.array(im)
if numpy.sum(imarray) > 0:
newset[countb,:,:]=imarray
countb += 1
#create an array of the appropriate size, containing all relevant image data.
corrset = numpy.zeros((countb,90,90))
corrset=newset[range(countb),:,:]
avset = numpy.zeros((90,90))
stdset = numpy.zeros((90,90))
#calculate average pixel values for each pixel
for a in range(90):
for b in range(90):
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avset[a,b]=numpy.average(corrset[:,a,b])
initialtestav=copy(avset)
outlierimg=numpy.zeros((len(corrset)))
#calculates how much the pixel values scatter around the average pixel values in each 90x90
image.
for c in range(len(corrset)):
outlierimg[c]=(sum(sum((corrset[c,:,:]-avset[:,:])**2)[:]))**(1.0/2)
outlieravg=numpy.average(outlierimg)
outlierstd=numpy.std(outlierimg)
d=0
#If the pixel values in one image set scatter substantially more around the average pixel
values than
#normally. Those image sets are not taken into account (indicating a major problem of the
image in the set).
for c in range(len(corrset)):
if abs(outlierimg[c]-outlieravg) <= outlierstd:
if d == 0:
corrset2=numpy.zeros((1,90,90))
corrset2[0,:,:]=corrset[c,:,:]
else:
corrset3=numpy.zeros((1,90,90))
corrset3[0,:,:]=corrset[c,:,:]
corrset2=numpy.vstack([corrset2, corrset3])
d=d+1
corrset=copy(corrset2)
outnum=d
newset2=copy(corrset2)
#determines the overall average pixel value within the circular mask of the particle image.
for a in range(outnum):
newset2[a,:,:]=circularcut(2,44.5,44.5,45,corrset2[a,:,:],0)
pixinside=sum(sum(circularcut(1,44.5,44.5,45,newset2[a,:,:],1)))
average_all=sum(sum(sum(newset2)))/(outnum*pixinside)
#stretches the pixel values in the image set to 255 and 0, maintaining the average pixel
value.
for a in range(outnum):
average_a=sum(sum(corrset2[a,:,:]))/pixinside
corrset2[a,:,:]=circularcut(2, 44.5, 44.5, 45, corrset[a,:,:], average_a)
corrset2[a,:,:]=numpy.where(corrset[a,:,:]>=average_a,((255average_a)/(numpy.max(corrset[a,:,:])-average_a))*corrset[a,:,:], average_a-(average_acorrset[a,:,:])*(average_a-corrset[a,:,:])/(average_a))

#some akward copy operations.
specialset=copy(corrset2); specialsetav=copy(avset); specialsetstd=copy(avset);
specialsetbav=copy(avset); specialsetbstd=copy(avset); specialsetcav=copy(avset);
avsetorig=copy(avset); avsetorig2=copy(avset); specialsetcstd=copy(avset);
specialsetb=copy(corrset2); specialsetc=copy(corrset2)
#gets a fresh set of average pixel values, and also set of standard deviation values (perpixel variance)
for a in range(90):
for b in range(90):
avset[a,b]=numpy.average(corrset2[:,a,b])
stdset[a,b]=numpy.std(corrset2[:,a,b])
avsetorig2=circularcut(2,44.5,44.5,45,avimg(copy(avset)),0)
oldst=copy(stdset)
avset=avimg(avset)
circbrightav=circbrightavdet(avset,30,40)
stdsetorig=copy(stdset); avsetorig=copy(avset)

#finding particles using pixel variance
#stdset is a measure of how much high the pixel variance is (pixel-wise standard deviation).
Noise will have the lowest variance. Less mobile and defined particle areas will have a higher
variance. Quite mobile and less defined particles - difficult to see by eye - will have the
highest variance.
stdset=stdset**2
stdset=avimg(stdset)
imstd = Image.fromarray(stdset); #imstd.et_trace()
#the following procedures use previously defined functions (merging pixel values, edge search,
extremizing, seeking connected areas ...). Different parameters are used to detect various
parts of the particle, and results are merged.
stdset2=process(3,1,stdset,0)
stdset3=process(5,2,stdset2,0)
#This condition decides whether the variance is high enough to be taken into account at all.
if circbrightavdet(stdset,0,15) >= 1.4*circbrightavdet(stdset,28,35):
includestddet=1
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else:

includestddet=0
stdset4=edgefinder(stdset3,6,8,4,2,1)
stdset5=circularcut(2, 44.5, 44.5, 35, stdset4, 0)
stdset6=circularcut(2, 44.5, 44.5, 35, stdset3, 0)
circbrightcutoff=circbrightdetermine(stdset6,30,35,2.5)
stdset7=extremize(stdset5,(numpy.average(stdset5)+2.5*numpy.std(stdset5)))
stdset8=extremize(stdset6,circbrightcutoff)
stdset9a=stdset7+stdset8
imstd9a=Image.fromarray(stdset9a)
circbrightcutoff=circbrightdetermine(stdset9a,30,35,2.5)
stdset9b=extremize(stdset9a,circbrightcutoff)
imstd9b=Image.fromarray(stdset9b)
stdset9=connectedtolargeblock(5,20,stdset9b)+connectedtolargeblock(5,20,stdset7)+connectedtola
rgeblock(5,20,stdset8)
stdset9_b = extremize(stdset9, 50)
stdset=avimg(stdset9_b)
#finding particles (mostly) using pixel averages
#The following section tries to identify particle area directly from the average particle
image (as the human eye does), using an empiricially optimized combination of various
functions (described above).
#Different ways to detect the particle have been used, being sufficiently rigorous in each of
them.

avset_orig=copy(avset); avset3=copy(avset); avset2=copy(avset)
avset3=connectedtolargeblock(8,40,stdset)
stdsetx=copy(avset3)
avset2=numpy.where(avset3>=100,avset,0.0)
stdset=copy(avset2)
imav2 = Image.fromarray(avset2)
avsetorig=circularcut(2, 44.5, 44.5, 45, avsetorig, int(circbrightavdet(avsetorig,30,40)))
av1contrib=avimg(edgefinder(avsetorig,6,8,4,2,2)**(1.0/3))
av1contrib=circularcut(2, 44.5, 44.5, 41, av1contrib, 0)
av1contrib=extremize(av1contrib,circbrightavdet(av1contrib,30,40)+(250circbrightavdet(av1contrib,30,40))/4)
av1contrib=circularcut(2, 44.5, 44.5, 38, av1contrib, 0)
av1contribplus=avimg(extremize(avimg(edgefinder(av1contrib,4,8,4,2,2))+av1contrib,40))
av1contrib=avimg(process(4,2,avimg(edgefinder(avsetorig,6,8,4,2,2)**(1.0/3)),0)**(1.0/2))
av1contrib=extremize(av1contrib,circbrightavdet(av1contrib,30,40)+(250circbrightavdet(av1contrib,30,40))/5)
basset=av1contrib
avset_b=avimg(extremize(extremize(process(10,2,avsetorig,1),40)**extremize(process(5,3,avsetor
ig,0), circbrightdetermine(process(5,3,avsetorig,0),30,40,3)), 10))
avset_c=extremize(process(10,2,avsetorig,1),40)
av2contrib=edgefinder(avset_b,3,8,2,3,1)
av2contrib=extremize(av2contrib,50)
basset=copy(av2contrib)
avsetx=process(5,3,avset,1)

#The following section generates a "specialset" selection, which is one way to detect the
particle area.
for c in range(len(corrset2)):
#The following line is an exponentiated measure of how much the pixel values deviates from the
average pixel value (canot be negative). average pixel value: not from each pixel, but from
the overall image!
specialsetb[c,:,:]=(abs(corrset[c,:,:]-circbrightav))**3
specialsetb[c,:,:]=avimg(specialsetb[c,:,:])
#The following algorithm checks how much variance there can be found in these properties. An
area, where extreme pixel
#values occur often, but not always, will be detected this way (distinguished from noise &
very stable and easily
#detectable particle areas).
for a in range(90):
for b in range(90):
specialsetbstd[a,b]=numpy.std(specialsetb[:,a,b])
specialsetbstd=avimg(specialsetstd)
# By multiplication with an extremized average image set, only bright pixels will be selected.
#Exponents are result of empirical tests.
specialsetstd=avimg(avimg(specialsetbstd**(1.0/2))*avimg(avset**2))
av3contrib=extremize(avimg(process(10,3,specialsetstd,1)),50)
#adding the selections
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#av1contribplus: edges of the particle + edges of edges
#av1contrib: edge information, neighbouring pixels then merged.
#avset_b: merged brightness, only very bright areas, which are bright when merged with closer
and wider neihbourhood,
#are considered.
#av3contrib: taking extreme values into account (as long as they have also a sufficient
standard deviation in the
#image set, similar to stdset, but taking extreme values in the average image into account.
#av2contrib = edges in avset_b (makes the particle slightly larger).
avset2=av1contribplus+av2contrib+avset_b+av3contrib+avset_c+av1contrib
avset2=avimg(avset2)
avset2=extremize(avset2,19)
avset2_s=numpy.where(avset2>=100,avset_orig,0.0)
avset3=connectedtolargeblock(8,40,avset2)

#composes the black/white masks out of the stdset and avset - subsets, depending on whether
variance-based
#particle areas are taken into account also.
if includestddet == 1:
avset4=avset3+stdsetx
else:
avset4=avset3

#preparing the output
#The following lines print the original image where the black/white selection mask is white,
but only if the pixels are not isolated. Non-image areas are filled with the pixel value 100
or 0. Later these two images can be subtracted to re-generate a black-white mask.
avset3_s=numpy.where(connectedtolargeblock(8,60,connectedtolargeblock(1,2,avset4))>=100,avimg(
numpy.where(connectedtolargeblock(8,60,connectedtolargeblock(1,2,avset4))>=100,avsetorig2,100)
), 100)
avset3_forav=numpy.where(connectedtolargeblock(8,60,connectedtolargeblock(1,2,avset4))>=100,av
img(numpy.where(connectedtolargeblock(8,60,connectedtolargeblock(1,2,avset4))>=100,avsetorig2,
100)), 0)
avset3_forav=circularcut(2,44.5,44.5,45, avset3_forav,0)
avset3_s=circularcut(2, 44.5, 44.5, 45, avset3_s, 100)
avset3_numb=copy(avset3_s)
#calculates the average value for the particle.
avset3_numb=numpy.where(connectedtolargeblock(8,60,connectedtolargeblock(1,2,avset4))>=100,1,0
)
avvalue=int(numpy.sum(avset3_forav)/numpy.sum(avset3_numb))
print avvalue
imres_zero=Image.fromarray(avset3_forav)
imres=Image.fromarray(avset3_s)
imstd = Image.fromarray(avimg(stdsetorig**2))
#converts the masked particle images to the proper format and saves them as tif files.
imav = Image.fromarray(avset_orig)
imavcontr = Image.fromarray(avset3)
imvarcontr = Image.fromarray(stdsetx)
imres_zero2=imres_zero.convert('L'); imstd2=imstd.convert('L'); imres2=imres.convert('L');
imvarcontr2=imvarcontr.convert('L'); imavcontr2=imavcontr.convert('L');
imres_zero2.save('../reszero.tif','tiff'); imav2.save('../average.tif','tiff');
imavcontr2.save('../avcontrib.tif','tiff')
imvarcontr2.save('../varcontrib.tif','tiff'); imstd2.save('../variance.tif','tiff');
imres2.save('../result.tif','tiff')
#pdb.set_trace()
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Appendix C.13. EM bash script: Producing lists of sets with three maximally
distinct class average images (electron microscopy)
#!/bin/bash

#The file fitmask.log is the output of another script - and contains the raw correlation
coefficient between any aligned class average pair.

valcalc()
{
#This function finds the correlation coefficient for a given pair of class averages, checks
their consistency and adds them. If two distinct correlation coefficients are calculated
(worse alignment in one case), the higher correlation coefficient is selected.
classno=25
#finds the appropriate lines in the file and returns the case for both combinations ('a b' and
'b a'). Bad correlation coefficient are labelled as "999" and are not selected (function
returns "").
val1=$(grep '^'"$1"' [0-9]\{1,\} ' fitmask.log | grep '^[0-9]\{1,\} '"$2"' ' | grep -v "999" |
awk '{printf $7}')
val2=$(grep '^'"$2"' [0-9]\{1,\} ' fitmask.log | grep '^[0-9]\{1,\} '"$1"' ' | grep -v "999" |
awk '{printf $7}')
go=0
#Tests whether both or one of the correlation coefficients was found. Returns "go" if yes, and
selects the greater value.
if [[ $val1 != "" && $val2 != "" ]]
then
#Bash arithmetics are problematic because bash cannot handle decimal numbers.
Therefore this rather
complex condition.
if [[ $(($(echo "$val2"'*10000' | bc | xargs printf "%1.0f"))) -gt $(($(echo
"$val1"'*10000' | bc | xargs printf "%1.0f"))) ]]
then
val=$val2; go=1
else
val=$val1; go=1
fi
elif [[ $val1 != "" ]]
then
val=$val1; go=1
elif [[ $val2 != "" ]]
then
val=$val2; go=1
fi
#adds the found correlation coefficient to the correlation sum, if a correlation coefficient
was found (and increases the counter no)
if [[ $go -eq 1 ]]
then
ort=$(echo "$ort"'+'"$val" | bc -l)
no=$((no+1))
fi
}

makeresultORT()
{
#This major part of the script is written as a function because it is parallelized to increase
performance.
#The function calculates an "average correlation coefficient" for any three class averages.
This can be a lenghtly procedure (as running this function 100 x 100 x 100 times can take some
time).
#As three class average cross correlations are taken into account, three nested loops are
required (the first loop being in the main script, calling this function).
classno=25 #setting some variables and preparing empty files
printf "" > ortosets_"$1".log
printf "" > resultORT_"$classno"_"$1".log
x=$1; ort=0; no=0 #x is the counter in loop 1
for y in $(seq 1 1 $classno)
do
for z in $(seq 1 1 $classno) #third nested loop
do
valcalc $x $y #adds the correlation coefficient of the first particle pair by
calling the valcalc function
valcalc $y $z
valcalc $x $z
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if [[ $no -eq 3 ]] #an average cross correlation shall only be calculated if
all three calulations
were successful.
then
ort=$(echo "$ort"'/'"$no" | bc -l) #"ort" is the sum of the
correlations, but not the
average, which is
calculated here.
if [[ $x -ne $y && $y -ne $z && $x -ne $z ]] #No class average can
occur more than
once in each 3-member
combination.
then
printf "$x"' '"$y"' '"$z"' '"$ort""\n" >>
resultORT_"$classno"_"$x".log #print result to logfile.
fi
fi
ort=0
no=0
done
done

#Each class average member (x) should provide at least two 3-member sets with low average
correlation coefficients (orthogonal). This line selects all lines starting with the requested
class average number in the previously produced 3-member log-file. It sorts them by the size
of their average cross correlation, discards all lines which show a average cross correlation
of 0, prints the two lines with the smallest correlation coefficients and outputs them to the
ortosets-output file for this class.
grep '^'"$x"' [0-9]\{1,\} ' resultORT_"$classno"_"$x".log | grep -v "999" | sort -k 4 -g | awk
'$4>0 {print $0}' | sed "1,2 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s %s %s\n", $1, $2, $3, $4}' >>
ortosets_"$x".log
}

#MAIN PART OF THE SCRIPT

printf "" > ortosets.log
cnt=1; rm x_*; classno=25; printf "" > resultORT_$classno.log
#This time-consuming step of calculating two 3-member average cross correlation sets (with low
correlation) is resource-consuming and therefore parallelized. Both functions of this script
have to be exported for this. The number of cores is given by the user input when starting the
script. This step can be switched of (when it has been computed already and only some
downstream parameters in the script change).
weiter=1
if [[ weiter -eq 1 ]]
then
export -f valcalc; export -f makeresultORT; seq 1 1 $classno | xargs -P $1 -n 1 -i
bash -c 'makeresultORT "$@"' _ {} \;
fi
#The sets have been produced for each class individually (using the same output file in
parallelized tasks can be a problem). Now they get merged into one file.
for x in $(seq 1 1 $classno)
do
cat ortosets_$x.log >> ortosets.log
cat resultORT_"$classno"_"$x".log >> resultORT_"$classno".log
done

#A list (ortosets) with two 3-member sets of the lowest average cross correlation for each
class average exists. It has to be sorted (most orthogonal set on top, and a variety of class
averages should appear in the different sets.
printf "" > ortoresult.log; cp ortosets.log ortosets3.log;
#The ortosets file is cut down in the following procedure, do gradually ask the best sets to a
sorted collection. When the script cannot find any new appropriate sets, the procedure should
stop.
lasttime=$((classno*2+1))
while [[ $(wc ortosets3.log | awk '{printf "%s\n", $1}') -lt $lasttime ]];
do
cp ortosets3.log ortosets2.log
#This loop reads out sets with the lowest average cross correlation (in the order best
-> worst). Sets
produced by this loop will never contain the same class averages.
while [[ $(cat ortosets2.log) != "" ]];
do
#The ortosets-list is sorted and the best (lowest average cross correlation)
set is written to a
results file.
sort -g -k 4 ortosets2.log | sed "1 ! d" | awk '{printf "%s %s %s\n", $1, $2,
$3}' >> ortoresult.log;
#The following line sorts the sets file, takes the line of the previously
identified best set, and
produces a list of all three class average indices (the
first three columns). This list is then used
to seek the entire file for lines
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in which those indices occur (in any of the first three columns).
Only lines which do
not contain those indices are used for the next loop repetition.
for x in $(for var in $(printf "1\n2\n3"); do sort -g -k 4 ortosets2.log | sed
"1 ! d" | awk -v x=$var '{printf "%s\n", $x}'; done); do grep -v '^'"$x"' ' ortosets2.log |
grep -v ' '"$x"' ' | awk '{printf "%s\n", $0}' > ortosets2b.log; rm ortosets2.log; mv
ortosets2b.log ortosets2.log; done
done
cp ortosets3.log ortosets3.sav
#The previous ortosets3 file has not been touched by the last output because we
actually do not want
overly harsh conditions for creating the orthogonal set list: Even
though it is preferable if one class average doesn't occur twice in the orthogonal set list,
it is an option if there are no more "fully orthogonal" sets available (ensured by the last
loop). In the following loop, all sets are discarded which have two previously occured class
averages in their set (only one class average would be different, which
is not acceptable).
#lasttime is the variable two check whether the main loop still deals with a changing
file or whether the
orthogonal set list is maximized.
lasttime=$(wc ortosets3.log | awk '{printf "%s\n", $1}')
#generating two nested loops which go through all numbers occuring in the results file
- to form any permutation of these numbers.
for x in $(cat ortoresult.log | sed "s/ /\n/g")
do
for y in $(cat ortoresult.log | sed "s/ /\n/g")
do
#continue only if the two class average indices are not the same.
if [[ $x -ne $y ]]
then
cp ortosets3.log ortosetsx.log;
#The following line reads the 3-member sets from the ortosets file and links them with "_"
(technical reasons).
#Only lines with both requested numbers are considered (possible bug: no space at EOL in
setsfile!). These
#conditions are implemented as nested loops. Each resulting line is then printed to a list
(without "_"). The list is
#used in the to select all lines which do not contain the requested line (for each line), thus
reducing the
#3-member sets for the next iteration of the main loop.
for z in $(grep '^'"$x"' ' ortosetsx.log | awk '{printf
"%s_%s_%s_\n", $1, $2, $3}'; grep ' '"$x"' ' ortosetsx.log | awk '{printf "%s_%s_%s_\n", $1,
$2, $3}'); do for a in $(echo $z | sed "s/_/ /g" | grep '^'"$y"' ' | awk '{printf
"%s_%s_%s\n", $1, $2, $3}'; echo $z | sed "s/_/ /g" | grep ' '"$y"' ' | awk '{printf
"%s_%s_%s\n", $1, $2, $3}'); do grep -v "$(echo $a | sed "s/_/ /g")" ortosetsx.log >
ortosetsxb.log; mv ortosetsxb.log ortosetsx.log; done; done
mv ortosetsx.log ortosets3.log
fi
done
done
done
#The resulting 3-member sets are read in, extracted from the original files and written to
individual files, finally patched together.
rm x_*; cnt=0
for x in $(cat ortoresult.log | sed "s/ /\n/g")
do
cnt=$((cnt+1)); v1=x_$cnt
reffile="nofgfr_r_""$classno""_"
printf '#!/bin/csh -f\nsetenv IMAGIC_BATCH 1\n/s/imagic/imagic110325/x86_64/incore/excopy.e
<<EOF\n2D_IMAGES/SECTIONS\nEXTRACT\n'"$reffile"'\n'"$v1"'\nINTERACTIVE\n'"$x"'\nEOF' >
exccopy2.b
v2=x_$cnt
printf '#!/bin/csh -f\nsetenv IMAGIC_BATCH 1\n/s/imagic/imagic110325/x86_64/stand/em2em.e <<EOF\nIMAGIC\nTIFF\n2D\n'"$v1"'\n'"$v2"'\n0\ntif\nEOF' > patch3.b
csh -c "source ./exccopy2.b";
csh -c "source patch3.b"
done
csh -c "source patch4.b"
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Appendix D. Phosphorylation of a spin-labelled tandemSH2 sample

Appendix D.1. Methods

Spin labelling was preceded by site directed mutagenesis experiments to substitute
any three out of 4 cysteine residues by alanine. The spin labelling procedure for

MTSL and PROXYL were prepared in an identical manner, avoiding light and not
using reductant-free solutions. Spin-labels were added in 20-fold molar excess at

high concentration (for example: 10 µl label in 500 µl solution); pipetting was

performed in the dark. The light-protected samples were left shaking at room
temperature overnight. Gel filtration was sufficient to remove the spin label. A set of

HSQC spectra of the labelled samples were recorded to obtain Ipara. Freshly obtained
ascorbic acid was used to reduce the sample to then obtain Idia

Intensities have been normalized in two steps: a) Relative normalization
nonphospho- and phospho-tandem, b) normalization to 1.: Using all data points

which are present for both constructs. It is expected that the overall intensity
distribution for both construct is similar, with similar amounts of low- and highintensity cross peaks; therefore, the data points for both sets were put into order

(Figure D.1) of magnitude (rank 1 - highest Ipara/I0), and a target function to minimize
the difference between both rank-ordered data sets was used to estimate the
normalization factor. b) The rank-ordered datasets show that there are a few outliers

with high Ipara/I0. Therefore, the fifth and not the first data point was set to be 100%

Ipara/I0. The true Ipara/I0 can be >100%, therefore this is a rather arbitrary way to
normalize; however, it still allows to compare the intensity ratios of phospho- and
nonphospho-tandem-SH2 and also to qualitatively analyse which residues are closer

to or further away from the spin label). The error takes only into account the

noise/intensity ratios of I0 and Ipara. After initial error calculation, the minimum error
was set to the average error from the initial error calculation.
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Figure D.1: Rank-ordered Ipara/I0 ratios of nonphospho-tandem and phospho-tandem
used for normalization purposes. In the first normalization step, the difference between

these two curves was minimized. The first few points are probably outliers with Ipara/I0 > 1,

therefore these points were not used for the second normalization step to 1. The intensity
distribution differs for the two construct, possibly indicating a global dynamic difference

between nonphospho-tandem and phospho-tandem rather than large static local differences
in nSH2, as residue-specific analysis of intensity ratio differences reveals hardly any regionspecific changes.

Appendix D.2. Results and Discussion
Spin-labelled constructs (both MTSL and PROXYL) were created for NMR
experiments for two purposes: 1) It was of interest to spot inter-domain distances

and to see whether they are modulated by phosphorylation. 2) Chemical shift
perturbation analysis suggests that the nSH2 domain undergoes no internal

structural differences induced by phosphorylation; however, this method is only

sensitive to local structural changes. Small, but important relative secondary
structure element displacements would not necessarily be spotted. Spin-label based
methods are sensitive to changes in intermediate-range distances including
modulation of dynamics.

As there were four cysteines present in the nonphospho-long-tandem construct, it

was attempted to mutate three out of the four mutants from cysteine to alanine.

These site-directed mutagenesis experiments were performed for all four possible
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sites, using the Y771F,Y771F-mutated long-tandem (545-790) construct in order to

be able to generate a phosphorylated version of the construct. It turned out that only

one of the four constructs gave sufficient yields and acceptable NMR spectra. The
position of the non-mutated cysteine (C646) which was then spin-labelled with either
PROXYL or MTSL is shown in Figure D.2A.

C646 is located in a loop, therefore it is not useful for quantitative distance

measurements. It is also rather far away from the cSH2 domain. Distances between

the spin label and to cSH2 of less than 20Å, which can be qualitatively evaluated by
peak intensity analysis of paramagnetic vs. diamagnetic versions of this construct,

are expected to be hardly measurable. The spin label is located close to the FGFR
peptide binding site.

Chemical shift perturbation analyses comparing the nonphospho- and phospho-

versions of the spin-labelled construct (diamagnetic spectra) with their unlabelled

counterparts (Figure D.2B) show that the perturbation of the nSH2 domain by spin
label presence (and Cys->Ala mutations) are generally larger than the perturbations

in the cSH2, as expected. Phosphorylation does not change the perturbations
(without vs. with spin-label) in nSH2, which is expected. Spin-labelling dependent

chemical shift perturbation upon phosphorylation appears to be larger for the cSH2

domain. This effect is not very pronounced; it can be observed that the most affected
residues 730 - 732 are comparably close to the nSH2 domain.

In order to qualitatively estimate intermediate spatial distance changes upon
phosphorylation, HSQC spectra of the paramagnetic and then diamagnetic versions
of the constructs were recorded; results for MTSL- and PROXYL-labelled samples

were virtually identical. Estimation of the peak intensity ratio Ipara/Idia, which reflects
the average distance between the spin label and a given residue, was not trivial but
allows for a qualitative analysis of the results (see Appendix D.17). Figure D.3A

shows the intensity ratios for nonphospho- and the phospho-constructs; the

approximate location of the spin label is already visible in this plot. Mapping the
intensity ratios on the structure (Figure D.3B) reveals that the intensity ratios are in

agreement with the expected position of the spin label, even though flexibility of the
cysteine renders this approach to be not very precise.
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Comparing nonphospho- and phospho-long-tandem constructs is possible by
calculating the differences between the intensity ratios (Figure D.4). The largest

observed differences in the nSH2 domain are located in loop regions exclusively,

suggesting that they might not represent genuine differences in the distance
between C646 and the affected residues. The observed intensity ratio change might
be a result of complex differences in protein dynamics, for example due to line

broadening which also depends on global protein tumbling. Significant changes of
the nSH2 structure upon phosphorylation could not be observed.

Comparably large intensity ratio differences can be observed for residues 731 and
732, suggesting that this might be an inter-domain effect.
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Figure D.2: A. Location of the spin label and of C->A mutations. The AcetamidoPROXYL group is shown in the inset. The spin label is thought to be in a similar position as
the FGFR peptide. B. Chemical shift perturbation analyses. Chemical shift perturbations
caused by introduction of the spin label. The perturbations in nSH2 are generally larger than
in cSH2. The changes of these spin-label-specific-dependent perturbations upon

phosphorylation are very small (plotted on secondary y axis), but larger for cSH2 than for
nSH2.

A

B
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Figure D.3: Location of the spin label and effect on peak intensities. A: Intensity ratios

Ipara/I0. Data are shown for nonphospho-tandem (red) and phospho-tandem (blue). Low

intensities reveal spatial proximity of the spin label. B: Intensity ratios, plotted on the
nSH2 to confirm correct spin label position. The likely location of the spin label can be

estimated. However, it appears that the exact rationalization of all Ipara/I0 would be difficult
due to the relative flexibility of the cysteine to which the spin label binds.

A

B
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Figure D.4: Qualitative analysis of intermediate distance modulations upon
phosphorylation. A: Ipara/Idia ratio differences between phospho- and nonphosphotandem. Positive = nonphospho ratio higher = residue moves closer to spin label upon
phosphorylation assuming no other confounding effects. Errors were calculated from the

individual Ipara/I0 ratios, minimum error set to average error of initial error calculation. B:

Ratio differences, plotted on the nSH2 domain structure (colour-coding). Positive value
- nonphospho ratio higher - residue moves closer to spin label upon phosphorylation,
assuming no other confounding effects. All affected residues are located in loop regions.

A

B
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Appendix E. Residual dipolar couplings - an example of an
NMR-based method

Appendix E.1. Physical background

A simplified dipolar coupling Hamiltonian, ought to be derived herein. Starting from

the classical description of a magnetic dipole (6.1), its quantum mechanical

equivalent will be derived first. This Hamiltonian will be written in Cartesian

coordinates (6.3). However, in order to identify non-secular terms which can be
omitted using the high-field approximation, an expansion and a transformation of the
Hamiltonian into spherical coordinates is convenient (6.7). In spherical coordinates a

separation into spin and space terms is straightforward; spherical coordinates will
also be convenient to describe molecular geometries. After identification of nonsecular terms the Hamiltonian a simplified dipolar coupling Hamiltonian is obtained
(6.10). Rewriting this Hamiltonian using raising and lowering spin density operators

(6.12) helps to isolate negligible contributions to the Hamiltonian which can be
omitted (6.13). A dipolar coupling constant can be isolated; the derivation of the
residual dipolar constant is straightforward (6.15). In the remainder of this section,

practically useful concepts including the idea of a reference frame and definition of
the alignment tensor will be introduced.

Classically, the magnetic field of a magnetic dipole μ can be described as
=

(6.1)

3(

4

) −( )

The interaction energy between two dipoles, with
is given by
(6.2)

=

4

−

3

(

)(

) =

.

being at position

4

(1 − 3

)

for dipoles which are placed into a strong external magnetic field with
between the external magnetic field and the dipole vector, so that
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relative to

=

,
.

as the angle

for

= 0°.

It is possible to transfer this equation into a quantum mechanical equivalent, the

= ℏ , starting from

dipolar coupling Hamiltonian, by taking into account that
= ;

another representation of the last equation (

= ;

= , analogous for I

and S that comprise the two nuclei involved in the dipolar coupling):
(6.2)
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=

4

3

ℏ
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,

.

The terms in brackets can be calculated for individual i and j, shown here for terms
where i=j:

(6.3)
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For subsequent transformations it is useful to merge and reshuffle all
terms (which is possible due to the orthogonality of these terms):

(6.4)
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The dipolar coupling Hamiltonian in Cartesian coordinates can therefore be
expanded to

=

(6.5)

−

ignoring all terms with ≠ in

1
2

3

+

−1 +⋯

,

.

The Cartesian coordinates used in here can be transformed into spherical
coordinates using ⁄ =
(6.6)

= −

4

ℏ

, ⁄ =
−

1
2
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and ⁄ =

+

(3

:

− 1) + ⋯

The part of the equation which has been omitted contains terms which all depend on
Φ as they all contain x and y as factors.

The dipolar coupling Hamiltonian can also be expressed using spin and space terms,
using a rank 2 spherical tensor:
(−1)

=
(6.7)

( , )

= (−1)

−

4

ℏ

24
2
5

( , )

The high field approximation allows us to omit the non-secular terms which are
ℏ

proportional to

/( 4

spherical harmonics with m>0.

) ⁄

. The non-secular terms are represented by

For m=0, the (not normalized) spherical harmonic of order 2 is
5 1
(3
4 2

=

(6.8)

.

− 1)

This is similar to the aforementioned dipolar coupling spin Hamiltonian in dipolar

coordinates (Equation 3.7); the part of the equation which depends on Φ can be
omitted because it is now visible that these terms are non-secular. The spherical
harmonics of order m=0 can now easily be used:
= −

(6.9)

= −
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−
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(6.10)
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+
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+

.

yields
= −

(6.11)

4

ℏ

1
− (
4

) (3

+

− 1)

.

In the typical heteronuclear situation with 1H and 15N, the energy difference between
|

and |

is large, therefore the Hamiltonian simplifies to
= −

(6.12)

4

ℏ

(3

− 1)

.

It can be extracted as a dipolar coupling constant D according to
=2

(6.13)

⟺

= −

3

8

ℏ

−1 3

.

This constant can be time-averaged and is then called the residual dipolar coupling
constant:

= −

(6.14)

3

ℏ

8

=

)

1
〈 (3
2

− 1)〉

ℏ

=

with

(

−1 3 =

There are usually multiple internuclear vectors present and it is therefore convenient

to place the molecule of interest into an arbitrary reference frame using two angles α
and β. The α angles, which describe this transformation, are not time-dependent.
Only data from bonds with high rigidity can therefore be taken into account. β(t)

angles describe the time-dependent relative orientation of the reference frame to the
magnetic field. Using a constant
probabilities
(6.15)

(

=

)=

= cos( ) and

( ) = cos( ), which gives

( ), we can rewrite P2 in the last equation to
3
〈
2

( )〉

+ 2〈

+〈

( ) ( )〉

( )〉

+ 〈 ( )〉

+ 2〈

( ) ( )〉

+ 2〈

( )

−

1
2

( )〉

It is possible to rewrite this formula into matrix form to use a probability matrix C
rather than individual Ci(t) terms. In the diagonal positions of this 3x3 matrix there
can be found probabilities

. The diagonal elements will add to 1. All elements in the

matrix are positive and real; the matrix is symmetric.
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This matrix is closely related to the commonly used Saupe order matrix which is
defined as

=

(7.16)

3
1
〈 ( ) ( )〉 −
2
2

.

The Saupe matrix allows us to rewrite the expression for the residual dipolar
coupling constant:

=

(7.17)

.

,

The aforementioned properties of the probability matrix, which also apply to the
Saupe matrix, allow us to diagonalize the Saupe matrix. We can then replace the
Saupe matrix with C terms again to get
3
〈
2

=

(6.18)
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Under isotropic conditions, 〈 ( )〉 becomes

−

1
3

( )

because

.
( )

= ). It

is useful to estimate the difference between 〈 ( )〉 and . Therefore the alignment
tensor was introduced:

=〈

(6.19)

〉 −

1
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.

It is a convention to sort the elements in this matrix in a certain way, specifically
|

|>

,

>|

=

(6.21)

3
2
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Using

|. Using this alignment tensor and polar coordinates with

=
=

and

=
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,

=

3
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1
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,
− 1) +
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.

= 0, we get
1
(
2

)(

2 )

,

which can be further simplified using the axial component of the alignment tensor
=

=

and the rhombic component

−

used formula for the residual dipolar coupling constant
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, leading to the commonly

(6.22)

=
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For flexible molecules, this formula has to be adapted:
(6.23)
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.

,

taking into account vibrational internuclear distance averaging and using the LipariSzabo order parameter.

This section is based on various widely available teaching materials, for example on
Markus Zweckstetter's script for the 2004 EMBO Summer School and on (Hu and
Wang, 2006).

Appendix E.2. IPAP experiments to record 1H,15N-RDCs

The most commonly used pulse sequence to record 1H,15N-RDCs is the IPAP pulse
sequence, which will be discussed herein, based on widely available materials
including peer-reviewed work (Hu and Wang, 2006; Ottiger et al., 1998).

It is desirable to separate the two splitting components arising from residual dipolar

coupling in crowded spectra. In the IPAP approach, two experiments are performed

in an interleaved manner, in-phase (IP) and anti-phase (AP), which has also given
the pulse sequence its name (IPAP). The two resulting spectra can be added or

subtracted to yield the two splitting components separately. The IPAP experiment is
based on the pulse sequence of a non-decoupled 2D HSQC experiment.
IPAP experiment to obtain in-phase splittings

The first INEPT block creates antiphase 2IxSz magnetization. The chemical shift
does not evaluate due to the 180˚ pulses in the block. Product operator evolution can
be described taking into account the initial 90˚ pulse and J coupling:
(

°)

−

−

cos

+2

sin

τ is set to 1/(2JIS) which yields 2IxSz magnetization. Transfer from the proton (I) to the
heteronucleus (S) is achieved by applying a 90˚ pulse in both channels:
(

°)(
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)

−

In a common HSQC experiment, the following period is used to evolve the

heteronuclear chemical shift during t1. The proton is in the Iz state and does not
evolve. The heteronuclear J coupling would usually be decoupled by inserting a 180˚

pulse in the proton channel in the middle of the t1 evolution period. However, we
want to record these couplings, therefore this pulse is not used. The product
operator based description of this t1 period is
−

(

)

2

−2

cos Ω

−2

cos

sin Ω

sin Ω

−

2

sin

cos

cos Ω

−

cos Ω

sin

sin Ω

The last two terms can be neglected as they will not be converted into observable

magnetization in this experiment. A 90˚ pulse transfers the magnetization of the first
two blocks to the I spin:
2

cos

cos Ω

−2

−2

cos

cos

sin Ω

(

sin Ω

°)(

)

−2

cos

cos Ω

The second multiple-quantum term can be discarded as it will not lead to observable
magnetization, which is obtained by using another INEPT block:
−2

cos

,

cos Ω

/(

)

cos

cos Ω

For quadrature detection in the States-TPPI manner, this experiment is modified by

shifting the S phase after the first INEPT period by 90˚ to get -IzSx, which ultimately
yields a term which sine modulated by the nitrogen chemical shift, leading to the
following complex signal:
cos

cos Ω

−

cos

sin Ω

IPAP experiment to obtain anti-phase splittings

=

exp(−iΩ

cos

)

In this experiment, an extra pulse sequence block is inserted before the t 1 evolution
period. In addition, the phase of the first 90˚ pulse is shifted by -90˚ so that the
product operator analysis for the extra block starts from 2I zSx rather than from -2IzSy:
2

∆

2

cos

∆+2

sin

∆

(

°)(

)

−2

cos

∆−2

sin

∆

The 180˚ pulse in the S channel ensures that the amplitude of the doublet
components at the end of this block do not depend on interference between CSA
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and dipolar coupling mechanisms. Signal decay introduced by the insertion of this

block can be taken into account by adding an exponential decay term. The extra
pulse sequence block is terminated with a 90˚ purge pulse in the I channel:
−2

cos

∆ exp −

∆

−2

sin

∆ exp −

∆

(
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−2
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∆ exp −

During t1, this term evolves to (single quantum Sy terms are omitted):
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∆
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+⋯

The remainder of the experiment, omitting the multiple-quantum term after the 90˚
pulse, can be described as follows:
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Using quadrature detection, the signal for this second experiment would therefore be
sin
This term can be divided by sin

exp(− Ω

) sin

∆ exp −
sin

Merging in- and anti-phase splittings

∆

∆ exp −

∆

to yield

exp(− Ω

)

The signal of the second experiment can be either added to or subtracted from the
first experiment to give
cos

exp(− Ω

)+

sin

exp(− Ω
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)=

exp(− (Ω

−

))

Subtraction of the experiments yields

exp(− (Ω

+

))

Therefore, after Fourier transformation two spectra with a signal at either Ω +
Ω −

in the F1 dimension are obtained.

It is necessary to know the scaling factor sin

∆ exp −

∆

or

to get the two spectra as

uncontaminated as possible, but as the value is rather homogenous for all residues it
is in practice easy to optimize Δ.
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